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This report summarizes the ongoing research of the Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics
Laboratory at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. This year, two students graduated with a
Master of Applied Science, two new students joined the group, we had two visiting Ph.D. students from
Universidad de Chile and one Master in Geology student doing a summer internship.
The following two Master in Applied Science theses were completed in this period:



Maria Bolgkoranou, M.A.Sc. (Dec. 2019), “Multivariate Geostatistical Simulation of
Compositional Data Using Principal Component Analysis”
Ilkay Cevik, M.A.Sc. (Sep. 2020), “Machine learning enhancements for knowledge discovery in
mineral exploration and improved mineral resource classification”

The work in this annual report includes that of the six current graduate students, two visiting Ph.D. student
and one graduate summer intern. The research group is composed of:










Mehmet Altinpinar, M.A.Sc. student
Sebastian Avalos, Ph.D. student
David Casson, Ph.D. student
Fouad Faraj, Graduate summer intern
Mauricio Garrido, visiting Ph.D. student (Geology)
Kasimcan Koruk, M.A.Sc. student
Carlos Moraga, visiting Ph.D. student (Mineral Processing)
Victor Petryshen, M.A.Sc. student
Alvaro Riquelme, Ph.D. student

Three faculty collaborate with the lab, supporting the research and co-advising students:




Willy Kracht, Adjunct Professor – The Robert M. Buchan Department of Mining (Queen’s
University) and Associate Professor – Department of Mining Engineering (U. de Chile)
Asli Sari, Assistant Professor – The Robert M. Buchan Department of Mining (Queen’s University)
Brian Townley, Associate Professor – Department of Geology (U. de Chile)

Fifteen contributions are available this year, totaling 270 pages, and including diverse topics related to
predictive modeling in the mining value chain. Industrial collaboration with SRK Consulting Canada,
through Mitacs, and Natural Research Council (NRC) have also contributed to new ideas and models,
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applied to different problems. An NSERC Alliance project in collaboration with ArcelorMittal was also
approved and will start in the next month.
As always, we welcome industrial and academic collaboration. This provides opportunities to fund new
graduate students and novel research, and directly benefits industrial partners. If interested, please send
a note to julian.ortiz@queensu.ca.

Julian M. Ortiz
Associate Professor, The Robert M. Buchan Department of Mining
Director, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab
Queen’s University
September 2020
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corresponding publishers, but can be requested for personal use or research purposes directly to
julian.ortiz@queensu.ca.
Book chapter
1. Ortiz JM, Kracht W (2020) Casos Aplicados: Big Data en Geometalurgia, in Big Data en Minería
[Spanish], Ruiz del Solar J (Ed.), Beauchef Minería, p. 102-129. http://www.beauchefmineria.cl/wpcontent/uploads/2020/09/Estudio_BIGDATA.pdf
Journal papers
1. Avalos SA, Kracht W, Ortiz JM (2020) An LSTM approach to SAG mill operational relative-hardness
prediction, Minerals, 10 (9), 734. https://doi.org/10.3390/min10090734
2. Avalos S, Ortiz JM (2020) Recursive Convolutional Neural Networks in a Multiple-Point Statistics
framework, Computers & Geosciences, 141, 104522. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cageo.2020.104522
3. Avalos SA, Kracht W, Ortiz JM (2020) Machine Learning and Deep Learning Methods in Mining
Operations: a Data-Driven SAG Mill Energy Consumption Prediction Application, Mining, Metallurgy
& Exploration, 37(4): 1197-1212. https://doi.org/10.1007/s42461-020-00238-1
4. Garrido M, Sepulveda E, Ortiz JM, Townley B (2020) A Methodology for the Simulation of Synthetic
Geometallurgical Block Models of Porphyry Ore Bodies, Natural Resources Research.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11053-020-09692-6
5. Santibáñez-Leal FA, Ortiz JM, Silva JF (2020) Ore-waste discrimination with adaptive sampling
strategy, Natural Resources Research, 29: 3079-3102. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11053-020-09625-3
6. Calderón H, Santibáñez F, Silva JF, Ortiz JM, Egaña A (2020) Geological facies recovery based on
weighted l1-regularization, Mathematical Geosciences, 52(5): 593-617. https://doi.org/10.1007/
s11004-019-09825-5
7. Haas J, Moreno-Leiva S, Junne T, Chen P-J, Pamparana G, Nowak W, Kracht W, Ortiz JM (2020) Copper
mining:
100%
solar
electricity
by
2030?,
Applied
Energy,
262,
114506.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2020.114506
8. Díaz GF, Ortiz JM, Silva JF, Lobos RA, Egaña AF (2020) Variogram-based descriptors for comparison
and classification of rock texture images, Mathematical Geosciences, 52(4): 451-476.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11004-019-09833-5
9. Ortiz JM, Kracht W, Pamparana G, Haas J (2020) Optimization of a SAG mill energy system:
integrating rock hardness, solar irradiation, climate change and demand side management,
Mathematical Geosciences, 52(3): 355-379. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11004-019-09816-6
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Conference papers
1. Jelvez E, Morales N, Ortiz JM (2019) Impact of geological uncertainty at different stages of the openpit mine production planning process, in: Topal E. (eds), Proceedings of the 28th International
Symposium on Mine Planning & Equipment Selection – MPES 2019, Springer Series in Geomechanics
and Engineering, 83-91.
2. Garrido M, Ortiz JM, Sepulveda E, Farfan L, Townley B (2019) An overview of good practices in the
use of geometallurgy to support mining reserves in copper sulfides deposits, Procemin-Geomet
2019, 6th International Seminar on Geometallurgy, Santiago, Chile, November 20-22, 2019, 12p.
In addition to these papers, several presentations, posters and webinars were delivered this year:
1. Ortiz JM (2020) Predictive geometallurgical modeling, presented to AngloAmerican, Toronto, ON,
March 2, 2020.
2. Ortiz JM, Cevik SI, Avalos S, Kracht W, Leuangthong O (2020) Machine learning and deep learning in
predictive geometallurgical modeling, presentation at PDAC, Toronto, ON, March 4, 2020.
3. Cevik IS, Ortiz JM, Olivo GR (2020) A combined multivariate approach analyzing the geochemical
data for knowledge discovery: the Vazante-Paracatu Zinc district, Minas Gerais, Brazil, poster,
PDAC-SEG student mineral colloquium, Toronto, ON, March 3, 2020. Wins 3rd place in Master’s
category.
4. Ortiz, J. M. (2020) Panel Discussion: Challenges, Innovation & AI in Mining: Chile – Canada, webinar
invited by Redicec (Red de Investigacion Chile Canada), September 23, 2020.
https://youtu.be/jWKjJQSez-4
5. Ortiz, J. M. (2020) Geostatistics and machine learning for resource estimation and classification,
webinar [Spanish] invited by Instituto de Ingenieros de Minas de Peru, September 15, 2020.
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1148970302167164

Funding
Research is possible thanks to the funding provided by Queen’s University Research Initiation Grant,
NSERC through funding reference nos. RGPIN-2017-04200 and RGPAS-2017-507956, Mitacs Accelerate
FR37072-IT14666 in collaboration with SRK Consulting Canada, and National Research Council.
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Paper 2020-01

Introduction to sequential Gaussian simulation

1

Julian M. Ortiz (julian.ortiz@queensu.ca)
Abstract
Geostatistics deals with two different problems: estimation and uncertainty quantification. MultiGaussian and indicator kriging allow determining the local uncertainty at
every location. However, these methods do not permit quantifying uncertainty over a
larger volume, or characterizing the expected variability in a sequence of points that will
be transferred to another process. In this paper, the concept of geostatistical simulation
is introduced along with an explanation about why it is necessary and how it is different
from estimation. Sequential Gaussian simulation is introduced as one of the most used
algorithms for multiGaussian simulation, and as a natural extension from multiGaussian
kriging.

1.

Introduction

In many applications2 , the major objective has been, and still is, to obtain the “best” estimate of the
variable studied. To achieve this objective, estimation methods have progressed from geometric triangulation
and polygonal approaches to a variety of kriging algorithms. All of these estimation approaches produce a
map of locally averaged values and in the case of kriging, a map of the estimation variance at each estimated
location. The resultant models produced by these estimation methods have several limitations. These
limitations include:
• The spatial variability and histogram of the estimates is “smoothed” compared to that known from
sample data.
• The assessment of uncertainty (by means of the kriging variance) is strongly controlled by the sampling
configuration without reference to the magnitude of the sample grades that inform the estimated value.
• It is very difficult to obtain a quantification of the uncertainty of a collection of blocks because the
uncertainty in each block is not independent of the uncertainty in the adjoining block.
In contrast to the estimation methods, geostatistical simulation provides maps of the variable that:
• Honor the sample data values.
• Reproduce the histogram.
• Reproduce the spatial variability of the variable of interest.
In addition, simulation is a probabilistic procedure that results in many different realizations of
the same attribute. Each realization honors sample values, geological interpretation, data statistics and
spatial continuity.
Unlike estimation, where a best map can be generated under some definition of quality (for kriging it
is the minimization of the mean square error), realizations are accepted or rejected based on their capacity
to honor the data, geology, histogram, variogram, and any secondary information. Therefore, there is no
single best realization, since they are all considered equally likely to occur. The set of equally probable
1 Cite as: Ortiz, JM (2020) Introduction to sequential Gaussian simulation, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab,
Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-01, 7-19.
2 This introduction and example were prepared many years ago by Peter Rolley, a geologist with extensive mining experience.
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realizations allows us obtain a distribution of the possible grade at that location. Similar procedures exist
for categories such as the geological unit. This distribution of outcomes is interpreted as the uncertainty
in the variable. This allows to report an uncertainty value that is conditioned by the surrounding sample
values and geological attributes. The set of simulated values on a point scale also allows us to consider the
uncertainty of a collection of related points or joint uncertainty. This means a change of support can be
performed, and simulations at block support are obtained. The set of block support realizations represents
the uncertainty of the variable at that support. For example, the net result of averaging the simulated point
grades within an arbitrary shape for each simulation is a distribution of the uncertainty of the expected
grade for that volume (e.g. stope or production period volume). This cannot be obtained by kriging methods
without assuming independence between each volume.
In summary, conditional simulation provides a quantification of the uncertainty surrounding an estimate. These values may account for the support and information effects, hence allowing quantification of
uncertainty in any response variable. Response variables that depend upon several input variables can be
correctly assessed with simulation and their uncertainty, quantified. This is the case of the response in mine
planning, in geometallurgical studies or in geotechnical classification.
2.

An introductory mining example

This introductory example is based on a satellite zone of mineralization at a gold mine in eastern Canada,
that has potential for development as an underground operation to contribute additional tonnes and grade
to the mill of the operation. Uncertainty about the continuity of the gold mineralization leads to uncertainty
in predictions of cash flows.
Several hundred surface and underground diamond drill holes through the zone exist, confirming significant gold mineralization (Figure 1). High grade assays mostly fall along a few roughly planar structures
that have been grouped into a series of lenses within a broader altered and mineralized shear system (Figure
2). All of these lenses follow the major foliation direction with an east-west strike and a northerly dip of 65
to 70°.

Figure 1: Drillhole intersections over a representative cross section of the deposit.

Three realizations, out of a hundred created with a geostatistical simulation method, are shown in
Figure 3. It can be seen that these realizations follow the general direction of continuity of the grades,
honor the data, and show realistic variability of the grades at neighboring locations. Although they have
the same general features, they are different. At every location, different values are simulated over the
© Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University
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Figure 2: Grade trend as a function of the distance to the hanging wall.

realizations. The spread of these values is a reflection on the uncertainty of the grade at that location.
Closer to conditioning data, simulated values tend to have less dispersion, reflecting higher confidence.
For comparison, an inverse distance weighting estimate is depicted in Figure 4, which shows very
different features. The continuity is honored (imposed by the search plan), but the map does not reflect
any short range variability, and provides very hard transitions between high and low grade areas, due to the
conditioning. A single map is obtained with this method, without access to the expected variability.
Considering the expected variability provided by the realizations from the geostatistical simulation
method, the reserve grade within the production stopes is computed for each realization and fed into a
cash flow analysis. This reflects the chance of realizing the plan. The expected cash flow from the inverse
distance estimate is shown in Figure 5. A negative cash flow in the first period is compensated with positive
cash flows in subsequent years. Now, if we look at the cash flows obtained for each realization, we see that
these may fluctuate and there is some chance of not obtaining the expected value of the project (Figure
6). The net present value can be computed for every realization and compared with the expected NPV.
Furthermore, if uncertainty is deemed too large, corrective actions can be taken, such as additional drilling,
or changes in the plan to minimize risk by starting with areas where confidence is higher and the fluctuation
in the cash flow is lower. In this case, the NPV may be as low as $4.8 million and as high as $8.9 million
(Figure 7). The decision maker should be aware of this uncertainty to proceed with the plan.
The previous example is very straightforward, but illustrates that understanding the uncertainty in the
estimate may change the decisions made.
There are many difficulties that appear as a consequence of knowing the uncertainty. Communicating
uncertainty and risk is not straightforward. Making decisions accounting for risk is also a very difficult task.
In mining, designing the outline of an open pit or a stope accounting for the uncertainty on the grades is
an extremely complex optimization problem. The same happens in other fields: imagine trying to decide
what area needs to be decontaminated when you have a limited budget and 100 models displaying different
possible spatial distributions of the pollutant.
Notice that it is not the same: “to decide accounting for uncertainty” than “to assess the uncertainty
given a fixed mine plan”
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Figure 3: Three realizations obtained with a geostatistical simulation method.

3.

Geostatistical simulation
3.1.

Principles

The main idea of geostatistical simulation is to draw multiple realizations of a random function.
All the realizations will share the spatial structure, which is often imposed by the variogram, under the
assumption that relationships between pairs of points (so called two-point statistics) are sufficient to capture
the main features of the model (Goovaerts, 1997; Chilès and Delfiner, 1999).
Now, to make this useful, we create realizations from a random function that shares the spatial continuity
features with our data. From the limited sample data available, we can infer a histogram and variogram (and
sometimes, we can go beyond and infer patterns or multiple-point statistics) (Mariethoz and Caers, 2014).
This modeled three dimensional variogram characterizes the spatial continuity of the random function. In
addition to this, we want the random function to honor the data, that is, we expect to recover the sample
values at sample locations.
Realizations from a simulation method are called conditional, if they reproduce the sample values at
sample locations. This means, that all realizations will share some common values. Since spatial correlation
controls the dispersion of values in space, if one node is fixed with a known value, its surroundings will be
correlated to that value. Therefore, around each sample location, the spread of values will be constrained,
thus representing a lower uncertainty.
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Figure 4: A map of inverse distance weighting estimates.

Figure 5: Expected cash flow obtained from the inverse distance estimates. This is usually the basis for decision making and
planning.

The true distribution of the regionalized variable can be interpreted as one particular realization
of the random function. Therefore, the simulated realizations can be interpreted as other possible
scenarios.
Since we do not know exhaustively the true distribution, we can use each realization as one possible truth,
and expect that it will behave similarly to the true distribution, since it shares its statistical and spatial
statistics, and it reproduces the sample values at sample locations. Therefore, to assess the performance
of the true variable when subject to a process, we can instead, assess the performance of
each one of the realizations and use the output as a representation of the uncertainty in the
response.
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Figure 6: Cash flow uncertainty - only 10 realizations are shown. The expected cash flow from the inverse distance model is
shown with red squares.

Figure 7: Net present value (NPV) uncertainty for the project.

We will now introduce the different methods and discuss the assumptions underlying each method.
3.2.

Methods and assumptions

There are many approaches to simulation. The following is a non-exhaustive list of the most relevant
approaches.
• MultiGaussian methods:
– Sequential Gaussian simulation (continuous) (Goovaerts, 1997; Deutsch and Journel, 1998; GómezHernández and Journel, 1993; Verly, 1984)
– Turning bands simulation (continuous) (Mantoglou and Wilson, 1981; Journel, 1974)
© Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University
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– Matrix decomposition method, known as LU simulation(continuous) (Davis, 1987)
• Indicator methods:
– Sequential indicator simulation (categorical) (Isaaks, 1984)
– Sequential indicator simulation (continuous) (Gómez-Hernández and Srivastava, 1990)
• Mixed models (continuous models used to obtain categorical methods):
– Truncated Gaussian simulation (categorical) (Galli et al., 1994)
– PluriGaussian simulation (categorical) (Le Loc’h et al., 1994; Le Loc’h and Galli, 1997)
• Multiple-point simulation:
– Single Normal Equation (SNESIM) (categorical) (Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993)
– FILTERSIM (categorical and continuous) (Zhang et al., 2006)
– Direct Sampling (categorical and continuous) (Mariéthoz, 2009)
• Other methods:
– Simulated annealing (categorical and continuous) (Deutsch, 1992)
– Direct sequential simulation (continuous) (Oz et al., 2003)
– P-field simulation (continuous) (Froidevaux, 1993)
MultiGaussian methods rely obviously on a multiGaussian assumption. Indicator methods do not rely
on a distributional assumption, which generates some problems of consistency. However, they show more
flexibility and can be a good solution for some problems.
Truncated Gaussian and pluriGaussian simulation are categorical methods, based on simulating one or
more continuous multiGaussian variables and then truncating the continuous result to categorize it into one
or more classes. This allows obtaining a large spectrum of continuity models for the categorical variable.
The main difficulties with these methods are conditioning a continuous simulation to categorical data and
finding the spatial continuity with which the continuous fields must be simulated so that, after truncation,
the continuity of the categorical variable is honored.
Multiple-point simulation methods go beyond the use of variograms. Instead, pattern statistics are
inferred that account from multiple points at a time. This normally requires the use of a training image
or of some kind of abundant and dense training data. These methods are very similar to methods used in
texture synthesis in computer vision, therefore a wealth of methods have been researched in recent years
and continue showing great potential for practical applications.
Finally, the methods classified under “other methods” are indirectly linked to a multiGaussian assumption
(direct simulation and p-field simulation), or use an optimization-based approach to simulate (simulated
annealing).
4.

Sequential Gaussian simulation
4.1.

Theoretical foundation

The sequential Gaussian simulation is founded in the multiGaussian assumption of the variable (Ortiz, 2019). This can be interpreted as follows: the random function is composed of random variables
{Z(ui ), ∀ui ∈ D} that form a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Another way of understanding this idea
is to think of any set of R variables (each variable represents a random variable at a particular location
ur , ∀r = 1, ..., R). The scatter plots between these variables are ellipsoids of R dimensions and form a
joint multivariate Gaussian distribution. Therefore, if any of the locations has a known value (a sample,
that simply means the variance of that random variable collapses to 0), then, the conditional multivariate
© Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University
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distribution of the remaining R − 1 locations can be inferred using the multiGaussian hypothesis. That is,
the mean and variance can be obtained by regression (or, what is the same, by simple kriging), and the
distribution remains an R − 1-dimensional multiGaussian distribution.
Under this premise, if we have N locations to simulate, u1 , ..., uN , we can model them as a standardized
multiGaussian distribution. The joint pdf is:

exp − 12 (y − µ)T Σ−1 (y − µ)
p
(1)
fY1 ...YN (y1 , ..., yN ) =
(2π)N |Σ|
where Yi is short notation for the random variable Y (ui ).
This can be simplified, since we work with standardized variables.
exp − 21 y T Σ−1 y
p
fY1 ...YN (y1 , ..., yN ) =
(2π)N |Σ|



(2)

The correlation between two locations will be controlled by the correlogram at their separation distance
h.
Thus,
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The conditional distribution can be understood in terms of Bayes law (notice that we simplified the
notation, to keep it short):
fY1 ...Yk |Yk+1 ...YN =

fY1 ...YN
fYk+1 ...YN

(3)

fY1 ...YN
f YN

(4)

Now, if we look at a single conditioning variable,
fY1 ...YN −1 |YN =

This idea can be applied sequentially to simulate a random function:
• Start by imposing the conditioning data: Y (u1 ), ..., Y (un )
• Simulate the first node Y (un+1 ) conditioned to the available data
– The conditional distribution of Y (un+1 ) is:
fYn+1 |Y1 ...Yn =

fY1 ...Yn+1
fY1 ...Yn
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with parameters
µ1|2 = µ1 + Σ12 Σ−1
22 (y2 − µ2 )
Σ11|2 = Σ11 − Σ12 Σ−1
22 Σ21

(5)

where Y1 is the 1-dimensional vector composed of variable Y (un+1 ) and Y2 is the n-dimensional
vector composed of variables Y (u1 ), ..., Y (un ).
– Simulate a value from the distribution of Y (un+1 ) by Monte-Carlo simulation.
– Use the data to condition the subsequent nodes to be simulated.
• Simulate the subsequent nodes Y (un+k ) conditioned to the available data and previously simulated
nodes
– The conditional distribution of Y (un+k ) is:
fYn+k |Y1 ...Yn ,Yn+1 ...Yn+k−1 =

fY1 ...Yn+k
fY1 ...Yn ,Yn+1 ...Yn+k−1

with parameters as in Equation 5, now with Y1 being the 1-dimensional vector composed of variable Y (un+k ) and Y2 is the n+k−1-dimensional vector composed of variables Y (u1 ), ..., Y (un+k−1 ).
– Simulate a value from the distribution of Y (un+k ) by Monte-Carlo simulation.
– Use the data to condition the subsequent nodes to be simulated until the last node is simulated.
4.2.

Steps

Most of the basic steps for sequential Gaussian simulation are similar to those in multiGaussian kriging
(Ortiz, 2019). For simulation, a multiGaussian kriging is performed at every location, from which a simulated
value is drawn. However, one additional consideration is required to impose the spatial correlation between
simulated points: previously simulated values are used to condition subsequent simulated values,
to ensure their spatial correlation is honored.
The implementation proceeds sequentially. At every node, the sample values within a neighborhood as
well as the previously simulated nodes in the neighborhood, are used to compute the kriging estimate and
variance (in Gaussian transformed units). To avoid artifacts due to the use of a regular grid of simulation
points (and the screening effect of kriging), a random path is created to visit the nodes in a random order
in each realization.
From the kriging estimate and variance of normal scores, a simulated value can be computed by Monte
Carlo simulation, since under the multiGaussian assumption, we know that the shape of the conditional
distribution is Gaussian and its mean and variance are the simple kriging estimate and variance.
The steps to implement sequential Gaussian simulation are:
1. Representative distribution: decluster the data to obtain a representative distribution.
2. Normal score transform: transform the sample data according to the transformation between the
representative (declustered) distribution and a standard normal distribution, to obtain the normal
scores of the data.
3. Variogram of normal scores: compute the experimental variogram of normal scores and fit a model.
4. Verify the multiGaussian assumption: there are many approaches to check if the multiGaussian
assumption is reasonable. They include: checking the h-scatter plots, comparing variograms of a truncated multiGaussian variable with the experimental indicator variograms of the continuous variable,
computing variograms of different order and checking some ratios, etc.
5. Perform the simulation:
(a) Visit a node: following the random path visit a node and check that it is not informed by a
sample.
© Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University
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(b) Search for data and previously simulated points in neighborhood: find the nearby
normally transformed sample data and any previously simulated node in the search neighborhood.
(c) Perform simple kriging: compute the simple kriging estimate and simple kriging variance of
the normally transformed values.
(d) Simulate a value from the conditional distribution: Using a Gaussian distribution with
mean equal to the simple kriging estimate and variance equal to the simple kriging variance,
simulate a value by Monte Carlo simulation. This entails drawing a uniform
random value in the

∗
2
interval (0, 1) and computing the inverse of a N ySK
(u0 ), σy,SK
(u0 ) .
6. Back transform the simulated values: using the representative distribution and its relationship
with the standard Gaussian distribution, back-transform every simulated node to the original units.
It is interesting (although we are not going to show it here) that the collection of simulated values
obtained at the end of step 5, follows a standard Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the back-transformation
in step 6, brings back the representative distribution in original units over the domain. This is one of the
reasons the multiGaussian assumption is so convenient: it allows reproduction of the global histogram. This
does not happen with other distributional assumptions.
The result of the simulation process is a set of multiple realizations, where each realization reflects the
variability expected in space of the variable, and the set of realizations summarize the uncertainty at every
location.
Notice that this is a point-support result. The spatial variability and the uncertainty at every location
represents points. No change of support has been done until now.
4.3.

Post-processing

The simulation results at point support can be treated as equally probable scenarios of the true distribution of the variable over the domain. None of them is a good representation by itself, and each will perform
poorly if it is used as a predictor. However, the set will give valuable information.
In most applications, it is not the point uncertainty what is relevant, but the joint uncertainty when
considering a larger volume. In fact, if the goal were to obtain the point uncertainty, multiGaussian kriging
or multiple indicator kriging would be appropriate approaches. When considering many points forming a
volume, however, we need to understand their joint uncertainty, which accounts for the spatial correlation
between points.
Every point-support realization can be seen as one possible scenario (that already captures the spatial
correlation between points). If we apply an operation or a transfer function over the simulated domain, we
can emulate the behavior of the true (but unknown) distribution.
For example, we may be interested in knowing the uncertainty of the grade at a mine, over a production
period. The mine plan will state which volume is extracted. Each realization can be processed to obtain the
average grade over that production period. Each one will give a slightly different result. Pooling together
the results of a large number of realizations the distribution of “averages over the production period” can
be obtained. The spread reflects the uncertainty and the mean represents the expected grade of the volume.
Notice that this expected grade is probably not the best estimation of the true grade, since simple kriging
was used. However, the approach let us infer the variability, which was not possible with kriging (at least
not accounting for the proportional effect).
This same approach can be applied to any transfer function, not just a change of support.
4.4.

Implementation details

In practice, there are several tricks that are convenient or are needed to implement sequential Gaussian
simulation.
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Local neighborhood
First, the sequential approach builds conditional distributions with an increasing amount of conditioning
information. This happens because, for the first simulation location, only the n samples (the hard data)
will be used to determine the conditional expectation and conditional variance of the distribution at the
node location (through simple kriging of the normal scores). However, the simulated value drawn from the
Gaussian distribution with the parameters inferred by kriging, is used as conditioning for all subsequent
nodes. So, for the second node to be simulated the conditioning information will consider the n hard data
and the 1 previously simulated node. Similarly, for the node k in the sequence, all k − 1 previous nodes
already have a value that will be used to condition this location. Plus, we have the n hard conditioning
samples. The kriging system will have n + k − 1 equations.
It is clear that, as the sequential simulation progresses, we accumulate a potentially very large number
of previously simulated nodes (a simulation grid may easily have millions of nodes). Therefore, it becomes
impractical to use all the conditioning information. We therefore use a local neighborhood, and impose some
constraints in the number of samples and previously simulated nodes that are used. Since simulation relies
more heavily on stationarity, it is reasonable to use as much conditioning information as possible, as inference
of the conditional mean and variance of the distribution improves as more information is used. On the other
hand, since solving the kriging system is computationally costly and this cost increases exponentially with
the number of equations, we would prefer to keep this number low, or what is the same, the number of
conditioning data small.
Notice that conditioning to previously simulated nodes imposes the correlation between simulated
locations, to capture the spatial variability (from the variogram).

Two searches: for data and for previously simulated nodes
Simulation is done, in most cases, over a regular grid. This simplifies the search for previously simulated nodes, since only a limited number of nodes around the simulation node can be checked to find the
neighboring information. The sample data, on the other hand, are not regularly spaced and in most cases
the sample locations will not coincide with any node in the grid. Therefore, to search for sample data, the
search needs to compute distances between the samples and the simulation node, sort and determine which
ones are within the local neighborhood.
There are many search algorithms to improve the efficiency of the search, but they are all quite heavy
computationally, especially considering that this needs to be done millions of times (it is done once at every
node and for every realization). A super-block search or a kD-tree can be used to improve the search, but
it is still a burden for the computation of kriging.
If the simulation grid is dense enough, sometimes the sample data are assigned to the nodes on the grid.
The assumption is that by displacing the samples to the closest node, there is little loss of accuracy in the
final model. This is reasonable if the nodes are closely spaced with respect to sparse samples. In this case,
samples are easier to find within the neighborhood, as only the nodes around the simulated node are to be
searched. Samples are, in this case, treated as previously simulated nodes.
Having to do two searches is computationally costly, therefore assigning data to nodes is a good approach
to save simulation time.
Random path and multiple grids
Nowhere in the theoretical formulation of sequential simulation is a requirement for the nodes to be
randomly visited. In theory, one could visit the nodes of the grid in order following a regular path and
condition to the samples and previously simulated nodes (within the search neighborhood). However, kriging
may generate some artifacts due to the screening effect. Therefore, a random path is used to avoid these
artifacts.
The random path is, however, not completely random, since another trick is used to ensure long range
continuity is reproduced. It is easy to imagine that as simulation progresses, more and more informed
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nodes become available to condition subsequent simulation nodes. Therefore, in the search neighborhood,
and considering that a maximum number of previously simulated nodes is used to limit the size of the
kriging system, only the closest previously simulated nodes will be used for kriging. This implies that the
continuity will be imposed for short distances, but the long range continuity may not be properly captured.
The multiple grids approach considers simulating first a coarse grid of points and then refining the grid as
simulation progresses, to ensure that at early stages of the simulation, the long range continuity is locked
by the simulated points over the coarse grid. Within each grid (coarser to finer), the nodes are visited
randomly. In summary, by using multiple grids, the path is structured from a coarse grid to a fine grid, but
nodes are visited randomly within each level.
Simple or ordinary kriging?
We know that simple kriging relies heavily on the assumption of stationarity of the mean. This makes it
inflexible to local changes in the mean of the variable. Could we use ordinary kriging to make it more robust
to local changes? Unfortunately, the answer is: no. Simple kriging identifies the conditional expectation
and conditional variance in the case of a multiGaussian variable. If we were to use ordinary kriging, we
would not be estimating properly these two parameters (conditional mean and conditional variance). In
fact, the kriging variance in ordinary kriging is always higher than that of simple kriging. Therefore, the
conditional Gaussian distributions obtained will show more variability than their “true” variability. When
drawing values from that distribution by Monte Carlo simulation, we will be overestimating the variability.
This translates in a variance inflation in the global result of the simulation and, as a consequence, the global
histogram is not reproduced and the model is biased.
Computational issues
Simulations are heavy in computational requirements. Depending on the implementation, the full array
of simulated values needs to be kept in RAM memory, so when simulation grids are large, this becomes a
problem. In terms of CPU, they are also very demanding and therefore, they may take some time to be
completed. At each node a search, a kriging and a simulation is done. This is repeated for all the nodes
and repeated again for multiple simulations. We will not dwell about these details in these notes.
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Abstract
The first formal step in geostatistical workflows consists of establishing domains and
making the stationarity assumption for each domain. The validity of the stationarity
assumption relies on samples within each domain to be statistically and spatially continuous. Domains are usually established by grouping data with similar categories into
domains, for example a few geological units with matching properties could be grouped
together into a single domain. However, in the case of a univariate data set with no
categorical information, the current domaining methods are limited to either purely spatial clustering such as K-means clustering or purely statistical methods such as grade
domaining. Both purely spatial and statistical domaining methods are unsuitable for
establishing adequate domains due to the stationarity assumption validity. A practical
workflow has been developed which balances statistical and spatial clustering for univariate data scattered in three-dimensional (3D) space. The established methodology also
provides a technique for determining the optimal number of domains by splitting the
data set into a training and validation subset to evaluate the weighted fit for different
sets of domains.
The unsupervised clustering workflow is applied to an exploratory drill hole data set
from an undisclosed copper porphyry deposit which is currently an active open pit mine.
The methodology is tested for the geostatistical domaining of ore grades in the context
of resource estimation using the data set which is comprised of soluble copper (Cus )
ore grade. The established workflow was successful and resulted in the discovery of
three domains with an 8%/36%/57% split to be the optimal number of domains for the
exploratory Cus data set. Although the example presented here is ore grade domaining
for resource estimation, the workflow can be applied to any univariate data set scattered
in 3D space.

1.

Introduction

Domaining is the first formal step in the geostatistical workflow for numerically modeling geological environments. Samples in three-dimensional (3D) space are typically assigned to domains by grouping points
with consistent categorical properties based on geological information such as lithology, alteration type, or
geochemistry. In the absence of geological information, there are currently no standardized methods for
establishing domains in a univariate data set which contains no categorical information. Emery and Ortiz
(2005) discuss the challenge of domaining univariate data and address the pitfalls associated with the method
in common practice: grade zoning in the case of resource estimation. Domaining by using intervals of the
univariate variable results in a deterioration of the final estimate and introduces precision and conditional
bias (Emery and Ortiz, 2005).

1 Cite as: Faraj F, Ortiz JM (2020) An Unsupervised Clustering Approach for the Geostatistical Domaining of Univariate
Data, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-02, 20-32.
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Due to the stationarity assumption in geostatistical algorithms, domains should be both statistically and
spatially continuous (Cressie, 2015). Martin and Boisvert (2018) discuss the trade-off related to statistical
and spatial clustering, as one is improved the other is impaired. Most domaining methods tend to preserve
the spatial contiguity of each domain while disregarding the ideal statistical distribution in the domain
and the impact on the stationarity assumption as in the case of K-means clustering (Martin and Boisvert,
2018). A balance is required between the statistical and spatial contiguities as running an estimate at either
extreme will not provide adequate results (Martin and Boisvert, 2018).
A work flow for the geostatistical domaining of a univariate data set is presented which selects the optimal
number of domains for the given data set and balances the statistical and spatial contiguity of each domain.
The approach considers the domaining of soluble copper (Cus ) grade which is measured as a percentage
of the total rock sample. Although presented here is the modeling of ore grade in the resource estimation
context, the established methodology can be applied to other geological parameters scattered in space such
as rock mass ratings, geochemical concentrations, or geotechnical soil classifications, among any others.
2.

Methodology

The proposed workflow for establishing domains in univariate data is shown in in Figure 1 and consists of
three major steps: (i) Determining the optimal combination of lognormal distributions, (ii) Random, initial
domain assignment which respects the optimal statistical distributions, and (iii) Reassigning the domains of
each sample to balance the spatial and statistical contiguity of samples within one domain and thus increase
the dissimilarity with samples in other domains. The methodology first imposes the optimal statistical
distribution and then attempts to improve the spatial distribution while minimizing the distortion of the
statistical properties.
The original data set should also be split into a testing and validation subset to determine the optimal
number of domains before running the complete data set through the proposed workflow using the optimal
number of domains.

Domain
assigned
univariate data

Uncategorized
univariate data

Lognormal
distributions
optimization

Random initial domaining
assignment respecting the
optimal statistical
distributions

Domain reassignment
balancing spatial and
statistical contiguity

Figure 1: The generalized workflow for establishing domains in univariate data sets with balanced statistical and spatial
contiguities.

2.1. Lognormal Distributions Optimization
An assumption of the type of distribution is required to determine the ideal distributions for the potential
domains within the data. Lognormal distributions are typically found in nature and adequately describe
behaviours in several scientific fields such as biology, chemistry, geology, and mining among others (Gaddum,
1945; Limpert et al., 2001). Since an assumption is required for the type of distributions hidden within the
data set, the lognormal distribution is chosen as ore grades are lognormally distributed (Journel, 1980).
Mixing two populations each with their own underlying lognormal distributions causes breaks in the
mixed distribution which can be visualized using a probability plot. Figure 2 shows the cumulative density
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function (CDF) of two synthetic lognormal distributions which when combined create a distribution with
a break in the probability plot due to the mixture of two populations as shown in Figure 2. The ideal
lognormal distribution of each domain which would have the best statistical contiguity can be determined
by optimally fitting the combined domain distribution to the original data distribution.

Figure 2: Synthetic data showing the: (a) Cumulative distribution function of two lognormal distributions and (b) Probability
plot of the two synthetic domains and of the combined domains.

The ideal lognormal distributions are determined by setting up an optimization problem comparing the
input univariate distribution with the combined distribution from the potential domains. The decision
variables are the mean, variance, and weight of each domain, and the objective function minimizes the sum
of the squared differences between the CDF value of the original distribution and combined domains as
shown in (1).
( n
)
Di

2

 X
X

f
it
f it
obs
minimize
F zi
− F zi
, F zi
=
wj F (zj )
(1)
i=1

j=1





Where F zi
is the CDF value of the original distribution and F zif it is the CDF value of the combined
domains distribution
 calculated at every point i sampled in the discretization used n. The combined domain
CDF value F z f it is calculated by summing the weight wj multiplied by the CDF value F (zj ) for each
domain j up to D domains. Since the sum of all the weights will equal 1, there will be 3D − 1 decision
variables which depends on the number of domains set which must be defined before running the optimization
algorithm. The output of the optimization are the parameters of the distributions (means and variances)
and the respective weights.

obs

2.2. Initial Domain Assignment
The proportion of points assigned to each domain must match the weight for each respective domain
from the ideal lognormal distributions found in the optimization. Since the domains do not all have an equal
number of points, the domains with fewer points tend to be more noisy than those with a greater proportion
of points. The assignment of a domain to each sample is designed to achieve the same mean and variance as
the ideal lognormal distribution for that domain, but disregards the spatial location of the samples. Most of
the data points will swap domains once the proposed unsupervised reassignment algorithm is run to improve
the spatial contiguity at the cost of deviating from the ideal lognormal statistical distributions which will
balance out the statistical and spatial clustering.
2.3. Unsupervised Reassignment Algorithm
To increase the spatial contiguity of each domain and balance out the statistical and spatial clustering,
an unsupervised reassignment algorithm was created. The reassignment for all samples in each domain was
run using Algorithm 1 to improve the spatial contiguity at the cost of marginally deviating from the optimal
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statistical distributions. The reassignment is influenced by the set tolerance and only allows samples which
grades differ by the defined tolerance to swap domains thus somewhat preserving the optimal statistical
distributions. Higher tolerances will result in better spatial contiguity while lower tolerances result in less
deviation from the optimal statistical distributions.
Algorithm 1: Unsupervised clustering reassignment algorithm for two domains
Input Define and initialize all input variables from the initially domained data set
x(1) = Domain 1, x(2) = Domain 2
z(xi )(1) = Grade of sample i in domain 1, z(xj )(2) = Grade of sample j in domain 2
(1)
(2)
µx = Domain 1 coordinates centroid, µx = Domain 2 coordinates centroid
(1)
(2)
σ 2 x = Domain 1 coordinates spread, σ 2 x = Domain 2 coordinates spread
W = Weight in domain 1, (1 − W ) = Weight in domain 2
T ol = Tolerance /* User defined tolerance in the same unit as input data
*/
/* Domains are denoted by super-script in parenthesis and the reassigned domains
are denoted with the prime symbol 0
*/
Procedure Domain reassignment
/* Repeat until stopping criteria reached: When the new iteration’s domain spread
equals the previous iteration’s domain spread.
*/
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

(10 )

(1)

while σ 2 x ! = σ 2 x do
for each sample i in domain 1 do
/* Set potential domains (y) equal to current domains
y (1) = x(1)
y (2) = x(2)
for each sample j in domain 2 do
if |z(xi )(1) − z(xj )(2) | < T ol then
(1)
(2)
yi = xj
(2)

(1)

yj = xi
/* Check if spread decreases
  and centroids are farther apart
(1)
(2)
2 (1)
2 (2)
if W σ y + (1 − W )σ y
< W σ 2 x + (1 − W )σ 2 x
&&
2

2

(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
then
>= µx − µx
µy − µy
/* Swap domains of points
(10 )
xi
(20 )
xj

=

=
=

*/

*/

(2)
xj
(1)
xi

=
else
/* If no improvement, do not swap
(10 )
xi
(20 )
xj

*/

*/

(1)
xi
(2)
xj

end
end
end
end
end
end Procedure
Output Domained data with balanced spatial and statistical contiguity for input tolerance
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2.4.

Determining the Optimal Number of Domains

Hastie et al. (2009) discusses some of the practical issues in clustering, one of which is how to establish
the optimal number of domains in a dataset. Picking too many domains often results in an overfitting effect
which introduces a high variance, picking too few domains on the other hand leads to an underfitting effect
which will have a higher bias (Hastie et al., 2009). Having either a high bias or high variance will cause
error in the final results thus the two parameters must be balanced when picking the number of domains.
Figure 3 illustrates the concept between under and over fitting using a simple polynomial example on a
synthetic data set.

Figure 3: Synthetic data illustrating the concept of under and over fitting. In relation to the number of domains chosen:
(a) Represents overfitting due to too many domains, (b) Represents underfitting due to not having enough domains, and (c)
Represents a good balance between over and under fitting by selecting an appropriate number of domains.

The validation approach for determining the optimal number of domains will consist of first splitting the
data set into a 60%/40% training and validation data subset as shown in Figure 4. Using the 60% training
data, the univariate domaining workflow shown in Figure 1 will be run using different numbers of domains.
In this case, four domain sets will be run including sets of: (i) Two domains, (ii) Three domains, (iii) Four
domains, and (iv) Five domains. After establishing domains in the training set, each sample in the 40%
validation set will be assigned a domain using the nearest neighbor approach from the domained training
data.
Now using the statistical distributions from the assigned 40% validation data, the CDF of the newly
assigned points will be compared to the CDF from the ideal lognormal distributions to assess the quality of
fit. The sum of the squared residuals for each domain from the CDF of the ideal lognormal distribution and
validation distributions is used as the objective function for determining the optimal number of domains as
shown in (2).
Objective function =

D
X
i=1

Wi Ri ,

Ri =

n
X

(Vj − Lj )

2

(2)

j=1

Where Wi is the weight and Ri is the sum of square residuals for each domain i up to D domains. The sum
of square residuals are the squared differences between the validation CDF value Vj , and the ideal lognormal
CDF value Lj evaluated at every point j sampled in n, one of the residual plots is shown in Figure 4 as
an example. Evaluating each subset of domains using (2), the normalized objective function was plotted in
Figure 4 showing three domains to be the optimal number of domains for the tested Cus dataset.
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Figure 4: Inputs and output for determining the optimal number of domains for the Cus data set. (a) Shows the split training
and validation data location, (b) Shows the ideal CDF and the CDF from the nearest neighbor assigned validation domain
for domain 1 in the case of three total domains, and (c) Shows the results of testing the validation approach on the various
domain sets.

3.

Application

The Cus data set comes from an undisclosed copper porphyry deposit which is currently an active open
pit mine. The complete Cus data set consists of multiple boreholes at an approximate spacing of 50 by 50 m
in easting and northing and samples are taken roughly every 2 m in elevation resulting in a total of 15,431
samples as shown in Figure 5. The Cus grade has a mean of 0.174%, standard deviation of 0.111% and
ranges from 0.005% to 2.720%. Since the optimal number of domains was found to be three, the univariate
domaining workflow shown in Figure 1 will be run for three domains using all the samples.
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Figure 5: The Cus data set visualized in easting, northing, elevation and Cus grade.

3.1.

Applying the Unsupervised Clustering Workflow

The first step in the univariate domaining workflow is to run the optimization function shown in (1)
to determine the ideal lognormal distributions of each domain. Figure 6 shows the empirical CDF of the
complete Cus grade data, the ideal lognormal CDF of each domain and the resulting CDF of the combined
domains. The values for the ideal lognormal distributions of each domain are summarized in Table 1.
Figure 6 shows how each domain is perfectly lognormal and when combined, achieve the best fit with the
global data.

Figure 6: Ideal lognormal distributions found through optimization shown in a: (a) CDF plot where the combined domains
achieved a minimum objective function value of 0.0025, and (b) Probability plot showing how each domain is perfectly lognormal
and when combined, fit the global data.
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Table 1: Ideal lognormal values for the optimal distributions of each domain.

Domain

Weight

Samples

Mean

Standard Deviation

1
2
3

0.076
0.356
0.568

1,173
5,493
8,765

-1.683
-2.129
-1.822

0.181
0.780
0.452

Once the ideal lognormal distributions are determined, the samples are randomly assigned to an initial
domain while ensuring that the resulting distributions match the weights and ideal lognormal values in
Table 1. Since the initial assignment of domains is random, there is no clear sense of spatial contiguity in
any domain as shown in Figure 7. The centroids of each domain are all very close to each other due to the
three domains overlapping significantly in space.

Figure 7: Initial domain assignment in which the distributions of all domains match the ideal lognormal distributions.

After the initial domain assignment to each sample, the Cus grade data was run through the unsupervised
clustering reassignment algorithm shown in Algorithm 1, using a tolerance of 0.01%. The samples with
reassigned domains resulted in a better spatial contiguity thus balancing the statistical clustering with the
spatial clustering as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Final domain assignment with improved spatial contiguity at the cost of deviating from the ideal statistical distributions. A 3D view is shown with different 2D sections to better illustrate the spatial distribution of the samples and
centroids.

3.2.

Comparing the Statistical, Spatial and Balanced Clustering

The initial assignment of each sample to a domain represents the statistical clustering since the distribution of each domain will best match the ideal lognormal distributions. The unsupervised clustering
workflow represents the balanced clustering since both the statistical and spatial components were considered. A modified K-means clustering was run to represent the spatial clustering with the initial centroid
location identical to those found in the balanced clustering and the number of samples in each domain
constrained to match the number of samples to allow for a fair comparison. Figure 9 shows the location of
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the samples and their centroids for the statistical, spatial and balanced clustering.

Figure 9: Location of samples and their centroids for the: (a) Initial domain assignment representing statistical clustering,
(b) Modified K-means clustering representing spatial clustering, and (c) Final domain assignment balancing the statistical and
spatial clustering.

The deviation from the ideal lognormal distributions was quantified and visualized using the absolute
difference in the mean and standard deviation. The statistical clustering has the smallest deviation from
the ideal distributions while the spatial clustering represents the highest deviation from the ideal lognormal
distributions as shown in Figure 10. The balanced clustering deviates by a weighted average Cus grade of
0.0007% from the mean and 0.0018% from the standard deviation for the three domains.
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Figure 10: Absolute deviations for each domain and the weighted average for all domains from the ideal (a) Mean, and (b)
Standard deviation (std dev).

A traditional K-means clustering was used to quantify the deviation of each clustering type from the ideal
spread. The traditional K-means clustering represents the highest spatial contiguity which is not captured
in the purely spatial clustering since the modified K-means clustering was run for fair comparison. The
objective function of the traditional K-means clustering by MacQueen (1967) is shown in (3) and was run to
quantify the deviation from the ideal spread for the purely statistical, purely spatial and balanced clustering
approaches.
(K n
)

X X  (k)
(k)
minimize
xi − x̄
(3)
k=1 i=1
(k)
xi

Where K is the total number of k clusters,
cluster k, and x̄(k) is the centroid in cluster k.

is each data point i for n points which belongs to each

The deviation from the ideal spread was calculated using (4) which takes into account the spatial weights
in each of the three principal directions: easting, northing, and elevation.
p
K X
X

(k)

(4)

Wi σ 2 i

k=1 i=1
(k)

Where K is the total number of k clusters, Wi is the weight in the principal direction i, σ 2 i
in the principal direction i for cluster k for all the three principal directions p.

is the variance

The normalized differences from (4) between the traditional K-means clustering and statistical, spatial,
and balanced clustering is shown in Figure 11. In this case the statistical clustering deviated the most from
the ideal spread while the spatial clustering deviated the least.
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Figure 11: Normalized deviation from the ideal spread for the statistical, spatial and balanced clustering.

4.

Conclusions

A practical workflow which balances statistical and spatial clustering has been developed for the domaining of univariate data in 3D space. The established methodology is thorough and allows for the user to
determine the optimal number of domains for a given data set. Although the example presented here is ore
grade domaining for resource estimation, the workflow can be applied to any univariate data set scattered
in 3D space.
In the case of the Cus data set, three domains with an 8%/36%/57% split were found to be the optimal
number of domains. Samples were initially assigned to domains such that their distribution best matched
the ideal statistical distributions found through optimization. The samples were reassigned to different
domains with the unsupervised reassignment algorithm using a tolerance of 0.01% to increase the spatial
contiguity which led to an increased deviation from the ideal statistical distributions, thus balancing the
statistical and spatial clustering. A higher tolerance would cause the spatial contiguity to increase at the
cost of deviating further from the ideal statistical distributions, the opposite is also true when using a lower
tolerance. Further testing through estimation could determine what exact balance between statistical and
spatial clustering is optimal.
Future work should consider extending the methodology into a multivariate framework. A data set with
categorical data can be used to validate how well the methodology would work in the multivariate case by
assessing how many samples are correctly and incorrectly classified into their respective categories.
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Abstract
Geostatistical simulation is used in uncertainty quantification and management in many
fields of Earth Sciences. Conventional tools account only for two-points statistics and are
unable to capture complex features. Multiple-point statistics (MPS) simulations provide
improved flexibility to reproduce complex features and can be used for categorical and
continuous variables, or even in a multivariate context, but these methods also bring new
challenges in regards to inference, computational implementation and validation. In this
paper, we review the methods and tools necessary to implement and use MPS methods.
The place of multiple-point simulation is discussed and a review of the building blocks
required to implement a MPS method are presented. We describe the main methods
and discuss some of the assumptions, challenges and limitations of these methods. MPS
simulation expands the toolkit of earth scientists and may be key to assess transfer
functions that are dependent on specific connectivity patterns.
Keywords: Pattern frequency, verbatim copy, cumulants, random function, multivariate modeling,
reconstruction.
1.

Introduction

Geostatistics offers a toolkit for spatial data analysis, taking advantage of the spatial correlation when
integrating data for local and global estimation (Matheron, 1973). Furthermore, the simulation tools available allow for uncertainty quantification, which is key for decision making (Journel, 1989). The most popular
simulation tools, namely Sequential Gaussian (sgsim) and Sequential Indicator Simulation (sisim), base the
inference of the conditional distribution on kriging, characterizing the spatial continuity with a variogram
or a covariance function, which synthesizes the relationship between pairs of points. Turning bands (tbsim)
imposes the reproduction of two-point statistics by means of a spatial covariance through the simulation of
one-dimensional random function models (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999). All other multiGaussian simulation
methods also rely on a covariance function.
The variogram and covariance are thus called two-point statistics and only characterize the spatial continuity by imposing relationships between pairs of points in space. As a consequence, these methods can
be used to capture limited patterns. The relationships between several points simultaneously are a consequence of the assumptions of the particular method. Therefore, it is not feasible to ensure the reproduction
of high-order statistics (also known as patterns or multiple-points) and complex features such as connectivity,
hierarchical relationships and non-linear shapes.
In response, Multiple-Point Statistics (MPS) simulation provide a framework to go beyond bivariate
moments, handling complex and heterogeneous geological structures (Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993). In
order to achieve that goal, MPS algorithms need to infer statistics of the phenomenon behaviour from one
or several sets of training data or training images, whose natures can be scattered or exhaustive. Broadly
explained, these training data provide the structural information of patterns for one or more attributes,
while the available information (hard/soft data) constrains the simulations by conditioning each realization.
In other words, values simulated at unknown locations are drawn from the training data subject to all
conditioning information inside a certain region.
1 Cite as: Avalos S, Ortiz JM (2020) Multiple-point statistics: tools and methods, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics
Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-03, 33-60.
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The first steps to capture these high-order relationships were taken using a connectivity measure over
multiple steps (Journel and Alabert, 1989) in binary cases.
In this paper we present the most popular MPS algorithms, and discuss the building blocks of all
MPS algorithms. We also introduce their implementations, provide some pseudocodes, and discuss some
applications.
2.

A brief history and overview

In 1993 the first MPS algorithm, Enesim (Extended Normal Equation SIMulation), was proposed by
Guardiano and Srivastava (although Deutsch had already used some of these concepts with simulated annealing in 1992). Their main idea was to visit unsampled nodes, using a predefined random path, and
each time extracting a template with the surrounding informed nodes, which become the conditioning information. Then, by scanning the training data with this template and finding replicates that matched the
conditioning data, the frequency distribution of all possible values at the unsampled location (relative to
the conditioning data positions) is built and the simulated value is drawn using the Monte Carlo approach.
The method was imporved dramatically by Strebelle in his seminal paper (Strebelle, 2002), where the
Snesim algorithm was proposed, which scans the training data only once storing all pattern frequencies in a
search tree. This makes the algorithm much more efficient than Enesim that required scanning the training
image every time to infer the conditional distribution. Since then, many other algorithms have arisen, each
one proposing variations to a more general MPS algorithm.
Chronologically, among the most relevant algorithms, we can find:
Filtersim (Zhang et al., 2006) which proposes the use of a set of predefined filters to scan the training
and conditioning data to extract features and then reproduce them using a distance function.
Direct Sampling (Mariethoz et al., 2010) simulates values by drawing the first and closest match, in the
training data, between a conditioning template and the values in the training data, using the same
template under certain threshold constrains, avoiding building a pattern frequency distribution.
Simulated Annealing (Peredo and Ortiz, 2011) fills the simulated domain with random values, then using
a predefined template the distributions of pattern frequencies are extracted from both the simulated
domain and the training data. An objective function uses the mismatches between the statistics of
those distributions and randomly nodes are perturbed in the simulation domain yielding to a new state
of the objective function. The value modifications are accepted or rejected under certain criteria.
Impala (Straubhaar et al., 2011) algorithm works similar to Snesim but storing the pattern frequencies
in a list approach instead of a search tree.
Ccsim (Tahmasebi et al., 2012) uses a cross-correlation function between data found in the simulation
domain and training data using an adaptive recursive template and an overlapping strategy during
simulation.
Several others strategies to account for multiple point statistics have been proposed in recent years, as
optimization strategies, Kalman filters, neural networks and bayesian modeling, and it is expected to see
more alternatives in the short future.
Nowadays, most of these methods are used within larger frameworks, coupled with others techniques
as statistical modeling, stochastic optimization and machine/deep learning, and not in isolation. Excellent
reviews of multiple-point simulation methods can be found (Tahmasebi, 2018) and further theoretical and
practical details are also available (Hu and Chugunova, 2008; Mariethoz and Caers, 2014). Although MPS
methods use similar building blocks, their notations and definitions are not always unified. There are good
papers working in this direction (Mariethoz and Caers, 2014; Tahmasebi, 2018) and the following definitions
are based on those efforts, with slight modifications to increase the internal coherence of this article.
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3.

Terms definition

One of the difficulties in describing the MPS techniques is the surprising degree at which terms are
interrelated. To avoid redundancies and lay groundwork, we describe key and common terms below.
Training data A conceptual grid-like topology representation of the studied phenomenon. Nodes in this
grid are denoted as y.
The training data may have a scattered nature when gaps exist in the data, out of range values or
empty nodes coexist with known information. It is said that the training data is exhaustive when every
node is informed. We just need to be able to infer relationships between attributes and locations over
the training data. Exhaustive training data are commonly referred as Training Images, (T I). From
now on, we use the Training Image concept to refer to both scattered and exhaustive training data,
since inference of multiple point configurations can be done in both cases and the only limitation is to
have enough replicates for meaningful inference.
Modeling domain (D) Also called Simulation Grid. This is a grid-like topology, usually a surface or
volume, where MPS simulations are carried out. Nodes in this grid are denoted as x.
The domain could be modelled as a structured or unstructured grid, being structured grids preferred on
many MPS applications due their computational efficiency and algorithmic simplicity. When working
on structured grids, they are entirely characterized by (1) the dimensional extension and (2) the size of
each basic unit (cells) or the number of nodes (the centres of each unit). Each node x ∈ D has as many
attributes as variables under study including also the spatial (and potentially temporal) coordinates.
Unconditional simulations are performed on empty domains while conditional simulations require hard
and/or soft data in some of the nodes.
Neighborhood (Nn (x)) centered at an unsampled location x, the neighborhood reflects a modeling assumption about the extent of a significant spatial relationship between the nodes. Here, n nodes
are considered to account for multiple-point relationships and nodes beyond the neighborhood are
discarded from all statistical inference. This is a Markovian-like assumption about the data in the
neighborhood screening data that are outside it.
The n nodes can be defined either as the n-closest nodes centered at x, or as fixed vectors with x as
origin. Saying that Nn (x) is centered at x is a convention meaning that the multiple-point statistics
are associated to x but not necessarily corresponding to the geometric center. Figure 1(a) shows the
neighborhood area while Figure 1(b) shows the hard data considered in the multiple-point statistics
inference.
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Figure 1: Neighborhood scheme. (a) The neighborhood area. (b) The hard data used for multiple-point statistics inference.

Template Specific neighborhood with fixed number of nodes n and relative positions with respect to x.
Using templates as neighborhood have programming advantages in terms of storing information
(multiple-point statistics with respect to x) and for some algorithm implementations is a requirement. Figure 2 illustrates five different templates with 3, 5, 8, 8 and 12 nodes and different shapes.
Notice that the templates may have disjoint nodes.

Figure 2: Five different templates considering 3, 5, 8, 8 and 12 nodes centered at x .

Data event (dn0 (x)) Set of n0 informed nodes (n0 ≤ n), inside a neighborhood Nn (x). The data event is
then defined by the values and their relative positions.
The data event can be seen as a complex object (or pattern) where values and relative positions
are stored. Let u0 be the location of the unsampled node of interest x, and ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n0 ) the
sampled nodes in the neighborhood, with Z(ui ) the sample values. The data event dn0 (x) is then

 n0
fully characterized by the set of pairs Z(ui ), hi i=1 , where hi is the lag vector between ui and
u0 . Figure 3 shows a data event d3 (x) coming from a neighborhood N12 (x) where only 3 nodes are
currently informed. In the literature, the nomenclature for this data event can also be found as dev(x)
or simply by N(x).
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Figure 3: Example of a data event d3 (x) with three known locations inside a N12 (x) neighborhood.

Padded and eroded Domain The final simulated domain can be fully populated if a padded domain is
considered by using a specific template Nn (x) over D, and therefore be able to simulate all points in
the margins, or a smaller eroded domain can be informed if the template is placed inside the original
domain.
The padding process consists of adding a contour of empty nodes in such a way that by placing the
center x at each corner of the original domain, the template Nn (x) remains inside the final padded
domain (Figure 4). Note that the final result corresponds only to the original domain D.
The eroding process consists of scanning the original domain D with the template Nn (x) so the center
x delimits the eroded grid (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Final simulated domains by using padding or eroding techniques with a specific template Nn (x) over the original
domain D.
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4.

Inference of MPS
4.1.

Considerations

Inference is one of the most significant challenges of multiple-point simulation methods. The key idea
behind characterizing the local uncertainty distribution at each location, conditioned by the known values
within the search neighborhood, that is, finding the conditional distribution at the unsampled node or nodes
given the data event, is to find enough replicates to learn the possible outcomes. As the dimensionality of
the conditioning event increases, the likelihood of finding exact matches of the conditioning event in the
training data becomes smaller. This can be solved by having a large amount of training information.
In practice, however, actual information of the domain is scarce and training information is sought after
from analogues, or from interpretations. The most common approach to have abundant training information
is to use a training image, large enough to find a sufficient number of replicates of the data events. This
allows building the conditional distribution of the unsampled location robustly. However, it has been shown
that in order to have a good inference of the conditional distributions, the number of replicates found in the
training data needs to be large, and in practice, this limitation is disregarded, which results in a very heavy
reliance in the training image used. Furthermore, this implies that many particular features of the training
image are tranferred to the simulated models.
4.2.

Training images

Training Images are one of the most critical aspects concerning MPS modeling in terms of their impact
in the results. They are considered as a conceptual representation of the features of tthe phenomenon. In
that sense, a TI (or better, a set of them) is assumed as a unique realization of a random variable Z that
includes the main structural properties such as structural geometry, categorical hierarchies, multivariate
relationships, spatial continuity, among others.
Although there are great TIs repositories 2 , the availability of TIs still remains scarce, mainly due to the
wide range of possible phenomenon and their intrinsic complexity (difficult to build a fair representation).
Nevertheless, there are methods suitably adapted to generate TIs:
Outcrop modeling: applied to continuous and categorical attributes. This was one of the first approaches
proposed to build TIs. It consists on capturing images of related zones (real images), digitizing and
transforming them into suitable TIs for similar areas. When dealing with real images, outcropping is
mainly limited to two dimensions. The recent use of lidar (laser-based measurements systems) and
photogrammetry techniques has led to implement Virtual Outcrops (VO) or 3D high-resolution models.
VOs provide high quality and highly informed images suitable for three dimensional TI creation.
The zones definition along with the methodology for digitizing them are driven by expert knowledge
and data availability. For instance, Klise et al. (2009) perform a 2D sand segmentation of a braided
sand deposit by combining (1) a real digital photo (0.5×2.2 m2 ) and (2) the mean and standard
deviation of a lidar-based intensity, arguing that local intensities accurately defined boundaries between
different permeability zones. Pickel et al. (2015) perform a 3D fluvial face modeling by combining (1)
a 15000 m2 lidar-based scan of a cliff face, and (2) several overlapped digital images obtained by a
Nikon camera. The first provides also a 3D mesh in which the second is projected. Hodgetts (2013)
provides an insightful review of the outcropping techniques. Workflows for collection, processing and
interpretation are described along with the advantage/disadvantage and correct use of digital attributes
such as intensity, RGB colour channels, waveform data, hyperspectral imagery, among others. The
article also refers 24 peer-reviewed articles on lidar-based outcrop modeling, applied in the petroleum
industry. Lastly, Figure 5 shows an example of a two dimensional outcrop modeling by transforming
RBG input data into a three facies classification.
2 Source:

www.trainingimages.org (Mariethoz and Caers, 2014).
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Figure 5: Example of a 2D outcrop modeling, from an RGB image to a 3 facies model.

Object-based (or boolean) methods: applied to categorical attributes. The entire TI is populated with
objects whose shapes, spatial distributions and between-objects rules are previously defined. TIs are
created by proven and well-known stochastic algorithms (Lantuéjoul, 2013). Boolean methods suffer
from (1) a lack of structural flexibility due to the predefined objects, and (2) a significant time to
condition the TI to data, since this is often done via simulated annealing. Handling small amounts of
conditioning data can be straightforward, but for dense conditioning data more advanced techniques
are required (Hauge et al., 2017). Holden et al. (1998) provide an exhaustive review of the object-based
approach applied on fluvial reservoirs.
There are some programs/codes to build Object-based TI, with strengths and weaknesses according
to the modelled phenomenon. For instance, Fluvsim (Deutsch and Tran, 2002) is an open-source
Fortran code for modeling complex fluvial systems. Unconditional and conditional fluvial TIs can be
created. Hard data conditioning is carried out by non-random perturbations and simulated annealing.
TiGenerator (Maharaja, 2008) provides a 3D TI generator (SGeMS plug-in) with four parametric
and non-parametric shapes including potential overlapping and erosion rules. A library of fortran codes
along with descriptions and examples can be found in Pyrcz et al. (2008). Lastly, Figure 6 illustrates
three different possible TIs, created using TiGenerator (Maharaja, 2008), containing sinusoid and
ellipsoid objects.

Figure 6: Examples of three 2D object-based training images containing sinusoid and ellipsoid objects. Realizations created
using the SGeMS plug-in TiGenerator (Maharaja, 2008).

Process methods: techniques that generate TIs by solving equations in time and/or space. According to
the nature of the equations, these can be classified as process-based (solving physical equations) or
process-mimicking (using simple forward models).
• Process-based models: applied to continuous and categorical variables. The TI is built computationally using predefined phenomenological models and rules, usually physical, that serve as
constrains. Results are significantly more realistic than other methods. However, process-based
models are computationally demanding, complex to condition and require expert knowledge for
an adequate tuning of empirical parameters.
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• Process-mimicking models: applied to continuous and categorical variables. Similar to processbased models except that there are no physical differential equations to solve. They seek to
generate end-result representations similar to process-based methods by employing simpler forward models. They are therefore faster than process-based techniques but equally difficult to
condition.
Process-based models are widely applied in environmental analysis (Mäkelä et al., 2000; Jager et al.,
2006; Cuddington et al., 2013) and hydrology (Fatichi et al., 2016). When looking at their applicabilities to TI generation, processes are not always described completely by physical formulations. For
instance, Cojan et al. (2005) include stochasticity in the implementation of the Saint-Venant Equations
for meandering channels evolution, yielding to a process-based stochastic approach. The Fortran code
program ALLUVSIM (Pyrcz, 2004; Pyrcz et al., 2009) allows the simulation of fluvial systems by
following a serie of rules combined with physical equations.
Although process-mimicking methods simplify the complexity of solving equations in process-based
methods, they still require a delicate definition of parameters. Comunian et al. (2014) define the
best set of parameters for a fluvial system, while extending the methodology to any other processmimicking approach, by using the statistical properties of an available dataset and geological expert
knowledge into FLUMY (Lopez et al., 2001). The FLUMY software also allows the simulation of
fluvial reservoirs. To expose and contrast these techniques, Figure 7 illustrates the resulting TI by a
process-based model, using the Meanderpy python package developed by Sylvester et al. (2011), and
a process-mimicking model that accounts for linear and sinusoidal functions.

Figure 7: Examples of meanders modeling by (left) a process-based model, using the Meanderpy python package (Sylvester
et al., 2011) , and (right) a process-mimicking model using linear and sinusoidal functions.

From simplistic to complex TIs: instead of assuming a TI as a final global representation, they can be seen
as an elementary block from which to build bigger TIs with a larger pattern diversity using pre-defined
and random transformations. Mariethoz and Kelly (2011) demonstrate the potential of this technique
with results in 2D and 3D by using transform-invariant distance as transformation functions.
All previous approaches can be used alone or combined. For instance, the conditioning problem on
mimicking and process based methods can be achieved by applying an MPS algorithm using a TI generated
by one of those methods and conditioning it to the available data. Similarly, the inflexibility of object-based
methods can be improved by providing shape objects generated by localized process-based techniques or
outcrop modeling.
When a spatial phenomenon is assumed to remain similar at any point in the domain, it is referred as
a stationary phenomenon. Formally, assuming a strict stationarity implies that the probability distribution
function of the variable is invariant under any arbitrary translation (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999). As clearly
mentioned by Mariethoz and Caers (2014), defining stationarity or nonstationarity of an attribute is fundamentally a property of the model and not a property of the attribute itself. Usually, a nonstationary
stochastic function can be split into a stationary stochastic function plus a deterministic trend component.
The resulting TIs, using the previous techniques, may or may not be interpreted as stationary. For
instance, object-based methods that apply hierarchical constrains along with random simulations, may
usually result in conceptual models easily recognized as stationary. In contrast, solving physical equation
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in process-based methods may yield to a nonstationary model representation. We emphasize that assuming
nonstationarity is a model property that yields to different approaches on how to handle trends during MPS
simulations.
5.

Conditioning

Hard data Known information with defined locations characterizing at least one attribute.
Hard data must be adequately migrated to the closest node x ∈ D to perform conditional simulations.
Examples of hard data are the exploration/blasting wells in mining and petroleum, and geochemical surface
measurements in environmental analysis.
Soft data Secondary information, locally or entirely distributed along the modeling domain.
Soft data may have multiple sources of information. Their relationships with the principal attributes
must be known a priori to properly incorporate the benefits during simulations. The relationships are
usually inferred based on collocated data rather than explicit equations. Several approaches have been
proposed to ensemble multiple secondary information (Journel, 2002; Hong and Deutsch, 2008a,b). The
resulting representative single secondary variable, or simply the original secondary information, has often a
probabilistic nature, in the form of a probability map. Among common sources of secondary information
are remote sensing images (Boucher, 2009) and seismic-derived data (Strebelle et al., 2002).
Multi-grid A nested grids approach to capture short and long range structural continuities and relationships, using the same domain and same template.
The aim is to simulate the modeling domain from a coarse grid to a dense and final grid. Both the
template Nn (x) and the considered nodes in the domain D are spatially scaled by 2(g−1) − 1 nodes of
distance between original nodes, where g corresponds to the grid level. Assuming G levels of multi-grid, the
process starts by simulating the coarsest grid where nodes are separated by 2(G−1) − 1. Simulated values
are frozen and considered as conditioning data for lower grid levels (G − 1, G − 2, ..., 1). Some algorithms
propose to simulate again those nodes while other accept them as final predictions. Figure 8 illustrates the
previous concepts. Three levels of multi-grid are depicted using a 3 × 3 square template, centered at the
geometric center. The top-left image shows the nodes considered to account for multiple-point statistics,
the higher the grid level the sparser the conditioning data. The bottom images show locations of the center
when predictions are carried out at each grid level.
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Figure 8: Scheme of multi-grid. (Top-left) A representation of conditioning data locations using a 3 × 3 template grid at three
different grid levels. (Bottom) Marks of where the center of the template is situated when predictions are carried out at each
level.

6.

Pattern reproduction
6.1.

Pixel vs Patch

MPS approaches started as conventional pixel-based sequential methods, where one node was simulated
at a time, based on the conditioning information provided by neighboring samples or previously conditioned
points. This approach is simple but inefficient. It also creates problems in connectivity of objects, in
categorical simulation.
An alternative to simulating nodes is to simulate full patches of nodes. This has two main advantages:
1. Speed: the number of patches to simulate is much smaller than the number of nodes.
2. Connectivity: the patches capture relationships between the pixels and therefore are more amenable
to reproducing connected objects.
Patch-based simulation also brings different challenges. When pasting together two patches, the relationship between all the nodes must be taken into account. It is frequent to find artifacts in patch based
simulation. Another problem often found i patch based simulation is that large portions of the simulated
realizations are verbatim copies of the original image, that is, the algorithm is somehat biased towards an
image reproduction goal, rather than capturing and reproducing the continuity features.
6.2. Raster vs Random path
Path Corresponds to a sequence of locations that covers the entire simulation domain.
MPS algorithms make use of different path approaches. Depending on the algorithm strategy, the domain
is covered in a sequential manner by using a unilateral path (raster path) or randomly with a random path,
as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Example of path sequence in the eroded simulation grid. (Left) Unilateral path horizontally from top-left. (Right)
Random path.

6.3. Methods
So far, we have presented the building blocks of most MPS techniques. The strategies in which they are
combined and used are diverse, leading to differences between MPS algorithmic approaches. These differences
yield MPS algorithms with different strengths and weaknesses according to the modeling context. The main
classifications are:
1. Pixel-based algorithms. When inferring the neighborhood center value, this and only this node is
simulated. Basically most previous definitions have been done using a pixel-based approach to clarify
concepts. Here, the data event dn0 (x) conditions the expected value at x and only this location. The
Snesim (Strebelle, 2002), Impala (Straubhaar et al., 2011) and Direct Sampling (Mariethoz et al.,
2010) algorithms are among these methods.
2. Patch-based algorithms. Also mentioned as pattern-based algorithms. The simulated zone, inside
the template, is no longer a single node but rather a pattern, constituted by two or more nodes. All
previous descriptions remain functional and suitable to this approach. Here, the data event dn0 (x)
conditions not only the center x but also the associated nodes in a previously defined pattern. The
Simpat (Arpat, 2005), Filtersim (Zhang et al., 2006) and Ccsim (Tahmasebi et al., 2012) algorithms
are found in this category.
During simulations, pixel-based and patch-based algorithms go sequentially along a predefined path to
cover entirely the simulated domain, and are referred to as Sequential simulation methods. Patch-based
methods are often faster than pixel-based but they are generally harder to condition. Both pixel and patch
based methods are prone to artifacts generation (inconsistencies) and error accumulation during simulation
(Abdollahifard, 2016). Figure 10 (left) illustrates a template of N12 (x) in a pixel-based method while
Figure 10 (right) illustrates a template of N12 (x) in a patch-based approach that uses a small pattern of
five nodes.

Figure 10: Examples of pixel-based (left) and patch-based definition (right).
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3. Optimization-based algorithms. Instead of simulating the domain in a sequential manner, optimizationbased algorithms simulate the domain once and then proceed to iteratively refine, modify and adapt
the whole domain, or parts of it, to achieve a predefined criteria, usually a cost function minimization. Common cost functions deal with pattern histogram matching, grid energy and pattern entropy.
The Textural Synthesis (Wei, 2001; Mariethoz and Lefebvre, 2014), Image Quilting (Efros and
Freeman, 2001; Mahmud et al., 2014), Simulated Annealing (Peredo and Ortiz, 2011) and other
proposed models (Kalantari and Abdollahifard, 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Pourfard et al., 2017) belong
to this category.
4. Neural Networks-based algorithms. Neural networks (NN) are widely used to map known inputs
with desirable outputs. Their use in MPS is not new (Caers and Journel, 1998; Caers, 2001) but
have seen a remarkable increment in the past years due to the emergence of deep learning techniques
(Goodfellow et al., 2016). These techniques can be used in a sequential manner over the domain,
iteratively as optimization-based methods or as a combination of both.
Neural networks are parametrized by weights and biases, which are referred as inner parameters. A NN
architecture/model accounts for (1) weights and biases in internal connectors, (2) external connectors
between sub-models, and (3) hyper-parameters that characterize the entire model and the training
process. Inner parameters are trained by optimizers which intrinsically use gradient-based techniques
to find the global minimum of a loss function. Here, the difficulty relies on (1) building suitable NN
models according to the modelled context, (2) define a suitable loss function in the MPS framework
and (3) finding an adequate representation of the modelled phenomenon so the solution exists during
training, and it is stable and general enough for prediction in a similar context. Among the common
NN architectures used in MPS are Generative Adversarial Neural Networks (Dupont et al.,
2018; Laloy et al., 2018; Chan and Elsheikh, 2019), Variational Autoencoders (Laloy et al.,
2017) and Convolutional Neural Networks (Huang et al., 2017; Di et al., 2018; Avalos and
Ortiz, 2019a,b).
In addition of the previous categories, the MPS algorithms can be also divided into (1) those that require
to build a conditional probability distribution function (cpdf) prior or during simulation, and (2) those that
do not require the cpdf. Following these categorization, the most common MPS algorithmic approaches are
described next.
6.4.

MPS algorithms that infer a conditional probability distribution function

Recalling the Enesim (Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993) algorithm approach, the general steps for MPS
algorithms that require to build a conditional probability distribution function are: along a predefined path
and at each unknown location x:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Compute the respective data event dn0 (x) from the available conditioning data
Integrate any possible source of secondary information S(x)
For a random variable z(x), create the cpdf (Equation 1) from the Training Image
Draw by Monte Carlo simulation a predicted value z ∗ from the previous cpdf and freeze it at x
Repeat the process at the next unknown location in the path until the entire domain is simulated.

The algorithm 1 summaries these steps.
the required conditional distribution is:

F z(x)|dn0 (x), S(x)

(1)

Theoretically, the F (·) function of Equation 1 is a priori unknown. We rely on the statistical properties

 l
of the TI to account for a large number l of random i.i.d. samples zi (y)| dn0 (y) ' (dn0 (x), S(x)) i=1 ∈
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0 (y)
TI, since the empirical distribution
F
z(y)|d
computed from the TI approximates the theoretical
l
n

distribution F z(x)|dn0 (x), S(x) (Vapnik, 2013) with uniform convergence (Equation 2).


F z(x)|dn0 (x), S(x) − Fl z(y)|dn0 (y) −−−→ 0
l→∞

(2)

Algorithm 1. General sequential MPS algorithm
Input: [Required] Random variable (z). Training Image (T I). Modeling Domain (D). Neighborhood (Nn (x)).
Internal algorithm parameters.
Input: [Optional] Hard data. Soft data (S(x)).
Output: A fully informed modeling domain.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

D ← hard data ;
// Migrate hard data to nodes x in D
D ← soft data S(x) ;
// Integrate soft information at each nodes x in D
P ath ← sequence of x ∈ D ;
while running over P ath do
if z(x) is unknown then
Use Nn (x) to define the data event dn0 (x) ;
while Scanning the TI, at each
 location do
if dn0 (y) ' dn0 (x), S(x) then
Add z(y) to the set {zi (y)} ;
// {zi (y)} begins empty
end
end
With {zi (y)}li=1 compute Fl (z(y)|dn0 (y)) ;
From Fl (z(y)|dn0 (y)) randomly draw a value z ∗ ;
z(x) ← z ∗ ;
// Freeze z ∗ in D(x)
end
end


l
Several approaches have been proposed to account for the samples zi (y)| dn0 (y) i=1 ∈ TI as search
trees, listing and clustering. Each method has strengths and weaknesses according to the nature of the
studied phenomenon, making them more suitable in certain situations. The present section describes the
main methods. With illustrative purpose, a small section of an arbitrary training image (Figure 11) is used
across the following descriptions to depict pattern extraction, storage and recovery by each method.

Figure 11: Small section of 11 × 11 coming from an arbitrary 2D and binary training image. This TI section is used across
the following description to illustrate pattern extraction, storage and recovery by each method.

6.4.1. Snesim (2002)
The Snesim (Strebelle, 2002) (Single Normal Equation Simulation) algorithm belongs to the pixel-based
method category. It utilizes a pre-defined and fixed neighborhood Nn (·) to store and then retrieve patterns
from the TI, which is done previous to the simulation. Snesim was conceived for categorical variables, but
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continuous attributes can be handled by thresholding with (K − 1) values.3
Snesim implements the ideas of Guardiano and Srivastava (1993) by scanning the TI only once and
storing the results in a tree data structure, previous to the simulation stage, instead of rescanning it for
every new data event.
Let Nn (y) be a pre-defined template, dn (y) be its associated data event and K be the number of possible
attribute states (sk with k ∈ [1, K]). By scanning the training image, the corresponding pattern to dn (y)
is stored in a search tree where the root level accounts for the center value state z(y) = sk and the other
n levels account for the possible K states at one template specific location. For instance, Figure 12 (top)
illustrates the pattern storage procedure for three data events d4 (y), each one following a specific branch of
the tree. Note that the tree has 5 levels. Nodes in the branch represent the number of pattern occurrence
so their values increase by 1 every time a data event is assigned to that branch while scanning the TI. Once
the entire TI is scanned, any possible configuration of data event, found in the TI, can be retrieved from
the search tree.

Figure 12: Illustrations of the Snesim pattern storage (top) and pattern retrieval (bottom) procedures.

During simulations, Snesim follows the same process as any other sequential simulation method. Let
x ∈ D be an unknown location in the domain D and dn0 (x) its associated data event derived from the
ck (dn0 (x))
template Nn (x) (so n0 ≤ n), the cpdf is built up retrieving the frequencies of each state sk as
c(dn0 (x))
3 Strebelle recommends K ≤ 4. This restrictions was done to ensure enough RAM and CPU capability. Nowadays a greater
K value can be used while keeping n (from Nn (x)) reasonably small (∼ 10).
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from the search tree. Then, randomly sampling the cpdf, a state s∗k is drawn and assigned to x. For instance,
Figure 12 (bottom) illustrates an informed search tree and the retrieved probabilities for predicting black
or white nodes, subject to three different data events derived from the same template N4 (·) that was used
to create the search tree. These probabilities are the cpdf in each case.
Snesim allows the use of multi-grids and soft data integration (Strebelle, 2002; Liu, 2006). In a multigrid scenario, different TI may be used at each level and the pattern storage and retrieval follow the same
procedures described previously but with a template and simulated domain according to the respective
level (see Figure 8, in the previous section). The soft data integration is usually tackled as a probability
aggregation problem via Broadley’s Formula (Bordley, 1982) or the tau-nu model (Journel, 2002; Polyakova
and Journel, 2007) based both on odd ratios.


ck (dn0 (x))
and P sk |S(x) be the target state proportion, the expected
Let P (sk ), P sk |dn0 (x) =
0
c(dn (x))
probability of sk subject to the hard data event and the localized soft data at x, respectively. The aggregate
probability of P sk |dn0 (x), Sx via tau-nu model is computed by solving the system:

P sk |dn0 (x), Sx =

1
1+x

1 − P (sk )
x0 =
P (sk )

,

,

 x  τ1  x  τ2
x
1
2
=
x0
x0
x0

,


1 − P sk |dn0 (x)

x1 =
P sk |dn0 (x)

,


1 − P sk |S(x)

x2 =
P sk |S(x)

(3)

where {τ1 , τ2 } = {1, 1} is suggested when assuming a standardized form of conditional independence (Mariethoz and Caers, 2014) but modified according to the problem context (Krishnan, 2004) if required.
All previous steps are summarized in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Snesim algorithm
Input: [Required] Random variable (z). Training Image (T I). Modeling Domain (D). neighborhood (Nn (x)).
Number of categories (K) or threshold values (K − 1).
Input: [Optional] Hard data. Soft data (S(x)).
Output: A fully informed modeling domain.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

if Z is continuous then
Apply (K − 1) thresholds over z in TI ;
// Pre-processing continuous attributes
end
Create an empty Search Tree ;
while Scanning the TI do
Compute the data event dn (y) ;
Increase by 1 the nodes value of the branch associated with the data event dn (y) ;
// Pattern storage
end
D ← hard data, if available ;
// Hard conditioning
P ath ← sequence of x ∈ D ;
while running over P ath do
if z(x) is unknown then
Use Nn (x) to define dn0 (x) ;

From the Search Tree, retrieve probability of P sk |dn0 (x) = ck (dn0 (x))/c(dn0 (x)) ;
// Pattern retrieval
if soft data S(x) is available then

Compute the probability aggregation P sk |dn0 (x), S(x) ;
// Soft conditioning
end
Compute the local cpdf and randomly draw a state value s∗k so z(x) ← s∗k ;
// Random sampling
end
end

6.4.2. Filtersim (2006)
Filtersim (Zhang et al., 2006) (Filter-based simulation) is a patched-based method that also scans the
TI previous to the simulation, capturing patterns from a fixed Nn (y) template whose dimensions are odd
numbers to ensure the existence of a center node. As its name suggests, Filtersim uses a set of F −filters
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(with same dimensions as Nn (y)) to perform the sum of the element-wise multiplication between the pattern
values and the values of each filter. Therefore, the information carried by a pattern is reduced to a single
vector F × 1 after filtering. Particularly, each filter linearly transforms the TI into a score map. Thus,
each location y ∈ T I has a F × 1−score vector representation. This implies a considerable dimensionality
reduction as F << n.
Filtersim can be applied over continuous and categorical variables. For a categorical attribute with
G categories, Wu et al. (2008a) recommend to transform the attribute into G binary indicators. Then,
each category is treated as continuous. Therefore, the following algorithmic descriptions are made for
continuous attributes, without loss of generality. For simplicity, lets take a 2D example with a square
template N(2p+1)(2p+1) (y) so patterns have n = (2p + 1) × (2p + 1) nodes. Zhang et al. (2006) propose the
use of filters that at least capture averages, gradients and curvatures such as the following, for u = −p, ..., p
and v = −p, ..., p:
f1 (u, v) = 1 −

|v|
2|u|
2|v|
|u|
u
v
, f2 (u, v) = 1 −
, f3 (u, v) = , f4 (u, v) = , f5 (u, v) =
− 1 , f6 (u, v) =
−1
p
p
p
p
p
p

(4)

Pp
Pp
The score value by applying the f −filter is obtained as Sf = v=−p u=−p pat(u, v) · f (u, v). Figure 13
(a) illustrates the score representation process over two different patterns coming from the small section
TI. When all F filters have been applied, the entire TI has been reduced to a score space of F -dimension.
Similar F -score vectors usually represent similar patterns. Then, the F −score vectors are clustered into K
different classes by either the K-means or the cross partition algorithms.
The K-means algorithm follows as:
1. Let K be the total number of classes and Xv the position in the score space of each vector representation.
2. Start by either:
(a) Place randomly K centroids X k in the space and associate each vector with the closest centroid,
or
(b) Randomly cluster all elements in the score space into K different groups and compute the centroids
X k of each one of them.
3. Compute the total within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) between each element of a group and its
K
P
P
centroid over all groups as, W CSS =
||Xv − X k ||2 , where C(k) represents all vectors in
k=1 Xv ∈C(k)

group k.

4. Compute the new centroid position X k of each class as X k =

1
|C(k)|

5. Iterate, by repeating steps 3 and 4, until centroids no longer change.

X

Xv .

Xv ∈C(k)

On the other hand, the cross partition algorithm subdivides the F −dimensional score space into M F
cells by dividing the histogram of values at each score map into M ∈ N (usually, 2 ≤ M ≤ 10) equally
frequent intervals. Most cells contain several F −score vectors while empty cells are not longer considered in
the following steps. For instance, Figure 13 (b) shows a simple example of K-mean partition (K = 3) and
cross partition (M = 4).
Once all F −score vectors have been clustered, those clusters are referred as parent classes, each one
represented by a so-called parent prototype (protp ). Prototypes are computed by averaging all F −score
vectors values inside the class, as illustrated in Figure 13 (c). So far, each class has an internal pattern
diversity in their score dimensionality. The diversity index (DI) is measured as:
DI =

F
1 X
wf · σf2
F
f =1

C

,

σf2 =

1X i
(S − mf )2
c i=1 f

,

mf =

C
1X i
S
C i=1 f

(5)

where C, wf and Sfi represent the number of patterns (F −score vectors) in the class, the weight for filter
f th , and the score value of filter f th of the ith pattern. Classes whose DI is over a certain threshold value
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are clustered again, yielding to sub-classes whose prototypes are mentioned as children prototypes (protc ).
This procedure is repeated until all DIs are in the acceptable range.

Figure 13: Illustrations of the Filtersim procedures. (a) Sum of the element-wise multiplication between filters and patterns
yielding a F × 1 score vector representation of patterns. (b) Clustering in the score space via K−means clustering or Cross
partition. (c) Prototype of a pattern class. (d) Example of pixel and score based distances to define the closest prototype with
respect to the data event. (e) Final result of transferring values from a randomly selected pattern to unknown location.
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Algorithm 3. Filtresim algorithm
Input: [Required] Random variable (z). Training Image (T I). Modeling Domain (D). Template (Nn (x)). Inner
Pattern (IP). Filters (F ).
Input: [Inner parameters] Cluster method (K-mean or cross partition). Number of classes (K) or number of bins
(M ). Distance function (score-based or pixel-based). Weights of hard/soft data types (W1 , W2 , W3 ).
Maximum diversity (DImax ).
Input: [Optional] Hard data. Soft data. Number of categories (G).
Output: A fully informed modeling domain.
1

if z(·) is categorical, with G categories then


Create G sets of binary indicators as Ig (x) =

2

1
0

z(x) ∈ g th category,
;
otherwise.

// Pre-processing categorical z(·)

23

else
G ← 1 and maintain the raw random variable ;
end
Compute the F -filters of size Nn (x) ;
while Scanning the TI do
for g ← 1 to G do
Extract the data event dn (y) using the template Nn (y) ;
Perform the sum of the element-wise multiplication between each f ∈ F filter ;
Store the resulting value in the corresponding f th score map ;
// Pattern storage
end
end
Perform clustering algorithm over the F -dimensional score space ;
Compute the parent prototype (protp ) of every class ;
Sub-divide classes with diversity index ≥ DImax and compute the children prototypes (protc ) ;
D ← hard data, if available ;
// Hard conditioning
D ← soft data, if available ;
// Soft conditioning
P ath ← sequence of x ∈ D ;
while running over P ath do
if z(x) is unknown then
Use Nn (x) to define dn0 (x) ;

Apply the F filters over dn0 (x) resulting in a F -dimension representation F dn0 (x) ;

24

Obtain the closest prototype by using a pixel-based distance d protp , dn0 (x) or score-based distance

25

d protp , F dn0 (x) . If the parent class has children classes, find the closest protc ;
// Pattern retrieval
From the closest class, randomly draw a pattern pat∗ ;
// Random sampling
Collocate the central node of pat∗ at x, freeze all pat∗ values, inside IP, at unknown nodes in Nn (x);

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22





26

end

27
28

end

Once the patterns have been stored, the simulation procedure may begin. Along a random path and
at every unsampled location x ∈ D, the data event dn0 (x) is extracted. The closest protp to dn0 (x) (see
Figure 13 (d)) is obtained by a distance function (δ) that can be either:
1. Pixel-based distance: measures the pixel-to-pixel difference between collocated nodes in protp and
dn0 (x) as:
T
X

δ=
wi · d protp (x0 + hi ), dn0 (x + hi )
(6)
i=1

where T is the total number of nodes in the template; x0 is the prototype central node; hi is
the vector between central node and current node ith ; d(·, ·) is a distance function, Euclidean and
Manhattan are commonly used; and wi is the weight associated to the data type as {w1 , w2 , w3 } =
{W1/N1 , W2/N2 , W3/N3 } for hard data, previously simulated data and external information with W1 ≥
W2 ≥ W3 , W1 + W2 + W3 = 1 and {N1 , N2 , N3 } being the number of hard data, previously simulated
data and external information nodes in the data event, or
2. Score-based distance: measures the score-to-score difference after applying the F −filters to dn0 (x) and
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the respective F −score vector representation of protp as:
F


X
prot (x )
d (x)
δ=
d Sf p 0 , Sf n0

(7)

f =1

with d(·, ·) being a distance function. Despite the distance approach, unknown nodes can be handled
either by ignoring them or by dual templates as proposed by Arpat and Caers (2005).
From the closest class found, draw a pattern randomly. If the closest class has internal sub-classes, the
closest protc is chosen and the pattern is drawn from that class. An inner pattern (IP) is a collocated
sub-template of the current neighborhood. Nodes inside IP that are unknown in N (x) are frozen in D (see
Figure 13 (e)). The process keeps going until all unknown nodes in the path have been simulated.
Filtersim is suitable for two and three dimensional applications (Zhang et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2008b),
and the use of multi-grids have a straightforward implementation due to the structure of the method.
External information, such as soft probabilities, can be integrated via external conditioning tuning the inner
parameter value w3 . However, if more than one external variable is available, pre-processing them into a
single attribute is required. Lastly, while working efficiently in the univariate case, bivariate and multivariate
approaches require a more demanding implementation. All previous steps are summarized in algorithm 3.
6.4.3. Impala (2011)
Impala (Straubhaar et al., 2011) (Improved Parallel multiple-point Algorithm using a List Approach) is a
pixel-based algorithm, primarily designed for categorical variables. Proposed, implemented and parallelized
by Straubhaar et al. (2011), Impala also scans the TI only once prior to simulation, but instead of storing
patterns in a search tree or in a reduced dimensionality by filters, Impala stores the pattern information
using a list approach, similar to the proposed list approach in a unilateral path by Parra and Ortiz (2010).
When the TI attribute values are continuous, Impala requires application of (K − 1) thresholds to
create a set of K categories. Thereafter, the algorithm flows as for treating one categorical variable with K
different states. Lets z(·) be the TI random variable with sk , k ∈ [1, K] its possible states and Nn (y) be the
predefined template to capture and retrieve patterns. The algorithm reorganizes the template values into a
one-dimensional vector [z(u1 )...z(ui )...z(un )] where z(ui ) represents the state of the ith node in Nn (y) with
relative position hi respect to y (see Figure 3).
By scanning the TI, the data event dn (y) is extracted via Nn (y) and vectorized. Similar data events may
have a different state for the central node, therefore the possible states are represented by a one-dimensional
vector [f1 ...fk ...fK ] where fk reflects the frequency of state sk for a particular data event configuration. Thus,
the TI is scanned capturing every dn (y) ∈ T I and z(y) = sk increasing its frequency counter fk . Finally,
all patterns found in the TI are stored in a complex list object (d, c) where d represents the spectrum of all
possible patterns and c the corresponding frequencies of the central node states for a particular data event.
Once the list has been built, it is possible to retrieve the cpdf of states subject to a data event during
simulation. Let dn0 (x) be a data event with x ∈ D and n0 ≤ n, Impala requires to define a minimum
frequency criteria (Cmin ) in case that there is not an exact match between dn0 (x) and dn (y) (data events
from the TI) or the number of matched nodes between them j (1 ≤ j ≤ n0 ) is less than the nodes in the
(j)
current data event. The index Ck accounts for the total sum of frequencies, fk , where dj (x) fits and
PK
(j)
matches in dn (y). Here, the maximum j index, subject to C (j) = k=1 Ck ≥ Cmin , is selected and the
corresponding cpdf is retrieved as:
(j)

Ck
P z(x) = sk |dj (x) =
max j C (j)

(8)

If the criteria is not met or no similar data event is listed, then the prior pdf from the TI is used. A s∗k
is drawn from the cpdf and assigned to x ∈ D, then the process keeps going until all unknown nodes in the
path have been simulated.
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Algorithm 4. Impala algorithm
Input: [Required] Random variable (z). Training Image (T I). Modeling Domain (D). neighborhood (Nn (x)).
Number of categories (K) or threshold values (K − 1). Minimum frequency (Cmin ).
Input: [Optional] Hard data.
Output: A fully informed modeling domain.
if Z is continuous then
Apply (K − 1) thresholds over z in TI ;
// Pre-processing continuous attributes
end
(d, c) ← {∅, ∅}. Create an empty List ;
while Scanning the TI do
Compute the data event dn (y), vectorized it into dtemp ;
if dtemp @ ∈ d then
(d, c) ← (d, c) + {dtemp , [f1 ...fk ...fK ]}. Add dtemp to d and its initial frequency vector [f1 ...fK ] = [0...0] ;
end

fk ← fk + 1 : z(y) = sk at the corresponding frequency vector in c, subject to dtemp ;
// Pattern storage
end
D ← hard data, if available ;
// Hard conditioning
P ath ← sequence of x ∈ D ;
while running over P ath do
if z(x) is unknown then
Use Nn (x) to define dn0 (x) ;
From the (d,c) list, define the maximum j (1 ≤ j ≤ n0 ) value such that:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

(j)

Ck

18

=

P

fk ∈ c

,

C (j) =

P

(j)

k = 1K Ck

≥ Cmin ;

dj (x)∈d
(j)



Compute the cpdf as P z(x) = sk |dj (x) =

20
21
22
23

// Pattern retrieval

// Random sampling

end

24
25

Ck

;
C (j)
if the above criteria is not met then
Use the a-priori (global) distribution from (d,c) ;
end
Randomly draw a state value s∗k so z(x) ← s∗k ;

19

end

Integration of an external variable, usually as soft probabilities, requires that this variable must be
exhaustively known and collocated with the training image, so a third dimension can be added to each
element in the (d, c) list. Particularly, lets m(y) = [m1 (y)...mK (y)] be the external variable, the list
elements are then expressed as (d, c, m).
As mentioned by Straubhaar et al. (2011), the list may be previously sorted to ensure a fast cpdf retrieval,
with the potential of parallelization. All previous steps are summarized in the algorithm 4.
6.5.

MPS algorithms without building the Conditional Cumulative Distribution Function

6.5.1. Direct Sampling (2010)
Direct Sampling (DS) (Mariethoz et al., 2010) is a pixel-based algorithm, which proposes a fundamental
variation to algorithm 1 by stating that the combined process of obtaining {zi }li=1 , computing Fl (z|dn0 (y))
and drawing z ∗ can be approximated by taking the first close match dn0 (y) ' dn0 (x) in the TI. This saves
memory since the TI information is not stored in any way but the TI must be visited each time for the
simulation of each x unknown node.
At each unknown node x along a random path in D the data event dn0 (x) is extracted from a predefined
neighborhood Nn (x)4 . A sequential search (unilateral path) over the TI starts over a randomly selected
node y extracting the data event dn0 (y). A distance function measures the distance (mismatch) between
events: d dn0 (x), dn0 (y) . If the distance is above a threshold value τ the scanning of the TI continues, until
a match is found, that is, until dh·, ·i < τ , or a predefined percentage of the TI is scanned without finding
a match, in which case a random data event dn0 (y) is selected from the TI. Once an acceptable dn0 (y) is
4 Mariethoz

et al. (2010) proposes to use the n closest neighbors instead of a predefined neighborhood.
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obtained, its center value z(y) is assigned to D(x), and the entire process is performed again over the next
unknown node x until D is fully simulated.
DS is suitable for continuous and categorical variables, 2D and 3D, and the multivariate implementation
is straight forward (Mariethoz et al., 2010). Selecting the appropriate distance formula is also discussed.
While DS works well in a pixel-based framework, it may struggle reproducing the pattern histogram.
Algorithm 5. General Direct Sampling algorithm.
Input: [Required/Optional] Same as algorithm 1
Input: [Inner parameters] Threshold (τ ). Fraction of TI (f racT I). Distance function (dh·, ·i).
Output: A fully informed modeling domain.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

D ← hard data ;
P ath ← sequence of x ∈ D ;
while running over P ath do
if z(x) is unknown then
Use Nn (x) to define dn0 (x) ;
Start at a random node y ;
while Scanning less than f racT I of the TI do
Calculate the distance d dn0 (x), dn0 (y) ;
if d dn0 (x), dn0 (y) ≥ τ then
Repeat distance measurement with the next node y ;
else
Keep dn0 (y) and skip the while loop ;
end

9
10
11
12
13

end
if none dn0 (y) has been kept then
Randomly select a data event dn0 (y) ∈ TI
end
Once dn0 (y) has been obtained, freeze the central value z(y) in D(x) ;

14
15
16
17
18

end

19
20

end

6.5.2. Simulated Annealing
In the MPS framework, Simulated Annealing (SA) was implemented and parallelized by Peredo and
Ortiz (2011), although the idea was originally proposed by Deutsch (1992).
Using a predefined template Nn (x), pattern frequencies in the TI are captured. The resulting distribution
of frequencies is used as target statistics.
For simulation, the modeling domain D is initialized with random values honouring the hard data values
and the global histogram. The initial patterns frequencies from D are captured and the initial mismatch
between current D statistics and target statistics are measured. Their mismatch define the initial state of
an objective function (O).
Randomly, nodes are perturbed varying their individual values one at a time, or swapping values between
two locations in the simulation domain. Once one node is modified the mismatch between the current and
target statistics is calculated, defining a new state of the objective function (Onew ). Accepting or rejecting
the perturbation is decided using the probability given by a Boltzmann distribution. This probability
distribution is made of: 1 if the new objective function is less than or equal to the previous state (Onew ≤
Oold ) or exp((Oold − Onew )/τ ) otherwise, where τ represents the product of the Boltzmann constant kb and
the current temperature T . This algorithm mimicks the physical process of annealing a metal to bring it to
a state of lower Gibbs energy. The decision function previously outlined accepts all favorable perturbations
and conditionally accept some unfavorable perturbations, allowing the algorithm to move from local optima,
and approach the gloabl optimum. This global optimum is a state where the reference statistics are matched
perfectly by the simulated model at its current state.
While the modeling domain is being perturbed the temperature T is adjusted according to an annealing
schedule or criteria. The objective function is minimized until certain criteria is achieved and the simulation
stops, otherwise the process keeps running over random nodes.
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As mentioned by Peredo and Ortiz (2011) although the parallelization strategy considerably reduces the
simulation time, the required time by SA increases exponentially with respect to the template size.
The most important decisions implementing simulated annealing are the definition of the objective function, which will indicate the statistics that need to be reproduced, and the annealing schedule, in order to
ensure convergence to a reasonable minimum.
6.5.3. Ccsim (2012)
Ccsim (Tahmasebi et al., 2012) is a pattern-based algorithm, designed for continuous and categorical
variables. Proposed and implemented by Tahmasebi et al. (2012), Ccsim avoids the creation of a pattern
database, reducing considerably the CPU and memory requirements in contrast with the previous techniques.
The novelties of Ccsim are (1) the use of a cross-correlation function between the data event and any sector
of the training image, (2) an overlapping strategy during simulation, and (3) an adaptive recursive template
splitting over a raster path.
The cross-correlation function seeks to find the closest pattern in the TI, T I(x + i, y + j) displaced (i, j)
Plx −1 Ply −1
from (x, y), that matches the data event dn (x, y) by maximizing C(i, j) = x=0
y=0 T I(x + i, y + j) ·
dn (x, y), assuming here a sector of size lx × ly . Tahmasebi et al. (2012) also propose the use of a normalized
CC function that is less sensitive to changes of illumination/intensities in the TI.
Ccsim performs conditional and unconditional simulations. As it requires the use of a unilateral path,
several artifacts may occur in zones with hard samples, which imposes some differences between the conditional and unconditional simulation algorithms.
For unconditional simulations: along the raster path located in D, suggested at the bottom left corner,
a pattern is randomly simulated. The algorithm moves to the next node in the path and extract the
associated data event dn (x, y), considering an overlap region OL with respect to the previous pattern. Using
a tolerance δ between the current OL region and the new predicted pattern plus the CC function and visual
inspection, a new pattern is selected and simulated. A tolerance of 0 would lead to smooth boundaries but
less stochasticity in the realizations. The process continues until the entire domain is simulated.
In the case of conditional simulation: a two-step searching is required, while keeping all other steps
similar to the unconditional approach. The first one identifies all possible patterns that match exactly the
conditional samples while the second step establishes the pattern that better matches the data event (similar
to Parra and Ortiz (2010)). Problems may arise if the TI is not informative enough or if it is too large,
leading to either not finding a suitable match or spending too much time searching. The problem is tackled
by either (1) constantly increasing the threshold value δ, which leads to poor realizations, or (2) the data
(s)
event is recursively split into smaller data events dn and the simulation process is carried out for each one
of these small sectors.
6.5.4. Textural Synthesis
Textural synthesis techniques replicate patterns, found in a reference texture, over object’s surfaces or
other domains. Textural synthesis methods (Wei, 2001) are widely used in computer vision and they strongly
resemble with the MPS simulation. There is a great potential on bridging both techniques (Mariethoz and
Lefebvre, 2014) with several challenges still to be solved. In particular, most textural synthesis method work
in unconditional simulation frameworks. Parra and Ortiz (2010) and Parra and Ortiz (2011) propose an
algorithm that is able to incorporate the sample conditioning into the textural synthesis approach.
Let Nn (x) be a causal pattern (causal template) in which the central node is located at some corner of
the neighborhood. It is so-called causal in the sense that the rest of nodes are responsible for the conditional
distribution of the central node. A classical textural synthesis algorithm works as follows, for a fixed causal
template and from a reference texture: (1) compute the cumulative conditional probability at the center
node given the information of the other nodes, (2) define a unilateral path along the entire domain, (3) at
each unknown node, retrieve the most probable category or draw a category from the cpdf, move forward
in the unilateral path and repeat the process until the entire domain has been simulated.
To actually account for sample information, Parra and Ortiz (2011) propose to merge the causal template
with a rectangular (non-causal template) whose dimensions are odd numbers to ensure the existence of a
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central node. The algorithm for conditional simulation can be briefly explained as (1) build a database
of all possible patterns and central node frequencies in a list format (Parra and Ortiz, 2010), (2) along a
regular path visit unknown nodes and search in the previous database the associated frequencies under the
conditioning information inside the causal plus non-causal template, (3) repeat over the next unknown node
until the entire domain is fully informed.
6.5.5. Neural Networks
The idea of using Neural Networks in MPS has at least 20 years (Caers and Journel, 1998; Caers,
2001) but over the past few years new deep neural network architectures (LeCun et al., 2015) have regained
attention. Generative Adversarial Neural Networks (GANs) are being used increasingly to mimic/reconstruct
the global distributions of categorical variables (Dupont et al., 2018; Laloy et al., 2018; Chan and Elsheikh,
2019). Variational Autoencoders (VAE) have also being studied (Laloy et al., 2017) to create consistent
geological models from basic Gaussian noise inputs. However, the internal layers of the VAE used by Laloy
et al. (2017) are actually made up by convolutional gates.
Although Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are not internally driven to reproduce global distributions as GANs do, they stand out by their abilities of extract features from grid-like topological inputs.
Their main characteristic of sharing inner parameters across the network leads to architectural properties of
scale, shift and distortion invariance, making CNNs a powerful tool for feature extraction (Zeiler and Fergus,
2014). Those properties mean that, regardless where and how a specific raw feature appears in the input,
a suitable and well-trained CNN is able to capture that feature. As many of the geoscience problems can
actually be represented as 1D, 2D or 3D grid-like problems, CNN presents an interesting field of research
(Huang et al., 2017; Di et al., 2018; Avalos and Ortiz, 2019a).
All neural network are parameterized by weights (W) and biases (b). They are trained by optimizers
which intrinsically use gradient-based techniques to find the global minimum of a loss function. It is during
these training processes that the networks tune their inner parameters Θ = {W, b} to suitably match inputs
to desirable outputs.
6.6.

Non-stationarity

A review about how to proceed with nonstationarity in MPS simulations, using stationary or nonstationary TIs, can be found in Mariethoz and Caers (2014). Some of those methods are:
• Zonation: the modeling domain is divided in several stationary zones. Each zone is related with a
TI, that may or may not be the same, and its internal properties (orientations, affinity, scales, etc).
MPS simulations are then performed over the entire domain. This approach is prone to artifacts
at zones boundaries, such as strong discontinuities. This can be solved by (1) assigning transition
patterns in the boundary area, and (2) provide probabilities of using the related TIs in the boundary
area. For instance, Straubhaar et al. (2011) recreate a 2D sea-river-lake-sand image using the Impala
algorithm, splitting the domain into 20 different zones. Figure 14 (left) illustrates a 5 zones zonation
for a rectangular hypothetical domain.
• Soft probability: many, if not all, MPS algorithms have the potential to incorporate the likelihood
of drawing some specific value at some specific point as an external probability information. The
soft probability approach uses this potential to model the deterministic trend component based on
a probability map resulting from a reliable external source. The MPS algorithm is then performed
over the entire domain guided by the probability map during simulation. For instance, Mariethoz
et al. (2015) applied facies proportions as an exhaustive soft probability to locally control realizations
using and modifying the internal distance of the Direct Sampling algorithm. For instance, Figure 14
(center) illustrates a soft probability map for the same hypothetical domain. These trend maps can
be integrated using the τ model previously discussed.
• Control maps: resembling to an aggregation of the previous two methods, the control maps technique
uses a dimensionless continuous auxiliary variable, defined on the simulated domain and the TI, that
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modifies the internal process of an MPS algorithm, specifically the computation of the conditional
distribution function at each location. For instance, Chugunova and Hu (2008) modify the Search
Tree construction in the Snesim algorithm; Mariethoz et al. (2010) incorporate control maps into the
Direct Sampling algorithm as an additional attribute; and Straubhaar et al. (2011) improve the
Impala algorithm using a control map derived from the training image that represents the distance
with respect to a predefined line (sea border). Lastly, Figure 14 (right) illustrates a control map over
the same hypothetical domain.

Figure 14: Example of different non-stationary control. (Left) A zonation by dividing the domain into 5 different zones,
(center) a soft probability map, and (right) an imposed control map.

Lastly, when 3 dimensional TIs are required and only 2D TIs are currently available, there are approaches
to integrate them (Comunian et al., 2012; Kessler et al., 2013) by either creating a 3D pattern database
coming from the intersection of the available information, or integrating the 2D TIs into a 3D simulation
algorithm.
7.

Discussion

There are many approaches available to simulate accounting for pattern statistics and reproduce complex
features of different geological settings. These algorithms have grown from some relatively simple original
ideas, such as the sequential method, use of TI for inferring pattern statistics and cost functions to measure
similarity (either locally or globally).
The performance of MPS simulation methods has consequently improved, however there are many outstanding issues and dangers in using these methods.
1. Variability of simulations. Since MPS methods are not based on random function models, the variability expected in an ensemble of simulations cannot be checked and validated. The only approaches
that can provide some insight as to whether a given set of MPS realizations depict the right variability
(and thus, correctly characterize the uncertainty due to the limited sampling over the domain) is by
means of cross-validation and accuracy plots.
2. Validation of simulations. The resulting simulations are expected to reproduce the hard data at conditioning locations, the soft data by reproducing the probability maps imposed, the global histogram
from a representative distribution inferred from the hard data or imposed externally, and different
continuity measures. Which continuity measures are actually reproduced will depend on the algorithm. Simulations should be checked against basic statistics (histogram, variograms, MP-histograms
for some patterns). In addition to this, the results should be visually realistic, and reproduce the expected features of a specific geological setting. This makes validation of MPS realizations, challenging
as there is subjectivity in what is considered “valid”.
3. Scale and resolution. One of the limitations of MPS algorithms is that the scale and resolution of the
training data defines the possible scale of the simulation. It is impossible to change the support or
the resolution of the simulation (node spacing) without some assumption about how the multi-point
distribution changes. Som models have been proposed to solve this issue, but it remains a modeling
decision.
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Abstract
We show that multivariate non-linear features can be reconstructed in a simple and
straightforward way by mapping the original p-variate cumulative distribution function
with a p-variate Gaussian distribution, equipped with a proper prior covariance matrix.
We present theoretical development that allows a proper fitting of such covariance matrix,
allowing to continue with the decorrelation of variables by the use principal components
analysis.

1.

Introduction

Multivariate modeling for natural resource characterization is a challenging problem which has to deal
both with the correct characterization of natural phenomena and populating an under sampled domain.
Most of the time the variables cannot be modeled independently among the different measured variables
that describe ore deposits since they are mineralogically and physically related in complex fashions. This is
the case, for example, of grades, porosity, and permeability.
Furthermore, simple linear multivariate features rarely occur among geometallurgical variables composing sampling databases. Instead, nonlinear characteristics, such as proportional effect and constrained
relationships in the features are usually present, increasing the difficulty in the correct reproduction of such
qualities, when estimation and geostatistical simulation techniques are employed. This leads to the use
of post-processing in order to fix differences in the multivariate behavior. When relationships are simple
and linear, one can rely on coregionalization models, such as the linear model of coregionalization (LMC)
(Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Chilès and Delfiner, 2012), which must be adopted to account for spatial
correlation. Other approaches such as transforming each variable into a uni-variate Gaussian and proceed
with co-simulation is, for instance, one of the common practices, followed because of their simplicity.
We show that highly non linear features can be reconstructed in a simple and straightforward way by
mapping the original p-variate cdf with a p-variate Gaussian distribution, equipped with a proper prior
covariance matrix. We present theoretical developments that allow a proper fitting of such a covariance
matrix, allowing us to continue with the decorrelation of variables by using principal components analysis.
2.

Gaussian Transformation of a uni-variate RF

We begin by reviewing briefly the Gaussian transformation of a one dimensional RF. Let Z = {Z(u) :
u ∈ D ⊆ Rp , p ≥ 1} be a RF defined on a fixed continuous domain of interest D of the Euclidean space Rp .
Let us assume that this RF has been measured in a finite amount of locations uα over D , α ∈ {1, . . . , K},
being the collection of measurements Z(uα ) = zα defined as data.
The idea of the approach consist in transforming the initial RF Z into a stationary Gaussian RF Y with
zero mean and unit variance, through the anamorphosis function φ−1 :
Z(u) = φ[Y (u)].

(1)

1 Cite as: Riquelme AI, Ortiz JM (2020) A Short Note on a Multi-Gaussian Model for Multivariate Estimation and Simulation, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-04, 61-69.
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This transformation is build in such a way that if z = φ(y), with z and y the quantile values on both the
prior cumulative distribution function (cdf) FZ(u) (z) and FY (u) (y) of Z and Y respectively, then:
FZ (z) = FY (y),

(2)

in which the Gaussian cdf is commonly written as G(y). Then, under the working hypothesis that Y follows
a multivariate Gaussian RF over the domain D, the conditional distribution of Y given the data, Y |data, is
determined. The transformation is build by using the data zα .
2
Lets define as Gσµ the cdf of a Gaussian RF with mean µ and variance σ 2 , except for the standard case
G10 , written just as G. Then, Equation (2) can be written as FZ(u) ◦ φ = G, leading to:
fZ (z) = fZ (φ(y)) =

g(y)
,
φ0 (y)

0

where φ (y) = dφ(y)/dy and g(y) is the standard Gaussian probability density function (pdf). Hence,
knowing the anamorphosis of a variable Z is equivalent to knowing its probability distribution. We will
2
define, in general, gµσ as the pdf of a Gaussian random function with mean µ and variance σ 2 (except for
the standard case):
(y−µ)2
y2
2
1
1
gµσ (y) = √ · e− 2σ2 .
g(y) = √ · e− 2 ;
2π
σ 2π
It will be more useful to write the quantile transformation (2) in terms of the pdfs and the anamorphosis
function, being equivalent to:
Z

z

fZ (t)dt =

Z

−∞

=

φ(y)

fZ (t)dt

−∞
Z y

g(t)dt.
−∞

Is part of the multi-Gaussian assumption that the posterior distribution of any value Y (u) conditioned
∗
to the sampled data is still Gaussian, with a mean and a variance equal to its simple kriging estimate ySK
(u)
2
and simple kriging variance σSK (u) respectively. Hence, the conditional cumulative distribution function
(ccdf) is:
!
∗
y − ySK
(u)
FY (u)|data (y) = G
,
σSK (u)
where FY (u)|data (y) = P(Y (u) ≤ y|data) = G(y|data) and data represents the conditioning data Z(uα ) = zα
or, equivalently in gaussian units, to Y (uα ) = yα , α ∈ {1, . . . , k(u)}. We emphasize that the amount of
conditioning data may be variable according to the location, k(u) ≤ K, in a moving neighborhood fashion.
The variable for the location u is implicit most of the time throughout this manuscript.
The ccdf over the original variable is then retrieved as (Figure 1):
FZ|data (z) = FY |data (y)
∗
y − ySK
=G
σSK

from where follows:

0

!

σ2

= Gy∗SK (y),
SK

σ2

fZ|data (z) · φ (y) = gy∗SK (y).
SK
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From here, we can obtain directly the conditional pdf in the raw values:
fZ|data (z) =

1
1
σ2
σ2
· gy∗SK (y) = 0 −1
· gy∗SK (φ−1 (z)).
SK
SK
φ (y)
φ (φ (z))

(5)

0

Equation (3) can be rewritten in terms of the probability densities as:
Z

1

φ(y)

fZ|data (t)dt

=

σ
Z SK
y

−∞

=

−∞

y

∗
t − ySK
·
g
σSK
−∞

Z

!
dt

σ2

gy∗SK (t)dt,
SK

1.0
Z ∼ data
Y ∼ N (0, 1)

0.8
0.6
0.4
FY (y) = FZ (z)

0.2
0.0
−2

−1

y

0

z = φ(y) 1

2

3

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the Gaussian anamorphosis.
∗
2
We will say, in general, that the RF Z|data ∼ φ(ySK
, σSK
). Multiplying both sides by φ(y) in Equation
(4) and integrating with respect to y lead us to:

Z

φ(y)

t · fZ|data (t)dt =

−∞

Z

y

σ2

−∞

=
=

1

φ(t) · gy∗SK (t)dt
SK

σSK
Z y

y

∗
t − ySK
·
φ(t) · g
σSK
−∞

Z

!
dt

∗
φ(ySK
+ σSK · t) · g(t)dt.

(6)

−∞

By taking y → ∞, we obtain the conditional expectation of Z given the data, known as the simple multigaussian kriging estimator:
Z ∞
σ2
E[Z(u)|data] =
φ(t) · gy∗SK (t)dt.
(7)
−∞

SK

In the same manner, it is easy to obtain any moment (if they exist) under the multi-Gaussian model:
Z ∞
σ2
E[Z n (u)|data] =
φn (t) · gy∗SK (t)dt,
(8)
−∞

SK

leading, in particular, to an equation to compute the conditional variance, in a general way, for the raw
variable:
Var[Z(u)|data] = E[Z 2 (u)|data] − E[Z(u)|data]2
!2
Z ∞
Z ∞
2
2
σSK
σSK
2
φ (t) · gy∗ (t)dt −
φ(t) · gy∗ (t)dt .
=
−∞

SK

−∞
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The theory of the uni-variate transformation is in this way established.
If we proceed blindly, however, with transforming each variable into a uni-variate Gaussian, this path is
prone to give improper results since separate transformation may entails incorrect mappings in multivariate
probability densities, leading to wrong prior correlations. This is shown in the cross plots of Figure 2, giving
a comparative illustration of the original data, normally transformed data in a uni-variate way. The Figure
shows that after the transformation, the data is still correlated, and methods such as principal components
analysis (PCA) (among others) may help, in some instances, but they are not guaranteed to reproduce
relationships.
Prob. Density Scatter Fe vs Si
25.0

Prob. Density Scatter NS Fe vs Si

Number of data 2786
correlation -0.698
covariance -17.615

0.010

Number of data 2786
correlation -0.660
covariance -0.660

3.00

0.25

20.0
2.00

0.0080

0.20

1.00

15.0
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Si NS

Si [%]
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0.00

0.0040

10.0

0.10

-1.00
0.0020
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0.0

-3.00

0

-4.00
0.0
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Fe [%]
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1.00

2.00

3.00

Fe NS

Figure 2: Correlation of variables before and after applying a normal score transformation. Variables are still correlated.

We establish a simple method that modifies the presented univariate transformation, coupling the univariate transformation into a p-variate transformation.
3.

The Multi-Gaussian Assumption in the Multivariate Context

3.1. Gaussian Transformation of a p-variate RF
We continue by extending the framework into a p-variate model in a explicit way.
Let Z(u) = [Z1 (u), . . . , Zp (u)]T be the vector-valued random function (RF) considering p simultaneous
RFs Zj = {Zj (u) : u ∈ D ⊆ RN , N ≥ 1}, indexed by Latin subscripts j ranging in the set J = {1, ..., p},
and defined on a fixed continuous domain of interest D of the Euclidean space RN .
The main problem that we now face is how to establish the unknown multivariate behavior, at different
locations simultaneously, of a certain Zj in a manner that all other variables are taken into account, providing
useful information on Zj in the following fashion:
Zj (u)|{Z1 (u) = z1 , . . . , Zj−1 (u) = zj−1 , Zj+1 (u) = zj+1 , . . . , Zp (u) = zp , data},
in where now data stands for the conditioning data in a multivariate fashion, Zj (uα ) = zαj , or, equivalently
in Gaussian units, to Yj (uα ) = yαj , α ∈ {1, . . . , k(u)} and j ∈ J.
Lets define as GΣ
µ the cdf of the p-variate Gaussian RF with a p-dimensional vector mean µ and p by
p covariance matrix Σ. We define the non-coupled transformation of the initial multivariate RF Z into a
stationary p-variate Gaussian RF with zero vector mean µ = (0, . . . , 0)T = 0 and covariance matrix equal to
the identity matrix I, i.e., Y = [Y1 (u), . . . , Yp (u)]T ∼ N (0, I) (I = Σjk , j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, such that Σjj = 1
and Σjk = Σjk = 0), by using the same anamorphosis function φ−1
j , as defined in Equation (1), in each of
the components of Y :
Z=
=

[Z1 (u), . . . , Zp (u)]T

(10)

(φ1 [Y (u)], . . . , φp [Y (u)])

T

= ΦI (Y ).
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This transformation is build in such a way that if zj = φj (y), j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, with zj and yj the quantile values
on both the prior cumulative distribution function (cdf) FZ1 (u),...,Zp (u) (z1 , . . . , zp ) and FY1 (u),...,Yp (u) (y1 , . . . , yp )
of Z and Y respectively, then:
FZ1 (u),...,Zp (u) (z1 , . . . , zp )

=
=

P(Z1 (u) ≤ z1 , . . . , Zn (u) ≤ zp )
p
Y

P(Zi (u) ≤ zi )

i=1

=

p
Y

P(Yi (u) ≤ yi )

i=1

=

P(Y1 (u) ≤ y1 , . . . , Yn (u) ≤ yp )

=

FY1 (u),...,Yp (u) (y1 , . . . , yp )

=

GI0 (y1 , . . . , yp ),

Then, the coupled prior distribution of Y , is still a p-variate Gaussian distribution N (0, Σρ ), with mean
vector and covariance matrix given by


1
ρ̂Y1 Y2 · · · ρ̂Y1 Yp
ρ̂Y2 Y1
1
· · · ρ̂Y2 Yp 


Σρ =  .
.
.. 
..
..
 ..
.
. 
ρ̂Yp Y1 ρ̂Yp Y2 · · ·
1
Then, the random variables Yj , j = 1, ..., p are correlated and their pairwise relationships are quantified
by the correlation coefficients ρ̂Yj Yk (or simply ρ̂jk ) with j, k = 1, ..., p, which has to be inferred. We proceed
to do this in the next section.
The p-variate ccdf over the original variables is then retrieved as:
FZ1 (u),...,Zp (u)|data (z1 , . . . , zp )

=

P(Z1 (u) ≤ z1 , . . . , Zn (u) ≤ zp |data)

=

P(Y1 (u) ≤ y1 , . . . , Yn (u) ≤ yp |data)

=

FY1 (u),...,Yp (u)|data (y1 , . . . , yp )

=

G0 ρ (y1 , . . . , yp ).

Σ

We will say that Z|data follows a coupled anamorphosis function, i.e., Z|data ∼ φ(0, Σρ ). The transformation (or coupling process) is conceptually illustrated, for the bi-variate case, in Figure 5.
4.

Calibration of Hyper-parameter

A rather simple but useful result that follows from the previous derivation allows us to compute the joint
pdf fZj ,Zk (zj , zk )
fZj ,Zk (zj , zk ) =

1
φ0j (φ−1
j (zj ))

·

1

Σρjk

φ0k (φ−1
k (zk ))

· g0

−1
(φ−1
j (zj ), φk (zk )).

(12)

By multiplying both sides by φ(yj ) · φ(yk ) and integrating with respect to yj and yk , we obtain:
Z

φ(yj )

−∞

Z

φ(yk )

−∞

tj tk fZj ,Zk (tj , tk )dtj dtk =

Z

tj

−∞

Z

tk

−∞

Σρjk

φ(tj )φ(tk )g0
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Uncoupled Raw Dist. ∼ Φ(0, I)
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Figure 3: Conceptual bi-variate picture of the adjustment in the correlated behavior of independent raw distribution though
the Gaussian coupled anamorphosis. In surface are the correspondent cdfs, and in contour plots the pdfs.

By taking yj , yk → ∞, we obtain:
E[Zj (u)Zk (u)] =

Z

∞

−∞

Z

∞

−∞

Σρjk

φ(tj )φ(tk )g0

(tj , tk )dtj dtk .

Combining the previous results, we obtain a general equation for the covariance under the multi-Gaussian
model. We can see explicitly the covariance as a measure of stochastic dependence between the variables Zj
and Zk :
Cov(Zi (u), Zj (u)) = E[Zi (u)Zj (u)] − E[Zi (u)] · E[Zj (u)]
Z ∞Z ∞
Σρ
φ(ti ) φ(tj )g0 jk (ti , tj ) dti dtj
=
−∞ −∞
Z ∞
Z ∞
−
φ(t) · g(t)dt ·
φ(t) · g(t)dt ≡ f¯(ρjk ).
−∞

(13)

−∞

Then, we can establish the optimization problem by minimizing the square difference among the experimental
correlation between the raw values of Zj and Zk and the theoretical result obtained:
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n
Z
arg min f (ρjk ) := Cov(Zi , Zj ) −
ρjk ∈(−1,1)

∞

−∞

Z

∞

−
−∞

φi (x) · g(x)dx ·

Z

∞

Σρjk

φi (x)φj (y)g0

−∞
Z ∞

φj (y) · g(y)dy

−∞
2


= Cov(Zi , Zj ) − f¯(ρjk )

.

(x, y)dxdy

o2
(14)

The process of inferring of ρˆjk is shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4: Picture of the bi-variate coupling adjustment of raw distribution independently transformed through Gaussian
anamorphosis, correlating the prior pdf for different values of ρjk .

5.

Methodology
The proposed methodology, in summary, consists of the following steps:
1. Perform the uni-variate transformation of the original sample data values through anamorphosis, in
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Coupled Raw Dist. ∼ Φ(0, Σρ )

Coupled Gaussian Dist. ∼ N(0, Σρ )
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Figure 5: Conceptual bi-variate picture of the adjustment in the correlated behavior of independent raw distribution though
the Gaussian coupled anamorphosis. In surface are the correspondent cdfs, and in contour plots the pdfs.

order to get a model for φj , as well as the corresponding Gaussian values, in an independent fashion,
j
for each one of the variables: yαj = φ−1
j (zα ), α ∈ {1, . . . , K} and j ∈ J.
2. Compute the experimental covariance Cov(Zi , Zj ) among pairs of variables Zi and Zj , in their raw
values.
3. Find the correlation terms ρjk among variables, by minimizing the function f (ρjk ), ρjk ∈ (−1, 1), that
is, the square difference between the experimental covariance and the function f¯(ρjk ), for all pairs j, k
such that 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ p.
4. Once the values ρjk are determined, one can proceed with the uncoupling of the Gaussian variables
Y = [Y1 (u), . . . , Yp (u)]T , by Cholesky decomposition of Σρ = Lρ ·L−1
ρ , obtaining the vector Ydecoupled =
L−1
ρ · Y (if Ydecoupled is still not completely Gaussian, one can proceed with a nested anamorphosis
process, for the ‘Gaussianization’ of Ydecoupled ).
6.

Conclusion

We have shown a very simple method that allows us to model p-variate vectors of estimated values and
variances. Future work consist on extending the methodology to more complex multivariate relationships.
Among the alternatives that may allow to achieve this purpose, it could be fruitful to incorporate the use of
non linear/kernel PCA (Schölkopf et al., 1998). The statistical data analysis in the Aitchison geometry is
recommended when the number of variables increases, and they use most of the composites mass (Aitchison,
1982; Tolosana-Delgado et al., 2019). The integration of the mentioned frameworks is part of further research.
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Abstract
The twofold goal of this manuscript is first to briefly review some of the frameworks
that allow the study and modeling of non-stationary random fields, and second, to notice that accounting for high-order dependencies in geological processes can be achieved
by generating stationary and non-stationary random fields in a high dimensional ambient space and then taking the projection into lower dimensions of the field restricted
to an immersed submanifold. First, a brief review of the most common methods for
non-stationary modeling is provided. Then we demonstrate that it is possible to obtain
higher-order characteristics in the random fields, under the spatial deformation framework. The analytical framework for the geometry of excursion sets is introduced, in
order to make consistent the analysis of connectivity patterns indirectly, by looking at
the topological characteristics of the excursion sets. Finally, we introduce some ideas for
future research.
1.

Introduction

Geological modeling is well known for being a challenging problem that has to deal both with the
correct characterization of natural phenomena and populating a spatial domain when limited information
is available. The standard way to tackle the second problem is by introducing a Random Function (RF)
as a representation of the variable to be modeled, that is, summarizing the results of the inference in a
probability distribution function (pdf) at every location. Obtaining such a pdf is challenging and different
approaches have been proposed.
Since the fifties, a huge amount of alternatives have been developed with the aim of reproducing geological
structures and accounting for geological uncertainty. Two-point semivariogram based techniques and objectbased methods form an important part of this toolbox. It is a fact that most of the analytical efforts have
been put into the two-point semivariogram approach (from Yaglom 1957 and before, to Adler and Taylor 2007
most recently), which accounts for strong theoretical developments and has resulted in powerful algorithms
and tools for estimation, simulation, and topological analysis of the random fields.
However, because two-point based techniques are practically limited to multi-Gaussian systems and they
cannot describe higher-order statistics nor realistic connectivity patterns, multiple-point geostatistics (mps)
(initiated by Guardiano and Srivastava 1993) has attracted significant interest due to its promise to provide
generality and capability to reproduce more realistic models of complex geologic architectures as well as
their conceptual simplicity (see Mariethoz and Caers 2014 for an exhaustive review of the subject). Among
the drawbacks of the approach is that the training image (in which the framework relies on) and its link with
random fields has not been properly addressed yet, with the potential to provide a better understanding of
the behavior of mps (see Ortiz 2008).
The aim of this work is to provide some evidence that the previously claim is not completely true, i.e.,
we show that two-point based techniques can describe higher-order characteristics and provide connectivity
patterns. Since the analytical framework to define high-order statistics varies among authors, we replace
high-order statistics by global topological characteristics.
1 Cite as: Riquelme AI, Ortiz JM (2020) Investigating the Applications of Random Fields on Manifolds in Geostatistical
Modeling, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-05, 70-89.
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In order to achieve our aim, we revisit the non-stationary technique introduced by the pioneering work
of Sampson and Guttorp (1992), which relies on a deformation of the underlying space where the random
function is modeled, being one of the first successful efforts to extend the capabilities of the two-point
framework, by taking it from the stationary to the non-stationary realm.
2.

Reviewing Non-Stationary Techniques

We begin our study with a brief review of the most common non-stationary techniques. Let Z = {Z(x) :
x ∈ D ⊆ RN , N ≥ 1} be through the manuscript a RF defined on a fixed continuous domain of interest D
of the Euclidean space RN .
2.1.

Moving Averages Method

The general idea of the moving averages (or convolution) method is to represent Z as a linear combination
of non-correlated variables. The approach, introduced by Oliver (1995) first for the stationary case and later
extended for the non-stationary case by Higdon (1998) and Higdon et al. (1999) [and later by several authors:
Fuentes and Smith (2001); Paciorek and Schervish (2004); Paciorek and Schervish (2006) and Fouedjio et al.
(2016), among others], consists in constructing the RF by convolving a deterministic kernel with a white
noise process:
Z
Z(x) =
Kx (s)W (s) ds.
RN

in the continuous setting, or
Z(x) =

L
X

Kx (sj )W (sj ),

j=1

in the discrete setting (Fig. 1), where the finite support of locations sj over D, j ∈ {1, . . . , L}, allows to
approximate the kernel
R in a reasonable way. Technically, a white noise is understood as a random function
such that W (A) = A W (s) ds ∼ N (0, m(A)) and Cov{W (A), W (B)} = m(A ∩ B), for all measurable sets
A and B, and denoting as m the Lebesgue measure on RN . In practice, it is enough to consider a RF in
which the variogram corresponds to γ(h) = 1 · N ugget.
The kernel may vary throughout the domain (Fig 2) defining a non-stationary covariance function based
on the convolution of kernels centered at the locations of interest:

Cov{Z(xi ), Z(xj )}

= E

Z

Kxi (s)W (s) ds

Z

RN

=

Z

Kxi (s)

RN

=

Z
Z

Kxj (s0 )W (s0 ) ds0

RN

Z

!
Kxj (s ) E{W (s) · W (s )} ds
0

0

0

ds

RN

Kxi (s)

RN

=

!

Z

!
Kxj (s0 ) δs (s0 ) ds0 ds

RN

Kxi (s)Kxj (s) ds

RN

For example, Higdon (1998) considers, for Z in R2 , the gaussian kernel:
1
1
|Σxi |− 2 exp
Kxi (s) =
2π

!
1
T
−1
− (s − xi ) (Σxi )(s − xi ) ,
2

where
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1
2

Σx

=




λ1 (x)
0
cos{θ(x)}
0
λ2 (x)
− sin{θ(x)}

sin{θ(x)}
cos{θ(x)}



(λ1 (x) and λ2 (x) are related with the range of anisotropies in the principal directions and θ(x) is the angle
between the major direction of continuity λ1 (x) and the horizontal line) which gives as covariance:
Cov{Z(xi ), Z(xj )}

where Qxi xj (h) = h

T

Σxi + Σxj
2

=

1 Σxi + Σxj
π
2

− 12

exp{−Qxi xj (xi − xj )}.

!−1
h, with h ∈ R2 .
Gaussian Kernel

Figure 1: A one-dimensional Gaussian RF obtained from a smoothed white noise.

Figure 2: A two-dimensional Gaussian RF obtained from a smoothed white noise with a varying kernel.
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If the kernel is invariant by translation, then Kx (s) = K(x − s) defines a stationary covariance:
Z
Z
C(h) = Cov{Z(x), Z(x + h)} =
K(x − s)K(x + h − s) ds =
K(s0 − h)K(s0 ) ds0 ,
RN

(1)

RN

by taking s0 − h = x − s, which corresponds to a convolution, and can be related with the spectral density of
b
Z(x), defined as Z(ω),
by taking a Fourier transform F (·) in Eq. 1 (recalling that F {f ∗g} = F {f }·F {g},
given two functions f and g, and with the asterisk denoting a convolution):
∆
b
Z(ω)
= (2π)N F (C)(ω) = |F (K)(ω)|2 ,

In Table 1 some relationships among kernels and covariance functions are summarized [for a detailed
discussions and examples on these relationships see Oliver (1995), Ver Hoef and Barry (1998), Matérn (2013)
and Higdon (2002)]. Kν is the Bessel of the second kind and order ν.
Table 1: Summary of relationships between kernels and covariances, in the moving average framework.

Gaussian
Cauchy
Matérn

2.2.

Kernel
exp(−2a2 ||u||2 )
1+p
(1 + 4||u||2 /a2 )− 2
(a||u||)v Kv (a||u||)

Covariance
∝ exp(−a2 ||h||2 )
1+p
∝ (1 + ||h||2 /a2 )− 2
∝ (a||u||)2ν+p/2 K2ν+p/2 (a||u||),

Stochastic Partial Differential Equations

It is possible to represent Z as a solution of a stochastic partial differential equations (SPDE), with the
advantage of giving a physical meaning to the construction of models, and with the potential of combining
theoretical physical interpretation with statistical (data-driven) models. The approach was introduced
theoretically by Whittle (1954), which proves that a RF with the Matérn covariance (see Table 1) is a
solution to the linear SPDE
LZ = W
α

when considering the case L = τ1 (κ2 − ∆) 2 :
α

(κ2 − ∆) 2 Z = τ W,

(2)

Pd ∂ 2
σΓ(ν+d/2)1/2 (4π)d/4 κν
,
where α = ν+ d2 , ∆ = i=1 ∂x
2 is the Laplacian, W is a standardized white noise process, τ =
Γ(ν)1/2
i
and Z is the unknown RF. On a regular 2-D grid, we can use Finite Differences (Fig. 3), as example, in the
two dimensional case and with α = 2:




1
Zi+1,j − Zi,j
Zi,j − Zi−1,j
1
Zi,j+1 − Zi,j
Zi,j − Zi,j−1
2
κ Zi,j −
−
−
−
= τ Wi,j .
∆x
∆x
∆x
∆y
∆y
∆y
This corresponds to a sparse linear system
i.e., A is a sparse matrix (although A

−1

AZ = τ W ,

is not), which implies, by denoting Σ = Cov(Z), that:
AΣAt = τ 2 I

Then, it follows that the matrix Σ−1 is:
∆

Q = Σ−1 =

1 t
AA
τ2
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where Q is defined as the precision matrix. On a regular grid, Q is square symmetric, with as many rows (and
columns) as number of grid nodes. Non-conditional simulation of RFs can be done by taking the Cholesky
factorization of Q, i.e. Q = LLt , and multiplying the lower triangular matrix by a Gaussian random vector
with independent components U , i.e. Z = LU .

Zi,j−1
Zi−1,j

Zi,j Zi+1,j
Zi,j+1

Figure 3: Finite differences grid.

Lindgren et al. (2011) extend the method for triangulated domains, so we refer to them for a detailed
presentation of the framework, and to Simpson et al. (2012) for a discussion on the advantages of the SPDE
approach and a contrast with classical methods. Among others advantages, we find that the approach does
not depend on the underlying geometry of the physical space (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Realizations a RF by using SPDE approach in the flat Torus T2 , i.e., the opposite borders of the grid have been
identified (left), and embedded in R3 by distorting distances (right).

2.3. Spatial Deformation
Local anisotropic characteristics can be imposed in a RF Z by considering a spatial deformation of
the domain. The approach is introduced by Sampson and Guttorp (1992), and consists in introducing a
deterministic bijective function f which maps the original space U with a second space V , a subset of some
bigger ambient space in which a stationary RF Y is defined
f : U ⊂ R 2 → V ⊂ R2 .
Then, Y is pulled-back into the original space U (through the map f ) in the following fashion:
Z(x) = Y (f (x)),
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This gives as result the following relatioship among variograms:
γU (x, y) = γV (||f (x) − f (y)||),
for given points in the R2 , an euclidean norm || · || and γV , both defined in the subset V ⊂ R2 , and Y being
isotropic and stationary.
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(following an example from Fouedjio et al. (2015)).

The methodology has been extended and explored by many authors [see Almendral et al. (2008); Boisvert
et al. (2009) and Fouedjio et al. (2015)], some of which have considered f : U ⊂ R3 → V ⊂ RN for very
large values of N , in non-parametric ways, into stationary and isotropic spaces. On these works, the authors
seek for a solution to the problem that follows when the metric induced by the locally varying anisotropy of
geological properties disables the possibility of using euclidean distances. This problem is solved by finding
non-euclidean distances among positions of the domain in the original space (by optimization methods
such as Newton’s method and Dijkstra’s algorithm), and embedding this original space isometrically in an
euclidean higher-dimensional space, by using multi-dimensional scaling techniques (the reverse process is
presented in Fig 6). In this way, the positive definiteness of the correlation matrix is guaranteed.

Figure 6: Multi-dimensional scaling: (left) a RF Y is generated in a higher-dimensional space V (R3 in this example); the
original lower-dimensional space U (a surface in R2 in this example) is embedded in V (center left) and the restriction of Y
to the surface (center right) is pulled-back into U (right), generating in this way a non-stationary RF.

2.4. Substitution Random Fields
We close this section by briefly discussing substitution random fields, introduced by Lantuéjoul (1993).
These are defined in a similar fashion when compared to the previous setting, changing the deterministic
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function f by a RF F :

Z(x) = Y (F (x)).

In this case, F is called a directing function and Y is called the coding process. The coding process Y
is a stationary stochastic process. F and Y are independent and F may have stationary increments (Fig 7)
or not (Fig 8), and can be extended to make it non-stationary. In order to generate a RF with stationary
increments, one can consider the stationary RF F 0 and define F (x) = F 0 (x) − F 0 (x∗ ), where
x∗ = arg min F 0 (x),
x∈D

∆

i.e., x∗ = i1 is the position on which F 0 attains its minimum value, ordering the positions in the domain D
by the values of F 0
0 = F (xi1 ) ≤ F (xi2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ F (xi|D| )
in order to run the coding process, for a certain permutation σ of the set {1, . . . , |D|} such that σ(1) =
i1 , . . . , σ(|D|) = i|D| in a way that the ordering holds and with |D| the number of locations simulated.
Interesting patterns are formed when the coding process is a Markov chain.

4

2

3

1

4

3

2

1

Figure 7: Realizations of a directing random function (top), realizations of a substitution random function (bottom left) and
the Markov chain used (bottom right). The probability of transition (or mean sojourn time) is related to the expected width of
facies and the resolution of the grid.

3.

Random Fields on Manifolds
3.1.

Random Fields on Surfaces

We begin our study by giving some results of RF in regular surfaces in R3 . The idea is to define a set
that is two-dimensional and that is also smooth enough so that the usual notions of calculus can be extended
to it.
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Figure 8: Realization of a directing random function, which distorts the space in a random fashion (left), the coding process (middle), and the resulting realization (right). The directing random function (left) is generated following a Gaussian
covariance (the color scale is meaningless in this case)

Definition 1 (Regular Surfaces). A subset M ⊂ R3 is a regular surface if, for each p ∈ M there exists
a neighborhood V ⊂ R3 and a map f : U → V ∩ M of an open set U ⊂ R2 onto V ∩ M ⊂ R3 such that
1. f is differentiable, i.e. it has continuous partial derivatives of all orders in U .
2. f is a homeomorphism, which means that f has an inverse f −1 : V ∩ M → U which is continuous (by
condition 1).
3. (The regularity condition.) For each q ∈ U, the differential dfq : R2 → R3 is one-to-one.
The mapping f is called a parametrization or a system of (local) coordinates in (a neighborhood of) p.
The neighborhood V ∩ M of p in M is called a coordinate neighborhood.
The condition 3 will guarantee the existence of a “tangent plane” at all points of M (see Fig. 11). We show
some basic examples when the surface is the graph of a function z = g(x, y). It is a fact that if g : U → R
is a differentiable function in an open set U of R2 , then the graph of g, that is, the subset of R3 given by
(x, y, g(x, y)) for (x, y) ∈ U, is a regular surface. Then, our RF Z defined on the surface will be just the
restriction of the RF Y in R3 to the surface.
We will not constrain the cases to that of isotropic RF in the ambient space, since interesting cases are
obtained when Y has anisotropic or locally varying anisotropic characteristics, allowing to impose higherorder characteristics to the resulting fields in a simpler way, in the sense that the dimension of the ambient
remains low (Fig. 9). Notice that higher-order characteristics can also be obtained when the ambient space
is stationary and isotropic, by finding an euclidean space RN usually with a large value of N .
3.1.1. Examples
The Plane. This case is very simple, where we consider a map f given by
f (x, y) = (x, y, g(x, y)) = (x, y, vx + y)
√
which translates into a re-scaling of the domain in the x-axis by a factor of 1 + v 2 , when Y is pulled-back
into U .
Then, for a RF Y with a Gaussian variogram of range 1 along the x-axis, γV (hx ) = exp(−h2x ), we have
γU (hx ) = exp{−h2x · (1 + v 2 )}
The gauss bell, cone and the sphere. In the case of general surfaces, the measuring of the variogram has
only sense when restricted to two fixed positions of the domains, i.e, it loses its property of being a global
measure of continuity of the RF Z, recalling that
γU (x, y) = γV (||f (x) − f (y)||),
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Figure 9: Three examples of RF defined on surfaces, obtained by taking the restriction of the RF Y in R3 to the surface M ,
when Y is a non homogeneous and non isotropic RF, imposing higher-order characteristics in the resulting realizations.
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Figure 10: RF generated by the projection of an isotropic RF
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into a re-scaling of the domain in the x-axis by a factor of 1 + v 2 , when Y is pulled-back into U . Right: Initial variogram
model γV (hx ) = exp(−h2x ) (green), theoreticall variogram γU (hx ) = exp{−h2x · (1 + v 2 )} (red) and experimental averaged from
100 realization (blue), for v = 2.
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for given points in the R2 , an euclidean norm ||·|| and γV , both defined in R3 , and considering Y as isotropic.
However, we can still approximate our surface locally by tangent planes, and measure locally the second
spectral moment λ2 , defined by
n ∂Z(x) 2 o ∂ 2 C(x)
∆
λ2 = E
=
∂xi
∂x2i

x=0

,

(3)

(by isotropy, this definition does not depend on the direction of the derivative i) which can be rewritten in
terms of the variogram of Z as
∂ 2 γ(hi )
,
−
∂h2i hi =0
when suitable conditions allow to interchange the expectation with the derivatives.

C'

B'

C
B
A

Figure 11: Conceptual picture of the approximation of a surface by its tangent planes. λ2 is measured at points B and C, by
approximating at each small neighborhood of B 0 and C 0 by a tangent plane and assuming that, locally, the variogram behaves
like a re-scaling of the domain in a certain direction when projected into the xy-plane.

We show some results when comparing the theoretical value of λ2 with experimental simulated results,
in the case of a bell-shape surface (Fig. 12), such as the example shown at the top of Fig 9, parametrized
by
f (x, y) = (x, y, g(x, y)) = (x, y, A · exp[−(x2 + y 2 )/B]),
(with values A = 50 and B = 200) and with derivative in the x-direction:
fx (x, y) = (1, 0, −2A · x · exp[−(x2 + y 2 )/B]/B).
Then, for a RF Y with a Gaussian variogram of range 1 along the x-axis, γV (hx ) = exp(−h2x ), we have
γU (hx ) = exp{−h2x · (1 + fx2 )}, and therefore
−

∂ 2 γ(hx )
∂h2x

hx =0

= 2 · (1 + fx2 ).

Comparisons in the case of a cone are presented in Fig. 13, parametrized by
p
f (x, y) = (x, y, g(x, y)) = (x, y, B · (x2 + y 2 )),
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Figure 12: First order approximation for the second spectral moment λ2 in the case of a bell-shape surface (in the y-direction).
Left: one realization projected into R2 . Center: map of absolute difference between expected theoretical and experimental values
at every location, for 200 simulations. Right: scatter plots of expected theoretical versus experimental values of λ2 (the color
scale shows the absolute difference between results).

(with value B = 10) and in the case of the half-sphere, presented in Fig. 14, parametrized by
p
f (x, y) = (x, y, g(x, y)) = (x, y, R2 − (x2 + y 2 ))
(with value R = 20).
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Figure 13: First order approximation for the second spectral moment λ2 in the case of a cone (in the y-direction). Left: one
realization projected into R2 . Center: map of absolute difference between expected theoretical and experimental values at every
location, for 200 simulations. Right: scatter plots of expected theoretical versus experimental values of λ2 (the color scale
shows the absolute difference between results).

3.2.

Brief Introduction to The Topology of Random Fields

Inferring higher-order statistics of RF is often solved by measuring higher-order moments in the following
fashion:
E{Z(x) · Z(x + h1 ) · Z(x + h2 ) · · · · · Z(x + hn )}
for a given choice of directions {h1 , h2 , . . . , hn } in D. This aims at understanding connectivity and more
complex patterns in the RFs. However, the complexity in the calculations increases ‘very fast’ with n, and
providing interpretations for the results, such as inferring connectivity properties, becomes less clear (see
Monin and Yaglom 2013 and Dimitrakopoulos et al. 2010 for results on this approach). We propose a
different path, which becomes more clear and with stronger results in the case of Gaussian fields: to study
the topology of random fields. For this, we present a summary of Adler (2008) in what follows.
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The study of the topology of random fields [Adler (1981), Adler and Taylor (2007)] is focused on understanding the geometry of the excursion sets of the random field Z defined over a space M , a bounded region
in N -dimensional Euclidean space, RN . Z may be real or vector valued, taking values in Rk , k ≥ 1. If R is
a subset of Rk , then the excursion set of Z in R and over M is defined by
∆

AR ≡ AR (Z, M ) = {x ∈ M : Z(x) ∈ R}.

(4)

In the particular case of thresholding the random function, that is, when R is the set [u, ∞), we study those
points of M at which Z takes values larger than u:
∆

Au ≡ Au (Z, M ) = {x ∈ M : Z(x) ≥ u}.

(5)

R is called a hitting set.
The study of the topology of excursion sets provides precise geometric information about the global
behavior of RFs, with explicit results of their properties such as how many components they have, how
large they are and what the length of their boundaries is. There are a number of ways to quantify these
properties, and for N dimensional sets there exists N + 1 numerical quantities, known under the name of
Minkowski or Steiner functionals, integral curvatures, intrinsic volumes, and Lipschitz-Killing curvatures,
hereafter LKCs. The differences between them are only of ordering and scaling.
The LKCs of a N -dimensional set A are denoted by L0 (A), . . . , Lj (A), . . . , LN (A) and they can be
thought of as measures of the ‘j-dimensional sizes’ of A. For example, when N = 2 they have the following
meanings:
• L2 (A) is the two dimensional area of A.
• L1 (A) is half the boundary length of A.
• L0 (A) is the Euler characteristic of A, which in two dimensions is given by
L0 (A)

=

#{connected components in A}

(6)

− #{‘holes’ in A}.
When N = 3,
• L3 (A) is the three dimensional volume of A.
• L2 (A) is half the surface area of A.
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• L1 (A) is twice the caliper diameter of A, where the caliper diameter of a convex A is defined by placing
the solid between two parallel planes (or calipers), measuring the distance between the planes, and
averaging over all rotations of A. For example, the caliper diameter of a sphere is just the usual
diameter.
• L0 (A) is the Euler characteristic of A, which in three dimensions is given by
L0 (A)

=

#{connected components in A}

(7)

−#{‘handles’ in A} + #{‘holes’ in A}.
The theory provides explicit results for the expectations of the LKC’s of excursion sets for different
random fields Z, large classes of parameter sets M , and for a large class of sets R
E {Lj (AR (Z, M ))} ,

(8)

The theory allows M to be complicated. Rather than define what these are, we shall give a list of basic
examples.
(i) Finite simplicial complexes. This includes sets such as N -dimensional rectangles of the form
T =

M
Y

[0, Ti ],

(9)

i=1

or unions of a finite number of such rectangles.
(ii) Reimannian manifolds (defined in the next subsection), with or without boundary, which includes
sets such as N -dimensional balls and spheres, and smooth deformations of them.
We shall just present the results in the isotropic case (since most of the time we are moving to an isotropic
higher-dimensional scenario). That is, we assume that Z : M → R is a Gaussian RF with mean zero and
unit variance, isotropic, with second spectral moment λ2 defined as previously
n ∂Z(x) 2 o ∂ 2 C(x)
=
λ2 = E
∂xi
∂x2i

.
x=0

(10)

Then, for parameter spaces M of dimension N , and hitting set R we have
E {Li (AR (Z, M ))}
=

(11)

N
−i 
X
j=0

i+j
j



j/2
λ2
Li+j (M ) Mj (R),
(2π)j/2

where
   
n
ωn
n
=
,
j
j ωn−j ωj
ωj = π j/2 /Γ 1 + j/2) is the volume of the unit ball in j , and
2

e−u /2
Mj ([u, ∞)) = Hj−1 (u) √
.
2π
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Here Hn , n ≥ 0, is the n-th Hermite polynomial
bn/2c

Hn (x) = n!

X
j=0

(−1)j xn−2j
,
j! (n − 2j)! 2j

(13)

where bac is the largest integer less than or equal to a. When n = −1 we set
√

H−1 (x) =

2π Ψ(x) ex

2

/2

.

2

/2

dx

(14)

and
Ψ(u) = (2π)−1/2

Z

∞

e−x

u

is the tail probability function for a standard Gaussian variable
We need to know how to compute the Lj (T ) in order to substitute the right hand side of (11). We define
a face J of T , of dimension k, by fixing N − k coordinates, each of which is fixed at either the top or bottom
of the rectangle. Thus, taking the three dimensional cube as a simple example, it has one three dimensional
‘face’, this being the full cube itself. It has six two dimensional faces, being its sides. The twelve edges
are one dimensional faces, and the eight corners are zero dimensional faces. Now let Ok denote the N
k
k-dimensional faces which includes the origin. Then, one can show that
Lj

N
Y


X
[0, Ti ] =
|J|,

i=1

J∈Oj

where |J| is the (j-dimensional) volume of J. In particular, for an N -dimensional cube of side length T the
intrinsic volumes are given by


Lj [0, T ]

N



 
N
=
T j.
j

The computations are more complicated when the parameter space is not a rectangle.
Let us look at the cases N = 2 and N = 3, taking σ 2 = 1 for simplicity. Putting the pieces together
gives that, for isotropic random fields the Euler characteristic , E{L0 (Au (Z, T ))} or E{ϕ(Au (Z, T ))}, in the
two dimensional case, is given by
"
#
1/2
−u2
2T λ2
T 2 λ2
u +
E {ϕ (Au )} =
e 2 + Ψ(u).
(15)
3/2
2π
(2π)
Figure 15 gives one example over the square, with λ2 = 2.
The geometric meaning of the negative values is due to the excursion sets having, in the mean, more holes
than connected components. Also we note that, as u → ∞, E{ϕ(Au )} → 0. This is reasonable, since at high
levels we expect that the excursion set will be empty, and so have zero Euler characteristic. On the other
hand as u → −∞, E {ϕ (Au )} → 1 since, once u < inf T f (t), we have Au ≡ T , and so ϕ (Au ) = ϕ(T ) = 1.
In three dimensions, (11) becomes
E {ϕ (Au )} = Ψ(u)
"
#
3/2
1/2
3/2
−u2
T 3 λ2
3T 2 λ2
3T λ2
T 3 λ2
2
2
+e
u +
u+
−
.
(2π)2
2π
(2π)2
(2π)3/2
Figure 16 gives a taste of the topology of level sets over the unit cube, in the three dimensional case [see
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Figure 15: Empirical Euler characteristic curves computed for different realization (top left). The average of the curves is
shown in red and the theoretical result in blue. One of the simulations is presented (top right), together with the level sets at
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Worsley (1996)].

Figure 16: Three-dimensional excursion sets above low, medium, and high levels. Bubble topology: surfaces surrounding
isolated voids (left). Sponge topology: the components are connected together by a network of bridges (center). Meat ball
topology: many disconnected components, each containing relatively few holes or hollows (right).

3.2.1. Application: The Gaussian Channels
A simple and interesting application of the concepts presented follows by noticing that a long chain of
holes together with a random continuous deformation of it may generate an image representing ‘channels’.
For this, we analyze the particular case in which the hitting set R corresponds to set [u − δ, u + δ), for some
δ ≥ 0, i.e. we study those points of M at which Z takes values in an interval of size 2δ around the value u:
∆

Au,δ ≡ Au,δ (Z, M ) = {x ∈ M : u − δ ≤ Z(x) < u + δ}.

(16)

Let us recall that the Euler characteristic gets negative values when a same connected component has
more ‘holes’: #{connected components in A} − #{‘holes’ in A}. In Fig 17 some examples are shown of
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patterns that may be formed in a certain set Au,δ . We notice that the Euler characteristic does not change
under continuous deformations of the set.

Figure 17: Some examples of patterns that may be formed in a certain set Au,δ , with Euler characteristic of 0, −1 and −2
respectively, from left to right. We notice that the Euler characteristic does not change under continuous deformations of the
set, i.e, the last two figures in the right have the same value for the Euler characteristic .

Since the Euler characteristic is a functional with the following basic property, for given sets X and Y :
ϕ(X ∪ Y ) = ϕ(X) + ϕ(Y ) − ϕ(X ∩ Y ),
i.e., the Euler characteristic is finitely additive functional, and so is the average, then follows that
E {ϕ (Au,δ )} = E {ϕ (Au−δ )} + E {ϕ (A−u−δ )} ,
indicating that the threshold that minimizes the Euler characteristic is at the value u = 0, which is the zone
around one finds the most of the saddle points of the Gaussian RF Z (Fig. 18).
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Figure 18: Empirical Euler characteristic curves computed for the different realization of the Gaussian channels (top left).
The average of the curves is shown in red and the theoretical result in blue. One of the simulations is presented (top right),
together with the level sets at −1.5 (bottom left), 0 (bottom middle) and a zoomed part of the 0 case (bottom right). Notice that
patterns shown in Fig. 17 are formed in level sets at −1.5 (0, 1, 2 and 3 ‘holes’ in a connected component), up to continuous
deformation.

We look forward to applying these concepts in more complex settings, in order to show stronger evidence
of higher-order characteristic of projected RFs from sub-manifolds in high dimensions into lower-dimensional
spaces.
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3.3.

Random Fields on Manifolds

We finalize this study by illustrating some examples and motivating the study of manifolds. In order to
generalize the concepts introduced to three-dimensional and three-dimensional plus time setups, it is necessary to know some of the concepts of Riemmanian geometry, which is the higher-dimensional generalization
of Gauss’ intrinsic surface theory.
Definition 2 (Differentiable Manifolds). A differentiable manifold of dimension d is a (Hausdorff)
topological space M endowed with a differentiable atlas of dimension N , that is, a family of homeomorphisms ϕα : Uα → Xα such that
S
1. each Uα is an open subset of M and each Xα is an open subset of RN and M = α Uα ;
2. the map ϕβ ◦ϕ−1
α : ϕα (Uα ∩Uβ ) → ϕβ (Uα ∩Uβ ) is differentiable, for any α and β such that Uα ∩Uβ 6= ∅.
The homeomorphisms ϕα are called local charts, or local coordinates, and the transformations ϕβ ◦ϕ−1
α are
−1
called coordinate changes. Exchanging the roles of α and β, we see that the inverse (ϕβ ◦ ϕ−1
)
=
ϕ
◦ ϕ−1
α
α
β
is also differentiable. So, the definition of differentiable manifold requires the coordinate changes to be
diffeomorphisms between open subsets of Euclidean space.
For a comprehensive introduction to the subject, we suggest the classical literature by Spivak 1970,
Do Carmo 2016 and Do Carmo 1992. An exhaustive application of the concepts have been done by Taylor
et al. 2003, Taylor et al. 2006 and Adler and Taylor 2007 in order to understand the topology of RF in
manifolds, and which will serve us in the study of RF with some higher-order characteristics in the three
dimensional space (Fig. 19) and space-time (Fig. 20).
4.

Conclusions

We have very briefly reviewed the framework of RF in surfaces and manifolds, looking forward to incorporate high-order spatial features in simulated Gaussian fields. Some evidence of this has been illustrated in
the examples, where the entanglement of non-connected parts in the domain is possible by embedding appropriate surfaces and hyper-surfaces in higher-dimensional spaces. Some tools for the study of connectivity
and topological properties have also been introduced.
The study of Gaussian RF in manifolds also accounts with results for Gaussian related RF, such as as χ2
fields with k degrees of freedom, the Student’s T fields, and the Fisher’s F fields. The combined framework
opens several future lines of research, such as the implementation of algorithms for simulation in higher
dimensions, the study of deterministic mappings linking the different spaces as reference for extracting
patterns in the modeling, and the non-parametric adjustment of mappings, with the still unexplored subject
related to the statistical inference. We also believe that this framework may help in providing a systematic
and consistent procedure for generating training images, allowing the testing of mps algorithms.
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Abstract
The study of geostatistics involves the inference and modelling of multivariate random
functions. Frequently, this includes the assumption of multipoint Gaussianity
(“multiGaussianity”) of the underlying multivariate random function. The properties of
a multipoint Gaussian random function allow for ease of mathematical operation and
parametric modelling; facilitating a measure of uncertainty in estimation through
sequential Gaussian simulation. The assumption of multipoint Gaussianity is rarely
tested, and it is not guaranteed that such an assumption is appropriate for the spatial
phenomenon under study. By identifying a “measure” of how far a phenomenon
appears to deviate from bi-variate Gaussianity, it may be possible to better understand
the accuracy of traditional Gaussian based predictive models. Ultimately such a
measure of bi-Gaussianity may inform the selection of a different model for the random
function and a as a result, a different approach to assessing uncertainty in estimation.
Variograms of order ω provide a tool to quantitatively check the bi-Gaussianity of a
data set. This approach also provides a metric that can be considered a “measure” of
how close to bi-Gaussianity a given data set is. In this study, the variograms of order ω
are applied to a number of reference data sets to generate a relative measure of biGaussianity. Application of this tool in real world scenarios may allow for improved
understanding of uncertainty in our estimates of mineral resources.

1. Introduction
1.1. Importance of the multiGaussian assumption in geostatistics
The assumption of multiGaussianity provides the theoretical basis for many methods in geostatistics,
particularly sequential Gaussian simulation. The specific indicator properties of a multi-point Gaussian
variable (i.e., indicator variogram) are used to define the local cumulative conditional distribution function
(“ccdf”). This local distribution function determines the range probabilities of potential values at the
unsampled location, providing a measure of “local” uncertainty. Goovaerts (1997) notes that “such a
model of local uncertainty allows one to evaluate the risk involved in any decision making process”.
Sequential simulation extends this approach to estimate global uncertainty amongst a population of
unsampled locations, applying Monte-Carlo simulation along with the local ccdf’s of unsampled locations
to arrive at a simulated point value. Sequential simulation takes a random path through unsampled
1
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locations and once a simulated value is determined at a given location, it is assumed fixed and
incorporated into the ccdf’s for subsequently simulated unsampled locations. Repeating this sequential
simulation provides multiple potential realizations of the unsampled locations providing, in aggregate, a
measure of uncertainty of the entire unsampled set of locations. Such an approach can allow us to provide
a measure of certainty related to our grade and tonnage estimates, e.g., the probability across 1000
simulations that a given block is ore or waste.
According to Goovaerts (1997), “The easiest way to derive [local] ccdfs consists of assuming a model for
the entire spatial law of the Random Function.” This parametric approach is in contrast to the indicator
approach which makes no assumptions and is solely based on available data. While the indicator approach
avoids the need for estimation of a model and parameters for the random function, it has specific and
relevant challenges in implementation such as uncontrolled interclass transitions and randomness within
classes (Machuca-Mory et al., 2008). The assumption of a model and subsequent estimation of the
parameters for that model forms the basis of the parametric approach. The model chosen must be
applicable to all realizations of the Random Function across the domain in question.
The basic assumption most frequently used for parametric models is that the random function is
multiGaussian. This is due to the properties of the Gaussian model making it tractable and efficient for
computations and analysis, not necessarily because it is viewed as theoretically representative of the
domained variable under study. Conveniently, for analytical purposes, the multiGaussian model is fully
characterized by its mean and variance which can be determined through simple kriging (Goovaerts,
1997).
The theoretical basis for assuming normality (Gaussian distribution) for variables in earth science is
questionable; many such variables are frequently observed to be non-symmetric in nature (Goovaerts P.,
1997). These variables, such as grades of metal, often show clustering of very high values, which cannot
be adequately modelled by a multi-Gaussian assumption (Emery, 2002). In practise, the “law of large
numbers” is sometimes applied as justification for assuming that geological variables are multipoint
normally distributed, however given the discrete areas under measurement this is a poor substitute for a
test that provides clarity on the quality of the multiGaussian assumption’s applicability to the data set.

1.2. Tests of multiGaussianity
Emery (2005) noted that the use of “parametric models raise[s] the question on how to check…
compatibility with the available data”. Single point (or univariate) normality (Gaussianity) testing consists
of measuring the properties of the histogram of samples to determine if it has a distribution that is
Gaussian. In instances where the histogram is not Gaussian, the lack of single point normality is
addressable through use of a normal transform (Gaussian anamorphosis) to map the data into a univariate
normal distribution. Univariate normality (whether naturally occurring or achieved through a Gaussian
anamorphosis) is a necessary condition for the random function to be multiGaussian, but it does not
demonstrate that the random function is multivariate Gaussian (Goovaerts, 1997). A check of two point
and N-point normality of the normal score transformed data is also required. While multipoint Gaussianity
testing is extremely challenging, various approaches to assessing bi-Gaussianity do exist (Emery, 2005).
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Confirming (or not) bi-Gaussianity of a data set, while not sufficient to prove multiGaussianity, can provide
increased confidence in the use (or rejection) of the multiGaussian assumption.
In the case of a biGaussian random function model, the joint probability density function can be written
as a function of the correlation coefficient, and when displayed graphically has a specific set of elliptical
isodensity curves (Emery, 2005). A simple test is to plot such curves for a variable and examine how closely
the data match the elliptical theoretical (Emery, 2005). Consistent with the specific pattern of the joint
distribution (i.e., concentric ellipses), bi-Gaussian distributions have specific theoretical indicator
variograms. The empirical indicator variograms of a data set at selected percentiles (often chosen as 25 th
and 75th percentiles) can be checked against the theoretical indicator variograms, providing another test
of bi-Gaussianity (Emery and Kremer, 2008). This approach can also be used to check whether a data set
matches other theoretical bivariate distribution, provided that it is possible to determine theoretical
indicator variograms for the bivariate function. Testing bi-Gaussianity by comparing empirical and
theoretical variograms is challenging due to the need to compute many indicator variograms.

1.3. Variograms of order ω
A quantitative approach to testing bi-Gaussianity involves the ratio of the madogram and variogram per
the below equation (Matheron, 1982):
ϒ( )
ϒ ( )

(1)

= √𝜋

This equation is a specific case of the boarder approach considering variograms of different orders (Emery,
2005):
⩝ 𝜔 𝜖 ]0,2]

√ ϒ (

)

[ϒ(

(

)]

=1

(2)

)

Prior work using the variograms of order ω has focused on checking bi-Gaussianity as an indication of
whether the multi-Gaussian assumption is appropriate for a given data set. This work focuses on
calculating the “amount” which a group of data sets differs from the measure of perfect bi-Gaussianity
expressed in equation 2.

2. Methodology
2.1. Reference Data Sets
Discrete images were used as sample data sets. These images were sourced from publicly available files
posted by MIT Vismod (MIT, 2019). Each image was downloaded in the form of a ppm file in ASCII format
and converted to a greyscale JPEG format with individual pixel values taking the form of an integer ranging
from zero to 255. For the purpose of variogram calculations, distance was calculated based on pixels with
one pixel being one unit of “distance”. The images were converted into arrays of dimension consistent
with their pixel dimensions. The reference data sets were transformed to normal score values using the
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univariate Gaussian anamorphosis. Three of the sample greyscale image data sets (prior to normal score
transform) are shown in figure 1, figure 2 and figure 3.

Figure 1: Greyscale display of data set IM_1:

Figure 2: Greyscale display of data set IM_4:

Figure 3: Greyscale display of data set IM_43:
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2.2. Variogram Calculation
The variogram of order ω is defined by equation 3 below (Emery, 2005). It can be seen that in the case of
ω=1 and ω=2 the calculation becomes the standard semi-madogram and semi-variogram respectively.
ϒ (ℎ) =

𝐸 [|𝑌(𝑥 + ℎ) − 𝑌(𝑥)| ]

(3)

For each greyscale image data set, the variogram is calculated on an omnidirectional basis with a specific
lag distance and lag tolerance measured in pixels. Each experimental variogram becomes a 1xn array of
values with n being the number of lags considered. The variograms of order ω for the three data sets
shown in figures 1, 2 and 3 are shown below in figures 4, 5 and 6 respectively.
Figure 4: Variograms of order ω for IM_1 data set:

Figure 5: Variograms of order ω for IM_4 data set:

Figure 6: Variograms of Order ω for IM_43 data set:
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2.3. Relationship Between Variograms of Different Orders
Equation 2 will be used as our primary test metric at each respective lag distance / order ω combination.
The results of the test for a given image, can be represented by a matrix of dimension specified by number
of lags and the number of orders ω (both of which are subjective selections). At each “lag and order ω”
combination, our metric is based on the magnitude of the residual relative the theoretical value of 1
expected in the perfect bi-Gaussian case. The larger the value of the residual, the “farther” the data set is
from bi-Gaussianity. The result is an array of residuals across orders ω and lags representing the reference
image. Figures 7, 8 and 9 below show the residual values (calculated from equation 2) plotted against lag
distance for three of the greyscale data sets.
Figure 7: Equation 2 residual value for IM_1:

Figure 8: Equation 2 residual value for IM_4:

Figure 9: Equation 2 residual value for IM_43:
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2.4. Single Point Measure of BiGaussianity
We can now calculate the mean error by lag or by order ω as shown below (by lag) in figures 10, 11 and
12 and then the mean of the mean errors to find a single numeric metric measuring the amount of
deviation from the bi-Gaussian assumption.
Figure 10: Average residual of equation 2 by lag for IM_1:

Figure 11: Average residual of equation 2 by lag for IM_4:

Figure 12: Average residual of equation 2 by lag for IM_43:
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3. Results
3.1. Validation Against a Bi-Gaussian Data Set
In order to evaluate whether the test metric created by the average residual of equation 2 holds true in
the case of bi-Gaussianity, a two dimensional array (100x100) is created with values drawn at random
from the standard normal distribution. The resulting average test metric value across lags and orders ω
was 0.0003. It is expected that as the array size approaches infinite this value would trend to zero. By
comparison, the three data sets illustrated in section 2.4, subject to Gaussian anamorphosis had average
test metrics of 0.006, 0.06 and 0.05 respectively, one or two orders of magnitude greater than the true
normal example.

3.2. Metric Scale Considerations
An effective scale requires a maximum and minimum value against which to reference results. We know
(and have demonstrated in section 3.1) that a true bi-Gaussian distribution has a test metric of zero. We
now consider what a test metric would be for a fully continuous distribution (i.e. point value). In this fully
continuous case, all values are the same so all variograms (regardless or order) become zero. In the limit,
equation 2 indicates that the test metric should trend to a value of one as the number of data points with
different values trends to zero.
To demonstrate this, we consider a normal distribution (as generated in section 3.1) and for any value
whose magnitude is below a threshold value we swap in the single point estimate (which we set equal to
0.0). We start the threshold close to 0 and then move the threshold higher and repeat. When the
threshold reaches infinite then we have reached the “point distribution”. A selection of the two
dimensional distributions, in histogram format are shown below in figures 13, 14 and 15.
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Figure 13: Histogram of two dimensional randomly drawn standard Gaussian data set:

Figure 14: Histogram of two dimensional randomly drawn partially truncated standard Gaussian data set:

Figure 15: Histogram of two dimensional randomly drawn significantly truncated standard Gaussian data set:

This truncation is done to indicate what value the test metric approaches as the distribution approaches
continuity. The two dimensional greyscale array starts as random noise and slowly becomes more and
more continuous with increasing number of values becoming the mean value. The results shown below
in figure 16 indicate that as the two dimensional distribution has fewer and fewer discontinuities, the test
metric appears to approach a value of one.
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Figure 16: Equation 2 residual for truncated two dimensional Gaussian distributions:

3.3. Metric Variation Across Data Sets
The metric, based on the equation 2 residual, was calculated across 45 data sets, following Gaussian
anamorphosis. The results are shown in figure 17 below.
Figure 17: Equation 2 residual for 45 data sets; IM_1 through IM_45:

The mean value is 0.015, the median value is 0.009 and the minimum value is 0.001. The individual values
for the 45 data sets analyzed vary considerably with ~50% of the data sets at least one order of magnitude
greater than the bi-Gaussian proxy case.

3.4. Impact of Univariate Gaussian Anamorphosis
The condition of univariate normality is necessary but not sufficient to ensure biGaussianity. Indeed,
Emery (2005) notes that in order for the ratio in equation 2 to provide a test of bi-Gaussianity, the data
used to calculate the variograms of order ω must be univariate Gaussian. It is relevant to calculate the
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variograms and test metric over the same 45 images without applying a Gaussian anamorphosis and
compare them to our results in section 3.3. The residual test metric values for the data sets without
Gaussian anamorphosis are shown in figure 18 below.
Figure 18: Equation 2 residual for 45 data sets; IM_1 through IM_45 with no Gaussian anamorphosis performed:

The mean in the case of untransformed data sets was 0.04, the median 0.019 and the minimum 0.002.
Running the test on the normal score vs raw univariate data, on average “improves” the bi-Gaussianity of
the data, with the test metric decreasing ~60% (figure 19). Generally, many of the same images show high
test metrics in both raw and normal score cases (figure 20). In two cases, the normal score data actually
show a “worse” or higher test metric (figure 19).
Figure 19: Comparison of equation 2 residual with and without Gaussian anamorphosis for IM_1 through IM_45:
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Figure 20: Equation 2 residual, comparison of ranks of IM_1 through IM_45 with and without Gaussian
anamorphosis:

3.5. Impact of Variogram Structure on Test Metric
In order to consider what impact variogram structure has on the test metric for bi-Gaussianity, we create
and analyze unconstrained Gaussian and non Gaussian simulations using a varying parameters for range,
sill and nugget of the variogram. Sets of Gaussian simulations can be transformed to non-Gaussian
simulations by use of simple operations on sets of Gaussian simulations (Lantuejoul, 1994; Emery and
Kremer, 2008), in this case i) the maximum of two Gaussian simulations and ii) the square of a Gaussian
simulation. Such approaches to simulating non-Gaussian random functions can provide improved
outcomes in estimation of grade and tonnage through allowing greater clustering of grades (Emery and
Kremer, 2008). Figure 21 below shows one simulation realization for our Gaussian and non-Gaussian
scenarios under varying range and structure parameters.
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Figure 21: Select realizations of unconstrained simulations with varying degrees of variogram structure:

The test metric was then calculated for each simulation and averaged across the 100 simulations done
under each variogram parameter scenario as displayed in figure 22, 23 and 24.
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Figure 22: Average equation 2 residual for 100 unconstrained Gaussian simulations with varying degrees of
variogram structure

Figure 23: Average equation 2 residual for 100 unconstrained non-Gaussian “χ 2” simulations with varying degrees
of variogram structure

Figure 24: Average equation 2 residual for 100 unconstrained non-Gaussian (max of two Gaussian) simulations with
varying degrees of variogram structure
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The results in figures 23, 24 and 25 show that the non Gaussian simulations, on average have higher test
metrics than the Gaussian simulations, in particular in the case of the squared Gaussian distribution. The
only scenarios where this was not the case were max of two gaussians with very small nugget effect. It is
also observed that whether Gaussian or non-Gaussian, the greater structure we see in the simulations
(i.e. high range and low nugget) the greater the test metric (implying greater “distance” from biGaussianity). An exception to this was the case of the gaussian squared where a small shift lower in test
metric was observed for lower nugget contribution and larger range scenarios. This ergodicity effect
would probably disappear by enlarging the simulated domain.

4. Conclusions
Variograms of order ω provide a quantitative assessment tool for biGaussianity. This can be used to
determine how much structure may be present in a given data set. It can also be used to determine if a
Gaussian assumption for the multi-variate random function is appropriate for performing sequential
simulation. In cases where a large test metric is observed, it may be appropriate to consider whether a
different bi-variate random function family is better suited to model the data (e.g, bi-gamma).
Future research will focus on assessing the relative fit of other bi-variate function families and use of such
bivariate function families in sequential simulation using methods such as disjunctive kriging. It may also
be possible to consider fitting of a destructuration parameter, using the variograms of order ω to better
model spatial correlation of extreme grades in simulation.
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Abstract
The increasing availability of the large and high-resolution geoscience data sets
challenges the pattern recognition abilities of geoscientists. Machine learning
algorithms provide opportunities to extend these pattern recognition abilities into high
dimensional, large data sets. In this paper we present an overview of the commonly
used supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods that are available for a
geoscientist, and their use. A generic workflow is also provided, along with a review of
several case studies, to present an overview of the state-of-the-art applications.

1. Introduction
Machine learning algorithms (MLA) are algorithms that are able to make approximations for an underlying
process that is assumed to exist and is responsible for the patterns or regularities found in the data.
Identification of those patterns in the data and generating approximation models are useful for a variety
of reasons. By looking at the models and/or identified patterns, we can gain insights about a process
(descriptive models for knowledge discovery) or in other instances, we use these models simply to predict
an output given an input and automate a process (predictive models) (Alpaydin, 2020). Carranza (2008),
defines models as making descriptions, representations or predictions about an indirectly observable and
complex real-world system, via quantitative analysis of relevant data. As humans, we have been
generating models and using them to describe or predict many things before the computer aided
approaches, i.e. machine learning methods. In the field of geology, the Total Alkali-Silica (TAS) scheme (Le
Maitre, 1984), which is used to predict the class of a volcanic rock as a function of SiO 2 and K2O+Na2O
(Figure 1A), is a good example of human generated statistical predictive methods. However, our efficiency
to detect patterns decreases as the dimension of the data increases. Therefore, machine learning
algorithms provide opportunities to extend these pattern recognition abilities into high dimensional, large
data sets.
In this paper, the definition of the two main types of machine learning modeling processes is presented:




Supervised learning, where a desired output or label is available for a given input set of
observations and the algorithm is expected to construct a function 𝑓 to relate the input data to
the given output; and
Unsupervised learning, where the algorithm is expected to reveal patterns or regularities that are
more frequent than others (Alpaydin, 2020).

1

Cite as: Cevik, Ortiz (2020) Machine learning applied in mineral resource sector: An overview, Predictive
Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-07, 106-129.
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Commonly used supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods are tabulated in (Table 1) to
provide the reader with a list of tools, and their use, that are available for a geoscientist with a machine
learning toolbox. The paper concludes with an overview of the state-of-the-art applications in mineral
exploration and resource sector and a brief discussion of the challenges that could be addressed in future
studies.

2. Supervised Learning
A supervised learning task uses a set of known examples of inputs and their associated outputs to
approximate a functional relationship to predict the output from the input data. It is considered as
classification when the desired output is a discrete value, a category, or simply a class, and as regression
when it is a continuous value (James et al., 2013).
A supervised model uses a set of examples or observations (Alpaydin, 2020):
𝑋 = {𝑥 , 𝑦 }

(1)

(1)

where 𝑡 is index for one of the 𝑁 observations, 𝑥 is the input and 𝑦 is the associated output. The input
can have any arbitrary dimension. The output may be one of K classes in classification problems, or a
scalar or vector in the case of regression problems.
A generalized form of MLA that will be used for approximation is expressed as follows:
𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥|θ)

(2)

where 𝑓 is the model, 𝜃 is its parameters, 𝑥 is the input data and 𝑦 is the output (ground truth). MLA aim
at optimizing the parameters 𝜃, to minimize the approximation error, which is the difference between the
estimates and the ground truth. The loss function is the difference between expected output 𝑦 and the
model’s approximation, 𝑓(𝑥 |θ):
𝐸(θ|𝑋) =

𝐿 (𝑦 , 𝑓(𝑥 |θ))

(3)

The optimization procedure to find the optimum parameters, θ∗ , that minimizes the loss, can be
expressed as:
θ∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐸(θ|𝑋)

(4)

where 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 returns the argument that minimizes the loss function. A demonstration of the
classification task is presented in the next example (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 TAS classification scheme on the left, and an example of the construction of the field boundaries. The figure on the
right is retrieved from Le Bas et al., 1992. Abbreviations; Pc: Picro-basalt, Bs + Ba: Basalt, O1: Basaltic andesite, O2: Andesite,
O3: Dacite, R: Rhyolite, S1: Trachy-basalt, S2: Basaltic trachy-andesite, S3: Trachy-andesite, T1: Trachyte, T2: Trachydacite,
U1:Tephyrite Basanite, U2:Phono-tephrite, U3:Tephri-phonolite, Ph:Phonolite, F:Foidite.

The Total Alkali-Silica (TAS) scheme is first introduced by Le Maitre (1984), to facilitate classification of
volcanic rocks when mineral modal data are not available. The details of how boundaries between classes
are constructed are provided in Le Bas et al. (1992). In simple terms, a large data set, namely CLAIR (Le
Maitre et al., 1978), that comprises some 15,000 volcanic rock samples around the world with
lithogeochemical analysis and their descriptions by petrologist or geologists, are used to construct the
classification scheme. Lithogeochemistry of the rocks are used as inputs, 𝑥, namely SiO2 in the x-axis and
total alkali (K2O+Na2O) in the y-axis, and nomenclature by experts used as target variable, 𝑦, feed a
classification scheme that approximates the boundaries between classes. The principal criteria to define
the boundaries between classes is to minimize the degree of overlap between adjacent fields (Le Bas et
al., 1992). Percentage frequency distribution plots (Figure 1B) are used to assess overlap between fields.
This is a typical example of combination of data and knowledge driven classification approach manually
conducted by an expert which allows some degree of subjectivity, e.g. decision of omitting some of the
samples with low confidence or reclassifying some of the classes based on local knowledge or
preconceptions.
A supervised MLA performs similarly in the sense that it uses the inputs and outputs and tries to minimize
the approximation error given the model parameters without imposing any prior knowledge. A simple
machine learning method, namely k-nearest neighbor (kNN), that allows k number of nearest neighbors,
in feature space, to vote for classification of an unknown sample, is used to construct a classification
scheme similar to TAS. A synthetic dataset is created for demonstration purpose (Figure 2A). The class
boundaries are determined with kNN method by using this data set (Figure 2B). Although some noticeable
differences exist, e.g. Ph vs T1, T1 vs T2, etc., this machine learning approach produces class boundaries
that are similar to the original TAS scheme. Also note that, a synthetic data set created to demonstrate
the classification approach was used, but the original data set could yield results that are closer to the
original TAS scheme. Nevertheless, this simple example shows the similarities between the two modeling
approaches. Although the original TAS scheme that combines knowledge and data driven approach allows
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the expert to have more control over the predictive model, it is not hard to imagine that complexity of
the problem will increase with the increasing feature dimension. For example, in Le Bas et al. (1992),
boundaries in TAS scheme were chosen to minimize the overlaps between the fields that comprise
approximately 75% of the samples from the corresponding class (Figure 1B). Adding another predictor
besides SiO2 and total alkali as a third axis could help to reduce this overlap, and thus improve the
classification performance. However, increasing dimension would make the manual classification by the
expert extremely difficult. MLA can easily integrate multiple dimensions to the approximation process and
produce results that are reproducible and less subjective.

Figure 2 A synthetic set of samples created by a random function is on the left and ML produced class boundaries by using the
synthetic data set on the right.

Obviously, the ultimate goal of such a classification scheme is to be able to classify future, unknown
samples with high accuracy rather than the samples that are used in training. Allowing the algorithm to
learn too much from the training data, may result in something called, overfitting, and conversely,
constraining the algorithm too much results in underfitting. Overfitting can be envisioned as memorizing
the data, which makes the algorithm poor in generalizing the rules that are learned during the training,
and underfitting can be considered as insufficient learning. Both overfitting and underfitting are
demonstrated in Figure 3 and 4, respectively, with the TAS example.
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Figure 3 Overfitting example. The ML model overfits to the training data on the left, i.e. memorizes the training data instead of
generalizing the classification rules and does not perform well on an independent validation set on the right. Triangles represent
misclassified samples.

Figure 4 Underfitting example. The ML model underfits to the training data on the left, i.e. could not learn enough to separate
classes and does not perform well on an independent validation set on the right. Triangles represent misclassified samples.

These show that it is important to test the MLA model with a group of samples that are independent from
the training samples, also called validation samples, for its predictive capabilities and to tune the
parameters to increase the model performance. A validation set is required at minimum, and a second
independent data set, called test set that is not used as part of training or validation sets, is required for
best practice to report the predictive performance of an MLA (Alpaydin, 2020). Usually data is scarce and
leaving out two independent data set is not preferable. In these cases, after leaving out the test set, data
is split into 𝐾 approximately equal size subsets, and one of these subsets is left out and the remaining
𝐾 − 1 parts are used to train a model and the left-out part is used for validation. Cross validated prediction
error is then reported after repeating this procedure for each 𝐾 part. This is called 𝐾-Fold cross-validation
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(Friedman et al., 2001). In most of the ML applications, splitting the data into 𝐾 parts are done by random
splitting after shuffling the data set. However, it should be noted that the datasets that are used in mineral
exploration and resource sector usually have spatial dependencies, also called spatial autocorrelation,
meaning that the independence requirement in cross-validation is violated when data is shuffled and split
randomly because of the spatial autocorrelation. In other words, if data is not split into spatially distinct
sets for cross-validation, predictive performance is overestimated because of the dependency between
training and validation sets. This problem is acknowledged in the literature, and variations of the crossvalidation approach that addresses the spatial dependency have been proposed (Roberts et al., 2017;
Pohjankukka et al., 2017).
Another example for a supervised task in mineral exploration could be predicting the potential of having
a mineral deposit at an unknown location as a function of available geoscience data such as
lithogeochemical, geophysical and remote sensing features as inputs. By providing examples of known
mineral occurrences, positive samples, and known barren zones, negative samples, as output labels, a
model can be trained. In such an example, a geologist may be interested in knowing the predicted result
of the machine learning model for the location of interest. Perhaps, it would be interesting as well to
achieve knowledge discovery, that is, by analyzing the approximated function, the geologist can
understand what features should be expected in a location with high probability of having a mineral
deposit.
On the other hand, an automation task such as recognizing possible faults for a hydrocarbon exploration
study where seismic images are available as input and the location of some faults are provided as desired
labels, might not require to gain an understanding about the process necessarily, instead high accuracy
and time efficiency would be critical (Zhang et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019).
It is these abilities to discover complex relationships between the observations or variables and to process
large amounts of data, that make the supervised learning algorithms highly attractive for researchers and
practitioners who study in the mineral resource sector, where assimilation and evaluation of high
dimensional, multidisciplinary data is critical to explore and exploit mineral resources effectively.

3. Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning methods are different than supervised ones, in that there is no response variable,
𝑦 , and the aim is not to make predictions, but to conduct an exploratory study to recognize the global
and local structures in the data. The data is made of N observation with arbitrary dimensional input, 𝑋 =
{𝑥 } . In other words, the aim is to reveal the patterns that occur, by combination of visualizing the data
in an informative way and discovering subgroups either in variables or observations that show particular
relationships (Alpaydin, 2020, James et al., 2013).
Two widely used sets of unsupervised methods comprise:


Dimension reduction methods, where input variables are combined by a linear or non-linear
combination of the original variables. Typical examples are principal component analysis (PCA)
and t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) respectively. These methods form new
auxiliary variables in a way that global or local structure in the data is captured by few of these
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“factors”, and thus, visualization or analysis of these new variables enhance the understanding
about the underlying structure of the data; and


Clustering methods, where observations are grouped into subgroups in a way that they are as
similar as possible to each other within a subgroup and as different as possible from the
observations belonging to another subgroup, given a similarity or dissimilarity metric. An example
of an unsupervised learning task both in mineral exploration or resource fields would be
identifying clusters of drill hole samples with multi-element geochemical data that share similar
multivariate features and form distinct, spatially contiguous volumes, also called domains in the
geostatistical literature, to be further used in resource estimation or geological modeling.

Outputs of an unsupervised learning exercise could be knowledge gain through identified patterns and
structures in the data. These patterns could also inform subsequent supervised learning applications. For
example, clusters identified during the application of an unsupervised method can be used as labels, or
input variables can be analyzed to perform feature extraction and feature selection. Feature extraction
means combining the original variables to form new auxiliary variables, while feature selection refers to
discarding variables that are deemed irrelevant to the problem on hand.
The following section provides a list of useful unsupervised and supervised learning tools that can be part
of a workflow to exercise ML in mineral exploration and resource field. Specific details of some of these
tools are also provided for some of the most relevant methods.

4. Machine learning in mineral resource sector
Some MLA can be considered as highly interpretable, e.g. decision trees (DT), but might not be the most
accurate approach for most of the problems. Other algorithms such as artificial neural networks (ANN),
can be thought as black box because of their low interpretability; however, they can capture very complex
relationships between input and output data and produce highly accurate predictive results. Based on the
availability of the data, nature of the problem and desired outcome, the practitioner must decide which
machine learning approach is most suitable for the problem at hand. The following table (Table 1) provides
a brief summary of the MLA used in mineral resource sector to facilitate the selection of a suitable
method. Subsequently, a generic workflow is provided, along with a review of several case studies, to
present an overview of the state-of-the-art applications.
Table 1 An overview of MLAs that can be used in mineral resource sector for different learning tasks
Method

Principal
Component
Analysis (PCA)

Common Modeling Approach

Unsupervised, linearly
combines variables to
maximize captured variance in
principal components,
preserve global structure

Common use in mineral resource
sector
 Exploratory data analysis
 Process discovery in
geochemical or geophysical
data
 Feature extraction
 Dimension reduction
 Noise reduction in geophysical
data
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Theoretical
background Freidman et al., 2013
Application –
Grunsky, 2010
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Method

Common Modeling Approach

Common use in mineral resource
sector
 Decorrelate variables for
geostatistical simulations.

Unsupervised, linearly
combines variables to
maximize common variance in
factors, preserve global
structure

 Exploratory data analysis
 Process discovery in
geochemical data
 Feature extraction
 Dimension reduction

Multidimensional
Scaling (MDS)

Unsupervised, projects the
data into low dimensional
space and preserves the pairwise distances, preserve
global structure

 Exploratory data analysis
 Dimension reduction

Locally Linear
Embedding (LLE)

Unsupervised, non-linear
projection of the data into low
dimensional space, preserve
local structure

 Dimension reduction in
hyperspectral data

t-Distributed
Stochastic
Neighbor
Embedding (tSNE)

Unsupervised, non-linear
projection of the data into low
dimensional space, preserve
local structure

 Exploratory data analysis
 Dimension reduction

Factor Analysis
(FA)

K-Means & -KMedoids
Clustering

Spectral
Clustering

Hierarchical
Clustering

Unsupervised, partition data
into K mutually exclusive
groups, minimizes within
cluster sum of squares (see
text for formula), expected
number of clusters should be
determined before running
the algorithm
Unsupervised, similar to KMeans, but project the data
into a lower dimensional
space where similarities are
enhanced, conducts clustering
in the projected space
Unsupervised, build a
dendrogram based on
distances between
observations, connects closest
observations hierarchically,
does not require to input K
before clustering

 Clustering
 Exploratory data analysis
 Preprocessing for supervised
learning (learn labels and/or
automate labeling process)
 Geochemical / geophysical
mapping
 Geological domaining
 Spatial clustering
 Geological / geostatistical
domaining
 Clustering
 Exploratory data analysis
 Preprocessing for supervised
learning (learn labels and/or
automate labeling process)
 Geological / geostatistical
domaining
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Key References

Theoretical
background Freidman et al., 2013
Application –
Reimann et al., 2002
Application (nonmineral resource
sector – Shi and
Horvath, 2006
(coupled with
Unsupervised
Random Forest)
Theory and
application (nonmineral resources) Roweis and Saul,
2000
Theory – Maaten et
al., 2008
Application – Case
Study I in this
document
Application (nonmineral resource
sector – Shi and
Horvath, 2006
(coupled with
Unsupervised
Random Forest)
Application - Romary
et al., 2015
Application Fouedjio et al., 2017

Application - Romary
et al., 2015, 2012
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Method

Linear, Multiple,
Non-linear
Regression

Supervised; optimizes weights
to minimize, approximates Y
given X as linear (or non-linear
in polynomial) combination of
X

Common use in mineral resource
sector
 Estimation
 Multivariate estimation for
continuous variables in
geochemical or remote sensing
data

Logistic
Regression

Supervised; classification,
estimates probability of an
observation belonging to a
class given X

 Prediction for categorical
variables
 Mineral prospectivity mapping
 Predictive lithology mapping

K-Nearest
Neighbors

Naïve Bayes
Classification

Decision Tree and
Random Forest

Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN)

Support Vector
Machines (SVM)

Common Modeling Approach

Supervised; regression and
classification, estimates (in
regression) or predicts (in
classification) based on K
nearest (given distance
metric) neighbor value
(averages and counts votes,
respectively)
Supervised; classification,
estimates conditional
probability of a class given X
Supervised and unsupervised;
recursively split the database
by sets of IF - THEN rules to
achieve largest decrease in
impurity (see text for details),
Random Forest is ensemble of
Decision Trees
Supervised; comprises set of
nodes that linearly combines
the previous inputs with set of
weights and applies a nonlinear function to pass a value
to the next node. Weights are
optimized to minimize a given
loss function
Supervised; finds the
hyperplane that provides the
largest margin to separate two
classes by allowing some
degree of error, hence also
called soft margin classifier

Key References

Theoretical
background Freidman et al., 2013
Theoretical
background Freidman et al., 2013
Application –
Agterberg et al., 1993

 Estimation or prediction
 Downscaling or upscaling
remotely sensed data

Theoretical
background Freidman et al., 2013

 Classification
 Mineral prospectivity mapping
 Predictive geological mapping

Application –
Cracknell and
Reading, 2014
Theoretical
background –
Breiman, 2001

 Classification
 Regression
 Clustering
 Mineral prospectivity mapping
 Predictive geological mapping

Application –
Cracknell and
Reading, 2013, Case
Study II in this
document

 Classification
 Regression
 Mineral prospectivity mapping
 Predictive geological mapping
 Pattern recognition, e.g. fault
and lineament recognition

Theoretical
background and
application - Granek,
2016

 Classification
 Regression
 Mineral prospectivity mapping
 Predictive geological mapping

Theoretical
background and
application - Granek,
2016

In the following section, tools that are deemed to be useful for a general ML workflow in mineral
exploration are elaborated in a logical order that is starting from the exploratory data analysis stage,
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where geologist can formulate relevant questions, identify interesting groupings in the observations and
the variables for which unsupervised learning method are useful. This usually is followed by a predictive
stage where supervised learning methods are applied to generate a predictive model which is then by
followed by evaluation of the results of this model.

4.1. Exploratory Data Analysis, Dimension Reduction and Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning methods have close affinity to exploratory data analysis (EDA) as both aim to
discover the structures in the data. As such there are lots of tools in the intersection of these two domains.
Dimension reduction methods can act as exploratory data analysis tools and generally comprise the first
step of a multivariate data analysis workflow as they provide the means of projecting the data in a lower
dimensional space while preserving much of the information. There are many dimension reduction
techniques while some transformed the data linearly e.g. PCA and MDS, some apply non-linear
transformations such as LLE, t-SNE (see Table 1. and references therein).
Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the unsupervised learning techniques used for both
dimension reduction, visualization and knowledge discovery. It reduces the dimension of the data by
creating auxiliary variables, called principal components (PC), which are linear combinations of the original
variables. In a 𝑁 x 𝑝 data set, where there are 𝑁 records and 𝑝 variables, the first principal component of
the observation 𝑥 = 𝑥 , … , 𝑥

can be defined as the linear combination:
𝑧 =w 𝑥 + w 𝑥

+ …+ w 𝑥

that maximizes the represented variance, and subject to ∑

(5)

𝑤 = 1. The maximization problem is

solved by eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix of the original variables (James et al., 2013). It
allows us to visualize the p dimensional data in fewer dimension as most of the variability of the data is
captured by the first few principal components. In other words, the first principal components allow us to
see what combination of the original variables spread the data most and reveals associations of
observations as well as variables linked to each one of those components. In geoscience data, ideally, each
of these new variables can be used to explain different underlying geological processes such as
alteration/mineralization, weathering, or metal associations. Therefore, besides its use as a dimension
reduction technique, PCA is widely used for knowledge discovery in mineral exploration (Grunsky, 2010).
t-SNE, developed by Maaten et al. (2008), is another way to visualize a high dimensional dataset in a lower
dimension by means of a non-linear projection. It calculates the similarity matrix in the form of pair-wise
conditional probabilities that represent the likelihood of two points to be neighbors under a t-student
distribution centered at one point in the high dimensional space, and then reproduces this structure in
the lower dimension. While PCA preserves the global structure of the data, t-SNE aims to reproduce local
structures in the original feature space, i.e. t-SNE might reveal different associations. Therefore, it is also
useful for dimensionality reduction and knowledge discovery.
There are many other methods for linear and non-linear dimensionality reduction, which can be found in
the machine learning literature and seek the same goals as those described for PCA and t-SNE. In
summary, these sets of tools help practitioners visualize the data in a simpler, and more informative way
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and facilitate the detection of important aspects both in observations and variables, and thus, help to
select or extract the best set of features to conduct subsequent studies.
Clustering algorithms comprise another set of unsupervised exploratory tools in a machine learning
workflow. They aim to partition the data into groups so that similarity within groups is maximized while
dissimilarity between different groups is maximized (James et al., 2013). Similarity or dissimilarity
measures depend on the domain of the problem. They are grouped under unsupervised methods only
because there is no response variable to supervise the learning process, however, decisions made by the
practitioner are crucial to achieve meaningful results and make sense of them. For example, K-means is
one of the most widely used clustering algorithms that tries to partition the data into K clusters that
minimize the within cluster differences and mostly uses within cluster sum of squares (WCSS) defined as:
(6)
𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑆 =

(𝑥 − 𝑥̅ )

where 𝐾 is the total number of clusters as specified by the practitioner before running the algorithm. Kmedians (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1987) is a variant of K-means and it uses the median sample instead
of using the centroid of each group to calculate within cluster differences. Hierarchical clustering is
different in that it does not require to specify the number of desired output clusters prior to running the
algorithm. However, it has a tree-like hierarchical representation, called dendrogram, of the resultant
groups and the practitioner needs to make a decision about the number of clusters by analyzing the
resulting groups. At the bottom of the dendrogram, most similar observations are fused given a similarity
metric. These fused observations form mini clusters which are then fused with the most similar mini
clusters to form a larger cluster, in something similar to a tree structure. Therefore, towards to the upper
parts of the dendrogram, within cluster dissimilarities increase. The practitioner can visualize the
dendrogram and decide where to prune to achieve the desired number of K clusters (James et al., 2013).
Clustering, like dimension reduction, helps practitioners recognize interesting patterns in the data by
grouping them together. These groups then could be used for different purposes, e.g. to formulate
research questions and focus the effort in a specific direction or to provide labels to facilitate the
subsequent supervised learning phase.

4.2. Predictive Modeling and Supervised Learning
Supervised learning methods are divided based on the type of target variable. It is called regression when
the target variable is continuous and called classification when the target variable is categorical (James et
al., 2013).
Regression methods aims to estimate 𝑌 given 𝑋 by optimizing parameters, 𝛽 and 𝛽 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑌 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 𝑋
such that it minimizes the residual sum of squares (RSS) on observations. RSS is defined as:
𝑅𝑆𝑆 = (𝑦 − 𝛽 − 𝛽 𝑥 ) +. . . +(𝑦 − 𝛽 − 𝛽 𝑥 )

(7)

Simple regression can be extended to multivariate problems and is named as multiple regression; the
generalized formula becomes as follows:
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𝑌 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 𝑋 +. . . +𝛽 𝑋

(8)

and aims to minimize:
(9)
𝑅𝑆𝑆 =

𝑦 − 𝛽 − 𝛽 𝑥 −. . . −𝛽 𝑥

It can be seen that both simple and multiple regression have linear forms, however, it can be extended to
non-linear problems simply by transforming the input X, e.g. 𝑋 , √𝑋, 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑋.
Although there are many more algorithms for prediction of a continuous attribute, the rest of this section
will focus on classification methods as most of the problems in mineral exploration and resource field can
be defined as classification problems. For instance, domaining the geological units to facilitate resource
estimation, classifying rocks based on different multivariate geoscience data to improve geological
mapping, or deciding if a location is prospective enough to conduct exploration studies for a specific type
of commodity.
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are non-linear predictive models formed by layers of nodes connected to
each other by sets of weights. Each node is fed by the previous output, that is a linear combination of the
values of the nodes on the previous layer (or input data if it is the first layer), and a bias term, which are
then passed through a non-linear transformation (Bergen et al., 2019). The aim of the algorithm is to find
the set of optimum weights and biases to correctly predict the target variable given input features. ANNs
are generally demanding in terms of training data to find the optimum weights and biases which limits
their uses in some applications in mineral resource field, e.g. mineral prospectivity modeling where the
true samples are scarce. ANN can be used for regression or for classification.
Support vector machines (SVM) are soft margin classifiers, which objective is to define the widest soft
margins between classes by allowing to make some errors in classification of the observations within the
margin. SVM maximizes the margin, 𝑀, between classes by allowing the user to tune the tolerance for
making errors with a cost parameter 𝐶 (James et al., 2013). They are originally designed to define linear
boundaries (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), however, non-linear boundaries can be inferred by projecting the
original data into higher dimensional space and drawing linear boundaries in this space, which translated
into non-linear boundaries in the original features’ space. Projecting the data to a higher space can be
unmanageable when the data becomes very large and/or the projected space gets very high in dimension.
However, SVM simplifies the computation by using inner products of the observations rather than
projecting them into the higher dimensional space explicitly. The inner product is further simplified by
approximating the distance between the observations with a kernel (James et al., 2013). This technique is
widely adopted for classification studies in mineral resource and exploration.
Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble of many decision trees (DT). A DT aims to split the database to achieve
maximum purity in each side of the split by searching the best threshold of the best variable. Breiman et
al. (1984) postulated that DT starts by splitting the parent node into binary pieces, where the child nodes
are purer than the parent node. Optimum splitting criteria are chosen to maximize purity given a purity
metric such as Gini index or entropy. Because of their nature, DTs are prone to overfit the data very easily
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which eventually causes low prediction accuracy for unknown samples (Figure 3). One way to avoid this
problem is to prune the tree to some extent but this may cause underfitting which results in very coarse
classifications (Figure 4). The optimum degree of pruning can be found by sensitivity analysis. Random
Forest prevents overfitting by randomizing the tree building process. It introduces the randomness to the
process in two ways; given that the number of samples in a training set is N, N number of samples is
sampled with replacement, also called bootstrapping in statistics language. This creates a distinct training
set for each decision tree in the forest. Secondly, in each split, the algorithm is forced to choose 𝑝
<<
𝑝 out of 𝑝 variables randomly to split the data so that decisions in the nodes will be partially different in
each decision tree. Trees grow without any pruning. The result is the combination of imperfect decision
trees. The final decision is made by majority vote (Breiman, 2001).

4.3. Measuring performance
Regardless of the modeling approach (unsupervised or supervised), results should be assessed and
validated by an expert both qualitatively and quantitatively where possible. The validation or measure of
performance of the learning tasks differs depending whether a problem is cast as unsupervised or
supervised. When there is no access to the ground truth, as in unsupervised problems, internal
performance metrics can be used as well as qualitative assessment to interpret if results make sense. An
example of an internal performance metric is the silhouette coefficient that summarizes how each
member of a cluster is close to each other and far from the samples in other clusters (see Palacio-Nino et
al., 2019 for a comprehensive review of the methods).
For supervised learning problems where actual class information is available, metrics are mostly derived
from a confusion matrix which is a table that compares the predicted results against actual results (Table
2).
Table 2 Outline of a confusion matrix

Predicted Class

Actual Class

Accuracy,

Negative

Positive

Negative

True Negative (TN)

False
(FP)

Positive

False Negative (FN) True Positive (TP)

Positive

, true positive rate (or recall, sensitivity),

, precision,

, false positive rate,

, are some of the metrics that are widely used in machine learning.
Another useful metric that is derived from the confusion matrix and used specifically in some binary
classification problems such as mineral prospectivity mapping, is called Receiver Operator Characteristics
(ROC) (Figure 5). Most of the classification algorithms provide class probabilities together with the
predicted class labels. These probabilities can be used to determine final classes by thresholding different
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probability values. For example, when recognizing all the actual true values are critical, a low probability
threshold can be chosen to classify samples as positives. Similarly, when avoiding false positives is
important, a high probability threshold can be selected. The ROC curve is derived by plotting the false
positive rate on the x-axis and true positive rate in the y-axis for every possible threshold in the probability
distribution of the predictions. This plot helps finding an appropriate threshold for the purpose of study.
For instance, if the slope of the ROC curve is small (close to horizontal), this indicates very little gain in TPR
while increasing FPR, which is not a desired outcome. However, a steep line (close to vertical) indicates a
good amount of gain in TPR with respect to increase in FPR. Besides that, the area under this curve, also
called AUC, summarizes the total performance of the model and is used to compare different models in
binary classification tasks.

Figure 5 A schematic representation of the construction of a ROC curve and AUC metric. Note that, true positive rate (TPR) and
false positive rate (FPR) are the function of the specified threshold (red dashed line on the left). Shifting the threshold will reduce
the number of false positives and vice versa. Based on the problem on hand, practitioner decides the position of the threshold.
ROC curve is generated by plotting TPR vs FPR for every possible threshold and area under the ROC curve (AUC) is used as a
performance metric of a ML classifier. A perfect classifier will AUC value equal to 1, whereas random prediction will have an AUC
value of 0.5.

4.4. State of the art application in mineral resource sector
Current research of MLA in the mineral exploration sector is mostly focused on increasing exploration
efficiency by increasing high potential search spaces (Hronsky, 2009). Geological maps are essential for
this task as they form the basis of any mineral exploration strategy when bedrock exposure is available.
However, the new frontiers for exploration include areas under cover for which bedrock geological map
is not available in which case sensing tools, e.g. geophysical or geochemical studies, or direct sampling via
drilling methods are used to infer the bedrock geology map. Based on the scale of the project, and the
conceptual model adopted for exploration, the level of detail required in the map, drilling and geophysical
and geochemical survey may change.
Conceptual models adopted for exploration include mineral deposit models, such as, porphyry copper
systems (Sillitoe, 2010), epithermal gold deposits (Hedenquist et al., 2000), or mineral system approach
(Wyborn, 1994; McCuaig, and Hronsky, 2014). The second most important factor that may impact the
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mineral exploration efficiency is to utilize all the available geoscience information to evaluate
prospectivity of an area. Mineral prospectivity mapping, or mineral potential mapping, approaches aim to
develop techniques to facilitate this task.
The following section presents a summary of the state of the art in predictive lithological mapping, mineral
prospectivity modeling, and is followed by an overview of the methods that addresses the spatial
clustering or domaining needs of the mineral resource sector.

Predictive Lithological Mapping
Geological field studies can be highly time and money demanding, especially for certain parts of the earth,
such as Canada’s territory north of latitude 60°. Fast and automated, first-pass geological maps, possibly
created by MLA, would help focusing the efforts to places where more attention of a geologist is needed,
for instance places where geological uncertainty is higher or places with higher mineral potential. This
would increase the efficiency of the mapping task in the field.
To assess the potential of using MLA to utilize existing geoscience data to facilitate geological mapping,
Cracknell and Reading (2014) compared five MLA, namely, Naïve Bayes (NB), k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN),
Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), in terms of
performance for classification of lithologies by using remotely sensed geophysical data and satellite
imagery. They also compared the sensitivities of the methods as a function of spatial distribution of the
training data, from highly clustered to dispersed coverage. The training data set, 𝐷
, was chosen to
cover approximately 10% of the total study area and a 10-fold cross validation on 𝐷
was used to tune
hyper-parameters of the algorithms. A separate test data set, 𝐷 , was used to report accuracy. Their
study showed that RF outperformed other MLA with approximately 90% accuracy, while NB has the lowest
accuracy (~55%). The performance of the algorithms increased as training data become more dispersed.
They also reported that RF has the lowest sensitivity to the hyper-parameter selection.
Hood et al. (2019) showed that RF performs well for predictive lithological mapping with remotely sensed
data even in the areas where a transported overburden exists. Their study also showed that selecting (and
discarding) the input data and creating auxiliary variables based on expert knowledge can improve the
prediction results. In their case, using the PCA transformed data as input and a reduced set of remote
sensing data, resulted in higher accuracies than using all the available data.
Cracknell and Reading (2013) and Kuhn et al. (2019) quantified the prediction uncertainty of RF by using
variance and entropy of class probabilities, respectively, and showed that areas with higher uncertainties
spatially correlated with geologically complex features such as contact zones or shear zones. Therefore,
considering the uncertainty on predictions would help geologist to prioritize field studies to focus on areas
where much of the attention is needed. Cracknell and Reading (2013) also introduced a strategy to discard
the predictions under certain uncertainty threshold and increase the prediction accuracy.
Harris and Grunsky (2015) presented that a similar approach with combination of lake sediment multielement geochemistry and geophysical data (airborne total field magnetic and gamma ray spectrometer)
could produce meaningful predictive lithologic maps. Validation accuracy for the classification (seven
distinct classes) yield approximately 57% accuracy. Although not reported quantitatively, they visually
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showed that accuracy could be increased by eliminating predictions with lower probabilities than a certain
threshold.
Hood et al (2018) used a combination of RF in unsupervised mode and k-means clustering to classify
unaltered lithologies into distinct classes by using geochemical data and used these classes as input to link
altered versions of these rocks into their equivalent photoliths.
Most of the current applications of MLA on predictive mapping do not take into account spatial
autocorrelation explicitly. Some researchers (Kirkwood et al., 2016) suggest that as the explanatory power
of the auxiliary variables increase, the importance of spatial autocorrelation will decrease because the
spatial autocorrelation of the variable of interest will be completely captured by these auxiliary variables
without explicitly taking them into account.
Talebi et al. (2018) suggested that uncertainties derived from these algorithms cannot be threated as a
model of spatial uncertainty. To address this limitation, they combined geostatistical simulations, and
MLA. They used turning band simulation algorithm (Emery and Lantuéjoul, 2006) to simulate multivariate
geochemical compositions of regolith at unknown locations, and utilize RF to produce class probabilities
for major crustal blocks of Australian continent for each realization. Minimum, expected and maximum
probability scenarios were presented. They suggested that the resultant expected probability model takes
in consideration both statistical uncertainties, through bootstrap aggregating mechanism of RF, and
spatial uncertainty, through multiple realizations of geostatistical simulations.

Mineral Prospectivity Mapping
Mineral prospectivity modeling is another application of MLA in the mineral exploration sector that
attracts much attention among researchers. Mineral prospectivity, or mineral potential and/or mineral
favourability, refers to the likelihood that a mineral deposit of interest can be found in a location of
interest (Carranza, 2008). Mineral prospectivity mapping aims at ranking a piece of land in terms of
mineral prospectivity as a function of available geoscience data that are considered as proxies for the
mineral deposit type sought, based on a conceptual model, which are also called evidential features in
the mineral prospectivity literature.
Rodriguez-Galiano et al. (2015) compared ANNs, regression trees (RT), RF, and SVM in mineral
prospectivity modeling for an epithermal Au district in Rodalquilar, Spain, based on theperformance on
their accuracy on identifying known deposits, sensitivity to choice of hyper-parameters, sensitivity to
number of training data and interpretability of the models. They combined PCA transformed geochemical
data (interpolated with kriging) as a proxy to hydrothermal activity, proximity to certain structures as a
proxy to hydrothermal fluid preferential zones, gravity and magnetic geophysical data (interpolated with
kriging) as a proxy to certain type of rocks that are considered to be heat source, and hyperspectral remote
sensing data as a proxy to hydrothermal alteration types as evidential features. A total of 46 gold
occurrences and 57 non-occurrences were selected by stratified random sampling over the study area as
target feature, and the above-mentioned MLA was applied to create a final prospectivity map. The 10fold cross validation was used to choose best parameters for individual models and the models were
compared with ROC scores using training points as validation reference. They reported that RF
outperformed other methods based on ROC scores whereas the sensitivity of the performance based on
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hyper-parameter selection was the most robust for RF. Performance of all models decreases gradually
with decreasing size of the training data, whereas RF remained the best performer. Carranza and Laborte
(2015) also reported that RF is able to produce reliable prospectivity results with as low as 12 known
occurrences while most of the other MLA, e.g. ANN, SVM, demands more training data (>20).
A recent study (Sun et al., 2020) compared a set of MLA, namely ANN, RF, SVM, and a deep learning
convolutional neural network (CNN), which takes into account spatial patterns in contrast to MLA
counterparts, in an area with a total of 118 known Tungsten (W) occurrences as training data (target
variable) and 8 evidential layers. These evidential layers included a proximity map to a certain intrusion,
density of faults and fault intersections, gravity and magnetic anomaly maps and interpolated W, Fe and
Mn geochemical anomaly maps. 10-fold cross validation was utilized to choose the optimum model
parameters based on the mean square error (MSE). Based on ROC/AUC score, RF outperformed the other
MLA with an AUC score of 0.96, followed by SVM and CNN with AUC scores of 0.96 and 0.95, respectively.
Analysis of the feature importance revealed that previously overlooked Mn occurrences are good
predictors for W deposits.
Yeomans et al. (2020), presented a workflow where expert knowledge was imposed to the data-driven
model through non-linear transformation of the evidential features using fuzzy set theory functions, for
which practitioner adjusts a set of parameters to transform the input data. The subjective nature of the
approach is controlled by quantifying the predictive power of the transformed data through ROC/AUC
scores. Transformation parameters are adjusted in a way that AUC will be maximized for individual layers.
They compared this model with another model fed with the original data without any transformation.
Both yielded similar AUC scores (0.96), however, those models differed slightly in terms of spatial
distribution of the favorable areas. The model that had applied the fuzzy transformed data yielded new
exploration potential areas, i.e. areas with high prospectivity with no known deposits, whereas the model
with original data remained relatively limited to areas of known deposits.

Applications in Mineral Resource
In mineral resource field, it is a common practice to identify spatially coherent, statistically similar volumes
that are also geologically distinct from other volumes around them. These are called estimation domains
in the geostatistical literature (Rossi and Deutsch, 2013), as they improve the performance of estimation
techniques. The approach is similar to clustering, where the aim is to define natural groupings in the data.
Domaining is usually done manually by an expert, considering few variables, and although it may be
supported by geostatistical tools, it is a subjective process.
In this context, Romary et al. (2015) proposed two algorithms: geostatistical hierarchical clustering (GHC)
and geostatistical spectral clustering (GSC), where spatial continuity is ensured during the clustering by a
proximity condition. Two samples are clustered together only if they are connected on an undirected
graph organizing the data. Hierarchical clustering allows the user to inspect the clusters visually in
different hierarchical levels to decide the number of desired final clusters, for the case in which this
decision must be made for spectral clustering in the beginning and results are sensitive to it. They
demonstrated that GHC outperformed other algorithms whereas GSC performed poorly. They noted that
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one of the limitations of GHC is that it cannot manage large datasets, which can be alleviated with
subsampling and using supervised classification afterwards.
Fouedjio et al (2018) demonstrated a method where joint spatial continuity structure, captured by a nonparametric kernel function, is used to create a similarity matrix between samples, which is then used in
classical spectral clustering algorithm. They demonstrated the application in an exploration drill hole
database of an iron project in Australia with total of 11 geochemical (grades) and 3 mineralogical (mineral
abundance and composition) variables. The result is spatially continuous domains with distinct descriptive
statistics and experimental variogram results for the variables. As it is the case for most of the
unsupervised problems, the decisions are subjective and requires domain knowledge.

A generic workflow for ML applications in mineral resource sector
The active research in mineral exploration and resource sector is focused on three main subjects,
predictive lithology mapping, mineral prospectivity modeling and spatial clustering. Predictive
classification approaches, such as lithology and prospectivity mapping studies, commonly do not consider
the spatial dependency that usually occurs in geoscience data. This means that input variables are related
to the desired output on an individual basis and local, or neighborhood statistics are ignored. Addressing
this problem could improve the predictive performance of these methods. It is also important to note that
spatial auto correlation must be considered during the validation of the models, otherwise predictive
performance metrics are highly overestimated. A minimum generic workflow for a good practice ML
application and a brief explanation for each step are presented below (Figure 6).

Figure 6 A generic workflow for machine learning applications in spatial data. Note the differences in splitting the data into test
and validations sets compared to a conventional ML workflow in other fields where spatial autocorrelation is not an issue.
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Preprocessing I: This includes (1) detection and removal of erroneous data, (2) converting the data to a
format that is suitable to conduct statistical analysis and machine learning applications, that is, usually
each observation is located in a row and each variable forms a columns, also called tidy data (Wickham,
2014), (3) applying domain specific transformations, e.g. log-ratio transformations for compositional data.
It may also include (4) feature extraction through domain specific transformations, e.g. reduction to pole
for magnetic geophysics data, generating proximity maps for relevant geological features or interpolating
geochemical data.
Linear / Non-linear projections & Clustering: These include linear and non-linear dimension reduction
and clustering methods to project the data into lower dimensional space and visualize the relationship in
the data in an informative way. Insights gained here are used to explain phenomenon of interest or
formulate relevant research questions.
Validation (Unsupervised Learning): In the case of clustering, results should be validated: (1) qualitatively
by interpreting the results and assessing if they are meaningful or useful for the purpose, and (2)
quantitatively by using internal evaluation methods. This provides means to tune hyper parameters to
achieve meaningful results.
Preprocessing II: This may include (1) feature selection or extraction of new features, and (2) providing
new labels, e.g. cluster labels, in light of the knowledge discovered in the unsupervised learning stage, as
well as (3) splitting the data into two spatially distinct subset for training and testing.
Training and validation: Training a model includes determining the most suitable ML model for the
problem and tuning to achieve optimum hyper-parameters through several iterations, training and
validations sets. Ideally, iterations should be done after splitting the training data into two spatially distinct
subsets. However, k-fold cross validation is usually preferred since there are limited number of data.
Compare to most other fields, data should be split into spatially distinct k-subsets, therefore data should
not be shuffled before splitting, to avoid overestimation of the performance metrics due to unrecognized
overfitted model. Besides quantitative validation, a qualitative validation by a geoscientist should be done
to ensure geologically sound predictions.
Test & Prediction: This includes testing the model performance on the test subset for reporting purposes.
Unknown data can be classified with the predictive model if test results are satisfactory.

5. Conclusion
Researches of machine learning applications in the mineral resource sector have emerged especially in
the last decade. This coincides with the contemporary challenges of the mining industry, such as declining
grades, increasing depth of deposits, combined with the ever-increasing demand for the raw materials.
Therefore, utilizing all available data efficiently, which is a well-known property of machine learning
algorithms in many fields, becomes more relevant. The modeling tools reviewed here demonstrate a
significant potential to allow global optimization of the entire mining value chain. This can be done by
linking all the stages, automating the processes and decisions, and improving our understanding of the
interconnections between processes.
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There are some challenges that constitutes future research opportunities identified in this study. These
are summarized as follows:


By default, commonly used supervised machine learning applications do not consider spatial
correlation between data points (autocorrelation) and are trained on each training data
individually. Neglecting spatial autocorrelation yields suboptimal models for spatial predictions
especially if the data is scarce, e.g. many applications of prospectivity mapping where most of the
evidential layers, i.e. co-variables, have a resolution of a hundred meters (e.g. Torppa et al., 2019;
Carranza et al., 2015). There are attempts to integrate spatial-contextual information as auxiliary
variables (see Cracknell, 2014 and references therein, Hengl et al., 2018), but they are not widely
adopted. Therefore, studies related to integration of the spatial context to machine learning
applications are an exciting research topic to improve predictive performance of the MLA in
spatial data.



Validation techniques, both for unsupervised and supervised applications are an open subject for
spatial machine learning algorithms. For example, possible issues for supervised learning
applications in generating validation data sets related to spatial autocorrelation have been
recently recognized by researchers (Roberts et al., 2017; Pohjankukka et al., 2017). Accounting
for the spatial correlation in these validation sets leads to spatially distinct groups, unlike the
approach taken in the past where validation sets were being prepared by random (shuffled)
sampling. This resulted in overly optimistic performance measures. There are few studies to
evaluate the performance of unsupervised learning methods in the spatial context where the
ground truth is not available. Developing robust performance metrics that can assimilate different
data types, and different objectives would impact the development of useful unsupervised MLA.
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Abstract
A cause and effect relationship is one of the universal constant realities and it can be
observed in all aspects of life including physics, biology, medicine, psychology,
engineering, management, law, statistics, economics etc. Fundamentally, everything
happens for a reason in the universe. In more technical terms, an action, phenomenon,
or condition is given rise by a “cause” and such cause can have different effects that
can be traceable by establishing causal relationships. Causal inference is a
comprehensive process of analyzing the causal relationship between a cause and effect
by considering a change in the cause to draw conclusions about the alternative effects.
Over the last few decades, many researchers have carried out studies on causal
inference for different fields such as epidemiology, computer sciences, statistics and
economics and social sciences, but no study has been conducted for the mining
industry, yet. Causal relationships can be established for several different facets of the
mining industry including exploration, development, production, mineral processing,
etc.
In this paper, a review of Causal Inference is given in general terms and a preliminary
study is performed to understand the causal relationship behind molybdenum recovery
by considering the influencing factors, the causes.

1. Introduction
By definition, causality, which is also referred to as “causation” or “cause and effect”, means the
connection between two events or states such that one produces or brings about the other; where one is
the cause and the other its effect. This basic definition of causality sounds simple, but when it comes to
the detail, this definition is just like a droplet in the entire ocean. A great number of papers have been
published in the last couple of decades on different topics by utilizing the concept of causality. Plato was
probably the first philosopher that mentioned causality, and he said in Timaeus 28a that “everything that
becomes or changes must do so owing to some cause; for nothing can come to be without a cause”.
In 1986, Paul Holland published a seminal paper with the title of Statistics and Causal Inference. Our
understanding of causal inference has since increased several folds, due primarily to advances in three
areas:
1. Nonparametric structural equations.
2. Graphical models.
3. Symbiosis between counterfactual and graphical methods (Pearl, 2003).
1
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In this paper Causal Inference is discussed in general terms by including basic principles, graphical models,
difference between correlation and causation, counterfactuals, and Statistical Inference and Causal
Inference are compared. Finally, a causal relationship is developed for a simple example in the mining
industry.

2. Causal Inference
How do we know when we have found a “cause” of something? In order to answer this question, we need
to focus on understanding what “causality” actually is. Basically, causality is the claim that “if something
is changed, some specific outcome is going to happen”. There are two basic types of cause and effect:
Simple and Complex.
In Simple Cause and Effect, an action directly causes one immediate result. For example, when you press
the brake pedal of your car, you “cause” it to slow down and eventually stop. If you hadn’t had pressed
the brake pedal, your car would have kept going.
In the Complex Cause and Effect, there are multiple causes over time with delayed and unclear effects.
For example, an investment decision you make today will affect how you will live in your retirement.
Causality deals with when a policy is manipulated, what’s going to happen to outcomes. With causal
inference, one can accurately find out how changes in policy create changes in real world outcomes.

2.1. Basic Definitions
A variable in causal inference is a characteristic of the “Unit of Analysis” in the dataset and unit of analysis
is where the analyses are being performed, such as:







Countries
City blocks
People
Aqueous environment
Mineral deposits
etc.

A population is the collected set of all the “units of analysis” or in other words, the collection of all these
units is called the Population, such as:







Population of countries
Population of city blocks
Population of People
Fish species in Lake Ontario
Precious metal content in a mineral deposit
etc.

There are two main types of variables to be measured within the unit of analysis, namely:
policy/treatment variable, i.e. the parent, and outcome variable, i.e. the child. Policy variable is the
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characteristic that will be used to change the outcome variable and outcome variable is the characteristic
to be affected/changed. For example:
1. If the outcome variable is the level of prosperity in your retirement, then the policy/treatment
variable might be whether you do more investment today or not.
2. If the outcome variable is the number of deaths in traffic accidents in a country, policy/treatment
variable might be a measure of how strong the traffic rules are.
3. If the outcome variable is the metal recovery in a mineral processing plant, policy/treatment
variable might be, inter alia, metal content of the run of mine ore fed to the processing plant.
It is important to figure out how to measure these characteristics. It is relatively easy to measure when
the variables are quantitative. For example, in the third item above, both the policy and outcome variables
can be quantified by using appropriate assessment methods and some judgments can be made based on
these quantifications. When qualitative variables are in consideration, however, a method should be
proposed to measure these kinds of variables. For example, in the first item above, the policy variable is
quantitative as one could quantify the amount of investment by assessing it in terms of its unit, e.g.
currency, immovable property, retirement plan, etc. On the other hand, the outcome variable is a
qualitative variable and a method should be developed to measure it. Prosperity is a subjective concept
and therefore, it changes from person to person. It is still possible to define different levels to describe
prosperity based on the results of a survey to be conducted by involving retired people.

2.2. Describing Data
After measuring variables (policy and outcome variables), describing data is the first step of data analysis
and the followings are the starting points:
 What is the average value of a variable? What are the largest and smallest values?
o For an outcome variable, for example metal recovery, we want to know what’s the
average, the largest and smallest recovery values obtained during the entire mineral
processing.
o

We also want to learn such values, i.e. the minimum, maximum, average values for a
policy variable, for example the metal content of the run of mine ore fed to the
processing plant.

Causality refers to how an intervention to change the policy variable affects the outcome variable.
Variation in the policy variable in the data must be observed to learn about causality. Values of policy
variable cannot stay constant across all units, which means, if there is zero variation in the policy variable
in the data, then it would be difficult to learn about causality because there is no change in the policy
variable. Suppose that the metal content of the run of mine ore fed to the processing plant had the same
value. That would mean that there is zero variation in metal content in the data and that the throughput
would have the same value at the end of each shift. This would not be realistic since it is impossible to
feed the ore with the same metal content during a shift. Fluctuation will certainly be observed in the metal
content of the ore fed and since there will be a variation in the data, there will be a causal relationship.
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Statistically, variation is measured by using two numbers: the variance and the standard deviation. The
way to interpret them is that the larger numbers mean there is more variation. Learning about causality
is to compare units with different values of the policy variable. For example, comparing an ore that has
high metal content with the one that has low metal content will be related to variation. Consequently, no
comparison can be made if there is no variation in the policy variable.

2.3. Correlation vs. Causation
So far, univariate (one variable) descriptions of the data were discussed in the previous sections. For
example, for the variable metal content, average, maximum and minimum as well as variation were
discussed. Multivariate Description of the data, on the other hand, shows the relationships between
multiple variables. For example: metal content of the ore fed and metal recovery obtained at the end of
the mineral processing can be correlated under three options as follows:
 If the metal recovery is high when the metal content is high, then metal recovery and metal
content are positively correlated.
 If the metal recovery is low when the metal content is high, then metal recovery and metal
content are negatively correlated.
 If there is no relationship between metal recovery and metal content, then they are said to be
uncorrelated.
Things may differ when it comes to the comparison of correlation and causation. If the outcome variable
and policy variable are correlated in the data, then that does not necessarily imply that the policy variable
has a causal effect on outcomes. Therefore, correlation does not imply causation. Let’s explain this by
using the following statement: Data show that people who hurry tend to be late to their meetings. Don’t
hurry, or you’ll be late! The data can be correct and these two variables can be positively correlated to
each other but this does not mean that there is a causal relationship between hurrying up and being late.
The cause behind being late must be something else like, waking up late, spending too much time for
breakfast etc. Figure 1 shows the true model of this statement.

Figure 1 - Correlation vs. Causation

Though, causal relationship might still exist, but the information provided here is not sufficient for
establishing a causal relationship between hurrying up and being late. On the other hand, if no correlation
is observed after applying appropriate causal inference methods, then there is no causal effect. In some
cases, correlation is highly suggestive of causation, in some other cases, however, one should be careful
as it may not imply causality at all.
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2.4. Counterfactuals
The outcome of a change in the policy variable is the one that happens when all the conditions point it
out as the outcome. If something is changed in during the process, the outcome would obviously be
different.
Assume that John, who just graduated from high school, makes applications to Queen’s University and
Western University for his post secondary education and that he gets acceptance from both universities
and that he chooses to go to Queen’s University. His future life, at least his professional life, will largely
be dependant on this choice. When he graduates from university, he will look for a job, he will presumably
find one and will pursue his professional career based on his education at Queen’s University. In this
example, the choice of going to Queen’s University is the policy variable and John’s professional career is
the outcome variable. If the policy variable was the choice of going to Western University, the outcome,
his professional career, would be different. The choice of going to Western University is the counterfactual
in our example. He might also have applied to several more universities and in that case, all choices for
those universities would be the counterfactuals of his actual choice. This means that one of the potential
outcomes will become an actual outcome and the other potential outcomes will become counterfactual
outcomes, which would have occurred if something different happened. If he had chosen to go to Western
University, he would have found a job in London, Ontario. This kind of statement - an “if” statement in
which the “if” portion is untrue or unrealized - is known as a counterfactual (Pearl, 2016) and
counterfactuals are irrefutable by definition.
Causality deals with comparing actual outcomes with counterfactual outcomes. These kinds of
comparisons will tell us about causal effects, and causality can be defined as the difference between actual
outcomes and counterfactual outcomes. Since counterfactuals are not actually observed because they are
what would have happened, causal inference methods refer to various assumptions to let us observe the
unobservable - the counterfactual – outcome and in this way, an appropriate comparison can be made.

2.5. Statistical vs. Causal Inference
Statistical Inference involves the followings:










Samples
Hypothesis
Confidence Intervals
p-values
Standard errors
t-tests
Statistical significance
The normal distribution
etc.

These are used to compute some numbers in the population and in practice it is not possible and/or
feasible to observe every single individual (or sample).
Statistical inference is about computing statistics using the data we have to learn about the data that we
don’t have. We may not observe every single individual in a population, so we are going to compute the
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average for just the samples we observe and hope that it is close to the true average for the population.
However, we could have gathered more data because all of the topics above are about quantifying how
close we are to the truth. If we were given more data and in principle, if we had a very, very large amount
of data, none of these topics would be important. In other words, when you have lots of observations,
you usually don’t need statistical inference.
In contrast to statistical inference, causal inference is used to learn about counterfactuals that are the
data we can never observe. In causal inference, regardless of how much data we have, there is always a
potential of having a problem about learning what we want to learn. A clearer perspective can be achieved
by obtaining more and more data in statistical inference problems, but this will not be the case for causal
inference problems and this is the main difference between statistical inference and causal inference.
Causal inference is often called identification analysis, because its goal is to reveal what we can learn and
identify from the data we have. With causal inference, we are looking to identify causal effects. For this
purpose:
1. The first step in causal analysis is to check whether we can learn and identify anything from the
data. Is this data good enough for getting some idea about the causal inference?
2. The second step is to do some statistical inference to get some estimations about causal effects
as we are not going to have the whole amount of data.
3. The final step is to quantify the estimated effects. Since we do not possess all the data we could
possibly have gotten, our estimate is not going to be exactly the true causal effects but we still
need to quantify the uncertainty in the estimated effects and how far we are from the reality.

3. GRAPHICAL MODELS
In Causal Inference, "causal graphs" or "directed acyclic graphs (DAG’s)" are used to identify which
variables to control for. They depict our assumptions about the relationship between the variables and
they also help us figuring out the relationships among the variables, whether the variables are
independent, dependent or conditionally dependent.

3.1. Basic Definitions About Graphs
3.1.1

Types of Graphs, Links and Nodes

There are two kinds of graphs, namely:
1. Undirected graphs, where the variables are associated but the causal direction is unknown. Figure
2 shows a typical undirected graph where X and Y are the variables (nodes) and the line between
them is called as the link or edge.

Figure 2 - An undirected graph
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2. Directed graphs, where the relationship between the variables can be observed by looking at the
directions of the links between them. When all the links between variables are directed, the graph
is called Directed Graph. Figure 3 shows a typical directed graph where X and Y are the variables
(nodes) and the line between them is again called as the link or edge. But this time the causal
relationship can be seen by looking at the direction of the link between the nodes. According to
the direction in Figure 3, X affects Y.

Figure 3 - A directed graph

3.1.2

Path

Figure 4 shows a path, which is a way to get from one node to another, travelling along the links. There
are two paths from X to Z: X  Y  Z and X  Y  W  Z

Figure 4 - Paths between the nodes

3.1.3

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)

If a directed graph has no undirected paths at all and if there is no cycle among the nodes, then it is called
as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). Figure 5 shows a typical DAG as well as the non-DAG conditions.

Figure 5 - DAG and non-DAG conditions
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3.1.4

Parents, Children, Ancestors and Descendants

The node that a directed edge starts from is called the parent of the node that the edge goes into;
conversely, the node that the edge goes into is the child of the node it comes from. If two nodes are
connected by a directed path, then the first node is the ancestor of every node on the path, and every
node on the path is the descendant of the first node (Pearl et. al., 2016). Followings are the example
statements based on the graph shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Parents, Children, Ancestors and Descendants







X is Y’s parent
W is a child of Y
Z is a descendant of X
X, Y and W are ancestors of Z
Z has 2 parents, Y and W

3.2. Structural Causal Models
In order to deal rigorously with questions of causality, we must have a way of formally setting down our
assumptions about the causal story behind a data set. To do so, we introduce the concept of the structural
causal model, or SCM, which is a way of describing the relevant features of the world and how they
interact with each other. Specifically, a structural causal model describes how nature assigns values to
variables of interest (Pearl et. al., 2016).
An SCM consists of two sets of variables, "U" and "V", and a set of functions "f" that assigns each variable
in "V" a value based on the values of the other variables in the model.
For the purpose of causality:
 A variable X is a direct cause of a variable Y, if it appears in the function that assigns value to Y.
 X is a cause of Y if it is either a direct or any type of cause of Y.
 The variables, U, are called exogenous variables which are external to the model and we are not
dealing with how they are caused.
 The variables in V are endogenous and every endogenous variable in a model is a descendant of
at least one exogenous variable.
 Exogenous variables cannot be descendants of any other variables; they have no ancestors and
are represented as root nodes in graphs. (Pearl et. al., 2016).
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3.3. Graphical Models and Their Applications
3.3.1 Chains
Three nodes and two edges, with one edge directed into and one edge directed out of the middle variable
is called a chain. A typical chain is shown Figure 7 with the exogenous variables.

Figure 7 - Example of a chain graph

Example of a chain graph:
 X is a light switch
 Y is the state of an associated electrical circuit
 Z is the state of a light bulb
The functions determining the relationship among these variables are as follows:

The independencies shared and the dependencies that are likely shared by these functions are:
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3.3.2

Forks

Three nodes, with two arrows emanating from the middle variable is called a fork. A typical fork is shown
Figure 8 with the exogenous variables.

Figure 8 - Example of a fork graph

Example of a fork graph:
 X is a light switch
 Y is the state of the first light bulb
 Z is the state of the second light bulb
The functions determining the relationship among these variables are as follows:

The following independencies and the dependencies are valid for this fork graph:
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3.3.3

Colliders

Three nodes, one node receives links from two other nodes is called a collider. A typical collider is shown
Figure 9 with the exogenous variables.

Figure 9 - Example of a collider

Example of a collider:
 X is a toss of a fair coin (simultaneous with Y)
 Y is a toss of a fair coin (simultaneous with X)
 Z is the bell that rings whenever at least one of the coins lands on heads
If we know that Coin 1 landed on heads, it tells us nothing about the outcome of Coin 2, due to their
independence. But suppose that we hear the bell ring and then we learn that Coin 1 landed on tails. We
now know that Coin 2 must have landed on heads. Similarly, if we assume that we’ve heard the bell ring,
the probability that Coin 1 landed on heads changes if we learn that Coin 2 also landed on heads.

The following independencies and the dependencies are valid for this collider graph:
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3.3.4

Blocking

Paths can be blocked by conditioning on nodes on the path. If we condition on Y (), we block the path
from X to Z in Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Blocking a path

Let’s assume that
 X is a light switch
 Y is the state of an associated electrical circuit
 Z is the state of a light bulb
If we condition on Y by giving a value, for example, ‘broken’, X and Z become independent.

Figure 11 shows the blocking situations of the graphs that contain a chain, a fork and a collider.

Figure 11 - Blocking situations of chains, forks and colliders

1. For the chain: If we condition on Y (the node in the middle of a chain), we block the path
from X to Z.
2. For the fork: If we condition on Y (the node in the middle of a fork), we block the path from
X to Z.
3. For the collider: If we condition on Y (the node in the middle of a collider), we unblock the
path from X to Z. Colliders are blocked by nature and conditioning them unblocks the path.

3.3.5

d-Separation and d-Connection

Causal models are generally not as simple as the cases we have examined so far. Specifically, it is rare for
a graphical model to consist of a single path between variables. In most graphical models, pairs of variables
will have multiple possible paths connecting them, and each such a path will traverse a variety of chains,
forks, and colliders. The question remains whether there is a criterion or process that can be applied to a
graphical causal model of any complexity in order to predict dependencies that are shared by all data sets
generated by that graph. There is, indeed, such a process: d-separation (the d stands for “directional”),
which allows us to determine, for any pair of nodes, whether the nodes are d-connected, meaning there
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exists a connecting path between them, or d-separated, meaning there exists no such path. When we say
that a pair of nodes are d-separated, we mean that the variables they represent are definitely
independent; when we say that a pair of nodes are d-connected, we mean that they are possibly, or most
likely, dependent (Pearl et. al., 2016).
Following statements explain d-separation and d-connection situations between the two nodes X and Y:
1. Two nodes X and Y are d-separated if every path between them is blocked, which means the
path becomes inactive.
2. X and Y are d-separated when there are no active paths between them.
3. X and Y are d-connected if there is any active path between them
4. A path is active when all the nodes on the path are active.
5. X and Y are d-separated by the set {Z} if and only if they are not d-connected by the set {Z},
vice-versa.
In order to further analyse d-separation and d-connection let’s consider the graph shown in Figure 12 and
answer the following questions.
Q1. Are X and Y d-separated by the empty set { }?
Q2. Are X and Y d-separated by {Z1}?
Q3. Are X and Y d-separated by {Z2}?
Q4. Are X and Y d-separated by {Z1, Z2, Z3}?

Figure 12 - d-Separation and d-Connection
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All of the questions are related to X and Y nodes and in order to answer the questions from Q1 to Q4, we
need to determine the paths from X to Y. Figure 13 shows all the possible paths from X to Y.

Figure 13 - Paths from X to Y

Now let’s answer the questions.
Q1. Are X and Y d-separated by the empty set { }?
Here, empty set means there is no conditioning on any of the nodes and the graph is considered “as is”.
Therefore, the paths shown in Figure 13 are valid. Remember the statements given in 3.3.5.
2. Two nodes (X and Y) are d-separated when there are no active paths between them and
If a graph is not d-separated then it has to be d-connected based on the statement of:
5. X and Y are d-separated by the set {Z} if and only if they are not d-connected by the set {Z}, viceversa.
The following tables explains the relationship between the nodes, X and Y:
PATH
Path 1: X  Z2  Y
Path 2: X  Z2  Z1  Y
Path 3: X Z3  Y

ACTIVE OR
INACTIVE
Active
Inactive
Active

X d-separated Y | { }

No

X d-connected Y | { }

Yes
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Q2. Are X and Y d-separated by {Z1}?
Here, we condition on Z1, which is a fork for the Path 2, and it is blocked when it is conditioned, and the
new paths and the relationship between the nodes, X and Y, are shown below based on the 2. Statement
given in 3.3.4.

PATH

Path 1: X  Z2  Y
Path 2: X  Z2  Z1  Y

ACTIVE OR
INACTIVE
Active
Inactive

Path 3: X Z3  Y

Active

X d-separated Y | { }

No

X d-connected Y | { }

Yes

Q3. Are X and Y d-separated by {Z2}?
Here, we condition on Z2, which is a chain for the Path 1 and a collider for the Path 2. It is blocked on the
Path 1 but it is unblocked on the Path 2. The new paths and the relationship between the nodes, X and Y,
are shown below.

PATH

Path 1: X  Z2  Y

ACTIVE OR
INACTIVE
Inactive

Path 2: X  Z2  Z1  Y

Active

Path 3: X Z3  Y

Active

X d-separated Y | { }

No

X d-connected Y | { }

Yes
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Q4. Are X and Y d-separated by {Z1, Z2, Z3}?
Here, we condition on Z1, Z2 and Z3 and the new paths and the relationship between the nodes, X and Y,
are shown below.

PATH

ACTIVE OR
INACTIVE

Path 1: X  Z2  Y

Inactive

Path 2: X  Z2  Z1  Y

Inactive

Path 3: X Z3  Y

Inactive

X d-separated Y | { }

Yes

X d-connected Y | { }

No

4. CAUSAL INFERENCE IN MINING
Based on the literature survey performed within the scope of this paper, there has been no application of
causal inference in mining industry. An attempt will be made to develop a causal relationship for a mineral
processing application. The graph shown in Figure 14 is a draft of the causal relationship developed for a
mineral processing plant where copper and molybdenum are being separated and recovered. U’s are the
exogeneous variables, which are considered as the root causes without having an ancestors, Cu and Mo
are copper and molybdenum concentrations and RecCu and RecMo are the recovery of copper and
recovery of molybdenum, respectively.

Figure 14 - Causal inference for Cu and Mo recoveries

This model implies that recovery of Cu only depends on the Cu content, while recovery of Mo depends on
both the Mo content and the Cu content, as well as its recovery. In practice, there are many other factors
that would influence the recoveries, particularly, mineralogical associations and other processing
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conditions. A graphical model such as the one presented above could be tested with data and modified
to reflect the causal relationships that really exist in this process.
The graph is part of the preliminary study and still in progress.

5. Summary
In this paper, a review of Causal Inference is presented in general terms together with the basic
definitions, the concept of counterfactuals and the difference between correlation and causation are
discussed, fundamental principles of graphical models are explained by using simple graphical models,
Statistical Inference and Causal Inference are compared and a causal relationship at an initial level is
established for molybdenum recovery by developing a graphical model that involves influencing factors.
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Abstract
Decision making in the mining value chain is hindered by the variability of the rock
properties and the uncertainty associated with their estimation in the blocks mined
and processed. In addition to the grades of the elements and metals of interest, the
presence of deleterious materials, and the geometallurgical properties of the rock have
a significant impact on the economic performance of mining projects. Researchers are
faced with the challenge that there are very limited opportunities for benchmarking
methods, considering that this type of information is proprietary from mining
companies and seldom shared for research purposes.
In this study, we discuss the methodology to build a realistic block model, which
contains grades as well as mineralogical and geometallurgical properties, for
benchmarking purposes. This model is used to simulate mining decisions through the
mine value chain. For this, a high-resolution model is created, and samples are
extracted from this model to allow for comparison of estimation and planning decisions
with the actual performance as the model provides access to the ground truth. This
synthetic block model is built at a high resolution and blocks are then averaged to
different supports to learn about the impact of selectivity and to assess dilution, grade
control, mine planning, and processing strategies. This model also serves to
demonstrate the use of advanced planning techniques and could also be used to test
artificial intelligence tools in prediction, forecasting and decision making.

1. Introduction
Mining is a comprehensive interdisciplinary industry, which possesses a high level of uncertainty due to
the sparse nature of data that can be collected during the first two stages in the life cycle of a mine, namely
Prospecting and Exploration. The majority of the data, on which the last two stages, Development and
Exploitation are based, is collected during the Exploration stage. The more data collected during the
Exploration stage, the more reliable the project is. Also, the methodology followed and the strategy
adopted during the exploration stage as well as the quality of data are very important factors affecting a
mining project. When the technical, environmental and social challenges are taken into consideration, a
typical exploration stage for a precious metal mine could extend from 5 to 10 years. This period of time
can be considered as a long-term for an investment, whose payback is controlled by many unknowns to
be discovered. Even during the development and exploitation stages, exploration studies can be
continued to uncover the further potential of a mineral deposit. Due to the long term nature of the

1

Cite as: Altinpinar M, Sari YA, Ortiz JM (2020) Synthetic High-Resolution Ore Deposit Model and Mine Plan,
Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-09, 147-169.
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process and the complexities involved, the team carrying out the exploration studies should verify and
validate each and every step of the methodology that they follow.
In this study, we propose and build a high-resolution benchmark ore deposit model of a porphyry copper
deposit. The model includes grades, where Cu is the main value driver, along with a suite of geochemical
concentrations, geological properties, such as lithological units, alteration and mineralization types as well
as copper bearing mineral proportions, major minerals and clays, and also geometallurgical properties.
These geometallurgical properties consider ore hardness, i.e. Bond Work Index (BWI) and SPI (SAG Power
Index, where SAG stands for Semi-Autogenous Grinding) and flotation recovery. This high-resolution (HR)
model, which can be used to simulate the mining decisions throughout the value chain, is built at a
resolution of 2.5 m x 2.5 m x 5.0 m over an extension of 2000 m x 2000 m x 1000 m in the Easting (X),
Northing (Y) and Elevation (Z) directions, respectively, and thus it contains 128 million points in total. It is
also reblocked to represent a block model with 4 million blocks with dimensions of 10 m x 10 m x 10 m.
From this HR model, samples are extracted to mimic an advanced exploration drilling campaign and
estimation and planning decisions can be made and then compared with the actual performance, since
the model provides access to the ground truth. In other words, we already know the geochemical,
geological and geometallurgical parameters at any specific location in the model within the limits of the
specified resolution.
The model incorporates realistic features and is based on real statistical and spatial parameters obtained
from real databases, but it is unconditional to any real sample value, hence it provides realistic features
in a synthetic environment.
Based on the drilling campaign, a resource model, pit design and sequence were constructed, which
indicates that, for the economic parameters used, the project has a life of mine (LOM) of over 15 years
and with the ore production rate of 110 ktpd.

Abbreviations
Abbreviations and acronyms used in this paper are provided below.
Abbreviation / Acronym
BM
HR
SPI
SAG
BWI
M
k
X
Y
Z

Description
Block Model
High-Resolution
SAG Power Index
Semi-Autogenous Grinding
Bond Work Index
Million
Kilo
Easting Direction
Northing Direction
Elevation
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2. Methodology
The methods used to create the high resolution synthetic block model as well as the resource estimation
and mine planning processes performed on the HR model via a drillhole campaign are discussed in detail
in this section.
Many different real porphyry copper deposits were explored to define the mineral proportions in each
domain and to develop the dataset. A comprehensive Exploratory Data Analysis was carried out in order
to fully understand the real data and to be able to implement the methodology discussed here in an
appropriate and efficient manner.
The steps of the methodology are as follows:
1. Development of High Resolution Model
 Building a blank block model.
 Assigning geological characteristics to the block model.
 Defining geological domains.
 Assigning mineral proportions to the block model.
 Calculating element concentrations in the block model.
 Assigning geometallurgical variables to the block model.
 Cutting the block model by topography.
2. Exploration Studies
 Extraction of drillhole campaign sample data.
 Construction of interpreted geological model.
 Resource estimation of copper grades.
3. Mining Studies
 Pit design optimization
 Mine Planning

2.1. Development of High Resolution Model
2.1.1

Building a Blank Block Model

A blank block model representing the extent of the domain where the ore deposit is modeled was created
with the parameters shown in Table 1. The block model comprised of 128 million nodes is exported to a
.csv file, which has 128M rows and 3 columns and where the columns represent the Easting (X), Northing
(Y) and Elevation (Z) directions, respectively. This blank block model is then filled with the geological
characteristics, mineralogical and geochemical properties and geometallurgical variables, as discussed in
the following subsections, in order to build the ore deposit to be used during the next stages of the project.
2.1.2

Assigning Geological Characteristics to the BM

Geological characteristics, i.e. lithological units and alteration and mineralization types were assigned to
the BM via the Nearest Neighborhood method by using some geology samples obtained from a real
porphyry copper deposit. The geometry of the ore deposit was slightly modified. Table 2 indicates the
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alteration types, lithological units and mineralization types together with their codes and Figure 1 shows
these geological characteristics at the elevation levels of 100 m and 140 m of the block model.

Table 1 - Parameters of the High Resolution Block Model

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Parameter
Block size in X direction (m)
Block size in Y direction (m)
Block size in Z direction (m)
Extension in X direction (m)
Extension in Y direction (m)
Extension in Z direction (m)
Number of nodes in X direction
Number of nodes in Y direction
Number of nodes in Z direction
Total number of nodes

HR Model
2.5
2.5
5.0
2,000
2,000
1,000
800
800
200
128,000,000

Table 2 – Geological characteristics assigned to BM and their codes
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Lithology
Gravel
Sediments
Main Porphyry
Low Grade Porphyry
Late Porphyry
Secondary Porphyry
Dacites
Andesites
Hornfels
Skarn
Breccias
Anhydrite

Code
10
20
31
32
33
34
40
50
60
70
80
90

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Alteration
Potassic
Quartz Sericitic
Sericite Chlorite
Argillic
Propylitic
Hornfels
Skarn
Not Altered Sulfides
Anhydrite

Code
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Mineralization
Leached
Partial Leached
Oxides
Mixed
Primary Sulfides
Not Mineralized

Code
1
2
3
4
5
8
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Figure 1 - Lithological Units and Alteration and Mineralization Types assigned to the BM

After assigning the geological characteristics, the HR BM now has 3 more columns representing the
lithological units, alteration types and mineralization types, respectively.
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2.1.3

Defining Geological Domains

Lithological units and alteration and mineralization types were used to define the geological domains
relevant for resource estimation. 3D views of the alteration types, lithological units and mineralization
types are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - 3D views of the alteration types, lithological units and mineralization types

Geological domains relevant to the resources estimation studies were defined based on these three
geological characteristics. Error! Reference source not found.Table 3 below shows the definition of
geological domains.

2.1.4

Assigning Mineral Proportions to the BM

Mineral proportions are the base for the simulation of the elements on the HR BM. Mineral proportions
are compositional variables, which are constrained by their sum. In order to handle this constraint when
building a model and ensure that the relationships between the variables are preserved and the sum of
the components is kept, compositional data analysis is used. A collection of real databases of mineral
proportions in different domains is obtained from different porphyry copper deposits.
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Table 3 – Geological domains
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Code
111
222
333
444
499
501
530
540
560
566
577
580
588
599

Lithology
Alteration
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
20
300, 200
Not 20
Not 300, 200
Not simulated
31, 33, 34
ALL
40, 50
ALL
60, 70, 90
ALL
ALL
600
ALL
700
80
ALL
ALL
800
ALL
900

Mineralization
1
2
3
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Description
Leached
Partially Leached
Oxides
Mixed in Sediments
Mixed other
Other Sulfides
Porphyry sulfides
Sulfides in Dacites and Andesites
Sulfides in Skarn, Hornfels and Anhydrite Lithologies
Sulfides in Hornfels Alteration
Sulfides in Skarn Alteration
Sulfides in Breccias
Not Altered sulfides
Sulfides in Anhydrite Alteration

Multivariate geostatistical simulation using Principal Component Analysis was utilized to reproduce the
statistical relationships between the mineral proportions in our synthetic ore deposit model. According to
the methodology proposed by Bolgkoranou and Ortiz (2019), grades and a filler variable, which is the
residual in our case, are transformed to log-ratios to impose the sum to 100%. Then, these log-ratios are
linearly transformed to Principal Components (PCs). Afterwards, Sequential Gaussian Simulation is
performed and the simulated factors are then back-transformed to simulated log-ratios, and these
simulated log-ratios are back-transformed to grades. Figure 3 shows the methodology flow chart for the
multivariate geostatistical simulation.

Figure 3 - Methodology flow chart for the multivariate geostatistical simulation
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Mineralogy data was based on three different datasets obtained as a result of clay, flotation and
mineralogy analyses. For the purpose of this paper, the data obtained from the mineralogy analysis was
used.
According to the outcomes of the Exploratory Data Analysis and based on the results of assay analysis
performed on the porphyry copper deposit to which the real data belongs, out of 39 minerals, 19 were
found to be significant and the rest of the minerals was grouped as ‘Residual’ to ensure that the total mass
analysed is preserved. Table 4 shows the list of these 19 minerals (variables) on which the simulation
methodology shown in Figure 3 was implemented.
Table 4 – Minerals assigned to the BM

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mineral

Abbreviation
Albite
Alb
Anhydrite
Anh
Apatite
Ap
Biotite
Bt
Bornite
Bn
Calcite
Calc
Chalcocite_covellite Cc_cv
Chlorite
Chl
Chalcopyrite
Cpy
Epidote
Ep

No
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Mineral
Ilmenite
Potassium feldspar
Molybdenum
Plagioclase
Pyrite
Quartz
Rutile
Sericite
Tourmaline

Abbreviation
Ilm
K-feld
Mo
Plg
Py
Qz
Rt
Serc
Tur

A validation process was carried out in order to ensure that the simulated mineral proportions are
consistent with the reference data. The following results were obtained within the scope of the validation
process (the results shown below are for the first 100k lines of the BM and they belong to a single domain,
in this case, Domain 540):
1. Basic statistics: Mean and variance of the reference data and those of the simulated minerals
were compared. The results are summarized in Table 5 below.
Table 5 - Mean and variance of reference data and simulation outputs
Cpy

Cc_cv

Bn

Py

Mo

Qz

Plg

mean - Reference

0.010054

0.000311

0.001801

0.010548

0.000312

0.201264

0.100890

mean - Simulated

0.009304

0.000587

0.007431

0.009558

0.000177

0.190955

0.124913

var - Reference

0.000029

0.000000

0.000005

0.000247

0.000001

0.006000

0.009638

var - Simulated

0.000032

0.000003

0.001003

0.000258

0.000001

0.008541

0.021662

mean - Reference

0.115831

0.119401

0.002226

0.106213

0.029922

0.144844

0.001783

mean - Simulated

0.105124

0.118605

0.008613

0.094438

0.029598

0.137946

0.003774

var - Reference

0.007132

0.003104

0.000018

0.004998

0.000297

0.003407

0.000018

var - Simulated

0.006966

0.004272

0.001491

0.004787

0.000285

0.003303

0.000151

K-feld

Bt

Tur

Serc
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Table 5 - Mean and variance of reference data and simulation outputs (continued)
Calc

Anh

Ap

Rt

Ilm

Sum

Res

mean - Reference

0.002328

0.046671

0.004975

0.007020

0.002463

0.908855

0.091145

mean - Simulated

0.001966

0.050970

0.004703

0.006180

0.007724

0.912566

0.087434

var - Reference

0.000012

0.001321

0.000005

0.000019

0.000016

0.002612

0.002612

var - Simulated

0.000012

0.002787

0.000006

0.000019

0.001408

0.004270

0.004270

2. Univariate relationships: Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plot of each variable was generated to compare
the reference data and simulated mineral proportions. Figure 4 shows the Q-Q plots of the
variables for the reference and simulated data. Deviations observed in some of the variables are
due to the very low grade values, which are very sensitive and thus can show fluctuations between
the reference and simulated datasets. Despite these deviations, Q-Q plots generally show that the
univariate relationships were honored.
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Figure 4 - Q-Q plots of the variables for the reference and simulated data

3. Bivariate relationships: In order to see the bivariate relationships, scatter plots were generated
between some of the mineral pairs for both reference and simulated datasets. Based on the
scatter plots shown in Figure 5, bivariate relationships were also reproduced by the methodology.
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Figure 5 – Scatter Plots of some mineral pairs in the deposit based on reference data vs. simulated data

After assigning the mineral proportions, the HR BM now has 19 more columns each of which represents
the minerals listed in Table 4 and 2 more columns for the sum of the mineral proportions and the residual
(filler variable).
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2.1.5

Calculating Element Concentrations in the BM

Having mineral proportions assigned to the BM, the amounts of the chemical elements that make up
those minerals were calculated by using chemical formulae of the mineral compositions and the
corresponding atomic weights shown in Table 6. The conversions from mineral proportions to chemical
elements are based on the matrix shown in Table 7.
After assigning the chemical elements, HR BM now has 18 more columns each of which represents the
elements listed in Table 7.
Table 6 – Mineral compositions assigned to the BM

2.1.6

No

Abbreviation

1

Cpy

2

Cc_cv

3

Mineral

Molecular Formula

Molar
Mass
183.53

Chalcopyrite

CuFeS2

Bn

Chalcocite
Covellite
Bornite

Chalcocite: Cu2S
Covellite: CuS
Cu5FeS4

4

Py

Pyrite

FeS2

119.98

5

Mo

Molybdenum

Mo

95.95

SiO2

6

Qz

Quartz

7

Plg

Plagioclase

8

K-feld

127.385
501.84

60.08
270.77

K-feld

Na0.5Ca0.5Si3AlO8
KAlSi3O8

433.53
1059.4

9

Bt

Biotite

KMg2.5Fe2+0.5AlSi3O10(OH)1.75F0.25

10

Tur

Tourmaline

Al6B3Fe3H10NaO31Si6

11

Serc

Sericite

KAl2(AlSi3O10)(OH)2

278.33

398

12

Chl

Chlorite

ClO-2

13

Alb

Albite

NaAlSi3O8

14

Ep

Epidote

Ca2Fe3+2.25Al0.75(SiO4)3(OH)

15

Calc

Calcite

CaCO3

100.9

16

Anh

Anhydrite

CaSO4

136.14

17

Ap

Apatite

Ca5(PO4)3(OH)0.33F0.33Cl0.33

509.12

18

Rt

Rutile

TiO2

19

Ilm

Ilmenite

FeTiO3

67.45
263.02
519.3

79.88
151.73

Assigning Geometallurgical Variables to the BM

Hardness variables measure the energy required for fragmentation (blasting and comminution). They are
usually dependent on geological attributes. In this model, the Bond Work Index (BWI) and SAG Power
Index (SPI) were modeled according to lithology and alteration units. These two attributes show some
correlation.
The distribution of values is similar to those of real operations where extensive testing has been done.
These distributions provide reference statistics to simulate the spatial distribution of the hardness
variables conditioned by the spatial distribution of the geological domains (Altinpinar et al., 2020).
After assigning the geometallurgical variables, HR BM now has 2 more columns for BWI and SPI and
flotation recovery will also be assigned to the model within the scope of the future works.
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Table 7 – Chemical Elements making up the minerals
No

Mineral

Al

B

C

Ca

Cl

Cu

F

Fe

H

K

Mg

Mo

Na

O

P

S

Si

Ti

Sum

1

Cpy

0

0

0

0

0 34.63

0 30.43

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 34.94

0

0

100

2

Cc_cv

0

0

0

0

0 74.83

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 25.17

0

0

100

3

Bn

0

0

0

0

0 63.31

0 11.13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 25.56

0

0

100

4

Py

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 46.55

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 53.45

0

0

100

5

Mo

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 100.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

0 46.74

6

Qz

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 53.26

0

0

100

7

Plg

9.96

0

0

7.40

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.25 47.27

0

0 31.12

0

100

8

K-feld

9.69

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 14.05

0

0

0 45.99

0

0 30.27

0

100

1.10

9.02 14.02

9

Bt

6.22

0

0

0

0

0

6.44

0.41

0

0 43.36

0

0 19.43

0

100

10

Tur

15.28

3.06

0

0

0

0

0 15.81

0.95

0

0

0

2.17 46.82

0

0 15.91

0

100

11

Serc

20.32

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.51

9.82

0

0

0 48.20

0

0 21.15

0

100

12

Chl

0

0

0

0 52.56

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 47.44

0

0

0

0

100

13

Alb

10.29

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.77 48.81

0

0 32.13

0

100

14

Ep

3.90

0

0

15.44

0

0

0 24.20

0.19

0

0

0

0 40.05

0

0 16.22

0

100

15

Calc

0

0 12.00

40.04

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 47.96

0

0

0

0

100

16

Anh

0

0

0

29.44

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 47.01

0 23.55

0

0

100

17

Ap

0

0

0

39.38

2.30

0

1.23

0

0.07

0

0

0

0 38.77 18.26

0

0

0

100

18

Rt

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 40.07

0

0 59.93

0

100

19

Ilm

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 36.81

0

0

0

0

0 31.64

0

0

0 31.55

100

2.1.7

Cutting the BM by Topography

A relatively smooth topography was used to cut the HR BM so that all nodes and blocks above this
topographic surface are considered as “air” for the purpose of exploration and mine planning studies.
Figure 6 shows the topography used to intersect the BM.

Figure 6 – Topography used to cut the HR BM
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2.2. Exploration Studies
2.2.1

Extraction of drillhole campaign sample data

An advanced exploration campaign is simulated by taking samples from the deposit with the aim of
characterizing the ore body. A total of 295 drillholes were drilled and 30,803 samples were taken from
these drillholes. The characteristics assigned to the HR BM as discussed in the preceding sections are
recovered at each sample location in order to represent a sample value (without sampling error). Plan and
3D views of the drilling campaign are presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Plan and 3D views of the drilling campaign

2.2.2

Construction of interpreted geological model

Drillhole samples were logged for geological attributes. Based on the defined domains, a geological model
was built to be used for resource estimation studies. Plan and 3D views of the geological information of
the drillhole database are presented in Figure 8. One should notice that, not all the domains in the HR BM
were intersected by the drillholes and also, there is an assumption of perfect logging, when assigning the
geological properties to the samples.

Figure 8 - Plan and 3D views of the geological information of the drillhole database
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Indicator variograms of different domains were calculated based on the drillhole data. These are displayed
in Figure 9, where it is clear that the number of samples intersecting some units is insufficient, generating
very noisy experimental variograms.

Figure 9 - Indicator variograms of different domains

The general disposition of the domains is N15E and mostly vertical. Continuity of the domains ranges from
under 100m for small, discontinuous units, to 400-600m in the case of larger domains. The background
host rock (domain 501) was modelled with a very long range of over 3200m in the strike, 500m
perpendicular to strike and 2300m vertical.
Sequential indicator simulation was used to create one rendering of the domain distribution, consistent
with the drillhole data and consistent with the general trends presented in the indicator variograms. To
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make the result similar to an actual geological model, the result was heavily smoothed to represent the
smooth contacts that usually come out of interpreted models. The resulting model is presented in Figure
10 in plan views and sections (Altinpinar et al., 2020).

Figure 10 – Simulated domains

2.2.3

Resource estimation of copper grades

The copper grade is estimated as the sole economic relevant variable for resource estimation purposes,
using an ordinary kriging approach with hard boundaries between the interpreted domains. The
histograms of copper grades (in %) for each domain are presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 – Histograms of copper grades (in %) for each domain

Directional variograms were calculated to explore the anisotropy in the copper grade. The main
anisotropy directions were determined to be N45E/0 N135E/0 and vertical. Variogram models are then
fitted to the grade variograms for the domains with enough information and used to estimate in similar
domains. For example, the variogram in domain 111 was used to estimate copper grade in domains 111,
222, 333, and 444. The variogram inferred for domain 501, was used to estimate in the remaining domains
(501, 530, 540, 560, 580, and 588). Figure 12 shows the directional variograms.
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Figure 12 - Directional variograms

Ordinary kriging was then run for each domain independently. In all cases, a minimum of 3 samples and
maximum of 24 were used and a search of 200m horizontally and 120m vertically. The corresponding data
within the domain and variogram model were used. The model was combined using the inferred domains.
The model was cleaned by considering only blocks that can be estimated with a minimum of 6 samples
within a search ellipsoid with radius 120m horizontally and 80m vertically. All blocks outside this outline
are downgraded to inferred and replaced by -999.0 (unestimated) to reflect the fact that they should not
be used in design. Plan views and sections of the final model are presented Figure 13.
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Figure 13 - Plan views and sections of the final model

2.3. Mining Studies: Pit Design Optimization and Mine Planning
The copper grade of the resultant block model was completed to a rectangular prism of 4 million blocks
with model dimensions of 200 x 200 x 100 blocks by assigning a zero grade to non-mineralized zones.
Then, the topology was fit on the model to define the air blocks. Air blocks are placeholder blocks that do
not correspond to the orebody. The block model was reblocked in a 2 x 2 x 2 blocks fashion to decrease
the block model size to 100 x 100 x 50 blocks of size 20m x 20m x 20m for pit optimization purposes. The
resultant block model of 500,000 blocks is visualized in 3D in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 – Synthetic high-resolution porphyry copper deposit

A pit optimization and mine sequence was developed over these data to determine the mining reserves
of the project. The parameters that were used for the mine scheduling program are given in Table 8.
Table 8 – Parameters for the mine scheduling

Parameter
Number of ore destinations
Number of waste destinations
Number of periods (years)
Mining cost ($/tonne)
Mineral processing cost ($/tonne)
Sales cost ($/tonne)
Specific gravity tonne/m3
Mining capacity (blocks/year)
Processing capacity (blocks/year)
Ore price ($/kg)
Recovery (%)
Discount rate (%)
Mining cost adjustment factor

Value
1
1
15
3
10
3
2.7
15,000
10,000
5.53
85
10
0.2

A mine schedule was created using a simulated annealing approach. A net present value of $ 100,021,835
was yielded (Altinpinar et al., 2020).
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3. Conclusions
Within the scope of this project, the synthetic high-resolution model of a porphyry copper deposit was
developed for benchmarking purposes by assigning geological characteristics, geochemical
concentrations as well as geometallurgical properties to the model. The file structure of the resultant
block model representing the porphyry copper deposit is shown in Figure 15. The data on which the model
is based was obtained from real porphyry copper deposits and used to condition the statistics of a spatially
unconditioned simulation of each mineral in the deposit. An approach was used to impose crosscorrelation between variables and, at the same time, respect the compositional constraint where
mineralogical proportions and grades must sum to the whole of the rock.

Figure 15 - File structure of the resultant block model

Additional variables could be added to the model, and evaluations of different transfer functions, such as
mine design, planning and sequencing could be performed on this synthetic high-resolution model. The
synthetic block model can also be built at a high resolution and block averaged to different supports to
learn about the impact of selectivity, assess dilution, grade control, processing strategies, among other
things. This model can also serve to demonstrate the use of artificial intelligence tools in prediction,
forecasting and decision making. The approach could later be expanded to other deposit types to create
a variety of possible geological and mining environments.
Building a model of this magnitude brings several challenges. The size of the high resolution model, with
128 million nodes simulated for over 40 variables makes computations, visualization and
validation/checking very complex and slow. The results presented in this paper are preliminary and
currently, the model is being thoroughly checked to ensure that all intermediate steps provide the
expected outcomes. Several improvements will be provided in a subsequent delivery of the model, where
consistency of the elemental and mineral concentrations with the geology of porphyry copper deposits
will be the goal. The development of the current model allowed preparing the methodology and scripts,
as well as overcoming the challenges associated to the large size of the model.
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Abstract
Geostatistical simulations of ore body deposits are useful to quantify risk and uncertainty, testing mine planing algorithms, generating drill holes databases, among others.
Geostatistical simulations are a common tool to generate different scenarios, but these
are mathematical algorithms that need to be validated with a geological approach. Tools
such as histograms, correlations and variograms can validate distributions, numerical associations and spatial variability in a simulation, but many other tools can be used
to validate geological coherence (e.g. lithological facies, correlations in minerals of hydrothermal alterations, mineral zones, etc). This article summarizes some of these tools
that can be used to interpret data with a geological approach, with the aim of avoiding
geological inconsistencies. Validations are shown in a case study, a porphyry copper
deposit located in northern Peru, Cajamarca region in Andean mountains.

1.

Introduction

The access to real exploration databases is very limited in practice, making it difficult for practitioners,
researchers and students to test methods, models and reproduce results in the field of geological modelling.
From the point of view of practitioners, researchers, teachers and students, there is an important lack of
available databases that can be used, because the data of those are usually subject to confidentiality agreements. Non conditional simulations can be used to generate different scenarios without the use of specific
local data, which may be an advantage when real databases are not available. These type of simulations of
ore body deposits can be useful to generate exploration drill holes campaigns (Garrido et al., 2018). For this
research, geostatistics is used to generate different scenarios, because it allows to manage the distributions
of the simulated attributes and their spatial covariance / correlations.
Non conditional simulation can be separated in (1) geological domains and (2) geological continuous
attributes (Jackson and Young, 2016). For the first purpose, many tools are available, such as sequential
indicator simulation (Deutsch, 2006) (Deutsch, 1998), truncated gaussian simulation (Beucher and Renard,
2016), plurigaussian simulations (Armstrong et al., 2011) or multiple-point simulation (Mariethoz and Caers,
2014), among others. For the second type of simulations, classic tools of geostatistics are well established
(Goovaerts et al., 1997) (Chilés and Delfiner, 2012) (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989), and for multivariate simulations, a flexible sequential Gaussian simulation program USGSIM is recommended (Manchuk and Deutsch,
2012).
Validations of these models must consider the consistency with geological knowledge. In a non conditional
simulation, the spatial distribution of minerals and their relationships must be validated to make sense with
different geological criteria. In the case of a porphyry copper deposit, many tools can be used to validate
with a geological approach. In this research, some criteria to validate are explained.
1 Cite as: Garrido, M., Townley B. and Ortiz J. (2020) Validation of Geostatistical Simulations of Porphyry Deposit through
Geological Approach using ioGAS, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020,
paper 2020-10, 170-185.
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2.

Methodology
Three different validations are considered, with different approaches based on geological knowledge:
1. Regional metallogeny framework: This consists on interpretative regional location of the porphyry ore
body, for example basins (e.g. for Principal Andean Cordillera are Farellones, Abanico, Azapa, Loa,
etc), Tectonic orogeny (e.g. Pehuenche, Incaica, K-T, etc) and use of isochronous to date the rock
type. This interpretation can be use to validate the simulated facies of matrix rock or the ore body.
2. Hypogene metasomatism water-rock contact: This consists on interpretative hydrothermal alterations
of the porphyry ore body. Minerals in alterations zones may be validated through associations (e.g.
potassic alteration with principal minerals such as feldK - Biotite and secoundary minerals as qtz mag - ser - chl). It depends on physicochemical factors such as Eh-pH, temperature, rate sulfur:oxigen,
among others.
3. Supergene metasomatism water-rock contact: This consists on interpretative mineral zones related
with mineral processing relationships. Supergene enrichment are characterized by meteoric water in
oxide conditions, that generate different mineral zones (e.g. leached low copper grade; oxides minerals;
secondary sulphur from enrichment process).

The methodology is summarized in Figure 1, that shows the final geological model in each step, with
geological and geostatistical approach.
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Figure 1: Summary of methodology to validate databases from geological approach, geostatistical approach to geological modelling.
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3.

Geological attributes in porphyry copper deposit

Usually the porphyry ore body simulation consists in a categorical simulation (geological facies) and
continuous simulation (mineralization grades). The categorical simulation considers (in cascade or joint
simulation approach): (1) lithology unit, (2) hydrothermal alteration unit and (3) mineral zone unit.

3.1.

Lithology unit

Some lithologies are advantageous to generate economical porphyry copper deposits, in particular when
related with batholith magmatic events at a regional scale. The lithology unit are interpreted with a regional
metallogeny framework. The main unit is the host rock, where intrusive units modify the mineralogy and
geochemistry. The regional group to classify lithology are the basins, for example, a description of Abanico
Extensional Basin along the Principal Andean Cordillera is given (Charrier et al., 2009):
”Abanico Formation is in the Principal Cordillera, between 29o S and 39o S, dated from middle-late Eocene
to early Miocene. Cinsists of a locally strongly folded, 2000 m thick sucession of volcanic, pyroclastic
volcaniclastic and sedimentary deposits including abundant subvolcanic intrusions of the same age, with a
well developed paragenesis of low grade metamorphic minerals” (Aguirre et al., 2000) (Bevis et al., 2003)
(Fuentes, 2004)
The regional metallogeny framework provides a geological map of surface at scale 1:1,000,000 (more
details are provided at scales 1:100,000 or 1:25,000). This indicates the relationship of genetic processes in
tecto-magmatic evolution of the ore body. In this context, rock types can be volcanic, basaltic, andesitic,
mafic, felsic, tholeitic, chalco-alkaline, etc. Chronological dating must be consistent with rock types formation. In porphyry deposits, intrusive bodies are also important to define the origin of hydrothermal
hyper-saline fluids, metallogenic deposit precursors. Other geophysics tools can be used to validate the
definition of rock types, such as magnetic or gravimetric tools that show possible lithological units contacts.
All of these contacts are abrupt, not transitional.
From a geostatistical approach, some tools are provided to validate some criteria:
1. Spatial context: Origin basin rock types was deposited horizontally (by sedimentation) but folding
by compressive stress can change the shape or anisotropy. The geostatistical anisotropy is linked to the
rock mass tensor stress. Figure 2 shows three diferent anisotropies; (a) logging of Andean Cordillera
by different orogenic process and lithological composition (Pinto et al., 2017), NS anisotropy; (b) an
horizontal anisotropy correlated with structural orientation faults of different formations (geological
map of Northern Hokkaido (Niizato et al., 2010) (Takahasi et al., 1984), anisotropy controlled by
structural faults); and (c) a vertical anisotropy of different lithology groups modelled in Chuquicamata
district, northern Chile (Barra et al., 2013).
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Figure 2: Schematic example of lithological modelling of rock types of different grouping criteria. (a) Andean Cordillera
from (Pinto et al., 2017); (b) geological map of Northern Hokkaido, from (Niizato et al., 2010) (Takahasi et al., 1984); (c)
Chuquicamata district, northern Chile (Barra et al., 2013).

2. Statistical correlations: Some elements trends and concentrations correspond to known formation
areas. For example, Figure 3 shows two plots with different areas highlighted, based on geochemical
relationships. For example, if the ratio Sr/Y is low and SiO2 is in the range 45-75, then the geochemical
relationship is similar to that of barren intrusions rock type footprints, or if the rates V/Sc and
Nb/Ti are high, geochemical samples are probably associated to prospective areas for porphyry copper
deposits that correspond to strongly oxidized magma (Halley et al., 2015).
3. Rock type associated to intrusive event: Porphyry copper deposits need compatible lithologies
to originate high grade mineralization, such as intrusive porphyry or dickes, for example. These bodies
usually have high continuity in depth, that exploration drillholes are not able to capture. Usually, all
lithological contacts are hard, no transitional facies are detected.
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Figure 3: Examples of geological interpretation of rock types based on geochemical relationships. Geochemical ratio of Sr:Y vs
SiO2 and Nb:Ti vs V:Sc are consistent with prospective areas for porphyry copper (Halley et al., 2015)

ioGAS software has implemented many tools to verify if the geochemistry is consistent with porphyry
Cu exploration. For example (Richards et al., 2012) shows that adakites sub-group that contains high Sr/Y
magmas reflect arc maturity, high magmatic water content, and porphyry Cu +/- Mo +/- Au potential;
(Cohen et al., 2010) shows diagram related with advances in exploration geochemistry between 1998 - 2007
and (Rohrlach and Loucks, 2005) related the geochemistry of volatiles in a lower crustal magma reservoir.
Many such diagrams can be provided for validation of geostatistical simulations through geochemical approach (Loucks, 2014) (Halley et al., 2015) (Maitre, 1989) (Bas et al., 1986) (Rollinson, 2013).
In this case study, Figure 4 shows the location of porphyry copper deposits. An first lithological validation
is consistent with the regional extension area. The case study is located on the Cu-Au and Cu-Mo porphyry
Miocene belt. Logging shows different intrusive events and dioritic phases of fine to medium textures, in
addition to layer dacitic composition phases with abundant quartz and biotite crystals. Pulses of intrusive
mineralization were identified, these events cross carbonate sequences from the Pariatambo and Yumagual
basins.
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Figure 4: Location of case study in miocene belt, Cajamarca region, Peru, South America (Ramirez, 2012).

3.2.

Hydrothermal alteration rock type

Hydrothermal alterations are interpreted as hypogene metasomatism in the water-rock interaction. This
generates chemical instability in some minerals, and depends on the stability of sulphides, permeability
of structures and transport of ions through molecular ligands. The hydrothermal alterations affect both
mineral and waste rock, and it is very important to relate the set of minerals to describe any alteration.
This set of minerals can be classified through temperature and Eh-pH association. (Corbett and T, 1998)
present a very complete study of mineral associations based on temperature and pH. Figure 5 shows the
common alteration mineralogy relationships in hydrothermal systems.
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Figure 5: Common Alteration Mineralogy in Hydrothermal Systems, from (Corbett and T, 1998)

Mineral Abbreviations: Ab - albite; Act - actinolite; Ad - adularia; Al - alunite; And - andalusite; Cb carbonate (Ca, Mg, Mn, Fe); Ch - chlorite; Chab - chabazite; Chd - chalcedony; Ch-Sm - chlorite-smectite;
Cor - corundum; Cpx - clinopyroxene; Cr - cristobalite; Ct - calcite; Do - dolomite; Dik - dickite; Dp diaspore; Ep - epidote; Fsp - feldspar; Ga - garnet; Hal - halloysite; Heu - heulandite; I - illite; I-Sm illite-smectite; K - kaolin-ite; Lau - laumonite; Mt - magnetite; Mor - mordenite; Nat - natrolite; Op opaline silica; Pyr - pyrophyllite; Q - quartz; Ser - sericite; Sid - siderite; Sm - smectite; Stb - stilbite; Tr tremolite; Tri - tridymite; Ves - vesuvianite; Wai - wairakite; Wo - wollastonite; Zeo - zeolite
It is important to validate which minerals are compatible and which are not. Many hydrothermal alterations have transitional contacts, unlike lithology characterization. An important reference of hydrothermal
alterations in porphyry ore body is (Sillitoe, 2010), that describes different hydrothermal alterations based
on proportions of some minerals. In addition, alterations are zoned in the porphyry copper system, as show
in Figure 6: sericitic alteration may project vertically downward as an annulus separating the potassic and
propylitic zones as well as cutting the potassic zone centrally as shown. Sericitic alteration tends to be
more abundant in porphyry Cu-Mo deposits, whereas chlorite-sericite alteration develops preferentially in
porphyry Cu-Au deposits.
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Figure 6: Generalized alteration-mineralization zoning pattern for telescoped porphyry copper deposits, from (Sillitoe, 2010)

From a geostatistical approach, validation of hydrothermal criteria are very important because much of
the economical mineralization is concentrated in this stage. Some tools are provided to validate this criteria:
1. Spatial context: Usually alterations such as potassic, propylitic, chlorite, Sericite and Argillic are
common in an hydrothermal alteration process, among others. Locations and contacts have radial
anisotropy with respect to intrusive event (defined in lithological simulation). Figure 6 shows an
example of the spatial distribution of some alterations.
2. Statistical correlations: Simulated minerals (that have coherence shown in Figure 5) are used
to calculate the geochemical element proportions. For example, the molecular formula of mineral
sericite is KAl2 (AlSi3 O10 )(OH)2 (Table 1). Geochemical grades are very important to validate if
the elemental relationships are consistent with the hydrothermal alteration footprint. Figure 7 shows
binary and ternary diagrams with relationships of elements for each hydrothermal alteration. In this
case study, elements Al, Ca, Na, K and Mg are important to discriminate types of alteration: FRE
(fresh rock) has high grade of Ca; ARG (argilic) has low grade of Ca and high Mg; K (potassic) has
high grade of K and medium grade of Ca; SIL (sillica) has low concentration of Al and Ca; SIL ALT
(sillica high degree alteration) has low grade of Ca and high of Al. These trends are transitional and
it is difficult to define a hard boundary between the transitions zones.
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Figure 7: Geochemical grades relationship for each hydrothermal alteration and minerals.

The codes of alterations are FRE (fresh alteration), K (potassic), ARG (advanced argillic), SIL ALT
(mainly silicification with argillic olverlap alteration) and SIL (fresh silicification alteration). In this
context, diagrams show trends and clustering of alteration as a function of the relationship between
Al - Ca - Mg ratios. In addition, FRE is characterized by epidote mineral and K for montmorillonite
mineral. Chrolite, biotite, ankerite and dolomite are not present because of the lower magnesium
concentration (see Table 1 for molecular formulas).
Table 1: Molecular formula
Name of mineral
Sericite
Epidote
Montmorillonite
Chrolite
Biotite
Ankerite
Dolomite

Molecular formula
KAl2 (AlSi3 O10 )(OH)2
Ca2F eAl2 Si3 O12 (OH)
0.66(0.5Ca, N a)Al3.34 M g0.66Si8 O20 (OH)4 , nH2 O
M g5 Al2 Si3 O10 (OH)8
KM g1.5 F e1.5 AlSi3 O10 (OH)2
Ca(F e2+ , M g, M n)(CO3 )2
CaM g(CO3 )2

In general, characteristic elements related to hydrothermal alteration are Al, Ca, Na, K, Mg, among
others. A multivariate study is recommended to select the pathfinders that support the hydrothermal study
(Davis and Sampson, 1986), (Webster et al., 1990) or generation of synthetics variables (Townley et al.,
2018) (Yildirim et al., 2014). ioGAS software has implemented many diagrams to support the hydrothermal
alteration classification based in geochemistry: (Large, 2001) (Williams and Davidson, 2004) (Warren et al.,
2007) (Grunsky, 2013) (Whitbread and Moore, 2004) (Kishida and Kerrich, 1987) (Bruce, 2007) (Ishikawa
et al., 1976) (Saeki and Date, 1980)
3.3.

Mineral zone units

Mineral zones are interpreted as supergene metasomatism in the water-rock interaction. The meteoric
water tickle through faults of geomechanical structures in an oxidizing environment, change the mineralogical compositions generating different mineral zones. These mineral zones affect directly the commodity
minerals, and define the mineral processing (leaching, bio-leaching, selective flotation recovery or waste).
These geological processes are known as supergene sulfide enrichment or secondary enrichment, and may
take place by a simple mechanical process, by chemical means, or by a combination of these. First, the enrichment may be primarily the result of the chemical removal of a large part of the gangue minerals, in which
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case the copper migrates slowly downwards by gravity or is left behind as a residual component (Boyle, 1987).
Figure 8 shows a schematic view of a sulphide vein. It shows the oxidation zone, consisting of the gossan,
the leached zone and the oxidised zone. The reducing zone consists of the enrichment zone and the area of
primary mineralization (Asmus, 2013) (Paras et al., 2017) (Sillitoe and Mckee, 1996)

Figure 8: Schematic view of a sulphide vein. The oxidation zone can be seen, consisting of the gossan, the leached zone and
the oxidised zone, modified from (Evans, 1992) and (Ottaway, 1994)

The mineral zone is related with the geometallurgical process. The main commodities must be consistent
with the simulated region [for example Chilean Andes metallogenic belts are defined based in regional aspects
(Sillitoe, 1981)]. From a geostatistical approach, tools are provided to validate some of these criteria:
1. Spatial context: Classical mineral zones are: gravel, leached, oxides, primary sulphur, secondary
sulphur and host rock. In many cases, gravel, leached, oxides and secondary sulphur are presented as
horizontal layers (tabular bodies, horizontal anisotropy with width of each body between ≈10 - 100
m) with irregular degree. Usually this order is preserved (Figure 8), but in few cases the secondary
enrichment may be present in structural veins and faults (sub-vertical anisotropy).
2. Mineral proportions: The gravel lithofacies is usually not mineralized and is characterized by unconsolidated rock deposits. Leached lithofacies or gossan is characterized by low economic mineralization
and a lot of iron minerals (goetite, jarosite, hematite, limonite, among others) (Bateman, 1950). The
oxides lithofacies contains economical minerals (as cuprite, malachite, azurite, among others) that
require leaching as process and is delimited from above by gossan lithofacies and from below by watertable. Secondary sulphur is the enrichment zone that may contain different proportions of minerals
(chalcocite, covelliet, digenite, among others). This zone is the ’transition’ to primary mineralization,
then oxide minerals and sulphur minerals can both be found. Finally primary sulphur is characterized
by mainly chalcopyrite and bornite. Others minerals as Tennantite are economic minerals too but
with pollutants. All sulphur minerals are processed with selective flotation. Figure 9 shows the Cu:S
geochemical rate and how it is correlated with mineral.
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Figure 9: Copper minerals Cu:S rate and molar formula of each mineral.

To validate mineral proportion in each mineral zone the rate between economical metal and sulphur
or oxide proportion are important (i.e CuT:CuS rate, total copper : soluble copper). A molar diagram
for copper sulphide minerals shows different slope values that describes different copper sulphide minerals.
These diagrams can be projected or corrected for the presence of barite, pyrite, galena, sphalerite, and
arsenopyrite. In case of Iron ore, it uses SiO2 and Fe data to assess mineralogical controls on iron ore grade.
It is used to classify the various types of Fe ore based on Fe and clay content (Goethite, hematite, magnetite,
etc) (Jeffcoate et al., 2013).
In the case study, three minerals zones are define based on CuT:CuS rate. Figure10 shows the difference
between oxide zone, enrichment zone and primary mineralization.
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Figure 10: Mineral zone definition of oxide, enrichment and primary based on CuT:CuS rate.

This definition is important from a geometallurgical processing point of view: the oxide zone has minerals
such as malachite, azurite, cuprite, chrysocolla, among others, than can be recovered by acid leaching;
the enrichment zone has chalcocite, covelite, digenite, amongh others, than can be recovered by acid bioleaching or generate blending / mixing programs to optimize the mineral processing; and primary zone has
chalcopyrite mainly can be recovered by selective flotation of sulphur.
4.

Conclusions

Many tools for geostatistical simulations are used to generate different geological scenarios. The aim of
this article is to give some tools to validate these geostatistical scenarios from a geological approach. In
conditional simulation, distributions and spatial variance can be validated, but these validations are not
sufficient. To generate geological consistent simulations, we have recommended tools that can support the
geological framework.
Correlations and spatial distribution are important for geologists. Mineralogical simulation in each geological unit can be performed, and geochemical grades can be calculated from molar formula. Many tools
to validate the consistency of data using a geochemistry approach are provided, and ioGAS software have
implemented these tools.
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Abstract
The Pseudoflow algorithm is used to outline the ultimate pit limit by finding the maximum net value of the blocks extracted, while respecting precedences for their extraction.
It works by modelling the blocks as a direct graph network and solving the minimum
cut problem. Outlining the ultimate pit limit allows mine practitioners to design and
plan an open pit operation. This guide provides a framework for running Pseudoflow in
python along with a brief description of the method and a copper deposit application to
exemplify its use.

1.

Preliminary words

The aim of this guide is to provide a python framework for running the Hochbaum’s Pseudoflow
(Hochbaum, 2008) algorithm in a merely research context (not-for-profit). The codes provided belong
to a broader project in which block models built using the GSLib (Deutsch et al., 1992) codes are processed
and analyzed by several python sub-routines. Thus, GSLib practitioners will find common grounds between
the structure of GSLib output models and the block model representation matrix used herein.
We discuss the process to develop a direct graph representation network of a three-dimensional block
model and how to impose geometrical precedence constraints, but we do not delve into the details of the
Pseudoflow method or any of its variants. We rely on the non-commercial solver developed by Hochbaum
(2008) and implemented in the pseudoflow python package released in July/2019 and updated in July/2020.
2.

Ultimate pit limit

In open pit mining, the ultimate pit limit (UPL) defines the total rock to be mined across the life of the
mine. The limits are outlined by solving an UPL algorithm under economic and spatial constraints along
with a specific function to be maximized (minimized). Usually, the aim is to maximize the final net present
value of the entire mine project, however, the UPL problem is defined based on the undiscounted value, that
is, it maximizes the net value of the extracted blocks.
Conventionally, the ultimate pit limit problem has been solved by the Lerchs and Grossman (Lerchs,
1965) algorithm in two and three dimensions. The former uses a simple dynamic programming approach,
while the latter relies on graph theory solving a maximum closure problem. Alternatively, by using a
network flow representation, a minimum cut algorithm can be used to solve the ultimate pit limit problem
(Hochbaum, 1998). The pseudoflow (Hochbaum, 1998, 2008) algorithm and its variations implement the
minimum cut algorithm. These methods are acharacterized by their efficiency (Hochbaum, 2001) in contrast
with conventional approaches and other maximum flow algorithms such as Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm (Ford
and Fulkerson, 1956).
1 Cite as: Avalos, S., Ortiz, JM (2020) A guide for pit optimization with Pseudoflow in python, Predictive Geometallurgy
and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-11, 186-194.
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3.

Pseudoflow representation

Let G = (V, A) be a direct graph network with n = |V | number of nodes and m = |A| number of arcs.
Let (u, v) ∈ A be a direct arc from u to v, then cuv and fuv represents the arc capacity (non-negative real
number) and arc flow, respectively. By setting a lower bound capacity to zero, a pseudoflow f assigns to
each arc (u, v) a flow fuv so that 0 ≤ fuv ≤ cuv .
An s,t-graph Gst = (Vst , Ast ) corresponds to an extension of G with two additional nodes: a source s
and a sink t, Vst = V ∪ {s, t}. The set of arcs Ast now includes source-to-node arcs A(s) and node-to-sink
arcs A(t), Ast = A ∪ A(s) ∪ A(t). A closure graph is an s,t-graph whose arcs with finite capacities are only
the arcs adjacent to the sources and sink nodes.
Several other terms and definitions, such as rooted tree, normalized tree, residual graph, inflow(u),
outflow(u) and excess, are required to provide the step-by-step operation of the generic pseudoflow algorithm
that maximizes the flow f . For interested readers we recommend Hochbaum (2008).
For our scope, solving the ultimate pit limit using the pseudoflow algorithm requires representing the
ore body block model as a closure graph. The node set V corresponds to all blocks in the block model.
We call the A(s) ∪ A(t) arcs as external arcs and A arcs as internal arcs. We assume that the block model
has been economically evaluated (Figure 1 left) thus having negatives and non-negatives values representing
the block valuations. All blocks with negative values are connected to the sink (Figure 1 center-top) and
have a capacity equal to the absolute value of their economic value. The source is connected to all blocks
with non-negative economic value (Figure 1 center-bottom) and their capacities are equal to the block
economic value. This set of finite capacities corresponds to the external arcs. The internal arcs represent
the geometrical precedence constraint (Figure 1 right) and their capacities are set to infinity. By having this
representation, the pseudoflow algorithm can be applied to find the maximum flow going from the source to
the sink considering the geometrical precedence. The maximum flow in the graph represents the maximum
net value in the ore body, so the set of nodes involved in the maximum flow solution corresponds to the
blocks in the resulting ultimate pit limit.

Figure 1: Example of arc creation in a 2D block model. Economic block value (left), external arcs source-node (center-bottom),
external arcs node-sink (center-top), and internal arcs with 3 top block precedence (right).

It is worth mentioning that the previous s,t-graph is prone to find an ultimate pit limit with a “vertical
wall” several benches high on the top of the pit, as the blocks in the boundary are not constrained by a
precedence of three blocks, but only by two. In practice, this can be easily avoided by considering only the
blocks inside the largest feasible pit. In other words, blocks that fall outside the largest feasible pit, should
be excluded from the initial graph. This is the case for blocks in the bottom left and bottom right section
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of our example. Similarly, if different bench heights or slope angles are required, these must be imposed in
the internal arcs, thus changing the geometrical precedence.
The following code implements both the previous idea of making a network over a maximum feasible pit
and considering an static geometrical precedence. Additionally, the solver by Hochbaum (2008) implements
a pseudoflow variant in which the capacity of nodes in A(s) is monotone non-decreasing using a factor
lambda and the capacity of nodes in A(t) is monotone non-increasing with the same lambda: capacity =
constant + multiplier · lambda. For our application, the constant is the capacity (i.e., the absolute block
economic value), the multiplier is set to one, and lambda is set to zero.
4.

Python codes

The following codes run the 3D pseudoflow algorithm over a predefined block model. A function-byfunction presentation is used along with comments and descriptions. We begin by importing four python
packages (or libraries):
1
2
3
4

import
import
import
import

numpy as np
networkx as NetX
pseudoflow as pf
time

NumPy (Walt et al., 2011) operates over large and multi-dimensional arrays and matrices; NetworkX
provides the structures for networks and graph representation (nodes, arcs, capacities, etc.) (Hagberg
et al., 2008); pseudoflow2 (Hochbaum, 2008) provides a variant of the fully parametric implementation
of Hochbaum’s Pseudoflow (HPF) algorithm for minimum cut on directed graphs; time3 provides several
time-related functions.
1
2
3
4
5

def Pseudofl ow_UPL ( BM , nx , ny , nz , VarIn , VarOut ) :
print ( " Beginning Pseudoflow " )
start_UPL = time . time ()
source = 0
sink = np . int ( nx * ny * nz + 1)

6
7
8

# Graph creation
Graph = NetX . DiGraph ()

9
10
11

# External arcs creation by external function . Source - Nodes , Nodes - Sink
Graph = C r e a t e E x t e r n a l A r c s ( BM , nx , ny , nz , Graph = Graph , Var = VarIn )

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

# Internal arcs creation by external function . Block precedence (1 x5 or 1 x9 )
for ind_z in range ( nz - 1) :
pos_z = nz - ind_z - 2
for pos_y in range ( ind_z + 1 , ny - ind_z - 1) :
for pos_x in range ( ind_z + 1 , nx - ind_z - 1) :
# Precedence of 5 blocks
Graph = C r e a t e I n t e r n a l A r c s 1 x 5 ( pos_x , pos_y , pos_z , nx , ny , Graph = Graph )
# Precedence of 9 blocks
# Graph = C r e a t e I n t e r n a l A r c s 1 x 9 ( pos_x , pos_y , pos_z , nx , ny , Graph = Graph )

22
23
24
25

# Solving the minimum cut problem via pf . hpf solver
RangeLambda = [0]
breakpoints , cuts , info = pf . hpf ( Graph , source , sink , const_cap = " const " , mult_cap = " mult
" , lambdaRange = RangeLambda , r o u n d N e g a t i v e C a p a c i t y = False )

26
27
28
29

# Going over the cuts . items finding the nodes inside the resulting UPL .
B = { x : y for x , y in cuts . items () if y == [1] and x !=0}
InsideList = list ( B . keys () )

30

2 https://pypi.org/project/pseudoflow/
3 https://docs.python.org/3/library/time.html
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31
32

# Set all blocks as zero
BM [: , VarOut ] = 0

33
34
35
36

for indUPL in range ( len ( InsideList ) ) :
# Set blocks inside UPL as one
BM [ np . int ( InsideList [ indUPL ] -1) , VarOut ] = 1

37
38

print ( " --> Pseudoflow time : - -% s seconds " % ( np . around (( time . time () - start_UPL ) ,
decimals =2) ) )

39
40

return BM
Listing 1: Pseudoflow function. Graph creation. Minimum cut solver. UPL block model flagging.

The above function Pseudoflow_UPL(BM, VarIn, VarOut) receives as input the block model (BM),
the economic value column (VarIn) and the resulting UPL column (VarOut). Although the above python
listing includes comments, we review the function step-by-step. In network terms, every block must be
transformed into a node. Two additional nodes are required: Source node (coded as 0) and Sink node
(coded as nx · ny · nz + 1) where nx, ny, nz corresponds to the total nodes in the x, y and z axes, respectively.
An empty direct graph is created in line 8. Arcs capacities must be added to the graph. External
arcs are created by calling the CreateExternalArcs() function. Internal arcs are created by calling the
CreateInternalArcs1x5() or CreateInternalArcs1x9() function inside a nested for loops. We describe
these functions in the below code listings. The nested for loop covers all blocks with geometrical precedence.
Once the direct graph is fully informed, it is time to solve the minimum cut problem. The parametric variant of the HPF algorithm implemented in the solver requires to set lambda values so the capacity of sourceadjacent arcs is monotone non-decreasing in lambda while the capacity of sink-adjacent arcs is monotone
non-increasing in lambda. We set the lambda range to just one value (zero) without loss of generality, so the
capacities remain constant throughout the process. For further details, please refer to Hochbaum (2008). The
solver is called by pf.hpf(Graph, source, sink, const_cap="const", mult_cap="mult", lambdaRange
=RangeLambda, roundNegativeCapacity=False) where Graph is our created direct graph, source and sink
were previously defined, const cap is set to constant (arcs attribute with the constant capacity), mult cap
is set to mult (arcs attribute with the lambda multiplier), lambdaRange is associated with the RangeLambda
vector, and negative capacities are not rounded to zero.
Line 28 goes over the cuts items, selecting the nodes inside the resulting UPL while line 29 converts the
dictionary keys to a vector. Line 32 sets all blocks as zero in the corresponding block model column while
line 36 assigns a value of one to all blocks inside the resulting ultimate pit limit. Finally, the function prints
the time it took to generate the UPL and returns the updated block model.
1
2

def C r e a t e E x t e r n a l A r c s ( BM , nx , ny , nz , Graph , Var ) :
Sink = np . int ( nx * ny * nz + 1)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

for t_z in range ( nz ) :
pos_z = nz - t_z - 1
for t_y in range ( t_z , ny - t_z ) :
for t_x in range ( t_z , nx - t_z ) :
p_i = 1 + t_x + nx * t_y + ny * nx * pos_z
Capacity = np . absolute ( np . around ( BM [ p_i -1 , Var ] , decimals =2) )
if BM [ p_i -1 , Var ] < 0: # Negative local Economic Value
Graph . add_edge ( p_i , Sink , const = Capacity , mult =1)
else :
Graph . add_edge (0 , p_i , const = Capacity , mult =1)
return Graph
Listing 2: Create external arcs function.

The CreateExternalArcs(BM, nx, ny, nz, Graph, Var) function receives the block model (BM), the
number of blocks on each x, y and z axes (nx, ny, nz), the column number of economic value (Var), and
the working graph (Graph). Note how the for loops begin from the z-axis, then the y-axis and end with
the x-axis, so the node number in the graph (pi value) of the block associated with the ith row in the block
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model is defined as 1 + tx + nx · ty + ny · nx · posz (see Table 1). The latter is a simple notation to move
back and forth between the [x, y, z] coordinates in the block model and the [pi ] node position in the graph.
The following step is to connect each node (each block) with either the source node or the sink node. The
nodes whose corresponding blocks have negative economic values are linked to the sink while nodes with a
non-negative economic blocks associated are linked to the source. The resulting arcs, either source-node or
node-sink, have a capacity equal to the absolute magnitude of the block economic value. We have defined
that all external arcs have a multiplier equal to 1.
Table 1: Node number in graph (pi ) and the corresponding position in the block model.
Node number (pi )
1
2
3
...
pi
...
nx · ny · nz

1
2

X
0
0
0
...
tx
...
nx − 1

Y
0
0
0
...
ty
...
ny − 1

Z
0
1
2
...
posz
...
nz − 1

def C r e a t e I n t e r n a l A r c s 1 x 9 ( pos_x , pos_y , pos_z , nx , ny , Graph ) :
p_0 = 1 + pos_x + nx * pos_y + ny * nx * pos_z

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

p_1
p_2
p_3
p_4
p_5
p_6
p_7
p_8
p_9

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

( pos_x -1)
( pos_x ) +
( pos_x +1)
( pos_x -1)
( pos_x ) +
( pos_x +1)
( pos_x -1)
( pos_x ) +
( pos_x +1)

+ nx *( pos_y -1) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
nx *( pos_y -1) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
+ nx *( pos_y -1) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
+ nx *( pos_y ) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
nx *( pos_y ) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
+ nx *( pos_y ) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
+ nx *( pos_y +1) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
nx *( pos_y +1) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
+ nx *( pos_y +1) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,

p_1 ,
p_2 ,
p_3 ,
p_4 ,
p_5 ,
p_6 ,
p_7 ,
p_8 ,
p_9 ,

const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,

mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)

23
24

return Graph
Listing 3: Create internal arcs function. Nine blocks precedence.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

def C r e a t e I n t e r n a l A r c s 1 x 5 ( pos_x , pos_y , pos_z , nx , ny , Graph ) :
p_0 = 1 + pos_x + nx * pos_y + ny * nx * pos_z
p_2 = 1 + ( pos_x ) + nx *( pos_y -1) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
p_4 = 1 + ( pos_x -1) + nx *( pos_y ) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
p_5 = 1 + ( pos_x ) + nx *( pos_y ) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
p_6 = 1 + ( pos_x +1) + nx *( pos_y ) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)
p_8 = 1 + ( pos_x ) + nx *( pos_y +1) + ny * nx *( pos_z +1)

8
9
10
11
12
13

Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,
Graph . add_edge ( p_0 ,

p_2 ,
p_4 ,
p_5 ,
p_6 ,
p_8 ,

const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,
const =99 e99 ,

mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)
mult =1)

14
15

return Graph
Listing 4: Create internal arcs function. Five blocks precedence.
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The functions CreateInternalArcs1x9() CreateInternalArcs1x5() receives the graph, the position
of the block model and the number of blocks in x and y directions. The former establishes the node position
of the main block and the nine node positions of the above nine blocks while the latter does the same but
only with the five blocks above, according to the geometrical precedence scheme. Then both add the arcs
that link the node of the main block with the nodes of the upper blocks with an infinite capacity and a
multiplier of one. Lastly, the updated graph is returned.
1
2
3
4
5
6

def main () :
print ( " Start " )
start_time = time . time ()
nx , xmn , xsiz = 44 , 24300 , 16
ny , ymn , ysiz = 62 , 24800 , 16
nz , zmn , zsiz = 26 , 3600 , 16

7

BlockModel = np . loadtxt ( " BM_matrix . txt " ) # Import Block Model
BlockModel = Pseudo flow_UPL ( BM = BlockModel , nx = nx , ny = ny , nz = nz , VarIn =4 , VarOut =5)

8
9
10

’’’ Save Block Model ’’’
np . savetxt ( fname = " BM_matrix . txt " , X = BlockModel , fmt = ’ %.3 f ’ , delimiter = ’\ t ’)

11
12
13

return print ( " - -% s seconds of the whole process - " % ( np . around (( time . time () start_time ) , decimals =2) ) )

14

15
16
17
18

if __name__ == " __main__ " :
main ()
Listing 5: Main function. Importing block model. Running the Pseudoflow algorithm. Exporting block model.

The main() function is quite simple. It sets the start time, the block model dimensions, it imports the
block model in text format delimited by tab and then it calls for the pseudoflow function. Once the process
is done, it saves an updated block model and prints the running time.
5.

Application

We demonstrate the resulting UPLs on a porphyry copper deposit. A block model of 44 × 62 × 26 blocks
of size 16×16×16 is considered using the copper grade
as key interest element (Figure 2 left). The economic

value of each block is obtained via V = P − Cp · R · T · α · Z − T · Cm − T · Cg where α ∈ R+ is a unit
conversion factor, and Cm , Cg , P, Cp , R, Z are process specific referring to mining cost, crushing-grinding
cost, ore price, processing cost, ore recovery, and copper grade respectively. The Table 2 summaries the
assumed values of each parameter and Figure 2 (right) shows the resulting economic block model.
Table 2: Parameters for block economic assessment
Price (P )
Processing cost (Cp )
Recovery (R)
Tonnage (T )
Conversion factor (α)
Mining cost (Cm )
Crushing-grinding cost (Cm )

1.8
0.315
80
2.7 ·163
2204
4.0
10.0

usd/lb
usd/lb
%
Ton
lb/ton
usd/ton
usd/ton

In Numpy array format, the block model (BM matrix.txt) has a shape of (70928, 6) where 70928 corresponds to the 44 × 62 × 26 blocks and 6 corresponds to six columns, each one representing the coordinates
x, y, z, and the values of copper grade, economic value, and ultimate pit limit, respectively.
By running the code, the main() function is executed. First, the block model dimensions in GSLib
format are defined, then the block model is imported as Numpy array. The Pseudoflow_UPL() function
is executed with arguments: BM=BlockModel, VarIn=4, VarOut=5, representing the block model to be
analyzed, the column of the economic attribute and the column for the resulting UPL, respectively.
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Figure 2: Block model. Copper grade (left) and economic evaluation (right).

When calling the Pseudoflow_UPL() function, the external arcs of the network are created by calling the
sub-function CreateExternalArcs(). The internal arcs result by assuming geometrical precedence either a
1 × 5 or 1 × 9 meaning that it is required to extract the above 5 blocks in cross shape or the above square of
3 by 3 blocks, respectively. The former is performed by calling the sub-function CreateInternalArcs1x5()
while the latter by the sub-function CreateInternalArcs1x9(). In practice, the code requires to comment/uncomment line 20 and 22 of the Pseudoflow_UPL() function.
Based on the economic block model, the Figure 3 illustrates the resulting ultimate pit limits generated
by the 1 × 5 and 1 × 9 geometrical constraints at the top and bottom of the figure, respectively. The former
UPL contains 7,313 blocks with a total net value of 322.7 MUSD while the latter has 5,141 blocks with a
total net value of 284.9 MUSD.

Figure 3: Resulting ultimate pit limits by using the CreateInternalArcs1x5() function (top) and CreateInternalArcs1x9() function (bottom).

We extend the example by developing a simple nested pit analysis using the 1 × 5 geometrical constraint.
The revenue factor varies between [0.3, 1.2] using a discretization of 0.02. Figure 4 presents the total tonnage
inside the resulting pit, the corresponding tonnage of ore and its associated copper grade. Based on total
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tonnage increments, we have arbitrarily chosen six pits at revenue factors 0.7, 0.84, 0.92, 1.0, 1.08 and 1.2.
The associated nested pits are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Nested pits via revenue factor analysis.

Figure 5: Six nested pits flagged from the smallest (six) to the largest (one). Blocks not extracted are coded as zero.
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In terms of computing time, each run of the code took 1.5 seconds on average using a single workstation
with a 64-bit Windows 10 Home system, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 3.70 GHz, 16 GB of RAM, solid state
hard drive and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti 11 GB.
6.

Final comments

The previous code runs end-to-end. It has been developed for research purpose only. We encourage
further implementations on specific geometrical precedence and different slop angles. The codes for economic
assessment and visualization are not provided. Readers are welcome to use the code and if any bug is found
please contact the author via email.
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Abstract
In open pit projects, defining the limits of an ultimate pit is required to quantify the total
mineral reserves. A single economic block model assessment along with spatial constrains
serve as input to conventional ultimate pit limit algorithms. Thus, considering only
estimated block model attributes has become an accepted practice. Dealing with several
possible realizations of a single attribute has led to the development of new algorithms
that implement conventional methods and account for uncertainty in the attributes.
In this work, we propose a heuristic algorithm that transfers the uncertainty in the
block model attributes into probabilities of ore-waste classification and inclusion in the
ultimate pit limit. Based on the possible distribution of each attribute, a solution space
of economic responses is computed over each policy in terms of probability thresholds.
By using economic risk analysis, an optimum policy can be found. We demonstrate the
feasibility of the methods over a porphyry copper deposit by comparing the results of a
conventional approach based on kriging estimation and the proposed methods based on
sequential Gaussian simulations.

1.

Introduction

The ultimate pit limit (UPL) defines the total volume of rock to be mined over the life of the mine.
The limits are outlined by solving an UPL algorithm under economic and spatial constraints. Usually,
the aim is to maximize the final net present value of the entire mine project, although in practice the
undiscounted net value is used to define this envelope. Current standards in resource assessment and reserve
quantification, such as the National Instrument 43-101 (Fox, 2017), based their reports on deterministic
geostatistical methods and conventional ultimate pit definition techniques. Accounting for uncertainty in
primary and secondary rock properties (Coward et al., 2009), such as grades, impurity concentration and
geometallurgical test-work responses, into the mine design, via stochastic geostatistical foundations, yields
to new perspectives in terms of phase design, ore/waste (OW) classification, phase scheduling and economic
risk analysis.
Conventional pit optimization is based on a single deterministic estimated economic block model, using
of conventional open pit optimization algorithms, resulting in a single ultimate pit limit definition. Working
in a deterministic environment does not allow for uncertainty quantification, as geological variability at each
location is not considered. Stochastic modelling admits the uncertainty integration by processing several
equally probable realizations of the same geological setting. Although multiple-point statistics allow for
the reproduction of complex geological patterns, we present our results using a straightforward two-point
geostatistical approach (sequential Gaussian simulation), to demonstrate the potential of the stochastic
framework, increasing the total mine project value (Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2002).
As explained by Morales et al. (2019), the UPL definition neither involves the time dimensionality
(economic discount) nor mine project constraints (mine and plant capacities). Morales et al. (2019) tackled
this problem from a parametric perspective by using an integer programming approach, while a heuristic
technique is added in the production planning stage. Also, they explicitly mentioned the option of developing
1 Cite as: Avalos, S., Ortiz, JM (2020) Ultimate pit policy via sequential Gaussian simulation, Predictive Geometallurgy and
Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-12, 195-210.
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a probability map representation, where each block represents the probability of belonging to a robust UPL
based on several geological settings. Finally, they comment on the promising advantage of heuristic and
meta-heuristic approaches in the stochastic geometallurgical framework.
A heuristic pit optimization (HPO) method was developed by Acorn and Deutsch (2018) and further
applied by Acorn et al. (2020). HPO optimizes a pit shell by accounting for several grade scenarios via
sequential Gaussian simulations and a penalized factor. Let L be the number of realizations and ωpv the
penalized factor, HPO maximizes the value subject to the variability, as follows:
max{Vp − ωpv · Rpv }
subject to
L

Vp =

1X
Vp (l)
L
l=1

and
Rpv

v
u
L
u1 X
2
Vp (l) − Vp
=t
L
l=1

Thus, by modifying ωpv , a set of different pit shells is obtained. To find the optimum ultimate pit limit,
Acorn et al. (2020) use the economic risk (standard deviation) versus economic expected (mean) return
analysis. The HPO method is a simple and powerful idea to account for geological uncertainty. Improving
it, by any means, would lead to a better risk management and decision making. The following methodology
proposes a different approach to outline the ultimate pit limit along with a probabilistic approach to handle
ore-waste classification by means of policy making under economic risk analysis.
2.

Model

Usually, a single UPL outline is found by conventional methods, such as floating cone, Lerchs & Grossman
(Lerchs, 1965) and Pseudoflow (Hochbaum, 1998, 2008), when a single estimated block model is considered
(Figure 1 Left). Moving towards simulated block models requires either new methods capable of processing
several realizations at the same time or a new workflow at which all realizations are processed, one by one,
by conventional methods resulting in one or several UPL outlines. The proposed heuristic ultimate pit
policy (HUPP) belongs to the latter option. On the one hand, we compute a probability map of ore-waste
classification based on a cut-off grade parameter over the ensemble of realizations. On the other hand, we
compute a probability of belonging (or not) to the UPL, by checking for each realization if the block belongs
to its pit envelope. Note that the UPL outline is computed over each realization (Figure 1 Right). As a
result two maps, one of probability of being ore and one of probability of belonging to the UPL, serve to
define pit limits by adopting different policies to manage economic risk.
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Estimation model

Stochastic model

One estimated values

Several simulated values

Conventional pit
optimization

One ultimate pit limit

HUPP

Probability of
ultimate pit limit

Probability
ore/waste

One or several ultimate pit limits and ore/waste
classiﬁcations based on a risk policy

Figure 1: Scheme of conventional pit optimizer approaches (left) and the heuristic ultimate pit policy (HUPP) (right).

Let L be the total number of realizations, each one with m geometallurgical attributes considered in
the economic assessment of a location x ∈ D in a simulated domain D. The HUPP method consists of
processing each realization l ∈ L by:
1. Economically assessing each location, Vl (x), considering the corresponding ml (x) attributes and computing its associated ultimate pit limit;
2. Computing the ore probability (pore ) map based on the cut-off grade at each location and its associated
grade distributions over all L realizations;
3. Computing the ultimate pit limit probability (pupl ) map based on the local proportion of times that
each location falls inside of any of the L ultimate pit limits;

4. Over each combination of policy π pupl , pore ∈]0, 1]×[0, 1] the space of economic responses is computed
by processing the L realizations under the adopted policy in terms of the outlined UPL and the predefined destination of each block2 ; and

5. Adopting an optimum policy π ∗ p∗upl , p∗ore or several nested policies under certain economic risk
metrics.
Note that the only known values are the conditioning data points from which all L realization came from
and no ground truth is previously known. When actually mining the deposit, the block destination is based
on the actual attributes and not on the simulated ones.
2.1.

Economic assessment

For a realization l ∈ L we can assess the economic value Vl (x) of a location x ∈ D upon its final
destination considering its associated costs and final revenues. The final destination results from comparing
2 Note

that pupl : 0 is unfeasible since it would imply the non-existence of a final pit.
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the grade Zl (x) with respect to the cut-off grade of each possible destination. The process cut-off grade
Cm (x) + Cg (x)

is computed as Z Cut-off (x) =
where α ∈ R+ is a unit conversion factor, and
P (x) − Cp (x) · α · R(x)
Cm , Cg , P, Cp , R are process specific referring to mining cost, crushing-grinding cost, ore price, processing
cost, and ore recovery, respectively.
If the current block grade is below the minimum cut-off grade, the economic value of the block is simply
its extraction cost as Vl (x) = −T (x) · Cm (x) with T (x) the tonnage of location x, while if the current block
grade is equal or higher than the cut-off grade, the value is computed as Vl (x) = P − Cp (x) · Z(x) · R(x) ·
T (x) · α − T (x) · Cm (x) − T (x) · Cg (x). If more than one destination is considered, a set of possible cut-off
grades associated to the block would be available. The destination would be assigned based on the highest
positive revenue.
Once the blocks in realization l ∈ L have been economically assessed, we compute the global economic
value (total net value) as the sum of the economic value of blocks inside a resulting UPL outline. As
previously mentioned, the UPL outline comes as a solution of an open pit optimization technique that
account for block precedence for the particular realization.
During this first stage, two auxiliary variables are created: OWl (x) and U P Ll (x). The former has a
value of one when the block at location x is categorized as ore and zero when categorized as waste, while
the latter has a value of one when the block at location x belongs to the ultimate pit limit and zero when
it falls outside, for that realization and optimum pit limit.
2.2.

Ore probability map

When dealing with geometallurgical block models, the m attributes considered in the economic assessment varies from one realization to another, slightly modifying the cut-off grade threshold value. Thus, to
compute an ore probability map we must rely on the auxiliary variable OWl . Let pore (x) ∈ [0, 1] be the
probability of location x to be classified as ore. It is computed as:
L

pore (x) =

1X
OWl (x)
L

(1)

l=1

By doing so, we transfer the domain input space of L × m random variables into a single attribute pore
representing the block model as an ore probability map.
2.3.

Ultimate pit limit probability map

Similar to the previous ore probability map, the ultimate pit limit probability map reduces the input
space from L dimensions to a single attribute pupl (x) ∈]0, 1]. Based on the previously mentioned auxiliary
variable U P Ll (x), the probability of each location x is computed as:
L

pupl (x) =

1X
U P Ll (x)
L

(2)

l=1

2.4.

Space of economic responses

Having the ore-waste and the ultimate pit limit probability maps, we are able to create the solution space
of economic responses. Each pair {pupl , pore } defines the blocks that will
 be mined and their destinations.
We refer to this definition as a policy over the block model, π pupl , pore .
Assuming an early mining project stage, meaning that no rock has been
 mined so far, all L realizations
are potential scenarios of the ore deposit. Thus, for each policy π pupl , pore we can process every realization,
obtaining L possible total net value responses. As the number of responses are discrete, we can represent
4
them as a simple histogram over the total
 net values. By doing so, we have represented the ore body in R
as pupl × pore × Net Value × Frequency (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Scheme of the R4 representation of the ore deposit for UPL outlining purpose. The first two dimensions (pupl ×pore )
define what we call policy while the last two dimensions (Net Value × Frequency) came as a response of processing all possible
simulated scenarios. The arrow of the fourth dimension is shown in red to avoid misinterpretations.

2.5. Optimum policy
The aim is to outline a single ultimate pit limit or several
 nested pits. Thus, the questions that naturally
arises is how can we find an optimum policy π ∗ p∗upl , p∗ore over the previous R4 space? In fact, it depends
on how much economic risk are shareholders and mine planners able to assume. This conditional response
opens the door for economic risk metrics over the distribution of net values in order to find an optimum
policy.
Mean, standard deviations, coefficient of variation (CV) and percentiles of net values can be computed
for each pair {pupl , pore }, resulting in several probability maps that measure the previous statistics. A direct
selection can be done over those metrics, such as what is the pupl value that maximizes the mean net value
and what would it be the corresponding pore threshold that serves as ore-waste classifier?.
The previous analysis requires only the L realizations coming from a simulation technique. Another
interesting approach is to actually proceed conventionally with an estimation method, such as ordinary
kriging, resulting in a single grade estimation, block economic assessment, and therefore a single ultimate
pit limit outline. Using the UPL outline from this estimated model, we process the L simulated scenarios,
using the simulated grades values for economic assessment. The later implicitly generates an ore-waste
classification over each realization, regardless of the estimated ore-waste classification3 . By doing so, we
generate a net value distribution representing all possible economic outputs of using the estimated UPL. It
leverages the potential of quantifying the uncertainty of the total net value coming from the estimated UPL
via simulating the grades values.
We can now bridge the ideas of the previous two paragraphs. We begin by computing an economic risk
metric over the net value distribution over the estimated UPL (such as the coefficient of variation, CV).
The same metric must be computed over the probability maps coming from the simulated approach. The
former will define a isoline S over the probability map, meaning that all pairs {pupl , pore } ∈ S have the
same economic metric (same CV).
We can now ask a more specific questions Over the isoline S, which is

the optimal policy π ∗ p∗upl , p∗ore that having the same economic risk than a conventional method results in a
3 This key assumption results by assuming that the ore-waste classification occurs when the ore deposit is mined, so if each
simulated scenario is assumed as a potential reality, the simulated values rather than the estimated ones will define the block
destination. The estimated values serve only during the estimated economic assessment for ultimate pit limit definition.
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higher expected net value?. In other words, the optimum point in the isoline S can be found by maximizing
another statistical metrics such as the average net value.
Different variations of the previous step-by-step process can be used to define optimal policies. For
instance, in the conventional approach, an expected net value is known based on the estimated grades and
the obtained UPL definition. Over the net value distribution, obtained via simulation, the corresponding
percentile of the expected net value can be computed. The same percentile value can then be computed at
each pair over the probability maps and the optimal policy would result by finding the policy that maximizes
the net value inside the percentile-probability map.
Lastly, we have implicitly assumed that (i) both estimation and simulation techniques are based on the
same dataset of conditional data points, and (ii) there is no ground truth available during the analysis. In the
following experiment, we will include a known ground truth to measure the real net value via conventional
estimation methods and simulated optimal policies.
3.

Experiment

We explore the HUPP methodology on a three dimensional porphyry copper deposit. Blast holes and
drill holes datasets are available. The selected estimation and simulation methods are ordinary kriging and
sequential Gaussian simulation, respectively. Variographic analysis and statistical validation were carried
out by the authors but are not documented in the current article to avoid keep it of a reasonable length.
3.1.

Block model and economic parameters

A block model of 44 × 62 × 26 blocks of size 16 × 16 × 16m3 is considered using copper grade as key
interest element. The economic value of each block is obtained as in subsection 2.1 with parameter values
summaries in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters for block economic assessment
Price (P )
Processing cost (Cp )
Recovery (R)
Tonnage (T )

3.2.

1.8
0.315
80
2.7 · 163

usd/lb
usd/lb
%
Ton

Crushing-grinding cost (Cm )
Mining cost (Cm )
Conversion factor (α)

10.0
4.0
2204

usd/ton
usd/ton
lb/ton

Datasets

Two datasets are available: blast holes and drill holes. The former has 20,321 data points with a copper
average of 0.70& while the latter has 2,376 data points with a copper average of 0.63 %. All basic statistics
are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Basic statistics over the blast holes, drill holes, contour holes and their combinations.

Min
Mean
Max
St Dev
Var
CV
Count
Decl Mean
Decl St Dev

DH
0.072
0.632
4.344
0.386
0.149
0.611
2376
0.623
0.482

BH
0.006
0.702
5.94
0.462
0.214
0.659
20321
0.652
0.49

Contour
0
0.146
0.298
0.085
0.007
0.585
598
0.146
0.088

DH + Contour
0
0.534
4.344
0.398
0.159
0.745
2974
0.492
0.42

BH + Contour
0
0.686
5.94
0.465
0.216
0.678
20919
0.564
0.416

DH + BH
0.006
0.694
5.94
0.455
0.207
0.656
22697
0.621
0.542

DH + BH + Contour
0
0.68
5.94
0.458
0.21
0.673
23295
0.55
0.483

In order to spatially constrain the estimated and simulated grade values, seeking to recreate a more
realistic deposit, synthetic vertical drill holes have been added at the boundaries (contour) of the block
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model, as shown in Figure 3. These contour holes have copper grades randomly drawn from a uniform
U (0, 0.3) to mimic the low grade in the host rock and limit the extent of the mineralization.

Figure 3: Datasets visualization. Blast holes (left) and Drill holes (right). Both including contour holes.

3.3.

Workflow

The scheme of Figure 4 summarizes the workflow of the experiment. We begin by combining the blast
holes and drill holes datasets (always using the additional contour holes) to create a Ground Truth (GT). The
GT serves mainly as reference in terms of the real potential of the ore deposit. In that sense, the blast holes
are only used at this stage and not in any subsequent step. The GT is built as one realization via sequential
Gaussian simulation. Over the GT, conventional open pit optimization and ore/waste classification are
applied to find the potential maximum net value that can be obtained in the entire ore deposit, if all grades
were known, which is never achievable in practice.
We now move to the application of the HUPP method discussed in the previous section. Only the
drill holes dataset, extended with the contour holes, will be used next. We generate an estimated grade
scenario via ordinary kriging (deterministic model) and one thousand scenarios via sequential Gaussian
simulation (stochastic model). We economically assess the estimation model and by using an ultimate pit
optimization technique (Pseudoflow algorithm (Hochbaum, 1998, 2008) implemented in Python (Avalos and
Ortiz, 2020)) a deterministic UPL is outlined and an expected net value is computed. An actual net value is
computed by extracting the GT grades inside this deterministic UPL. Similarly, the net value distribution is
computed by processing the simulated grades inside the deterministic UPL and thus providing an uncertainty
quantification over the net value. Note that the simulated grades define the block destination (ore or waste).
Here, a coefficient of variation is calculated along with the corresponding percentile of the expected net value
via ordinary kriging with respect to the distribution.
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Figure 4: Experimental workflow.

Using the simulated grade scenarios, the probability maps are generated. Thus, each realization is
economically assessed, an ore-waste classification is calculated and an ultimate pit limit is outlined. Mean
net value and coefficient of variation probability maps are computed. Using the coefficient of variation of
the previous analysis, the isoline is defined. The optimum policy is found by maximizing the mean net value
over the cases in the isoline. In parallel, the resulting percentile of the deterministic analysis is used to
develop a percentile-probability map in which the optimum policy is found again my maximizing the mean
net value. Note that in the first case, the optimum policy is found over the isoline over the CV-probability
map while in the latter it is found over the entire percentile-probability map.
Results are compared by processing the GT grades over the outlined UPL, the stripping ratio (waste/ore),
total ore, the average grade in ore, and visualizations of the resulting UPLs.
4.

Results

Visualizations of grades (left) and economic assessments (right) of ground truth (top), ordinary kriging
(center) and one realization via sequential Gaussian simulation (bottom) are shown in Figure 6. The use of
contour holes helped constrain the medium-and-high grades in the drill holes zone, resulting in more realistic
grade distributions.
Based on the economic assessment, an ore-waste classification (right) is performed and an ultimate pit
limit is computed (left) again over the ground truth (top), ordinary kriging (center) and one simulated
scenario (bottom) as shown in Figure 6.
From a ground truth analysis, the potential maximum net value is 322.3 MUSD, with a total number of
blocks inside the UPL of 7, 313, 5, 080 of which are classified as ore (stripping ratio: 0.439), and with 56.2
Mton @ 0.821%Cu as ore.
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Figure 5: Visualizations. Copper grades (left) and economic valuation (right). Ground truth (top), ordinary kriging (center)
and one sequential Gaussian simulation (bottom).
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Figure 6: Visualizations. Ultimate pit limit (left) and ore-waste classification (right). Ground truth (top), ordinary kriging
(center) and one sequential Gaussian simulation (bottom).

The expected net value using the deterministic model (ordinary kriging) is 108.8 MUSD, with a total
number of blocks inside the UPL of 6, 180, 3, 234 of which are classified as ore (stripping ratio: 0.91), and
with 35.7 Mton @ 0.790%Cu as ore.
When processing the ground truth grades inside the deterministic UPL, the actual net value is 292.2
MUSD, with 6, 180 blocks inside the UPL, 4, 182 ore blocks (stripping ratio: 0.477), and with 46.2 Mton @
0.849%Cu as ore.
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From these initial results, we can see that the deterministic approach led to an underestimation of
the economic potential of the deposit and when mining the real values (ground truth grades) inside the
deterministic UPL the total revenue moves from an expected 108.8 to 292.2 MUSD (an increase of 168 %).
Exploring the uncertainty in the expected 108.8 MUSD via processing the simulated grades, the net
value distribution of Figure 7 is obtained. A mean of 104.2 MUSD with a standard deviation of 34.2 MUSD
are obtained, resulting in a coefficient of variation of 0.328 and a corresponding percentile of 58.4 % for the
expected 108.8 MUSD.

Figure 7: Net value distribution by using the UPL from ordinary kriging and the economic values (grades) from a thousand
sequential Gaussian simulations.

Once each simulated scenario has been economically assessed, an ore-waste classification performed and
an ultimate pit limit outlined, the ultimate pit probability pupl (x) (left) and ore probability pore (x) (right)
attributes can be computed at each location x in the block model, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Visualization of the ultimate pit probability (left) and ore probability (right) inside the block model.

Applying a sequential thresholding over both probability attributes, combining them and processing all
one thousand simulated grades scenarios, the R4 representation is obtained and therefore, any of the statistical probability maps can be computed. To our purpose, four statistical probability maps are calculated:
mean net value, standard deviation net value, coefficient of variation net value, and 58.4%-percentile net
value, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Statistical probability maps: mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and 58.4%-percentile of the total
simulated net values.

Knowing that the deterministic approach (UPL using ordinary kriging) has a coefficient of variation of
0.328, an isoline of CV ± 0.01·CV is drawn over the CV probability map, as shown in black over the bottomleft map of Figure 9. From all possible policies in the isoline, the optimum policy that maximizes the mean
net value is found at π(pupl : 42, pore : 10). Obtaining the optimum policy over the percentile-probability
map is a simpler and requires to find the maximum value in the probability map, which corresponds to
π(pupl : 64, pore : 17), as shown on the bottom-right map of the same Figure.
We now proceed to analyze the two optimal solutions. The ultimate pit limit is outlined by thresholding
the pupl (x) attribute using the pupl : 42 and pupl : 64 for the first and second policy, respectively. The
ore-waste classification of each block is previously defined by thresholding the pore (x) attribute using the
pore : 10 and pupl : 67 for the first and second policy, respectively. Then, the distribution of possible
responses is computed by processing all simulated grade scenarios, as shown in Figure 10. The actual net
values are obtained by processing the ground truth grades inside the previously defined UPLs and taking
the ore-waste decision based on the ground truth grades. Again, this assumption makes the method a more
realistic approach since in mine operations the ore-waste decision is made with short-term information, from
the actual samples obtained at blast holes locations, rather than based on grades estimated with long-term
information (drill holes).
The optimal policy π(pupl : 42, pore : 10) has a mean net value of 112.2 MUSD, a standard deviation of
36.7 MUSD and a coefficient of variation of 0.327. This optimal solution has an actual net value of 291.5
MUSD (assessed with the actual grades from the ground truth), with 5, 043 blocks inside the UPL, 3, 622
of which are classified as ore (stripping ratio: 0.392), and with 40.0 Mton @ 0.872%Cu as ore.
The optimal policy π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) has a mean net value of 115.5 MUSD, a standard deviation of
30.8 MUSD and a coefficient of variation of 0.266. This optimal solution has an actual net value of 292.8
MUSD, with 4, 468 blocks inside the UPL, 3, 374 of them classified as ore (stripping ratio: 0.244), and with
37.7 Mton @ 0.884%Cu as ore.
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Figure 10: Net value distributions by processing a thousand sequential Gaussian simulations with an UPL defined by: ordinary
kriging (top), optimum policy π(pupl : 42, pore : 10) (center), and optimum policy π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) (bottom).

Similar net values are obtained in the deterministic case and both optimum policies. However, the
total tonnage to be mined decreases considerably, from 6,180 to 5,043 and 4,468 in the first and second
optimum policies, respectively. The stripping ratio decreases proportionally, meaning that the decrease in
ore occurs along with a decrease in the amount of waste, maintaining the net value. In order to find the
locations of blocks that were left out, Figure 11 shows the UPL from the deterministic approach (top),
the UPL of π(pupl : 42, pore : 10) (center-left), the corresponding left out blocks (center-right), the UPL of
π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) (bottom-left) and the corresponding left out blocks (bottom-right).
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Figure 11: Ultimate pit limit visualization resulting from: ordinary kriging (top-left), optimum policy π(pupl : 42, pore : 10)
(center-left), and optimum policy π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) (bottom-left). An isometric view of the UPl from kriging (top-right),
blocks left out at π(pupl : 42, pore : 10) (center-right) and blocks left out at π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) (bottom-right).

Figure 12 summarizes the main results of each one of the branches in the workflow scheme of Figure 4.
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Figure 12: Summary of net values and key indices.

5.

Conclusion

We have presented a heuristic method to outline ultimate pit limits. A simulation technique, such as
sequential Gaussian simulation, is required to generate possible mineralization scenarios. By processing
them, probability attributes of ultimate pit limit and ore classification are built. A post processing leads to
probability maps over net value statistics. By using a deterministic method (ordinary kriging) to determine
the UPL, an expected net value serves as a reference point over its associated distribution of possible net
value (uncertainty quantification). Based on the previous reference, optimum policies are found inside the
probability maps.
In the experiment carried out, optimum policies led to outline smaller pits with lower stripping ratio
than the deterministic solution, higher average net value over the distribution of possible net values and
approximately the same actual net value when the real deposit grades are considered in the valuation. Thus,
blocks that lay between the deterministic pit and the pits defined by teh optimum policies do not contribute
to the net value of the project. In other words, the revenues of ore blocks are compensated by the cost of
moving the waste blocks.
These results cannot be extrapolated to other deposits. However, the methodology itself can be applied
over any type of ore deposit. In fact, we have obnly studied a univariate case (copper grade) but a multivariate case (multiple grades as in a polymetallic deposit) can be straightforwardly studied by using sequential
Gaussian co-simulations and ordinary co-kriging.
6.
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Abstract
Mineral processing comprises several stages including comminution, as crushing and
grinding, and concentration through froth flotation. Complementary equipment is
utilized to control particle size between stages. Models describing each stage and
equipment were reviewed in terms of their formulation, being all of them valid for
steady-state operations. It is also noted the nature of the models studied, fluctuating
from phenomenological, empirical, and populations balance models. Besides, the
models used in residence time distribution (RTD) determination are presented
separately since their structure depends on equipment dimensions instead of process
performance, and include time progress. The importance of RTD modeling lies in the
likelihood of using this data to estimate the blending effect in mineral processing.
Consequently, with the wide spectrum of models reviewed, it is possible to ground the
proposal of building an integrated dynamic simulator capable of representing the plant
performance and giving concentrate and tailings composition as an outcome.

1. Introduction
Mineral processing plants are composed of a series of comminution stages, which cause the ore liberation,
and a subsequent flotation stage that allows selectively concentrating the ore. Comminution stages
comprise crushing, autogenous or semi-autogenous grinding, as well as conventional grinding. Also, a
typical circuit in mineral processing is supported with classification equipment that ensures a desirable
product size between stages. These types of equipment are screens and hydrocyclones, where the first is
commonly used in dry processes such as crushing, and the second one is utilized in the presence of water
during grinding.
Since the mineral processing stages are widely used, modeling methodologies have been posed to
represent each one of the operations performed by the equipment involved in mineral processing. In this
manner, several models have been proposed and modified over time, to simulate steady-state operations.
These models serve as a tool to evaluate mineral processing performance or as a sizing instrument, that
is, to determine the operational parameters that lead to a given product size specification.
However, dynamic components, such as material residence time, have not been included within these
operation models and are calculated in a manner that is unrelated to the stage phenomenology, being
controlled mostly by geometric equipment parameters. Thus, knowing the ore composition obtained with
1
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and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-13, 211-236.
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mineral processing models plus the residence time information, the complete structure of the products
(concentrate and tailings) can be estimated considering the blending generated by circulating material
streams and diverse time permanence in each stage.
In this work, the different models used to characterize all the equipment utilized in mineral processing
stages are thoroughly reviewed. Alternatives for modeling each stage are analyzed and the nature of the
models is presented. The aim is to identify suitable models to integrate into a fully connected mineral
processing simulator that should be capable of predicting the concentrate and tailings composition
respectively.

2. Mineral processing models
2.1. Crushing models
Crushing is the first stage in the mineral processing plant in which the size reduction of run-of-mine (ROM)
material is performed. The crushing process is accomplished using compression of ore rocks against the
rigid steel surfaces of the crushers, and to a lesser extent by impact with these surfaces. The energy
consumed by this process highly depends on the ore hardness (crushability) as well as the feed size
material and its desired product size. For this purpose, it has been largely proven that the best model to
represent comminution processes in mineral processing is the Bond comminution law instead of Kick and
Von Rittinger alternatives. Equation 1 shows the expression used to calculate the crushing power
consumption 𝑃 expressed in [kW] based on the Bond comminution law, using the fresh material flow G
in [t/h], the crushability work index W in [kWh/t], the feed and product characteristic sizes 𝐹 , 𝑃 in
[μm] (Wills & Finch, 2016a):
P = 10 ∙ G ∙ W ∙

1
P

−

1

(1)

F

The comminution of the ROM material can include several crushing stages named primary, secondary,
and tertiary crushing, depending on the plant configuration adopted. Usual alternatives of crushing
machines are the jaw crushers, gyratory crushers, and cone crushers either standard and short-head types
(Wills & Finch, 2016b). Table 1 presents the typical equipment used in every crushing stage:
Table 1. Types of crushing machines used in different crushing stages.

Crushing Machine Primary Crushing Secondary Crushing Tertiary Crushing
Jaw Crusher
Gyratory Crusher
Cone Crusher

X
X
X

X

An appropriate crushing model must be capable to predict the particle size distribution obtained due to
the crushing machine action. In this manner, the model should integrate the feed material properties such as particle size and hardness - and the equipment operative parameters like discharge aperture or
setting. Two models were reviewed, King and Whiten, where the first can be utilized to characterize the
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primary crushing through jaw crushers and the second shows a greater versatility, being applicable to all
the types of crushing machines.

2.1.1 King model
King considers that particle size distribution at the crusher’s discharge is independent of the feed size
distribution. The most important parameter in this model is the setting discharge and to a lesser extent
the material properties (King, 2001).
Thus, the particle size distribution is characterized by a parameter r as follows:
r =

d
OSS

(2)

With d as the particle size of class i in [mm], and OSS the open size setting of the crusher in [mm].
A parameter PT is specified to relate material properties with the crushing work index. The values for this
parameter are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Values for the PT parameter at King’s fragmentation model.

Crushing Work Index
[kWh/t]
5-10

Material Characteristics

PT

Soft
Soft spongy
Medium
Medium spongy
Hard brittle
Hard tough
Hard slabby

90
85
90
85
90
82
75

10-13
> 13

Two additional parameters are derived from PT as follows:
K = ln

.

1
1−P

K = 0.5 ∙ ln

(3)
.

1
1−P

(4)

Where the term P is expressed by the relation:
P = 1 − exp −

0.5
K

.

(5)

Finally, the particle size distribution obtained at the crusher discharge is calculated by the following
relation:
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r
⎧ 1 − exp −
⎪
K
P(D) =
r
⎨
⎪1 − exp − K
⎩

.

; if r > 0.5
(6)

.

; if r ≤ 0.5

This model fits better the case of a primary jaw crusher, than secondary and tertiary crushing stages (King,
2001). Although this model is very simple to implement its main deficiency is that the feed size has no
impact on the product size distribution and hence it is possible to achieve the same result with two
completely different feed size distributions. Additionally, the classification of the P T parameter is done as
a result of a subjective appraisal. These two exposed defects may lead to an inappropriate outcome when
the crushing model performance is evaluated.

2.1.2 Whiten model
The model proposed by Whiten is widely accepted and is included in several simulation software.
Moreover, this model applies to most crushing operations and machines. This model is based on
performing a population balance to the size classes transforming the feed size distribution into a product
size distribution. In order to solve the population balance, a breakage function B and a classification
function C are used, both of which are expressed as matrix arrangements of 𝑛 × 𝑛 elements, where 𝑛
represents the number of size classes defined to characterize the distribution. Breakage is a lower
triangular matrix with 𝑏 elements that correspond to the fraction of ore with size j that got reduced
through crushing to size i. Classification is a diagonal matrix with 𝑐 elements corresponding to the
reduction rate of each size i or the fracture classification . Using the identity matrix I and knowing the feed
size distribution given by the vector f it is possible to calculate the product size distribution p by solving
the following population balance equation expressed in matrix form (Napier-Munn, Morrell, Morrison, &
Kojovic, 1996; Whiten, 1972):
p = (I − C) ∙ (I − BC)

∙f

(7)

To calculate the breakage matrix, Austin and Luckie (Austin & Luckie, 1972) proposed a method that
includes the geometric mean between size classes 𝑑 in [mm], and three coefficients that have to be
adjusted. These parameters are 𝛼 which represents the fine particles production coefficient, 𝛼
accounting the fine particle production index, and 𝛼 as the coarse particle production index. The formula
to obtain B is:
B, =α

d
d

+ (1 − α )

d
d

(8)

In the formula, the term j is the mother size class (original particle size) and i corresponds to the size
classes where the particles end due to the comminution. Therefore, equation 8 is a representation of
every column of the B matrix. The term d1 is the maximum particle size of the distribution. The typical
range of values for the alpha coefficients in crushing stage are: 𝛼 from 0.0 to 0.4, 𝛼 from 0.5 to 1.0, and
𝛼 from 2.0 to 8.0.
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To determine the classification function it is necessary to know the closed side setting (CSS) caused by
using a given discharge opening in the crusher. Thus the parameters 𝐾 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑆, 𝐾 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑆, and
𝐾 are proposed to calculate the classification matrix applying the relation:

C,

1
d −K
= 1−
K −K
⎨
⎪
0
⎩

d >K

⎧
⎪

K <d <K

(9)

d <K

Equation 9 is utilized to calculate the diagonal elements of the classification matrix and the rest of the C i,j
elements are zeros when 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. Some typical values are: 𝑘 from 0.5 to 0.95, 𝑘 from 1.7 to 3.5, and 𝐾
from 1.7 to 3.5. As expected, the model formulated by Whiten requires a fitting parameter procedure to
properly represent a specified crushing stage, thus a crushing characterization campaign is needed before
using the model. Nevertheless, its versatility allows characterizing every crushing stage, no matter the
properties of the treated material, by using any crushing machine.
Consequently, having the alphas and k terms, six parameters need to be determined to calibrate the entire
crushing model.

2.2. Conventional grinding models
Conventional grinding in mineral processing is a key comminution stage and is typically performed in
tumbling mills using steel balls as grinding medium. Formerly it was common to find tumbling mills using
steel rods as a first stage grinding but this technology has been neglected through time and replaced by
ball mills grinding in combination with autogenous grinding (AG)/ semi-autogenous grinding (SAG) and
crushing.
Because of the nature of the grinding process, the main mechanisms that involve this stage are
comminution by impact and attrition. The energy spent in size reduction through tumbling mills is the
highest of the whole mineral processing plant and, in the case of the Chilean copper industry, it represents
about 50% of the energy consumption of the mining process (Cochilco, 2013). The power consumed by
grinding can be estimated using the Bond relation that requires knowing the material hardness expressed
by the work index W in [kWh/t], the feed flow G in [t/h], and the sizes F and P that represent the
80% feed and product sizes respectively (Wills & Finch, 2016c).
P = 10 ∙ G ∙ W ∙

E ∙

1
P

−

1
F

(10)

It can be seen from Equation 10, that a set of six correction factors must be estimated to achieve a correct
power consumption assessment. These factors relate to the grinding type (wet or dry), type of circuit
(open or closed), mill diameter correction, feed oversize correction, product fine particles correction, and
reduction ratios. These factor estimations are solved by empirical relations which are presented in Table
3:
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Table 3. Conventional tumbling mills grinding correction factors.

Correction Factor
Grinding Type
Correction
Circuit Type
Correction
Diameter Correction

Expression
1
wet grinding
E =
1.3 dry grinding
[1.035 – 1.70] Tabulation based on the desired percentage under a reference
screen size.
2.44 .
E =
D
1
if F ≤ F
F
E = R + (W − 7) ∙ F − 1
if F > F
R

Feed Oversize
Correction

13
⎧
⎪16000 ∙ W ; rods
F =

⎨
13
⎪ 4000 ∙
; balls
W
⎩
1
if P ≥ 70μm
E = (P + 10.3)
if P < 70μm
1.145 ∙ P
if − 2 < R − R < 2
;R =8+5∙
)
other cases

Fine Particles
Correction
1
E =
Reduction Ratio
Correction

1+

(

1
E =

(
(

.
.

)
)

if R

≥6

if R

<6

; rod mills

; ball mills

The terms D and L presented in Table 3 corresponds to the mill diameter and mill length expressed in
meters. In regard to the parameters of the oversize feed correction factor, the term R 80 is the reduction
ratio F80/P80, and F0 is an empirical factor that depends on the ore work index (Wi) and grinding type (rod
mill or ball mill). Finally, in the case of the reduction ratio correction factor, the term R ro is an empirical
factor that relates the mill geometry, mill diameter and mill length, when the grinding through rod mills
is used.
On the other hand, it is possible to calculate the power consumption through mechanical considerations.
Under this approach, the power is estimated taking into account the mill charge, geometry, and
operational parameters. In this manner, the power consumption by mechanical considerations involves
the mill diameter (D), grinding medium charge (J) expressed as a fraction of the mill volume, and the mill
rotation speed expressed as a fraction of the critical speed (N/Nc). The relation that allows calculating the
power consumption [kW/t of steel] in rod mill systems is:
𝐾𝑊 = 1.752 ∙ 𝐷

.

∙ (6.3 − 5.4 ∙ 𝐽) ∙

𝑁
𝑁
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In the case of ball mills, the power consumption [kW/t of steel] is calculated using:

KW = 4.879 ∙ D

.

∙ (3.2 − 3 ∙ J) ∙

N
∙ 1−
N

0.1
2

∙

+S

(12)

The term S is used when the mill diameter exceeds 10 [ft], in which case the maximum ball size (B) affects
the power:
B − 12.5 ∙ D
50.8

S = 1.102 ∙

(13)

In practical terms both ways of calculating the energy are valid and in combination are used to perform
the sizing of the tumbling mill.
The tumbling mill has been modeled using a population balance methodology to describe the
fragmentation phenomenon occurring within it. The most accepted fragmentation model to calculate
grinding size product is the one proposed by Herbst-Fuerstenau which depends on the feed material
properties, as well as the geometric and operative parameters of the grinding machine.

2.2.1. Herbst-Fuerstenau model
The particle size distribution obtained after the grinding process is estimated using a population balance
through the breakage (B) and selection functions (S). Analogously to the crushing case, the breakage
function is a lower triangular matrix with 𝑏 elements that represent the mineral fraction of size j that
ends up in the size class i because of the grinding process. The selection function is a diagonal matrix with
𝑠 elements and represents the size reduction rate of the size class i. The population balance is solved
considering the identity matrix I, and relating the feed size vector f with the product size vector p adopting
the following formula (Herbst & Fuerstenau, 1980; Napier-Munn et al., 1996):
p = [I + (I − B) ∙ S]

(14)

∙f

The breakage matrix can be estimated using the afore reviewed relation proposed by Austin and Luckie
(Austin & Luckie, 1972) and depicted by Equation 8. In the case of grinding, the typical range of values for
the alpha coefficients are: 𝛼 from 0.0 to 0.4, 𝛼 from 0.5 to 1.0, and 𝛼 from 2.0 to 8.0.
The selection function represents the rate of reduction and can be calculated with the relation proposed
by Herbst-Fuerstenau, which involves the energy specific selection function of the first size class 𝑆
expressed in [t/kWh], the particle size of the first class 𝑑 in [mm], the class particle size 𝑑 in [mm], and
two dimensionless parameters 𝜉 and 𝜉 . The formula used to build the selection matrix is (Herbst &
Fuerstenau, 1980; King, 2001):
ln

S
S

= ξ ∙ ln

d
d

+ ξ ∙ ln

d
d
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Typical values for the parameters 𝜉 and 𝜉 range from [0.0-1.0].
Knowing the mechanic power consumed in grinding, the selection function can be scaled-up using the
specific energy consumption through the following relation:
S ∙τ=S ∙

P
G

(16)

In Equation 16 the term 𝑆 is the breakage rate of size class i in [1/h], 𝜏 is the material mean residence
time [h], 𝑃 is the mechanic power consumed by the mill [kW], and 𝐺 is the mass flow rate of solids
through the mill [t/h]. Observing that mass holdup in the mill can be expressed as 𝐻 = 𝐺 ∙ 𝜏, then the
previous equation can be conveniently rewritten as:
S =S ∙

P
H

(17)

A fitting parameter procedure is necessary to describe a particular operation using the Herbst-Fuerstenau
model. In this manner, a characterization campaign should be executed achieving a correct parameter
adjustment that allows performing good quality grinding modeling.

2.3. Autogenous and semi-autogenous grinding models
Autogenous grinding (AG) corresponds to the comminution process in which size reduction is possible
employing tumbling mills without the aid of grinding media, and using large lumps of rock instead. This
operation is not always feasible, as the presence of hard rocks makes difficult the particle disintegration.
Under this scenario, a small number of steel balls are usually charged within the mill to assist in size
reduction. This operative configuration is known as Semi-Autogenous grinding (SAG) and is largely used
in the mining industry.
Typically, the breakage process in an AG or SAG mills is mostly driven by the impact of rocks and grinding
medium, both falling from a height and by hitting each other. Therefore, these types of mills generally
have a larger diameter to length ratio, allowing the transportation of the charge to an appropriate height.
Common values for this ratio (D/L) are 2 to 3 times. To a lesser extent, in this kind of grinding the
comminution is also achieved by attrition between rocks and steel balls.
Autogenous and Semi-Autogenous grinding generally generates intermediate particle sizes which are hard
to reduce, named pebbles. To assure an adequate particle size and reduce the pebbles formation, the
AG/SAG mill is usually employed in a closed-circuit that includes an additional size reduction equipment
and a classification unit. Thus, it is common to find AG/SAG circuits following the configurations: SAGPebble’s crusher-Screen; SAG-Ball Mill-Hydrocyclone; SAG-Hydrocyclone (Gupta & Yan, 2016).
Unlike the crushing and conventional grinding, in AG/SAG operations, the Bond relation is not applicable.
Instead, the power consumption is estimated considering the geometry of the mill – diameter (D), and
length (L) expressed in [m] – and operational parameters such as the fraction of critical rotation speed
(N/Nc) and the charge apparent density (𝜌
using:

) in units of [t/m3]. Thus the power in [kW] is calculated
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P = 2.208 ∙ D

.

∙L∙ρ

∙

N
N

(18)

Like in all comminution processes, the most used model to describe the grinding product achieved by the
operation is based on population balance and it is formulation is reviewed in the following section.

2.3.1. Whiten model
The most common framework to determine the size reduction process in a grinding mill is the population
balance model. Whiten developed this approach and delivered a helpful way to calculate the particle size
produced by an AG/SAG operation (Napier-Munn et al., 1996; Whiten, 1974). The model is composed of
two relations presented in Equations 19 and 20:
f − Rs + ARs − Ds = 0

(19)

p = Ds

(20)

The previous equations relate the vector of the product particle size distribution (p) with the vector of
feed particle size distribution (f), breakage rate (R), discharge function (D), appearance or breakage
distribution function (A), and the mill content (s). Combining Equations 19 and 20 and rearranging them
in terms of matrix expressions, the product vector can be calculated as:
p = D ∙ (D + R − A ∙ R)

∙f

(21)

In Equation 21, R is a diagonal matrix giving the breakage rate of each component of (s), A is a lower
triangular matrix in which the column i gives the average distribution of component i, D is a diagonal
matrix that gives the fraction of the mill contents going to mill product.
The appearance function 𝐴 describes the way that an ore particle breaks when energy is imparted to it.
Some laboratory techniques have been developed by the JKMRC to characterize the breakage process,
including the twin pendulum device (Narayanan & Whiten, 1987) and a tumbling test (Morrell, Finch,
Kojovic, & Delboni, 1996). However, when data available is not sufficient to determine the 𝐴 matrix, it is
often assumed to be a standard form as follows (Broadbent & Callcott, 1956):
d
d
A d ,d =
1 − exp(−1)
1 − exp −

(22)

In the above expression, the term 𝑑 is the particle size of class i, and 𝑑 is referred to the original particle
size of class j.
The discharge function 𝐷 is related to the maximum discharge rate through the mill grate. This function
has a shape characterized by two regions as it is shown in Figure 1 (Bueno, Kojovic, Powell, & Shi, 2013;
Napier-Munn et al., 1996). In the model, 𝑥 is the effective grate aperture and 𝑥 is the maximum particle
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size that is not subject to classification, i.e. that behaves like water in terms of classification (Morrell, 2004;
Morrell et al., 1996).

Figure 1. Discharge function representation (Morrell et al., 1996).

The breakage rate function 𝑅 is related to particle size, generally takes the shape shown in Figure 2 and it
can be interpreted as the mass transfer rate from coarse to smaller size fractions. This distribution is fitted
to cubic splines using five points that typically take the following values: 0.25, 4, 16, 44, and 128 [mm]
(Morrell et al., 1996). The breakage rate distributions are affected by different operational conditions such
as ball charge, mill filling, feed size distribution, and mill speed (Bueno et al., 2013).
The breakage rate depends on the appearance function used, which can be measured employing the JK
Drop Weight Test (JKDWT). Thus, to determine the 𝑅 matrix, an experimental procedure must be
performed.

Figure 2. Representation of the breakage rate function R (Morrell et al., 1996).
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2.4. Screen classification models
In most crushing circuits, the product generated by the crusher ought to satisfy a required particle size
which should not exceed a limit value. This quality control procedure is done through classification
equipment known as the screen. The machine is composed of one or more decks in which an arrangement
of a wire type material forms a mesh through which the ore with a smaller size than the aperture of the
mesh is sent out the circuit to the next comminution stage. The material that does not fulfill the required
size is sent back to the crushing stage for a new opportunity to be reduced. Usually, the screen is placed
in a tilt angle (18°-25°) and is aid by a vibration mechanism to promote the material flow through the
surface of the deck.
This simple equipment allows the size classification of a coarse material but the process is not completely
effective. In this way, a model to determine the classification efficiency and allow simulation of a real-life
operation is needed. An alternative for modeling the screening process is the model proposed by Karra
reviewed in the following section.

2.4.1. Karra model
The classification model proposed by Karra (Karra, 1979) is based on the capacity of the screen to transmit
undersize material proportional to the screen area. In this model, the basic capacity is modified by
different factors that allow incorporating variations of the feed material and screen from standard test
conditions.
The theoretical amount of undersize material that can be transmitted by the screen is calculated taking
into account a series of seven correction factors:
G

,

=A∙B∙C∙D∙E∙F∙G ∙A

(23)

The terms on Equation 23 are G ,
which is the screen capacity or quantity of undersize material in
the feed expressed in [t/h], A is the basic capacity factor, B is the oversize factor, C is the half-size factor,
D is the deck location factor, E is the wet screening factor, F is the bulk density factor, G is the near size
capacity factor, and A
is the screen area in [mm2]. Each one of these factors is related to the quality
of the feed and the screen type. In order to determine the factor values, Karra firstly defines the effective
throughfall aperture of the screen (h ) in terms of the nominal screen aperture (h) in [mm], the diameter
of the screen wire (d ) in [mm], and the inclination angle of the deck (θ). The relation to estimate the h
value is given by:
h = (h + d ) ∙ cos θ − d

(24)

Once the value of h is obtained, the capacity factors can be determined by the following empirical
relations.
Basic capacity factor A
A=

12.13 ∙ h . − 10.3
0.34 ∙ h + 14.41

h < 51 [mm]
h < 51 [mm]
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Oversize factor B
B=

1.6 − 1.2 ∙ F (h )
4.275 − 4.25 ∙ F (h )

F (h ) ≤ 0.87
F (h ) > 0.87

(26)

Where F as the cumulative size distribution of oversize expressed as a fraction.

Half-size factor C
0.7 + 1.2 ∙ F (0.5 ∙ h )
⎧
2.053 ∙ F (0.5 ∙ h ) .
C=
.
⎨ 3.35 ∙ F (0.5 ∙ h )
⎩ 5.0 ∙ F (0.5 ∙ h ) − 1.5

F (0.5 ∙ h ) ≤ 0.3
0.3 < F (0.5 ∙ h ) ≤ 0.55
0.55 < F (0.5 ∙ h ) ≤ 0.8
F (0.5 ∙ h ) > 0.8

(27)

With F as the cumulative undersize distribution expressed as a fraction.

Deck location factor D
(28)

D = 1.1 − 0.1 ∙ S
With S = 1 for the top deck, S = 2 for the second deck, and so on.

Wet screening factor E
Let T = 1.26 ∙ h then the E factor is defined by:
1
⎧T
⎪ 1.5 + 0.25 ∙ T
⎪
⎪ 2.5
3.25 + 0.125 ∙ T
E=
4.5
+ 0.25 ∙ T
⎨
2.1
+ 0.05 ∙ T
⎪
⎪1.5 + 0.0125 ∙ T
⎪1.35 + 0.00625 ∙ T
⎩1.15

T<1
1≤T<2
2≤T<4
4≤T<6
6 ≤ T < 10
10 ≤ T < 12
12 ≤ T < 16
16 ≤ T < 24
24 ≤ T < 32
T > 32

(29)

Bulk density factor F
F=

ρ
1600

(30)

With ρ as the material bulk density expressed in [t/m 3].
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Near-size capacity factor 𝑮𝒄
G = 0.975 ∙ 1 − F (1.25 ∙ h ) + F (0.75 ∙ h )

.

(31)

In real operations, not all the undersize material is transmitted because of several physical factors that
impair the efficiency of the classification equipment. This effect is described by the screening classification
efficiency or partition function which is based on the Rosin-Rammler distribution and is defined by:
c(d ) = 1 − exp[−0.693(d /d )

.

]

(32)

In Equation 32 the terms d is the particle size belonging to the size class i in units of [mm], and d is the
size at which a particle has the same probability of being classified in undersize or oversize [mm]. This
relation conveys the efficiency of transference of particles of size d to oversize. The parameter d can
be estimated using the following relation:
d
G
= .
h
K

(33)

The term K in the above equation is defined by:
K=
With G
feed.

,

G , ∙ F , (h )
A∙B∙C∙D∙E∙F∙A

as the mass flow rate of the feed [t/h], and F

,

(34)
the cumulative undersize distribution in the

Figure 3 depicts an example of ideal and real classification given by the partition function. The ideal
situation is when a complete classification efficiency is achieved generating a perfect split for oversized
and undersized materials (red line). In real operation though, the screening efficiency distribution must
be considered which is represented by the blue curve shown in the graph.

Figure 3. Ideal and real partition curves for a generic screening operation. Data obtained via simulation for a screen cut-size of
75 [mm].
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2.5. Hydrocyclone classification models
Hydrocylone is the equipment used to selectively separate by size ore contained in a pulp. The
fundamental of its operation is the harness of the centrifugal force produced by the pulp fed into the
hydrocyclone at a certain pressure and the creation of a vortex in the central zone of the apparatus.
Centrifugal force drags the coarse fraction of the solid phase to the walls of the equipment where they
find their path out of it through the underflow discharge. Meanwhile, the fine fraction of the material is
driven toward the vortex which takes them out of the system through an overflow aperture.
Consequently, the hydrocyclone generates two streams of material: one containing coarse material and
water, and the other containing fine particles and water.
The geometry of the equipment is a major subject topic since it determines the classification performance.
Practically all the models that have been developed to represent this operation include the geometric
parameters of the hydrocyclone as the hydrocyclone diameter (D ), the hydrocyclone inlet diameter (D ),
hydrocyclone vortex finder diameter (D ), the hydrocyclone spigot diameter (D ), and the free vortex
height (h). In Figure 4 is depicted a schematic of the hydrocyclone geometry with its respective
components.

Figure 4. Scheme of hydrocyclone geometry parameters.

Two alternatives to modeling the hydrocyclone classification are reviewed, Plitt and Nageswararao. Both
models are empirical and were developed through the adjustment of a great amount of experimental
data with operational and geometric parameters. The modeling gives the partition curve as well as the
water recovery obtained by the operation, a fundamental factor to assess the pulp composition, and that
allows solving the water balance in a grinding circuit.
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2.5.1. Plitt model
The model proposed by Plitt was developed by choosing geometrical and operational variables that were
adjusted to several empirical relations to predict the classification efficiency of a single
hydrocyclone.Error! Reference source not found. Plitt uses the Rosin-Rammler distribution to describe
the partition curve which can be determined by the following formula (Nageswararao, Wiseman, &
Napier-Munn, 2004; Plitt, Conil, & Broussaud, 1990):
d
d

C(d ) = 1 − exp −0.693 ∙

(35)

In equation 35 the term d is the particle size of class i expressed in [μm], α is the dimensionless
classification index, and d
is the corrected cut-size in [μm]. The term d
arises from the need to
correct the operational efficiency curve generated by every classification unit in which a short-circuiting
effect is observed because finer particles present a liquid-like behavior when are subject to the
classification process, and therefore the partition curve does not represent the pure effect of size
classification (Nageswararao, 1999; Wills & Finch, 2016d). Hence, the corrected cut-size is the appropriate
term to characterize the classification achieved through hydrocyclones. The proposed empirical relation
for calculating the d value is (Nageswararao et al., 2004):
d

=F ∙

.

50.5 ∙ D
D

.

∙D

.

.

∙h

.

∙D
∙Q

.

∙ exp(0.08 ∙ C )
∙ (ρ − ρ )

.

(36)

Where F is a calibration factor, Q is the throughput of the hydrocyclone in [l/min], ρ and ρ are the
densities of feed solids and fluid medium respectively in [t/m3], and D , D , D , D , and h are the
hydrocyclone geometric parameters expressed in [cm].
To determine the classification index 𝛼, the following calculation methodology must be followed:





Estimate the hydrocyclone feed pressure.
Estimate the volumetric flow split (underflow/overflow).
Estimate the volumetric recovery of feed slurry to underflow.
Estimate the 𝛼 parameter.

Thus, as the first step, the feed pressure is calculated with:
1.88 ∙ Q

P=F ∙

.

D

.

∙D

.

∙ exp(0.55 ∙ C )

∙h

.

∙ D

+D

.

(37)

Where F is a calibration factor and C is the volumetric fraction of feed solids.
Then the volumetric flow split (S), which account for the volumetric flowrate in underflow to overflow
ratio, can be estimated by:
1.9 ∙
S=F ∙

D
D

.

∙h

.

∙ D

+D

.

.

D

∙P

.

∙ exp(0.54 ∙ C )

(38)

Where F is a calibration factor.
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Once the flow split is known, the volumetric recovery of feed slurry to underflow (R ) can be calculated
with the relation:
R =

S
1+S

(39)

And finally, the index parameter is determined by:
α = F ∙ 1.94 ∙ exp −1.58 ∙ R ∙

D

∙h

.

Q

(40)

Where F is a calibration factor.
Using the Plitt model and knowing the size distribution at the feed, the water recovery at the underflow
can be estimated as well, by the following relation:
d
d
R =
d
1 − C ∙ 1 − ∑ f ∙ exp −0.6931 ∙
d
R − C ∙ 1 − ∑ f ∙ exp −0.6931 ∙

(41)

Where f is the size distribution of feed solids of the size class i.
Plitt model includes several calibration factors (𝐹 ) that must be adjusted with real data to get a
representative efficiency curve of the operational hydrocyclone performance.
In Figure 5, an example of a classification efficiency curve is shown as a function of the particle size. The
curve indicates that for larger particle sizes the efficiency turns to be higher, therefore larger particles are
properly classified to the oversize stream.

Figure 5. Example of a simulated partition curve for a hydryclone battery calculated with the Plitt model.

2.5.2. Nageswararao model
A model to represent the hydrocyclone classification was proposed by Nageswararao based on the
calibration of several data collected in different operations (Nageswararao et al., 2004). Compared with
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the Plitt model, Nageswararao uses more parameters that need to be adjusted, because it does rely on
typical values as a first approximation. In this model, the classification function is calculated for each class
size (d ) using the corrected classification size (d ), and the hydrocyclone efficiency curve shape
parameter (α). The equation used to estimate the classification function is:
exp α ∙
C(d ) =
exp α ∙

d
d

d
d

−1
(42)

+ exp(α) − 2

Some requirement for Nageswararao model are that α must be determined separately by test work and
is specific for each type of material.
Considering the hydrocyclone geometric parameters (D , D , D , D , h and θ), the feed pressure (P), the
pulp density (ρ ), the acceleration due to gravity (g), and the hindered settling factor (λ), the value of the
corrected classification size is estimated using the following empirical relation:
𝑑
𝐷

=𝐴 ∙𝐷

𝐷
𝐷

∙

∙

𝐷
𝐷

∙

𝐷
𝐷

∙

ℎ
𝐷

∙𝜃

∙

𝑃
𝜌 ∙𝑔∙𝐷

∙𝜆

(43)

The equation to determine the hydrocyclone throughput (Q) is:
𝑄

=𝐵 ∙𝐷

∙

𝑃
𝐷 ∙
𝜌

𝐷
𝐷

∙

𝐷
𝐷

ℎ
𝐷

∙

∙𝜃

(44)

Nageswararao proposed the following equations to estimate the flow distribution utilizing the water
recovery at the underflow (R ) and the pulp recovery at the underflow (R ):
𝑅 =𝐶 ∙

𝐷
𝐷

𝑅 =𝐷 ∙

∙

𝐷
𝐷

𝐷
𝐷

∙

∙

𝐷
𝐷

𝐷
𝐷

∙

∙

𝐷
𝐷

ℎ
𝐷

∙

∙𝜃

ℎ
𝐷

∙

∙𝜃

𝑃
𝜌 ∙𝑔∙𝐷

∙

𝑃
𝜌 ∙𝑔∙𝐷

∙𝜆

(45)

(46)

The many terms appearing in the equations formulated by Nageswararao identified as 𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 , 𝑑 , 𝑒 , 𝑓 ,
𝑔 , 𝐴 , 𝐵 , 𝐶 , and 𝐷 are the parameters that must be fitted to model an accurate performance of the
operation. This implies that the implementation of the model is accompanied by a rigorous data collection
campaign.

2.6. Flotation models
In mineral processing plants, the concentration is performed using froth flotation as a method to separate
the ore from the gangue. The mineral that has achieved an adequate size in the previous comminution
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stages is sent to the flotation plant, where it is concentrated through a series of stages to reach a proper
grade to be marketed. Typical particle size values for a proper flotation performance are around 150 [μm].
As it is well known, flotation is carried out in vessels, named flotation cells, in a three-phase system
composed of solid, gas, and liquid phases. The selective separation of ore and gangue is driven by the
physical chemistry property related to material wettability. Thus, there are minerals prone to present
affinity with water, named hydrophilic, which remain held in the liquid phase and then removed from the
cell through the tailings discharge. On the other hand, the minerals showing poor affinity with water or
which their incipient aversion to it is enhanced using reagents, named hydrophobic, will tend to attach to
the gas phase presented in form of gas bubbles and be finally collected on the top of the cell making the
concentrate.
Achieving the best possible technical and economic performance is essential for any concentrator plant.
This is accomplished using the combination of three flotation stages: rougher, cleaner, and scavenger.
This configuration has been adopted by almost every concentrator plant. Nevertheless, various plant
configurations can be used depending on the type of mineral treated, available technology, expected
performance, etc. Modern flotation plants have adopted the structure presented in Figure 6. Rougher and
scavenger stages are generally carried out employing mechanical flotation cells while the cleaner stage is
usually done in flotation columns. This difference implies that both types of flotations have to be modeled
individually to simulate the complete concentration process.

Figure 6. Generic scheme of a three-stage flotation plant with rougher, cleaner, and scavenger flotations.

2.6.1. Mechanical cells
Both rougher and scavenger stages are performed in a bank of mechanical cells in series. This type of cell
produces an agitated system which promotes the contact between ore particles and bubbles that are
reported at the top of the cell and form the concentrate. On the other hand, the gangue is discharged
through the bottom of the cell and is conveyed to the next unit or leaves the bank arrangement.
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Each cell composing a flotation bank can be modeled in terms of recovery using kinetic flotation models.
The most used models in flotation are the first-order model and the Klimpel model (Wills & Finch, 2016e).
Both models use kinetic parameters along with the material residence time within the equipment to
describe the rate at which the concentration is achieved. The main difference is the meaning of the kinetic
constant, being in the first-order model the average value of the sample instead of the Klimpel model
where a rectangular distribution of kinetic constants is used and the higher value of them is selected as
the sample representative. Although the two models use the same parameters and alike structure, it has
been noted that the Klimpel gives a better fitting with real data.
The first-order model of a bank of n cells operating in series has the following relation:
R = R [1 − (1 + kτ)

(47)

]

Where 𝑅 is the recovery at infinite flotation time or the maximum possible recovery achieved by the
process expressed in percentage, k is the kinetic constant in [min ], and τ is the mean residence time in
a single cell in [min].
The Klimpel model for a flotation bank of n cells in terms of ore recovery can be calculated with:
R=R

1−

ln(1 + kτ)
kτ

(48)

The kinetic parameters in the model are determined from laboratory tests while the mean residence time
can be estimated knowing the cell volume and throughput.
Both ore and gangue recovery can be determined by assigning specific values to the kinetic parameters
for each mineral species. This allows predicting the concentrate composition based on the flotation
performance of ore and gangue, separately. Another approach to estimate the gangue recovery is through
flotation entrainment (Wills & Finch, 2016e). It has been determined that entrainment can be expressed
as a function of water recovery thus a relation linking water and gangue recovery is held as:
R

= ENT ∙ R

Where R
is the recovery of gangue due to entrainment in [%], R
ENT is the entrainment factor.

(49)
is the water recovery in [%], and

Using the aforementioned equations, the flotation processes can be modeled for an arrangement of any
mechanical cells and determine the resulting concentrate and tailings composition.

2.6.2. Flotation columns
Flotation columns are generally used to perform the cleaner flotation stage due to their geometric
characteristics and operational advantages as height, deep froths phases, almost no agitation, and froth
washing, which make them better suited to produce a required high-grade concentrate.
Flotation columns are characterized by their height and cross-sectional area. Thus, to design a column
equipment, laboratory tests need to be done relating the column geometry with metallurgical indicators
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such as recovery and grade. Knowing the values of feed composition, design parameters, and expected
concentrate grade, the relations can be used to estimate the cleaner stage performance. The formulas
used to design flotation columns are:
A=

G
AU

G
G
A=
=
CL

(50)
L
∙R
L
CL

∙

(51)

Where the terms A is the cross-sectional area of the flotation column in [m 2], G and G are the mass
flow rate at feed and concentrate respectively [ton/h], L is the feed grade in [%], L is the concentrate
grade [%], R is the mineral recovery [%], AU is the unit area factor in [tons of feed/h/m2], and CL the
carrying capacity factor in [tons of concentrate/h/m 2].
The modeling of the column flotation process distinguishes two regions in the equipment, the collection,
and froth zones. Assuming this, the overall recovery of the process is calculated as a combination of
recoveries in both zones (Dobby & Finch, 1991):
R=

R R
(1 − R + R R )

(52)

Where R is the collection zone recovery expressed in [1/%] and R is the froth zone recovery in [1/%].
According to this relation and taking into account that the column flotation dispersion can be modeled
with a 1 large tank and 2 tanks in series model, a kinetic relation is proposed to determine the recovery
(Yianatos, Bucarey, Larenas, Henríquez, & Torres, 2005):
𝑅=𝑅

1−

1
1
𝑘𝜏 + 1
− 1 + 𝛼𝑙𝑛
𝑘(𝜏 − 𝜏 ) 𝑘𝜏 + 1
𝑘𝜏 + 1

α=

τ
τ −τ

(53)

(54)

Where τ and τ are the mean residence time in the large tank and small tanks respectively in [min].

2.7. Residence time distribution models
Although the stages of mineral processing are modeled to predict product composition like size
distribution or oregrades, they are not capable of calculating the blending associated with the ore passing
through the stage. This blending can be thought of as the combined effect of recirculation and differences
in time permanence in the equipment. When the residence time is known, a tool to estimate the blending
effect results because the equipment discharge can be modeled as time series with each period associated
with specific residence times.
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Residence time distribution (RTD) is defined as the complete time that material remains in an equipment
or stage from its input to its output. The RTD is related to the machine size, and the degree of agitation in
the system, as well as the properties of the particles and pulp, including the size distribution and the rate
of the flow. Due to the nature of some processes, it is possible to find stages that differ on their rate of
agitation, a characteristic that produces a rate-discharge spectrum from plug flow to perfect mixer.
It is possible to describe the RTD through the use of two ideal models that can be applied to account for
two extreme situations. The first case corresponds to a plug flow model in which because of the lack of
agitation in the system the residence time is the same for every particle that goes into the process. The
second case is the perfect mixer model which assumes that every particle in the system is well agitated
and therefore has the same probability to leave the process at a given time. However, in realistic
operations, the residence time can be modeled as a result of a combination of those models and
consequently, the RTD is something between plug flow and perfect mixer. To describe the RTD for reallife processes, several models have been proposed which are the outcome of the combination of two or
more stages of both ideal situations. In Table 4 a list of the most used RTD models in mineral processing
is presented, and schematics of RTD obtained with plug flow, perfect mixer model, and axial dispersion
models are depicted in Figure 7.
Table 4. Typical RTD models and their use in mineral processing.

Model
Plug Flow
Perfect Mixer
Axial Dispersion
LTST
1LT2ST
2 Perfect Mixers in
Parallel
N Perfect Mixers in
Series

Conventional
Grinding

AG/SAG
Grinding

X
X
X

X
X
X

Flotation
(Mechanical Cells)

Flotation
(Column cells)
X

X
X
X
X
X

Figure 7. Schematics of RTD models. On the left plug flow (red) and perfect mixer (blue); On the right axial dispersion.

In the next sections, the RTD models previously presented are reviewed, and their structures and
parameters are presented. As will be seen, the models are displayed in the form of transfer functions
representing the evolution of the time residence throughout the stage.
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2.7.1. Plug flow
The plug flow model in time (t) is better suitable for non-agitated systems, like columnar flotation. In this
model, every particle of the sample has the same residence time and is defined with the following formula
(Gao, Muzzio, & Ierapetritou, 2012):
E(t) = H(t − τ)

(55)

Where H is a step function taking the value 0 when t<0 and 1 when t>0, and τ is the mean residence time
in [min].

2.7.2. Perfect mixer
The perfect mixer model is commonly used in systems with a great degree of agitation, like mechanical
flotation cells, and is defined by the equation (Gao et al., 2012):
1
t−t
E(t) = exp −
τ
τ

(56)

Where τ is the mean residence time expressed in [min], and t is a dead time parameter in [min]. The
dead time accounts for a lag period until the material is discharged.

2.7.3. Axial dispersion
The axial dispersion model allows building the RTD curve knowing the mean residence time of the material
(τ) within the mill and a specific parameter called the axial dispersion coefficient or diffusion coefficient
(A) which has dimensionless units. It had been noticed that the axial dispersion factor has a correlation
with the n equal fully mixed reactors model and that the value for a typical ball mill operation is around
0.18 (H. Cho & Austin, 2002; Nomura, 2012). The model is represented by the following relation:
E(t) =

1
τ√4πAθ

exp −

(1 − θ)
4Aθ

(57)

Where θ is defined as t/τ.
The axial dispersion model has been mainly used to represent the conventional grinding and AG/SAG
grinding stages.

2.7.4. Large tank and small tank in series (LTST)
The LTST model assumes that the RTD behaves as an arrangement of two agitated tanks in series (a large
tank and a small tank) and even though is more suitable for flotation stages it has also been used to
characterize the RTD resultant of grinding processes (H. Cho & Austin, 2002) and the RTD in cleaner
flotation columns (Yianatos, Vinnett, Panire, Alvarez-Silva, & Díaz, 2017). In its formulation, the mean
residence time of the stage is divided into two fractions corresponding to a large tank (τ ) and a small tank
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(τ ), both expressed in [min]. A dead time contribution (τ ) is included as well, to account for the lag
effect.
The model is defined by the equation:
E(t) =

1
∙ exp
(τ − τ )

−

(t − τ )
(t − τ )
− exp −
τ
τ

(58)

2.7.5. 1 large tank and 2 small tanks in series (1LT2ST)
The 1LT2ST model is similar to the LTST adding an additional tank to the arrangement. This model has
been shown to be flexible and fit the RTD curves for different ball mill geometries (H. C. Cho, Kim, Lee, &
Kim, 2011). Also, this model is suitable to fit the flotation column RTD in the cleaner flotation stage
(Yianatos et al., 2005). The parameters of the model are the mean residence time of the large tank (τ ),
the two small tanks (τ ) and the dead time (τ ), all expressed in [min].
The model is defined by the following equation:
E(t) =

τ ∙τ
t
t
∙ exp −
− exp −
(τ − τ )
τ
τ

−

t∙τ
t
∙ exp −
(τ − τ )
τ

(59)

2.7.6. 2 perfect mixers in parallel
The model of 2 perfect mixers in parallel is included as a possible functional alternative to represent the
RTD in the cleaner flotation stage when flotation columns are used (Yianatos et al., 2017). This model
allows representing a fraction of a by-pass flow employing a fast perfect mixer which is weighted by the
α parameter and divides the mean residence time into two fractions, τ and τ expressed in [min], for
both mixers.
The model is expressed by the equation:
E(t) =

α
τ

∙ exp −

(t − τ )
(t − τ )
1−α
+
∙ exp −
τ
τ
τ

(60)

Where α is a weight parameter that represents the ratio between the two mixers and takes values ranging
from [0-1].

2.7.7. N-perfect mixers in series
The n-perfect mixers model is mostly used for characterizing the RTD in conventional flotation cell banks
(Yianatos, Bergh, Vinnett, Panire, & Díaz, 2015). Nevertheless, this model has been used to fit the RTD in
a ball mill circuit as well (H. Cho & Austin, 2002). The model assumes the existence of an arrangement of
N tanks in series and uses the mean residence time of a single tank (τ ) as a time parameter. This model
takes the shape of a gamma function which is represented by the Г parameter in the equation (Gao et al.,
2012). A dead time factor (τ ) is also included to represent the possible effect of plug flow in the model.
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The N-perfect mixer model is defined by the relation:
(t − τ )(
E(t) =

)

τ

∙ exp −

(t − τ )
τ

(61)

∙ Г(N)

3. Final Comments
It is possible to represent every mineral processing stage through modeling methods that go from balance
population in comminution, empirical relations in classification, and phenomenological models in
flotation. However, these models are not available to calculate the residence time distribution of the
treated material in a mineral processing stage on their own and an external modeling tool is needed to
estimate the RTD. There is a wide spectrum of transfer function based models that allow calculating the
RTD but some process characteristics must be considered before selecting any of them, such as presence
of agitation or nature of the process itself.
Despite the diverse nature of the reviewed models, it is conceivable that they can be connected as a chain
of processes where the outcome of a stage serves as the input parameter for the next one. Integrating
the RTD analysis in the modeling, a better representation of the material behavior and its evolution can
be achieved. Then it is possible to think about setting up a method to evaluate the blending effect
produced by the plant configuration (recirculating material) and the equipment characteristics, along with
the composition assessment through stage outcomes.
With this information, practically every plant configuration can be assessed using simulation as an
instrument to probe its response to eventual changes in ore properties or perturbations. Nevertheless, it
is important to notice that the software used for simulation purposes has to contain a dynamic
component, since results are time sensitive because of the nature of the RTD models. Under this
approach, a valid alternative to modeling is Matlab’s Simulink which comprises time progress and permits
programming every model independently and link them, if necessary. Hence, the next step of this research
is to program the models integrating the interaction between them and assess the results in terms of
mineral processing performance.
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Abstract
A method to simulate mineral processing plants is developed for geometallurgical
modeling. A modular simulation is implemented, thus each operation that comprises
the process is programmed independently considering a specific model, and later they
are linked according to the plant configuration that has to be represented. For this
purpose, Matlab Simulink is used as a tool to build the plant simulator. Two plant
configurations were tested differing on their comminution stages arrangements. The
results show that the program is capable of assimilating the plant variations, reporting
differences in product compositions (size distribution, ore grades), and blending
assessment obtained through residence time distribution (RTD) analysis. Future work
might include mineral processing considering heterogeneous feeding properties in
time, along with the inclusion of uncertainty in mineral-related variables.

1. Introduction
Geometallurgy is the integration of geological, mining, metallurgical, environmental, and economic
information that can be used to control and optimize the processes while minimizing operational and
technical risks (Lishchuk, Koch, Ghorbani, & Butcher, 2020; Ortiz JM, 2019). Geometallurgical models are
built identifying key ore properties like geological, physical, mineralogical, and chemical categories, which
are considered as input variables. The models have to be capable of linking the input variables with the
process outcomes, which are the output properties, and reflect how the process affects the variables. As
geometallurgy covers many areas, examples of applications can be found in different mining processes.
However, in the present work, mineral processing is addressed and geometallurgy is used as a method to
describe this area of the mining value chain.
As a general rule, a generic mineral processing plant comprises comminution stages that liberate the ore,
as crushing and grinding, followed by a concentration stage that allows achieving higher ore grades, in
this case, froth flotation. A generic mineral processing plant scheme is depicted in Figure 1. How stages
are organized defines the plant configuration and it is possible to find several types of arrangements like,
for example, crushing subdivided into stages (primary, secondary, tertiary) or using primary crushing
followed by semi-autogenous grinding (SAG) instead.
By applying mineral processing models for size reduction, size classification, and flotation, the
composition of the product generated by the plant (concentrate and tailings) can be predicted. Additional
1
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information such as residence time distribution (RTD) is needed to assess the blending produced by
recirculating material streams and mixing generated within the equipment. Since RTD is defined as the
total time that a mineral spent inside a control volume, this concept can be exploited to evaluate blending
through the whole process with the combination of the RTD produced by the ore fed in a given period.
In this work, a method to construct and evaluate mineral processing plants is developed using Matlab
Simulink as a simulation instrument. The simulation includes several mineral processing models combined
in the form of a geometallurgical model. Thus, two different plant configurations are tested to
demonstrate the model flexibility and their results are analyzed.

Figure 1. Scheme of a generic mineral processing plant. The operations comprise comminution stages of crushing and grinding,
and later a flotation plant is used to concentrate the treated ore.

2. Methodology
The first step to build the mineral processing plant simulator is to identify the models available to use at
each process stage, including the phenomenological description of the processes as well as the time
permanence of the ore in equipment. As the models are reviewed their relevance is evaluated and it is
possible to determine their usage in the simulation body.
Once the models are defined they are implemented in Matlab Simulink separately. Simulink allows
working with dynamic systems by connecting processes that share common characteristics, variables,
and/or parameters. In this manner, it is possible to build any mineral processing stage, as crushing,
grinding, or flotation, adopting any circuit configuration. This allows the representation of a generic plant
as a series of connected procedures, from the comminution phases and the subsequent concentration
ones.
The outcome of the plant simulation is the product composition (concentrate and tailings) and the
residence time distribution of the whole process. Then the RTD is used as a tool to assess the blending
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effect produced by the differences in material feed properties and recirculating material streams within
the plant.
Details of the modeling procedure and result treatment are presented in the following sections.

2.1. Mineral processing models
A typical mineral processing plant is composed of comminution and concentration stages, which are
achieved using specialized equipment. Machines used in mineral processing cover from crushers and
tumbling mills to perform the size reduction, screens and hydrocyclones to perform the size classification,
and mechanical and column flotation cells to attain the concentrate. Models for each equipment have
been developed which include the ore properties and operational variables. The models are used to
predict process performance, giving as outcome the mineral composition after the treatment.
The nature of the models proposed for mineral processing are either phenomenological or empirical. Thus
it is possible to find population balance like models to describe crushing and grinding operations (NapierMunn, Morrell, Morrison, & Kojovic, 1996; Whiten, 1974), empirical methods to portray classification
through screening and hydrocyclone (Karra, 1979; Nageswararao, Wiseman, & Napier-Munn, 2004), and
kinetic models to describe the flotation stage (Dobby & Finch, 1991; Wills & Finch, 2016).
The material time residence is a key parameter to comprehend the process performance and to estimate
the ore blending produced in the operation through the heterogeneous flux discharge in time. Under this
point of view, none of the mineral processing models incorporates the RTD estimation and therefore their
usage is solely applied to solve operation from a steady-state perspective. Hence, it is important to include
RTD models to take into account the dynamic simulation component that will allow computing a more
complete plant behavior.
There are several RTD models and their application in the different mineral processing stages have been
well studied and addressed by different authors (H. Cho & Austin, 2002; H. C. Cho, Kim, Lee, & Kim, 2011;
Gao, Muzzio, & Ierapetritou, 2012; Nomura, 2012; Yianatos, Bergh, Vinnett, Panire, & Díaz, 2015; Yianatos,
Vinnett, Panire, Alvarez-Silva, & Díaz, 2017). Typically, the RTD models are represented as a timedependent transfer function and their shape is governed by its mathematical structure. Thus, it is possible
to find RTD ranging from plug flow model to perfect mixer model and all the states in between.
The models selected and included in the simulation tool built in Simulink are presented in Table 1. In the
table, the stage in which the models are used according to the experience observed in the literature, is
also provided.
Table 1. Models included in the mineral processing simulation.

MODEL/STAGE

Crushing

Ball
Grinding

SAG
Grinding

Flotation
(Mechanical
Cells)

Flotation
(Columns)

Fragmentation

Population
Balance

Population
Balance

Population
Balance

---

---
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Classification

Karra

Plitt,
Nageswararao

Karra, Plitt,
Nageswararao

---

---

Flotation
Kinetics

---

---

---

First-order,
Klimpel

Flotation
columns

RTD

---

Axial
Dispersion,
LTST, 1LT2ST

Axial
Dispersion,
LTST, 1LT2ST

Perfect mixer,
LTST, N-Perfect
mixers

Plug flow,
LTST,
2 Perfect
mixers in
parallel

2.2. Modular approach
The models aforementioned were individually implemented into the simulation software Matlab
Simulink. The dynamic characteristic of Simulink was harnessed including time dependency on the
simulation. Also, Simulink enables working in a modular way by connecting the isolated models through
streams in which each one represents the transmission of a variable (or parameter) from a model to
another. In the case of mineral processing simulation, those variables transmitted are ore properties like
hardness, particle size distribution, ore composition, flotation kinetics parameters, residence time
distribution, etc.
Thus, this modular approach permits to build any plant configuration by just simply adding stages to the
flowsheet and linking them with the information flow given by the ore variables. The versatility of the
modular methodology can be used to compare different plant configuration alternatives, assessing their
product compositions, product particle sizes, and blending degrees.
In Figure 2 an example is shown of a modular simulation unit built in Simulink. The model corresponds to
a balance population applied to conventional grinding operating in an open-circuit. It requires some ore
variables like the size classes, particle size at the feed, work index, pulp solids concentration, and mass
flow at the feed. The outcome of the simulation is the flow discharge, the particle size resulting from the
comminution process, and the pulp solid concentration in time.
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Figure 2. Conventional grinding model implemented in Simulink as a modular simulation unit.

The use of the modular approach is depicted in Figure 3. In this example, the module corresponding to
conventional grinding is taken and connected to the hydrocyclone classification module, thus creating a
reverse closed-circuit. Following this manner of working, the modular approach can be employed to
construct every necessary stage to represent any mineral processing plant configuration.

Figure 3. Conventional grinding and hydrocyclone classification models connected in Simulink.
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An advantage of this method is that the results obtained using the simulation can be stage retrieved. Thus
the evolution of the input variables can be tracked and analyzed demonstrating the mineral processing
operations performances.

2.3. Blending assessment
Blending is understood as the process through which the feed ore is mixed with previous units of ores fed
at earlier periods. In this manner, blending is composed of recirculating material streams and the
contribution of the differences in equipment rate discharges. The circulating load is typically due to the
action of size classification equipment which produces a mass flow of material that meets with the fresh
feed. Circulating loads can be found as well in flotation plants, where scavenger concentrate is sent back
to the cleaner stage to ensure a technical and economically efficient concentration process. The other
supplier of blending can be assessed with the equipment RTD characterization. Both the nature of the
process and size of the equipment, determine the shape of the RTD curve and eventually the degree of
blending due to the process itself.
Therefore it is possible to assess the blending effect through the use of RTD curves. For this purpose, a
correct characterization of the RTD has to be achieved. The simulation program, along with the modular
approach, is useful to estimate recirculating material streams and allows the calculation of material mean
residence time. Additionally, a proper RTD model needs to be selected that accounts for the process time
residence attributes. Examples of mineral process operations and their suitable RTD models are presented
in Table 1.
Once the RTD by stage is calculated, the question arises of how to use this information to calculate the
blending. A possible method is to estimate the RTD that represents the entire mineral processing plant,
i.e. assess the RTD of the plant as if it were a black box. To calculate the plant RTD, the concept of
progressive RTD is introduced. Let’s have, for instance, an RTDn curve representing the product of a
generic mineral processing stage named n. As a result, the next stage (n+1) is fed with the ore following
the previous RTDn shape. When the n+1 process is applied to the ore, it will generate a new residence
time distribution (RTDn+1) based on the fed RTDn shape and the n+1 operation. This is performed through
the discretization of the feed RTD curve and applying the respective RTD calculation to each section using
a weight parameter given by the feed RTD proportion. Finally, the sum of all the partial curves gives the
RTD resulting from the n+1 operations. A schematic of the progressive RTD calculation is depicted in Figure
4. When the progressive RTD method is applied throughout the entire mineral processing plant, then the
RTD of the plant is obtained.
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Figure 4. Progressive RTD construction schematic. In the upper graph, a generic feed RTD curve is presented. In the graph below,
the progressive RTD is constructed with the sum of the curves weighted by the feed curve discretization.

When the RTD that represents the passage of ore through the plant is obtained, it is possible to use it to
estimate the blending degree. To exemplify the procedure, let’s consider the feeding to the plant as a
discrete process, and therefore every certain time interval, the material is entered into the plant. This
discrete feeding is rendered as a series of discrete plant RTDs in time. In Figure 5 a representation of the
RTD discretization is depicted, where the curves are separated by the time lag considered in the
discontinuous feeding process.
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E(t)

Figure 5. Schematic of a series of discrete plant RTD as a result of the discretization of the feed process.

With the information given by the discretized RTD curves, the blending assessment can be achieved by
taking into account the proportion that each curve contributes to the final ore composition, which is
obtained by adding the RTD curves.

3. Testing the simulation program
3.1. Synthetic case
A synthetic feed was built to prove the program response, considering the ore properties like ore grades,
particle size distribution, hardness, and flotation kinetic parameters. The size distribution was assumed to
fit a Rosin-Rammler distribution with given n and x0 parameters, according to the relation:
𝐹 (𝑥) = 1 − exp −

𝑥
𝑥

(1)

The flotation parameters were assumed to be size-dependent, meaning that for a determined mineral
type, there is an optimal particle size at which the performance of the flotation process is higher. For the
rest of the size classes, the values of the flotation parameters were distributed in a descendent
arrangement as they deviate from the higher value, both toward the smaller and greater sizes. The
optimal particle size for flotation was taken as 150 [µm].
The fed ore was comprised only of ore and gangue for simplicity. However, the option of adding more
mineral species is available within the program, and in consequence, the result analysis can be more
detailed if more information is included. In Table 2 the ore characteristics used in the simulations are
presented, including grades, size distribution, and flotation parameters.
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Table 2. Mineral characteristics utilized to define the plant feed.

MINERAL VARIABLE
Feed stream
Size classes number
Feed particle size distribution
parameter x0
Feed particle size distribution
parameter n
Ore grade
Gangue grade
Ore work index
Rougher flotation recovery at
infinite time
Rougher flotation kinetic constant
Cleaner flotation recovery at
infinite time
Cleaner flotation kinetic constant
Scavenger flotation recovery at
infinite time
Scavenger flotation kinetic
constant

Value
2,000
26
150

Unit
[t/h]
[mm]

1,0

[µm]

5
95
15
90 ± 2.5 (depending on the size class)

[%]
[%]
[kWh/t]
[%]

1.5 ± 0.5 (depending on the size class)
80 ± 2.5 (depending on the size class)

[1/min]
[%]

0.5 ± 0.1 (depending on the size class)
85 ± 2.5 (depending on the size class)

[1/min]
[%]

1.2 ± 0.5 (depending on the size class)

[1/min]

The particle size distribution used to feed the model is depicted in Figure 6. The curve represents a typical
run-of-mine (ROM) mineral sent to the comminution plant.
Feed particle size distribution

Cumulative Mass Fraction [1/%]

100

80

60

40

20

0
10 -2

Feed particle
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Figure 6. Feed particle size distribution utilized in the simulation tests.
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It is also necessary to adjust several parameters related to the models of every mineral processing stage.
As it was said before, the nature of the models used implies that they rely on parameters adjustment,
especially the empirical ones. Therefore, a coherent initial value for each parameter involved is required
to set up the model's initial conditions. These values are selected according to recommended ranges and
evaluating the isolated model responses. In Table 3 the design parameters of the mineral processing
stages used in the simulation are presented, including crushing discharge settings, mills dimensions,
classification unit characteristics, and flotation cell dimensions.
Table 3. Some design parameters utilized in the mineral processing simulation program.

Stage Design Parameter
1° Crusher setting
2° Crusher setting
3° Crusher setting
Sag mill dimensions DxL
Ball Mill dimensions DxL
Hydrocyclone battery
Rougher cell volume
Cells in rougher circuit
Cleaner cell volume
Cleaner cell height
Scavenger cell volume
Cells in scavenger circuit

Value
75
25
8
12.2 x 7.9
8.23 x 14.9
10
150
12
300
15
30
10

Unit
mm
mm
mm
m
m
m3
m3
m
m3

Using this synthetic data, it is possible to test the program under two different scenarios by modifying the
mineral processing plant configuration. In the following sections, two different plant configurations are
tested and their results are analyzed.

3.2. Plant configuration 1
The first plant configuration tested is composed of 3 crushing stages, followed by a conventional ball mill
grinding, and finally ends with the flotation plant. The crushing is modeled with an open circuit for the
first stage, and a reverse closed-circuit for the second and tertiary stages with the aid of screen
classification. The grinding stage is modeled assuming a reverse closed-circuit, with a ball mill working
along with an hydrocyclones arrangement.
Flotation plant is modeled assuming the typical rougher-cleaner-scavenger configuration, where the
concentrate obtained in the rougher stage is fed to the cleaner stage that gives the final concentrate
product. Then the tailings generated by the cleaner are sent to the scavenger stage, where the scavenger
concentrate is sent back to the cleaner stage. The tailings produced by the rougher and scavenger stages
are the plant final waste products.
This first alternative of plant configuration is depicted in Figure 7. It is possible to observe the Simulink
interface and the connected modules corresponding to the mineral processing stages, following the
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modular approach afore-described. Thus, the plant adopted the configuration of 2 primary crushers, 4
secondary crushers, 4 tertiary crushers, 2 ball mills, and a rougher-cleaner-scavenger flotation.

Figure 7. Plant configuration 1: mineral processing plant composed of 3 crushing stages, grinding, and flotation. Plant modeled
with the modular approach in Matlab Simulink.

Cumulative Mass Fraction [1/%]

Simulation outcome delivers the particle size distribution evolution through the comminution stages as
can be seen in Figure 8. In the image, the cumulative size distribution is presented where the size
reduction until a P80 value of 150 [um] is achieved as a result of the comminution plant. The result shows
an expected behavior of the ore size and delivers an appropriate size distribution to the concentration
stage. Hence, the simulation program captures the comminution process with logical operational
performance.

Figure 8. Plant configuration 1: ore particle size evolution from first crushing to grinding discharge.
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A relevant result is the mineral composition generated because of the concentration process. In Figure 9
the concentrate composition is depicted, which is obtained in the cleaner stage. The result is
disaggregated by size classes and it is possible to observe that the major proportion of the product is ore,
an obvious outcome of the plant performance.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 present the tailings composition generated by the rougher and scavenger
flotations. Both stages produce the final tailings discharge from the concentration plant. It is clearly shown
that the tailings are comprised mainly of gangue and a little proportion of ore is leaked within the stream.
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The data presented for the mineral composition illustrate the correct functioning of the simulation
program, since it delivers proper plant behavior and reasonable results.
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Figure 9. Plant configuration 1: concentrate composition generated by the flotation plant.

Figure 10. Plant configuration 1: tailings composition generated by the rougher flotation circuit.
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Figure 11. Plant configuration 1: tailings composition generated by the scavenger flotation circuit.

The residence time distribution is calculated in each stage and the results are presented in Figure 12 as a
boxplot chart. The most striking observation is that the permanence of the ore in the comminution stages
is way shorter compared to grinding and flotation. This is consistent with the times noted in real
operations and demonstrates the capability of the simulator to portray the plant characteristics. As a final
data, it takes about 75 minutes to the ore to completely leave the plant.

Figure 12. Plant configuration 1: residence time distribution by stage.

Once the RTD is calculated, the blending effect is estimated using the procedure described in section 2.3.
For evaluation purposes, it was assumed that the ore feed properties change every 1 hour of continuous
supply. This change may be due to feeds originated in different mine zones. The result of the blending
assessment is presented in Figure 13 and shows the evolution of the mineral composition discharge in
time. As it can be seen for this example, the blending includes two types of mineral at most. Hence, when
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Composition [%]

the third type of mineral (yellow) is introduced to the plant, the first type (blue) has already completely
left the plant.

Figure 13. Blending assessment for plant configuration 1. The composition is presented as percentages of mineral categories.

3.3. Plant configuration 2
The second plant configuration proved is composed of 1 crushing stage, followed by a SAG grinding stage,
a conventional ball mill grinding, and culminated with the flotation plant. The crushing is modeled with
an open circuit. The SAG grinding considers a SAG mill working along with a pebble’s crusher and a screen
classification. The conventional grinding stage is modeled assuming a reverse closed-circuit, with a ball
mill working along with an hydrocyclones arrangement. Like the previous plant configuration, flotation is
modeled assuming the typical rougher-cleaner-scavenger configuration.
This second alternative of plant configuration is depicted in Figure 14. It is possible to observe the Simulink
interface and the connected modules corresponding to the mineral processing stages, following the
modular approach. Thus, the plant adopted the configuration of 1 primary crusher, 1 SAG mill and 1
pebble’s crusher, 2 ball mills, and a rougher-cleaner-scavenger flotation.
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Figure 14. Plant configuration 2: mineral processing plant composed of 1 crushing stage, SAG grinding, conventional grinding,
and flotation. Plant modeled with the modular approach in Matlab Simulink.

The particle size distribution evolution through the comminution stages is depicted in Figure 15. In the
image, the cumulative size distribution is presented where the size reduction achieving a P 80 value close
to 150 [um] can be seen. The result has an expected behavior and delivers an appropriate size distribution
to the flotation stage.

Figure 15. Plant configuration 2: ore particle size evolution from first crushing to grinding discharge.

The mineral composition generated due to the concentration process is presented in Figure 16. The result
is disaggregated by size classes and it is possible to observe that the major proportion of the concentrate
is ore, an obvious outcome of the plant performance.
Figure 17 and Figure 18 present the tailings composition generated by the rougher and scavenger
flotations. It is observed that the tailings are comprised mainly of gangue and a little proportion of ore is
leaked within the stream. As well as the previously tested plant configuration, the data demonstrate the
correct functioning of the simulation program because of the reasonable results delivered.
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It is important to notice that, in this plant configuration, the particle size distribution of the products is
more homogeneous. This can be explained because there are fewer comminution stages, thus the
required size is achieved without over-reducing the particle size in additional stages. Nevertheless,
additional information should be considered to give scrutiny about process efficiency, like energy
consumption for instance.
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Figure 16. Plant configuration 2: concentrate composition generated by the flotation plant.

Figure 17. Plant configuration 2: tailings composition generated by the rougher flotation circuit.
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Figure 18. Plant configuration 2: tailings composition generated by the scavenger flotation circuit.

The residence time distribution per stage is presented in Figure 19 as a boxplot chart. It is observed that
in this configuration plant, the material permanence is considerably longer than in the previous case. The
effect of replacing the crushing stages with SAG grinding directly impacts the final RTD outcome. It can be
seen that the ore takes more than 90 minutes to completely leave the plant.

Figure 19. Plant configuration 2: residence time distribution by stage.

The blending effect is evaluated for the plant configuration tested. As in the previous case, it is assumed
that ore feed properties change every 1 hour. The result of the blending assessment is presented in Figure
20 and shows the evolution of the mineral composition discharge in time. The chart shows that in this
case, the blending includes up to three types of mineral, as seen at minute 150. Hence, due to the change
of plant configuration, the blending effect is extended, and it is possible to find mineral composition
discharge comprising three types of mineral.
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Composition [%]

Figure 20. Blending assessment for plant configuration 2. The composition is presented as percentages of mineral categories.

3.4. Result comments
Comparing the results of the two plant configurations tested, some pertinent observations arise. Firstly,
the program developed in Simulink using the modular approach allows us to prove different alternatives
to solve the mineral processing result, given a detailed outcome of the ore evolution throughout the plant.
Therefore, the modular method has the advantage of easily creating and representing a mineral
processing plant and is a valid tool to analyze, compare, and decide between diverse plant options.
By evaluating the results delivered by the simulations, it is evident that the program is capable of capturing
the plant singularities. In particular, the particle size and the composition of the product change due to
the effect of the comminution plant differences. Thus, for plant configuration 1, the ore size is overreduced generating a finer product. On the other hand, plant configuration 2, seems to handle in a better
way the size control of the ore, giving a more homogeneous product.
Additionally, the residence time distribution differs from plant configuration 1 and 2. As expected, the
crushing stages give very short time residence and consequently, the plant RTD is shorter. Although the
second plant has fewer stages, the nature of them makes the RTD evolve to an extended material
permanence. Because of the RTD differences, the blending assessment varies for both plant
configurations. In the examples studied, the blending encompasses the combination of two and three
types of minerals for the first and second plant configuration respectively. Thus, the composition changes
due to the effect of the process itself as well as the blending estimated with the aid of the RTD.

4. Conclusions
A method for simulating generic mineral processing plants was developed based on geometallurgical
modeling. Several models of mineral processing operations are available in the literature, and therefore
each process stage equipment can be represented by a specific model. However, these models do not
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include dynamic behavior of ore permanence within stages and it is necessary to use an additional tool to
describe the RTD. To complement the simulation, RTD models were utilized combining both
phenomenological and dynamic characteristics of the operations.
For simulation purposes, Matlab Simulink was used as a programming tool. This software allows to include
dynamic behavior to simulation outcomes and therefore reports mineral composition as well as mineral
RTD. Every mineral processing stage was simulated independently considering the required input
variables and model parameters, creating a set of modules that represent them. Once the operations
were implemented, the connectivity characteristic of the software was exploited allowing to link the
stages and transferring variables from one stage to the other. This method grants the possibility to build
any plant configuration by simply connecting operations in a logical configuration. Then the results of RTD
can be used to estimate the blending of ores throughout the process.
Using the modular approach, two mineral processing plant configurations were tested. The first was
composed of three crushing stages, conventional grinding, and flotation plant. The second was composed
of one crushing stage, SAG grinding, conventional grinding, and flotation plant. The results showed
differences in composition, giving the first plant a finer product (concentrate and tailings), and the second
a longer RTD. The RTD outcome was utilized to assess the blending produced by the ore recirculation and
equipment characteristics. As plant configuration 2 gives a more extended RTD, the blending effect is
visualized for a longer period and consequently, it is possible to find a blending of three types of minerals
assuming feed variability every 1 hour. Meanwhile, the shorter RTD exhibited by the plant configuration
1 comprises the blending of just 2 types of minerals assuming the same feeding conditions. In general, the
results displayed logical plant performance and the trends observed were in line with what was expected.
Hence, the simulation performance can be accepted as correct.
Further work to demonstrate simulation goodness might include feed ore properties considering their
variability in time (heterogenous feed) and ore variables with uncertainties, as well as changes of
operational variables in time. Although the simulation was done contemplating the ore composition and
the blending assessment, it is possible to evaluate the addition of complementary perspectives to achieve
a more comprehensive plant outcome, like for example, energy consumption. In doing so, additional
models have to be implemented as part of the modular approach to characterize this part of the plant
performance, but it is an invitation to assemble a robust simulator based on available models.
Finally, the simulator could be used to perform live forecasting if fed to real-time information about the
feed. This would allow for process control, and eventually automation of the each process in light of a
global performance goal.
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Abstract
Key geometallurgical responses and proxy variables need to be incorporated into the
mineral resources and mining reserves estimation, to improve the performance of mining
projects. The Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) Definition Standards on mineral resources and reserves establishes guidance on the definitions
of mineral resources, mineral reserves, and mining project studies. In this research we
show a case study that incorporates a geometallurgical study in the mining project to
demonstrate the impact of accounting for these variables, and we suggest good practices
that could be added to the CIM Estimation of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
document about geometallurgy. Key studies such as integrating the geometallurgical attributes to sampling and modelling, the importance of mineralogical data interpretation,
definition of geometallurgical units and the identification of geochemical proxies in the
geometallurgical modelling are highlighted. Based on these results, we suggest critical elements to estimate (based in geology characterization), use of non-linear or multivariate
estimation methods and the importance of relationship between geometallurgy and mine
planning must be incorporated in the mineral resources and mineral reserves assessment.

1.

Introduction

Geometallurgy has become an important field in mining engineering because of its benefits on the ore
quality on mine planning, plant performance, lower costs, and product quality. To incorporate these benefits
into the mining value chain, key metallurgical responses and proxy variables need to be accounted for in
the block model, which is the main input to solve many optimization problems in mine planning (Ortiz
et al., 2015) (Dominy et al., 2018). Many mining companies have a superintendence of geometallurgy, aimed
at generating geometallurgical models to improve the mineral processing (guided with a sampling protocol,
validation of dataset, data management, geological interpretations, geostatistics modelling and mine planning
implementation). In this context, geometallurgy is considered an important task in the workflow of mineral
resources and mineral reserve assessment. An important example is Antucoya Copper Oxide Mine, Region
de Antofagasta, Chile (Avila et al., 2019) where geometallurgical studies showed that sulfate minerals with
a high content of szomolnokite (hydrated iron sulfate) formed a gel that cements during the humidification,
preventing irrigation and leaching of the heap. In this context, a blending program is implemented for
the grade of szomolnokite to be diluted, to avoid compacting the heap, improving the performance in the
leaching process. Geometallurgical practice improve the mineral processing performance, that can affect
the costs and increase the heterogeneity of the product. An example is Mina Salobo in Maraba, Brazil
(Sousa et al., 2019) that shows a high variability in metallurgical recovery of copper (average 82.47% +/14%). The application of a geometallurgy program, showed early results where the trend of metallurgical
1 Cite as: Garrido, M., Townley B., Ortiz J., Castro, J. (2020) Integrating geometallurgical best practices in CIM definition
standards guidelines, Predictive Geometallurgy and Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-15,
257-270.
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recovery of copper changes significantly (average 86.76% +/- 4%). Geometallurgical studies integrating
data that is already available (e.g. textures, mineralogy, hardness, geophysics, geochemistry, among others)
can significantly improve the planning and reduce the variability in performance during operations. It is
therefore cheap (no additional cost) to account for information already available.
The Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) Definition Standards on mineral
resources and reserves establishes guidance on the definitions of mineral resources, mineral reserves, and
mining studies. The Mineral Resources, Mineral Reserve, and Mining study definitions are incorporated, by
reference, into National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (NI 43-101). This
document is intended as general guidance to assist professional geoscientists (or equivalent) and engineers
(or equivalent) in preparing high quality estimates of mineral resources and mining reserves that incorporate sound geoscientific, engineering, evaluation, and design practices. They are based on well-established
estimation and mine planning principles and are designed to provide general guidelines of best professional
practices employed in the preparation of mineral resources and mining reserves estimates. (CIM MRMR
BP 2019) The goal of this research is to improve best practices by identifying paragraphs in the “CIM
Estimation of Minerals Resources and Mineral Reserves Best Practice Guidelines” document (published in
mrmr.cim.org v2019) where geometallurgical best practices can complement the conventional definition of
mineral resources and mining reserves. The aim is to demonstrate the importance of geometallurgical information and models in the development of mining project, particularly for metals. This will be supported
through industry case studies already published in the literature.
2.

Geometallurgical variables and modelling
2.1. Attributes for sampling and modelling
In general, some common geometallurgical variables that require different definitions are:
• High Definition Mineralogy: in this approach, grade of minerals (ore and gangue) are more important than geological code (for example lithology, alteration, mineral zone, structural zone). Understanding key minerals and distributions can support the geometallurgical models. Assays such as
XRD or QEMScan are common in the mining industry, and combination of different techniques, e.g.
modal mineralogy using geochemistry samples (analytic methods ICP, XRF, ASS, among others) and
model calibrations using XRD or QEMScan data. In this context, grain size, degree of liberation and
associations of minerals may be included.
• Grindability: Bond Work Index for ball mill (BWi) test determines the hardness of the rock (it is a
proxy to estimate the throughput in mineral processing). The Work Index is used when determining
the size of the mill and grinding power required to produce the required ore throughput in a ball mill
(Bond, 1961). Simulations and modeling of this test show that factors as Particle Size, feed, % passing,
makeup water, etc. are operational factors difficult to standardized (Tavares and Kallemback, 2013),
and changes in these factors are critical in results. SAG Power Index (SPI) or Starkey Test for SAG
mill: provides the time (minutes) required to perform a specific milling work, from a feed size to an
output size. SAG Mill Comminution (SMC) is another test, grindability is a function of the specific
energy applied and the percentage of product generated in the impact fracture of a specific particle
size.
• Leaching test: aqua regia digestion or multi-acid (4-acid) digestions, are very effective dissolution
procedures for multi-element analysis at trace levels of detection. However, there can be a loss of
volatile elements (e.g. B, As, Pb, Ge, Sb) during these types of digestion and some refractory minerals
(especially oxide minerals) are only partially digested. Other attributes are important in this test, for
example soluble grade key elements, net acid consumption by tonnage processing and permeability.
• Kinetics of Rougher Flotation: maximum recovery with prolonged flotation time or ”infinity”,
mineral characterization, and geochemistry (feed or concentrate) in a flotation process, etc. (SGS,
2007)
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• Others: for example pollutant grades, rheological behavior, sedimentation, specific gravity, density,
etc.
In case of high definition mineralogy grade, this is the most important to understand the geometallurgical
behavior in mineral processing. Many case studies are known and published related with the mineral
characterization in the geometallurgical studies. A case study of a porphyry copper deposits in Peru, Cerro
Corona, in Cajamarca region is presented as an example a fully geometallurgical study.
2.2.

Case study: mineralogical predictions

In the case study, we show an application of mineralogical information to define GMUs (Geo Metallurgical
Units). Cerro Corona is a mining operation that is located in Cajamarca, Peru (1), it is a Cu / Au
porphyry deposit hosted in diorite (14.4 to 13.35 million years) that intrudes the calcareous phase (yumahualcretaceous). It has been operated by Gold Fields Limited since 2004, it has mineral reserves of 767 Mlb
copper and 1.9 Moz gold.

Figure 1: Cerro Corona mine location.

A dataset of XRD (quantitative X ray diffraction ray X) and QEMScan (semi-quantitative evaluation of
materials by scanning electron microscopy) are available. Characteristics of these tests are expensive and
take time to obtain results. To implement geometallurgical models in short term mine planning, we use the
IR (infra-red wavelet measurement) to predict mineralogical grades, calibrating the model with XRD and
QEMScan values. Using Machine Learning algorithms (Random Forest regression) we identify the range of
the IR curve that may predict the grade of different minerals. Figure 2 shows the spectrum of one sample
(blue curve) and range of importance that is correlated with the KFeld grade estimation (gray curve).
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Figure 2: Standardized spectrum of one sample (blue curve) and range of importance that is correlated with the KFeld grade
estimation (lead curve), algorithm Random Forest Regression.

That model to predict KFeld was calibrated with QEMScan dataset, and used to predict the KFeld in
XRD dataset. Figure 3 shows the cross validation between KFeld predicted and KFeld measurement with
XRD.

Figure 3: Cross validation between KFeld predicted with IR curve and KFeld measurement with XRD.

This calibration is performed for all minerals that are identify as key variables to predict geometallurgical
attributes. The advantage of this methodology is the speed of measurement of KFeld grade, as it may take
only few minutes and portable IR measurement are available in the commercial market.
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2.3. Case study: definition GMUs
In this application, work index was modeled based on mineralogy to define GMUs and geochemistry as a
secondary variable for multivariate estimation. A study based on geological logging and behavior of mineral
processing, show that hydrothermal alteration is a good preliminary proxy to define GMUs. It is proposed
to define the hydrothermal alterations based on a corresponding nomenclature with the mineral associations
composition of major minerals for each type of alteration, common in porphyry copper deposits, from the
mineral characterization by predominant QEMScan mineralogy of each one. These are presented in their
probable paragenetic order, from earliest to latest.
• Potassium alteration – K: This corresponds to the earliest and highest temperature alteration, characterized by the association feldspar-K, albite, biotite / muscovite (sericite / illite), quartz, with accessory
minerals pyrite, calcite, montmorillonite, magnetite, chlorite and chalcopyrite (Figure 4).
• Quartz-Sericite / Sericite-Chlorite alteration – QS: The quartz-sericite and / or sericite-chlorite alteration corresponds to a hydrolytic alteration superimposed with medium intensity on the earliest
potassium alteration. The mineral association is composed mainly of quartz, micas (sericite) and
feldspar-K, and accessories goethite-limonite, pyrite, albite, and montmorillonite.
• Quartz-sericite-clay alteration - QSCC: Alteration majority association of quartz, micas (sericite-illite),
microcrystalline pyrite, reflects a process of hydrolytic alteration of increasing intensity compared to
the QS alteration, alteration that overlaps and destroys previous K and QS alterations, as evidenced
by the occurrence of remaining K-feldspar.
• Advanced argillic alteration – AA: The advanced argillic alteration, characterized mainly by quartz,
reflects the state of greatest intensity of hydrolytic alterations, with pyrite mineralization, and mineral
residuals from pre-existing alterations, such as feldspar-K and micas, and a diversity of accessory
minerals.

Figure 4: Modal proportion of mineral associations for potassium alteration K.

The mineralogical information is important to define the GMUs based on geological variability and
trends. These GMUs can be modeled in space, generating solids with volume / tonnage that characterize
the geometallurgical attribute (Figure 5). This model was validated from a statistical, geological and spatial
standpoints.
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Figure 5: Modelling of geometallurgical units, plant view.

2.4.

Case study: geochemical proxies

The available information must be formatted for processing by the different modeling methods. This
apparently trivial task may consume a significant amount of time, so it should not be minimized. The
main objective is to prepare the database for the application of conventional statistics / geostatistical tools.
This requires that every piece of information must be attached to spatial coordinates. This allows the
calculation of spatial correlations, and also the cross correlations between variables, which are necessary
for the application of estimation and simulation techniques (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989) (Goovaerts, 1997)
(Deutsch and Journel, 1998). Figure 6 shows plots of variation of the concentrations of the elements Al,
Ca, K, Mg and Na as a function of Work Index, and discriminated according to the type of hydrothermal
alteration, based on their geochemical classification. Although there are overlaps between the variations
of Work Indexand concentrations of these major elements according to the lithofacies of hydrothermal
alteration, the trend of higher values of this parameter in potassium alteration, to lower values in advanced
argillic alteration is clear.
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Figure 6: Plots of variation of the concentrations of the elements Al, Ca, K, Mg and Na according to WORKINDEX,
determined according to the type of alteration based on geochemical classification. Legend: FRE = fresh rock; Alterations: K
= potassium; QS = quartz-sericite / sericite-chlorite; QSCC = quartz-sericite-clays; AA = advanced argillic.

2.5.

Case study: geometallurgical modelling

In the case study, the traditional kriging approach does not have goods performance, because the density
of information for Work Index was not enough to create a robust block model prediction. Figure 7 summarizes
the methodology of cross validation to select the best estimation tool to populate the block model.
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Figure 7: Cross validation methodology must be clear and reproducible to choose best estimator.

The cross validation was performed to select the best estimator in the case study based on linear correlation between true / estimated value, using Ordinary Kriging (ρ=0.36), Cokriging (ρ=0.41), Multivariate
linear regression (ρ=0.79) and regression Random Forest (ρ=0.81). Figure 8 presents a workflow diagram
showing the recommended methodology for estimating the geometallurgical block model. To estimate the
comminution geometallurgical parameter, it is necessary to first estimate the total rock geochemistry in
space. This estimation can be made; (1) considering a single domain (without separating estimation units,
not recommended) thus generating soft limits, (2) considering different domains (GMUs) generating hard
limits or, (3) by means of indicator kriging by domains to generate probabilistic limits. In this case, the geostatistical estimation of geochemistry was performed by domains using ordinary kriging. Once the geochemistry has been estimated, the geometallurgical variable Work Index is calculated using linear multivariate
regression based only on geochemistry data.
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Figure 8: Recommended methodology for estimating the geometallurgical block model.

Ordinary kriging estimation was used to populate the geochemical attributes for all blocks. For each
block, the linear equations were applied to calculate Work Index. Figure 9 shows a cross-sectional view (left)
and a plan view (right) at elevation 3805 m.

Figure 9: Estimated block model for the Work Index variable. View in cross section (left) and in plan (right). The highest
values are in red and the lowest in blue.

3.

Geometallurgy on CIM Estimation of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves

This section enumerates some paragraphs to propose good practices in the CIM Estimation of Mineral
Resources and Mineral Reserves document about geometallurgy.
3.1.

Suggestion 1: Critical elements to estimate (based in geological characterization)

Page 16 (line 17), section Mineral Resource Estimation, Introduction:
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In this section, the document specifies ‘critical elements to a Mineral Resource estimate are assumed mineral processing method and recoveries’ but it is not clear which geometallurgical attributes, methodologies
and the sources of information. We recommend using multivariate geostatistics, using geological information
as input to model (e.g. logging, mineralogical, geochemical, geophysics, among others). For example in the
case study shown in the previous section, the use of geochemical variables supports the estimation of Work
Index. The mineralogical data was used to validate the definition of GMUs based on geological logging
and geochemical grades, and the block model estimation was performed with multivariate linear regression.
Figure 10 shows the cross validation and equation to calculate Work Index.

Figure 10: Cross validation in estimation of WORKINDX using geochemistry variables.

3.2.

Suggestion 2: Use of non-linear estimation methods or multivariate

Page 21 (line 22) section Mineral Resource Estimation, Mineral Resource Block model:
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In this section, the document specifies ‘The Practitioners must select appropriate estimation method(s)
or techniques for the resource model’. In the geometallurgical block model estimation, it is important to
highlight the multivariate tools, for example the multiple linear regression. To support geometallurgical
modelling, multivariate geostatistical techniques are recommended (Wackernagel, 2003). Geometallurgical
samples are usually scarce and expensive, then the support of secondary variables or proxies (geochemistry as
ICP, geophysical as Natural Gamma, structural information as UCS, etc.) are recommended to obtain more
robust models (Garrido et al., 2020). Multi-element geochemistry can provide bulk mineral characterization
of hydrothermal alteration associations to support predictive geometallurgical modeling in Porphyry copper
deposits (Townley et al., 2018). The use of synthetic variables (mathematical combination of secondary
variables that have good correlation with primary variable) are highly recommended to obtain robust models
with acceptable time and effort of users (Baeza et al., 2018). One critical aspect of predicting response
geometallurgical variables is that they are usually nonadditive (the response of block is not necessarily the
average of the response of the discretization of the block), and traditional linear methods, such as Kriging,
will not work well on such non-linearities. The use of non-linear regression models may alleviate this where
additive proxies are used to predict non-additive responses (Sepulveda et al., 2017). Using geostatistical
simulations, if they exhibit spatial correlation, is also a valid approach. In this stage, geometallurgical
variables are estimated in space (Bilal, 2017), (Deutsch et al., 2015) (Deutsch, 2016) (Boisvert et al., 2013)
(Coward and Dowd, 2015) but the mining scheduling and mineral processing values depend on the time (costs
by tonnage processed, efficiency, recovery, tonnage per day, etc.) For example, to estimate geometallurgical
variables in a block model (Deutsch et al., 2015) usually the geostatistician or orebody modeler estimates
the georeferenced variables in space (corregionalized variable).
3.3.

Suggestion 3: Relationship of geometallurgy and mine planning

Page 45 (line 46) section Mineral Processing, Development Stage Properties:

In this context, the nature of the variability within the deposit conditions the geometallurgical factors
to determine the optimal processing selection. The metallurgical performance may change with the mixing
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of material, then mine planning should be considered in this paragraph. In short term mine planning, the
correct incorporation of geometallurgical factors can decrease operational cost (real time capacity response,
mineral characterization, correlations, mixing blending, among others), in long term mine planning accounting for geometallurgical constraints can improve the NPV avoiding bias and decreasing uncertainty. In
this context, the Table below shows many consequences of considering geometallurgical models in mining
planning.

The Table shows how geometallurgical models may affect the NPVand mineral resources assessment. In
this context, geological knowledge can be included in the estimation of metallurgical attributes. If estimation
of geometallurgical attributes is not of good quality, mine plans will have high uncertainty (maybe bias) and
the scheduling in long term will define the NPV, affect the value of the project.
In Cerro Corona case study, the long-term geometallurgical model is based on modified equations and
has been used for long-term planning. High quality proxy variables were used to estimate geometallurgical
attributes in long term. For example, semi-quantitative analysis may have less precision than quantitative
analysis (perhaps suitable for short-term planning models). In the long-term case, geological proxies were
geochemical attributes, because these samples are validated through a good sampling protocol and have
reasonable quality accuracy and quality control. The models were reconciled between short / long term
with good results. The conciliation is similar to mineral resources, measurements of long / short term are
compared in a reasonable time frame.
4.

Conclusions

The aim of the paper is to show good practices in the estimation of geometallurgical attributes considering
CIM standards, for which the key points were highlighted. The importance of including geology in estimating
geometallurgical attributes was discussed: estimation of these attributes requires secondary information due
to the small dataset size for of information for these tests, which requires the use of secondary information
with high sampling density (logging, geochemistry, model mineralogy, geophysics, etc.) The use of geological
data can help from an interpretative point of view (to generate GMUs for example) or quantitatively (support
of secondary variables for the co-estimation of geometallurgical attributes). In the eventual case of use as a
secondary variable, the accuracy of the geological data and its representativeness in terms of QAQC sampling
protocols must ensure an estimation error that is within the temporal scope of mine planning.
Mine planning is known to define NPV and long-term scheduling. Geometallurgical models affect the
NPV and the evaluation of mineral resources and mining reserves: if the geometallurgical models are not
considered in the planning of the mine, the real economic benefit decreases, which can generate a bias in
the estimation of the value of the project (plus additional uncertainty). The best practice according to CIM
must consider geometallurgical variables in the estimation of mineral resources and mining reserves, which
have been described in this article.
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